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INTRODUCTION TO THE CONSULTATION ANALYSIS
1.1

This is an introduction to the consultation analysis document which accompanies the
publication of our interim report on electoral law. In December 2014, the Law
Commission of England and Wales, the Scottish Law Commission and the Northern
Ireland Law Commission (the Law Commissions) jointly published a consultation
paper on electoral law in the UK.1 On 4 February 2016, the Law Commissions
published the interim report on electoral law.2 It outlines the response to the
provisional proposals that were made and the questions that were asked in the
consultation paper. The interim report sets out our recommendations for reform. This
consultation analysis provides a more detail-oriented and specific view of the
consultees’ responses to our consultation paper.

THE CONSULTATION PROCESS
Scoping consultation
1.2

Public consultation began with the publication of our scoping paper on 15 June 2012
and continued until 17 September 2012. Conclusions to the scope of the project were
set out in a scoping report published on 11 December 2012. Following references
from the UK Government to the Law Commissions, and from the Scottish
Government to the Scottish Law Commission, the project moved onto the next stage.
Consultation on reform proposals

1.3

The second stage involved formulating proposals for reform of electoral law; these
were set out in the consultation paper dated 9 December 2014. A public consultation
continued from this date to 31 March 2015. The publication of the interim report
concludes the second stage of the project. Its publication, along with the
accompanying consultation analysis, is a stage in the project provided for in our
terms of reference. Its purpose is to enable governments to decide whether to
request us to move on to the production of a final report and draft legislation.

1.4

We are grateful to all those who took part in the consultation processes, both for
participating in consultation events and for submitting formal written responses.
Written responses

1.5

During the consultation period following the publication of the consultation paper, we
received a total of 75 written submissions. These were received from a wide range of
consultees, thus adding to the quality of the consultation process. Consultees
included:

1

Electoral Law (2014) Law Commission Consultation Paper No 218; Scottish Law Commission Discussion Paper
No 158; Northern Ireland Law Commission No 20.
2

1

(1)

oversight bodies such as the Electoral Commission, the Electoral
Management Board for Scotland, the Chief Electoral Officer for Northern
Ireland;

(2)

representative bodies of electoral administrators such the national and
local branches of the Association of Electoral Administrators (AEA), the
Society of Local Authority and Chief Executives (SOLACE), the Society
for Local Authority Lawyers and Administrators in Scotland (SOLAR);
and the Scottish Assessors Association;

(3)

independent public bodies such the Local Government Boundary
Commission for England, the Local Government Boundary Commission
for Wales, the Local Government Boundary Commission for Scotland;
the Local Government Ombudsman for England, the Public Services
Ombudsman for Wales, the Scottish Public Services Ombudsman and
the Northern Ireland Ombudsman

(4)

political parties and elected representatives;

(5)

local government officials involved in electoral administration;

(6)

third sector bodies such as Mencap, Diverse Cymru, Disability Action
Northern Ireland, the McDougall Trust, and the Royal Institute for the
Blind;

(7)

the metropolitan police and Association of Chief Police Officers (ACPO);

(8)

members of the academic community, legal practitioners and members
of the judiciary; and

(9)

members of the public.

Consultation events
1.6

The Law Commissions’ staff attended 23 consultation events across the UK during
the consultation period (9 December 2014 to 31 March 2015). Ten of these events
were held outside London. Consultation events were attended by a variety of
electoral stakeholders, including:
(1)

electoral administrators;

(2)

senior electoral officials (returning officer level);

(3)

members of oversight bodies;

(4)

members of the judiciary;

(5)

governments and individuals holding public office; and

(6)

members of electoral administration associations; and
2

(7)
1.7

members of third party bodies.

The following table showcases the detailed timetable of consultation events. It can
also be found in appendix C of the electoral law interim report.

Date

Event

Location

9/12/2014

Electoral Commission – National Assembly for Wales Cardiff
Political Party Panel

10/12/2014 Capita – Preparing for Elections Conference

London

6/1/2015

Meeting with Stephen Twigg MP

London

22/1/2015

Meeting with Metropolitan Police Service

London

27/1/2015

Electoral Commission – Scottish Parliament Political Edinburgh
Party Panel

27/1/2015

Electoral Commission – Northern Ireland Parliament Belfast
Political Party Panel

27/1/2015

Meeting with Chief Electoral Officer for Northern Belfast
Ireland

27/1/2015

Meeting with Northern Ireland Electoral Commission

28/1/2015

University College London – Constitution Unit Seminar London
on Electoral Reform

3/2/2015

Association
Conference

6/2/2015

Electoral Commission and Police Service – Electoral Birmingham
Fraud Reduction and Prevention National Seminar

10/2/2015

Southern branch meeting of the Association of New Forest
Electoral Administrators

13/2/2015

Electoral Commission and Cabinet Office – Electoral London
Integrity Meeting

13/2/2015

Meeting with Scottish National Party

18/2/2015

Meeting with Royal National Institute of Blind People London
(RNIB)

20/2/2015

Society of Local Authority Lawyers and Administrators Edinburgh
in Scotland Elections Working Group Meeting

23/2/2015

Association of Electoral Administrators Consultation London

of

Electoral

3

Administrators

Belfast

Annual Brighton

London

Event
25/2/2015

Greater London Authority Meeting

London

3/3/2015

Electoral Commission – UK Parliament Political Party London
Panel

3/3/2015

Office for Democratic Institutions and Human Rights London
(ODIHR) meeting

11/3/2015

Lawyers in Local Government Elections Conference

London

25/3/2015

Meeting with Welsh Government

Cardiff

26/3/2015

Meeting with President of the Queen’s Bench Division London
(judiciary)

THE CONSULTATION ANALYSIS
1.8

This consultation analysis document presents the responses received to the Law
Commissions’ consultation paper. It highlights the views of consultees in relation to
the provisional proposals and consultation questions contained in the consultation
paper.
How to read the consultation analysis document

1.9

This consultation analysis document consists of tables containing the responses to
each provisional proposal and consultation question. A table exists for each individual
provisional proposal and consultation question. The consultees, totalling 75, are
listed in rows on the left hand side of each table. There are 94 provisional proposals
and 20 consultation questions in total, giving the consultee 114 different occasions to
respond. We noted strong support for our provisional proposals. The average
provisional proposal was supported by over 90% of respondents.

1.10

Each table holds a set of terms which assist in the “breakdown of responses”. The
purpose is to allow the reader to determine in which direction the consultee
responded. Though not limited to these qualifications, terms typically include “agree”,
“disagree”, “unclear”, “uncertain”, “comment only”. Where a consultee’s response
was not tallied for the total of responses to a specific provisional proposal or
consultation question, an asterisk and an explanation is visible. For example, a
comment may have been unrelated to the provisional proposal or consultation
question.

4

1.11

Overall, many of the views expressed by consultees were unequivocal, thus
permitting us to register a straightforward choice or view (for example, “agree”,
“disagree”, and “comment only”). In certain cases, however, consultees’ views
appear under the “consultee’s response” box. Where consultation views are noted, in
the majority of cases, they are relayed in the exact manner they were submitted to
us. This allows for the most representative picture of consultation responses to be
drawn. In more specific cases, we have summarised a consultee’s view in order to
expedite the analysis. This was only done in cases where the submitted response
was demonstrably clear and allowed for synthesising.

1.12

Our consultation paper and the responses to it have revealed considerable demand
and an urgent need for technical reforms that will streamline the management of
elections and challenges to them, removing inefficiencies and saving costs. There is
also a broad consensus on the form that such an improvement should take.

1.13

Few consultees responded to each provisional proposal and consultation question,
although a significant number of consultees did make selective responses. Many
expressed their broad support for the project.

5

TABLE OF RESPONSES
CHAPTER 2: THE ELECTORAL FRAMEWORK
Provisional Proposal 2-1
The current laws governing elections should be rationalised into a single, consistent legislative framework governing all elections.
Total responses: 47
Statistics:
Agree – 46
Comment - 1

Sub

Respondent

002

Robin Potter (Liberal
Democrat Councillor)

Response to PP 2-1

Agree
003

Paul Gribble CBE

Agree

005

Gifty Edila (Hackney
BC)

Agree

006

Mark Heath
(Southampton CC)

Agree

This is an absolutely fundamental principle and is entirely the right approach. This should underpin all that flows.
The current laws, as identified in the consultation paper, are fragmented and inconsistent.
Rationalisation into a single, consistent legislative framework should be an absolute fundamental guiding principle that dictates all that
flows.

009

Northern Ireland
Electoral Office

Agree

011

Local Democracy
and Boundary

Agree

6

Commission for
Wales
012

Southern branch of
the Association of
Electoral
Administrators (AEA)

Agree

National branch of
the Association of
Electoral
Administrators (AEA)

Agree

015

Eastbourne BC

Agree

016

Phil Hardy (Sandwell
BC)

Agree

017

Joyce White (West
Dunbartonshire CC)

Agree

019

Prof Bob Watt
(University of
Buckingham)
(University of
Buckingham)

Agree

To a large extent it remains unclear how the Commission envisages the new law being divided between Primary legislation,
Secondary legislation and Guidance. This is not a matter of mere detail, but is central to the project of writing legislation. The present
law is unclear, untidy, unhelpful and, often just plain, confusing because it has grown up piecemeal from its roots in the nineteenth
century. The new law must, in my view, be properly structured and, most important, easy to amend.

021

Crawford Langley
(Aberdeen CC)

Agree

The production of a single, consistent legislative framework governing all elections is long overdue.

014

022

The AEA broadly supports the proposed distinctions between primary and secondary legislation set out in paragraphs 2.32 and 2.33
of the consultation paper.
In essence, primary legislation should contain the high level matters and principles which reflect electoral policy while secondary
legislation should contain the detailed rules relating to electoral registration and the conduct of elections.

While it is obviously a matter outwith the competence of the Law Commissions to achieve it, the legislation setting out such a
framework needs to be followed by an acceptance by politicians that only very rare circumstances will justify the passing of election
specific legislation in relation to any new type of election.

New Forest DC
Agree

024

London branch of the
Association of
Electoral
Administrators (AEA)

Agree

025

Matthew Box
(Malvern Hills DC)

Agree

026

Eastern branch of
the Association of

Agree

7

Electoral
Administrators (AEA)
027

Senators of the
College of Justice

029

Electoral
Commission

Agree

Agree

It does not seem possible to create a single, UK-wide electoral Act with supporting secondary legislation. Legislation for Scottish local
elections and (if the Smith Commission recommendations are implemented) Scottish Parliamentary elections will need to be set out in
separate legislation passed by the Scottish Parliament or made by the Scottish Government. A similar approach will need to apply to
Wales if there is further devolution of electoral law in Wales. Therefore, whilst, we support in principle the proposal to rationalise the
law into a single, consistent legislative framework for all elections, this will need to be done within the context of devolution across the
UK.
We also note that the Law Commissions welcome views on the hierarchy of electoral laws, i.e. what should go into primary and
secondary legislation (and what should be left to ’tertiary law’ such as Electoral Commission guidance). We support the Law
Commissions’ provisional views in paragraphs 2.32 and 2.33. The current hierarchy has arisen in a piecemeal fashion and is not
always consistent. It is important to get the balance right between the different levels of the electoral law hierarchy and for this to be
based on sound principles that are clearly understood. The Law Commissions’ reform project is the ideal opportunity to achieve this
and we think the rationale for the legislative hierarchy proposed by the Law Commission is sound.
It is inevitable that no matter how detailed the law is, the current structure means that there will be gaps in the legal provision that
were not foreseen and, in the tight timetable to which elections are run, this can cause problems for those running elections.
We hope that one of the results of the Law Commissions’ reform project is that detailed rules are moved lower down the hierarchy, to
secondary legislation or Electoral Commission guidance. This will allow for greater flexibility to run elections, whilst also ensuring that
there is consistency in administration and that those running elections have the support they need. In our view legislation should focus
less on the process of administering elections and instead should deal with outcomes, leaving much of the process for administering
elections to statutory guidance.
Guidance has the advantage of being easier to amend than legislation and so it can more easily keep up to date with best practice
and technological developments. It also has the advantage of allowing different approaches to be taken, if they are in the best
interests of the voter. It is however important to ensure that such guidance is followed in order to ensure consistency.
One area where we consider that there is a strong case for removing some of the detail from legislation is election forms and notices.
We can see no good reason for the exact content and format of forms and notices themselves (as opposed to their minimum required
content) to be set out in legislation. This leads to significant difficulties for all those involved in elections, especially where errors in the
prescribed form are discovered too late for the form to be amended by amending legislation.

031

Sir Howard Bernstein
(Manchester CC)

Agree

It is noted that, as part of meeting the objective of rationalising the law of elections, the Law Commission considers that a better
balance could be found between those core election law provisions that merit being contained in primary legislation (due to their
constitutional character or because the lay down the overall structure for conducting elections in the UK) and those that would be
better located in secondary legislation due to their essentially administrative character. It is agreed that there would be benefit from an
assessment from first principles of where the various components of electoral law might best sit it terms of primary or secondary
legislation. However, one potential difficulty in respect of this objective is the special status that the legislature appears to have
deliberately afforded to the legislation governing UK parliamentary elections.

8

It is submitted that parliament’s decision to favour primary legislation in respect of the parliamentary election rules (when for other
elections the detailed rules are ordinarily contained in secondary legislation) may not be an “accident of history” (as appears to be
suggested by the consultation paper) but instead reflect a clear political policy decision that elections to the UK parliament have such
special constitutional importance (in and of themselves and as a template for the rules applied at other elections) that the detailed
rules governing them should be subject to the full parliamentary scrutiny that primary legislation entails. Parliament may wish for the
special status of the parliamentary election rules to be maintained and this may present a challenge given the Law Commission’s
preferred approach.
It is noted that the Law Commission explicitly invites conusultees, at paragraph 2.34 of the consultation paper, to provide suggestions
as to what matters should be included in primary legislation and what in secondary legislation. It is suggested that the “hierarchy of
elections”, as currently set out for England and Wales in the Representation of the People (Combination of Polls) (England and Wales)
Regulations 2004, is reflective of considerations that are of a fundamentally constitutional nature (concerning, in essence, which
elections are considered to be most “important” in parliament’s view).
It is suggested that the hierarchy of elections be fully reviewed by parliament (for a particular reason as to why such a review may be
necessary see the response below to question 3-4) and then enshrined in primary legislation. This would of course mean that the
position of any new type of election or referendum in the hierarchy would need to be similarly addressed in primary legislation (with, it
is suggested, the default position otherwise being that any new election or referendum is automatically placed at the bottom of the
hierarchy).
033

Ian White (Kettering
BC)

Agree

034

Scotland and
Northern Ireland
Branch of the
Association of
Electoral
Administrators (AEA)

Agree

035

Jeff Jacobs (Greater
London Authority)

Agree

As long as full account is taken of the different voting systems used.

036

Smartmatic (SGO)

Agree

We argue for the introduction of key principles integral to the use and adoption of technology, in Primary legislation; we agree with
Professor Bob Watt of Buckingham University that any new primary legislation which seeks to consolidate and centralize the law
relating to Elections should be sufficiently flexible so as to incorporate the legal consequences inherent on the adoption of technology
into the voting process without the need for further primary legislation.

038

David Hughes
(Gravesham BC)

Agree

040

David Boothroyd
(Councillor)

Agree

041

Timothy Straker QC

Agree

It is way too complex at this moment in time.
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044

Ian Miller (Wyre
Forest DC)

Agree

It is the single most important task of reform that is required. The multiplicity of pieces of legislation, and the apparently piecemeal and
inconsistent application of the “classical” provisions to non-Parliamentary elections, make it a nightmare for electoral administrators
and anyone else interested in elections (such as candidates) to navigate the law. There is an absolutely overwhelming case to
proceed as the Commissions propose.

045

Society of Local
Authority Chief
Executives in the UK
(SOLACE)

Agree

Solace strongly supports provisional proposal 2-1 regarding legislative framework that states the current laws governing elections
should be rationalised into a single, consistent legislative framework governing all elections. We believe that this is the single most
important task of reform that is required. The multiplicity of pieces of legislation and the apparently fragmentary and inconsistent
application of the “classical” provisions to non-Parliamentary elections make it difficult for electoral administrators and candidates to
navigate the law.

046

Wyre Forest DC

Agree

As above for EL044

049

West Lancashire BC
Agree

051

Dr Toby James
(University of East
Anglia)

Agree

The quality of elections in Britain have rarely been questioned. However, in recent years, as there have been in many democracies,
there have been some high profile problems with the management of elections. These have included miscounts, clerical errors in the
poll, inaccurate registers and rejected ballot papers. These often the result of the result of poor organisational performance amongst
electoral officials.
There are a number of challenges electoral officials face when running elections which can lead to poor performance. One of these is
that election law is convoluted, unnecessarily complex and difficult for administrators to follow. The consequences are administrative
errors and a drain on the time and resources of electoral administrators as they try to grapple with the relevant legislation.
The causes of legal fragmentation and complexity are devolution which has created many overlapping frameworks of electoral law;
more frequent elections; more combined elections; and the lack of consolidation. None of the former are likely to change. There is
therefore an urgent need for the rationalisation of electoral law as proposal 2.1 details.

052

Social Democratic
and Labour Party

Agree

The SDLP are of the opinion that separate pieces of primary legislation are required for elections within Northern Ireland, Scotland
and England and Wales.
Distinct and specific legislation for Northern Ireland would allow for the principles underpinning electoral law to be in line with
European standards while also allowing for specific factors particular and unique to Northern Ireland to be addressed.

053

Scottish Assessors
Association

Agree

054

Darren Whitney
(Stratford on Avon
DC)

Agree

055

Joint response of the
Society of Local
Authority Lawyers
and Administrators in

Agree

The Scottish Assessors Association supports this proposal and underlines the need to ensure that the rationalised framework is
capable of absorbing the impact of devolution of powers between the legislatures within the UK.

Implications of further devolution for any rationalised framework need to be clarified since policy changes often drive changes in
electoral law – which would complicate the overall landscape. Primary core should be left un touched; future proofing should be
maximised.

10

Scotland (SOLAR)
and the Electoral
Management Board
for Scotland
056

Alastair Whitelaw
(Scottish Green
Party)

Agree

057

Colin Everett
(Flintshire CC)

Agree

058

Alan Mabbutt OBE
(Conservative Party)

Agree

060

Mencap

Agree

061

Diverse Cymru
Agree

A counsel of perfection, but, agreed if humanly possible.

Mencap would welcome the end to inconsistencies of the legal framework which has led to anomalies such as that detailed in Chapter
4.
One key barrier to both voter registration and participation as a voter in the electoral process and to standing as a candidate often
cited by people from under-represented groups is the complexity and confusion of information about and processes involved in
elections.
Many BME and disabled candidates in particular choose to stand as independent candidates if they choose to stand for election. The
complexity of electoral law particularly affects these candidates, in part due to the complex language used and unfamiliarity with
electoral law and in part due to receiving less support to understand and navigate these systems.
Therefore a single, consistent electoral legislative framework which reflects justifiable differences due to the voting system or
principles could be of great value in addressing the issues of protected characteristic groups and their under-representation as both
candidates and voters.

064

Dr Caroline Morris
(Queen Mary,
University of London)
(Queen Mary’s
University London)

Agree

I further agree that electoral law should be rationalised within one centralised framework and that differences should only exist on
principle or political policy grounds – and that these differences should nonetheless be incorporated into the central framework rather
than being given separate legislative treatment. Not only would this make electoral law easier to find, understand, interpret and
administer from a practical point of view, the benefits to the rule of law principle in improving the clarity, certainty and accessibility of
the law are considerable.

067

Labour Party

Agree

We strongly agree with this and, further, would recommend that election rules that are subject to more frequent review are contained
in statutory instruments which are replaced in their entirety by any revising SI. This would ensure that for that for both professionals in
the field and for members of the public, all the necessary legislation and regulations would be in one place.
Consideration should also be given to a period of purdah prior to each relevant election during which amendments to legislation would
not be allowed.
This may require, of course, a regulator to able to issue directions where the will of parliament is not clear from the existing legislation.

070

Richard Mawrey QC

Agree
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071

Scottish Government

Agree

While we agree with the principle underpinning the Commission’s approach, it will be important to balance the desire for a consistent
framework with the fact that some elections, or aspects of elections, are (or will be) devolved to the Scottish Parliament. It is right that
Scottish Ministers should be able to propose electoral reforms that best reflect the needs of the Scottish electorate.
It would be important for any review of electoral law to take account of technological developments and ensure that legislation is
‘future-proofed’.

072

Dr Heather Green
(Aberdeen
University)
(University of
Aberdeen)

Agree

Yes, though in my view the preferable approach would be to propose separate Acts for Northern Ireland; Scotland; and England and
Wales.

074

Scott Martin (Scottish
National Party)

Qualified
agreement

The devolution of power in relation to local government elections, with the exception of the franchise, was enshrined in the Scotland
Act in 1998 following the “Yes, Yes” result in the 1997 Scottish devolution referendum. Further devolution of powers in relation to
elections has followed on from a series of reports, including the Gould Report, the Calman Commission Report2 and the Smith
Commission Report…..
…There was a deliberate decision, not usually appreciated now, in the Political Parties, Elections and Referendums Act 2000 not to
legislate in relation to Scottish local government elections, leaving that for the newly created Scottish Parliament. A quick read through
the 2000 Act shows that it is peppered with subsections containing the phrase “This section [or these amendments] do/does not apply
to local government elections in Scotland”.
The devolution of legislative responsibility for local government elections in Scotland has resulted in the Representation of the People
Act 1983 containing some confusing provisions which apply or do not apply to these elections. The UK Election Administration Act
2006 coupled with the Scottish Local Electoral Administration and Registration Services (Scotland) Act 2006 is a cause of a good
measure of this. The confusion resulted in a high-profile prosecution failure, where in a matter arising from the Scottish local
government elections in 2012, a conviction was sought for contravention of Section 65A of the 1983 Act, which applies in all public
elections bar Scottish local government elections – the correct section being Section 65B…
…As matters stand, there has been no initiative in the Scottish Parliament to replicate the change made to the 1983 Act in 2000 to
Scottish local government elections. That right must continue to be respected. It can be seen more generally that is not a good idea
for two legislatures to be amending one statute. There needs to be a Scottish Elections Act containing provisions for devolved
elections separate from a UK Elections Act.
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Provisional Proposal 2-2
Electoral laws should be consistent across elections, subject to differentiation due to the voting system or some other justifiable principle
or policy.
Total responses: 46
Statistics:
Agree – 45
Comment – 1
Sub

Respondent

Response to PP 2-2

002

Robin Potter (Liberal
Democrat Councillor)

Agree

003

Paul Gribble CBE

Agree

005

Gifty Edila (Hackney
BC)

Agree

006

Mark Heath
(Southampton CC)

Agree

009

Northern Ireland
Electoral Office

Agree

011

Local Democracy and
Boundary
Commission for
Wales

Agree

012

Southern branch of
the Association of
Electoral
Administrators (AEA)

Agree

014

National branch of
the Association of
Electoral
Administrators (AEA)

Agree

Differentiation, where there is genuine justification is, of course, right and proper, but differentiation should only exist where there is
that clear justification in principle or policy (and should occur as infrequently as possible).
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015

Eastbourne BC

Agree

016

Phil Hardy (Sandwell
BC)

Agree

017

Joyce White (West
Dunbartonshire CC)

Agree

019

Prof Bob Watt
(University of
Buckingham)
(University of
Buckingham)

Agree

This is the most disappointing section of the Consultation. May I commend my paper on the structure of the new law to you? These
matters are addressed extensively therein.

021

Crawford Langley
(Aberdeen CC)

Agree

A single consistent framework implies that electoral law should be consistent across elections subject to genuine policy differences.
The detailed differences in voting systems can be accommodated within a basic framework. It is, however, essential that all elections
using the same voting system are subject to a single set of rules.
The current differences in wording between Scotland and Northern Ireland in relation to STV could lead to absurdity. In Northern
Ireland, it is clearly provided that a recount can only be of the most recent stage. This is consistent with the general rule that no
recount can take place after the result has been declared. A STV stage results in a candidate being “deemed elected” which is a very
close equivalent to a declaration. It would be a very courageous returning officer who as a result of a recount who tried to “undeem”
someone elected yet this would seem to be what a Scottish RO is required to do in a manual count where a recount must be ab initio.
The problem does not arise in a Scottish electronic count where stages are not declared individually.

022

New Forest DC
Agree

024

London branch of the
Association of
Electoral
Administrators (AEA)

Agree

025

Matthew Box
(Malvern Hills DC)

Agree

026

Eastern branch of the
Association of
Electoral
Administrators (AEA)

Agree

027

Senators of the
College of Justice

Agree

029

Electoral Commission
Agree

We agree with this proposal. Unless there is good reason for a difference between the law governing two elections, the law should be
the same.
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However, as the Law Commissions note, some inconsistencies are deliberate and can be justified by a principle or policy. Some of
these reflect a different choice for a certain part of the UK, for example the law on registration, absent voting and in-person voting
differs significantly in Northern Ireland compared with Great Britain. These inconsistencies should be retained. Also, it is highly likely
that further justifiable differences in the law governing different elections will emerge over time, especially if there is more devolution
of law-making powers. The law should be framed so as to allow these differences to be created, without upsetting the overall
structure.
031

Sir Howard Bernstein
(Manchester CC)

Agree

033

Ian White (Kettering
BC)

Agree

034

Scotland and
Northern Ireland
Branch of the
Association of
Electoral
Administrators (AEA)

Agree

035

Jeff Jacobs (Greater
London Authority)

Agree

As long as full account is taken of the different voting systems used.

036

Smartmatic (SGO)

Agree

We argue for the introduction of key principles integral to the use and adoption of technology, in Primary legislation; we agree with
Professor Bob Watt of Buckingham University that any new primary legislation which seeks to consolidate and centralize the law
relating to Elections should be sufficiently flexible so as to incorporate the legal consequences inherent on the adoption of technology
into the voting process without the need for further primary legislation.

038

David Hughes
(Gravesham BC)

Agree

040

David Boothroyd
(Councillor)

Agree

041

Timothy Straker QC

Agree

044

Ian Miller (Wyre
Forest DC)

Agree

Different approaches should be avoided to the greatest extent possible, as this makes it easier for electoral administrators,
candidates, agents and electors.

045

Society of Local
Authority Chief
Executives in the UK
(SOLACE)

Agree

We believe that different approaches should be avoided to the greatest extent possible, as this would make it easier for electoral
administrators, candidates, agents and electors.

046

Wyre Forest DC

Agree

As above for EL044

Agreed, but there needs to be some basis for defining what constitutes a justifiable principle or policy, and if this can be agreed then
it must be adhered to by government and not become a matter that relies on political expediency.
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049

West Lancashire BC

Agree

051

Dr Toby James
(University of East
Anglia)

Agree

052

Social Democratic
and Labour Party

Agree

We agree that the administrative details of elections are best addressed through secondary legislation. The SDLP are of the view that
the Electoral Office of Northern Ireland should continue undertaking the roles of both registration and returning officers and act as a
single point of contact for all matters regarding elections.

053

Scottish Assessors
Association

Agree

The Scottish Assessors Association considers consistency to be of paramount importance. Consistent rules allow an electorate to
understand and engage in the democratic process.

054

Darren Whitney
(Stratford on Avon
DC)

Agree

055

Society of Local
Authority Lawyers
and Administrators in
Scotland (SOLAR)
(endorsed by the
Electoral
Management Board
for Scotland)

Agree

056

Alastair Whitelaw
(Scottish Green
Party)

Agree

057

Colin Everett
(Flintshire CC)

Agree

058

Alan Mabbutt OBE
(Conservative Party)

Agree

060

Mencap

Agree

061

Diverse Cymru

Agree

Election specific legislation should not deal with changes in principle or policy unless such changes are demonstrably necessary.
If the design and content of ballot papers are to be regulated by secondary legislation, the affirmative resolution procedure should be
used to ensure debate and detailed scrutiny of the justification for such changes.
There should be a clear duty on policy makers before legislating to undertake meaningful and timeous user testing of statutory forms,
particularly ballot papers, and to consult statutory electoral bodies such as the Electoral Commission, the Electoral Management
Board for Scotland and the Chief Electoral Officer for Northern Ireland.

One key barrier to both voter registration and participation as a voter in the electoral process and to standing as a candidate often
cited by people from under-represented groups is the complexity and confusion of information about and processes involved in
elections.
Many BME and disabled candidates in particular choose to stand as independent candidates if they choose to stand for election. The
complexity of electoral law particularly affects these candidates, in part due to the complex language used and unfamiliarity with
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electoral law and in part due to receiving less support to understand and navigate these systems.
Therefore a single, consistent electoral legislative framework which reflects justifiable differences due to the voting system or
principles could be of great value in addressing the issues of protected characteristic groups and their under-representation as both
candidates and voters.
064

Dr Caroline Morris
(Queen Mary,
University of London)
(Queen Mary
University London)

Agree

I mostly agree with the Commissions’ suggestions at para 2.32 as to the suitable topics for primary legislation (including the
franchise, as suggested at para 4.11) and that detailed matters of administration should be contained in secondary legislation
(although contrary to the Commissions at suggestion at para 5.60, I consider that the form of the ballot paper could be usefully
appended to a schedule of the consolidated primary legislation).
I note that this is very similar to the model of the NZ Electoral Act 1993, which might be a useful template to consider when taking this
proposal further (I do note that this Act contains provisions relating to the NZ Electoral Commission and candidate disqualification
which are outside the scope of this law reform proposal.)
I also wanted to put forward for the Commissions’ consideration a proposal relating to ‘soft law’ or the Electoral Commission’s
guidance issued to electoral administrators (mentioned at para 2.35 and again at para 3.38).
Given the heavy reliance on this guidance by administrators, there might be some value in elevating this guidance into a single Code,
to be approved by Parliament.
While this would not affect its legal status, it would firstly provide an opportunity for Parliament to scrutinise the guidance which could
help with the overall consistency of approach to election law and secondly it may improve consistency of application and reduce
variation in the conduct of elections. Greater moral force may be attached to the guidance if it takes the form of a parliamentaryapproved Code.

067

Labour Party

Agree

070

Richard Mawrey QC

Agree

072

Dr Heather Green
(Aberdeen University)
(University of
Aberdeen)

Agree

Agreed, including timetables.
I agree. I would suggest that this consistency ought to extend also to the scope of the subject matter of the provisions as well as to
their content. At present the voting systems for elections other than the Westminster Parliament are articulated in the relevant primary
legislation. For Westminster elections, the simple majority voting system is not set out expressly in statute. The provisions work on
the unspoken premise that 'first past the post' is an established feature of the constitution. (See eg Rule 49 of the parliamentary
election rules - on equality of votes - providing tie-breaking rules that take as an unexpressed premise the first past the post system.)
If a yes vote had been secured in the 2011 referendum on the proposed adoption of AV, that would have resulted in the voting
system being changed by means of amendments to the parliamentary elections rules in the RPA 1983 made by the Parliamentary
Voting Systems and Constituencies Act 2011. Those changes would have amended the existing rules on how votes are taken and
counted. It is surely preferable to create a new model of election law that articulates the voting system for Westminster in the principal
provisions of the new Act(s). This would create consistency with the other elected institutions and have the benefit of being more
visible and accessible for citizens seeking to locate the basis of this part of the constitution.

074

Scott Martin (Scottish
National Party)

Qualified
agreement

….Any proposal to come out of the work of the three Commissions, must recognise that policy has diverged and is likely to continue
to diverge. That is an inevitable consequence of devolution. Perhaps the most striking example of diverge in election policy occurred
on 18 June 2015, when the Scottish Parliament unanimously passed the Scottish Elections (Reduction of Voting Age) Act 2015,
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reducing voting for Scottish Parliament and Local Government elections and all other elections and referendums using the local
government franchise to 16 while the UK Parliament on the same day voted against an amendment to similarly reduce the voting age
for the Referendum on continuing membership of the European Union.
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CHAPTER 3: MANAGEMENT AND OVERSIGHT
Provisional Proposal 3-1
The ceremonial role, in England and Wales, of sheriffs, mayors, and others as returning officer at UK parliamentary elections should be
abolished.
Total responses: 33
Statistics:
Agree – 31
Disagree – 1
Comment only – 1
Sub

Respondent

Response to PP 3-1

002

Robin Potter (Liberal
Democrat Councillor)

Agree

The returning officer need not be one of these, though they could be if the constituency wished it.

003

Paul Gribble CBE

Agree

This is well overdue.

005

Gifty Edila (Hackney BC)

Agree

We agree that the ceremonial role no longer serves a useful purpose in the election process and should be abolished.
The returning officer who administers the election, and who is the person most likely to be named in any election petition
following the declaration of the results, should declare the results.

006

Mark Heath
(Southampton CC)

Agree

The Electoral Commission’s analysis that these roles are plainly redundant ceremonial positons and are out of date and
confusing, is entirely correct.
It is agreed with both the Electoral Commission and the Law Commission that these ceremonial roles should be abolished.

009

Northern Ireland
Electoral Office

Agree

012

Southern branch of the
Association of Electoral
Administrators (AEA)

Agree
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014

National branch of the
Association of Electoral
Administrators (AEA)

Agree

015

Eastbourne BC

Agree

016

Phil Hardy (Sandwell BC)

Agree

017

Joyce White (West
Dunbartonshire CC)

Agree

019

Prof Bob Watt (University
of Buckingham)
(University of
Buckingham)

Agree

022

New Forest DC

Agree

024

London branch of the
Association of Electoral
Administrators (AEA)

Agree

025

Matthew Box (Malvern
Hills DC)

Agree

026

Eastern branch of the
Association of Electoral
Administrators (AEA)

Agree

It is an historic anachronism and serves no modern purpose.

029

Electoral Commission

Agree

We support this proposal, and agree that simplifying and clarifying the roles, responsibilities and powers of Returning Officers
should be a goal for electoral law consolidation and simplification.

This provision seems to be one of the common law and probably dates from the thirteenth century and an earlier form of civil
administration.

We highlighted similar issues as part of our 2010 review of the problems faced by some electors who were still queuing outside
polling stations at the close of poll for the May 2010 elections. We concluded that there is a complex pattern of responsibilities
for the management of elections in Great Britain, including the unnecessary involvement in electoral administration of some
ceremonial positions, which is – at best – out-of-date and confusing in an era when expectations are that public services will be
delivered efficiently and professionally.
Agree
031

Sir Howard Bernstein
(Manchester CC)

There does not appear to be a sound reason, in terms of providing effective administration of elections or any broader reason of
constitutional principle, for there to continue the ceremonial role in England and Wales of sheriffs, mayors, and council chairman
as returning officers at UK parliamentary elections.
Abolition of the role of ceremonial returning officers in England and Wales would also be consistent with the Law Commission’s
stated aim of rationalising and making consistent the law of elections (since no such ceremonial role exists in Scotland of
Northern Ireland). Furthermore, although the role is ceremonial, the fact that it may be held by an elected representative could
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be seen as being unsound in principle and also having the potential to create an impression that the administration of UK
parliamentary elections in England and Wales is somehow improperly subject to political influence.
However, given that there may be a strong attachment for reasons of tradition to the role of ceremonial returning officer, it is
suggested that views of those office holders currently undertaking that role are given proper weight before the Law Commission
makes final recommendations in this area.
Agree

033

Ian White (Kettering BC)

035

Jeff Jacobs (Greater
London Authority)

Agree

038

David Hughes
(Gravesham BC)

Agree

David Boothroyd
(Councillor)

Agree

040

This would prevent non-practitioners having a role in the electoral process and can only be helpful to the administration of
elections.

I agree with the proposal, because there is no need to preserve the legal fiction that the Sheriff or Mayor has actually conducted
the election.
However, I would not like this transfer of the formal post of returning officer to the chief executive of the local authority to make it
impossible for the Mayor or Sheriff to preside at the declaration of result of poll and to read the formal declaration.

041

Timothy Straker QC

Agree
Agree

044

Ian Miller (Wyre Forest
DC)

It is an archaic and anachronistic provision. It is also entirely inappropriate that any role in respect of conduct of elections should
be given to people who do not have day-to-day responsibility for electoral matters and – worse still – who may hold elected
office.
It should be a central principle of electoral law that elected office holders do not have any function in respect of the counting of
votes etc.

046

Wyre Forest DC

Agree

As above for EL044

049

West Lancashire BC

Agree

054

Darren Whitney
(Stratford on Avon DC)

Agree

055

Society of Local Authority
Lawyers and
Administrators in
Scotland (SOLAR)
(endorsed by the
Electoral Management
Board for Scotland)

Agree

Not applicable in Scotland, but this proposal seems sensible.

056

Alastair Whitelaw

Agree

This point is particularly important but does not go far enough. There is an anomaly in that for parliamentary elections ROs are
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(Scottish Green Party)

paid additionally. There is no reason why running elections should not be part of the job: council chief executives are among the
highest paid public servants anyway.
The issue of funding for the mechanics of running the election though perhaps not properly part of the present exercise, is one
which does need examination. Local authorities often claim that they subsidise the running even of parliamentary elections.
There is another unaddressed issue in that the proposal still leaves ROs acting severally. In Scotland we have found both the
Scottish Parliament Political Parties’ Panel and now the Election Management Board (EMB) extremely useful, and responsible
for improving uniformity in practice.
Currently the European Parliament election is the only one in which anyone has power of direction of ROs, and that is the power
of direction exercised by the electoral region’s RO over the other ROs involved. In Scotland the EMB Chair is RO for the
country in the guise of a European Parliament Region.
The EMB also has some influence over practice in other elections. Is there a case for some power of direction over ROs in
other parliamentary, and in local, elections (perhaps the Electoral Commission chair who after all is chief counting officer for
national referendums)?

057

Colin Everett (Flintshire
CC)

Agree

058

Alan Mabbutt OBE
(Conservative Party)

Disagree

This does not enhance the election process for electors and removes history to no purpose.

061

Diverse Cymru

Agree

In line with the above principle that one of the key barriers to understanding elections and therefore to standing as a candidate
for people from protected characteristic groups, removing any unnecessary and outdated provisions in electoral law will support
people from protected characteristic groups to understand the law and processes better and to stand as candidates.

067

Labour Party

Agree

The Returning Officer should be a designated post-holder – probably the Chief Executive of the local authority. All Returning
Officers should be local authority rather than Crown appointments.

074

Scott Martin (Scottish
National Party)

Comment
only

Returning Officers in Scotland pre-1977
In Scotland, the Sheriff Clerks Service was responsible for the conduct of parliamentary elections until the commencement of
the Returning Officers (Scotland) Act 1977. The Act transferred the role to the Regional and Island authorities because of
concerns about the impact elections had on staffing of the court service and in recognition of the fact that the new local
authorities had experience of running elections to their own councils. When the role of the Sheriff in administering elections
ceased, no significant duties remained.11 There were arguments in the committee of the whole house considering the 1977 Bill
for retaining a role for the Sheriff, but these were ultimately rejected. The same logic may well apply to the continuing
ceremonial role of sheriffs, mayors and others at UK parliamentary elections in England and Wales.
Joint Valuation Boards in Scotland
Paragraph 3.6(2) makes reference to the position in Scotland with Joint Valuation Boards. These were created when Scotland
moved to unitary authorities in 1995, although the dual role of rating assessor and electoral registration officer dates back
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considerably further. The position is not exactly as footnoted in the discussion paper. Although the City of Dundee is part of
Tayside Valuation Joint Board for rating purposes, it appoints its own electoral registration officer. Dumfries and Galloway
Council, Fife Council, Glasgow CC and the Scottish Borders Council do not have their rating assessment functions carried out
through a joint board. All four councils have appointed the same person to carry out the functions of both assessor and electoral
registration officer within their council area.
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Provisional Proposal 3-2
Electoral law should set out the powers and duties of returning officers centrally for all elections.
Total responses: 39
Statistics:
Agree – 38
Disagree – 0
Comment only - 1
Sub

Respondent

Response to PP 3-2

Robin Potter (Liberal
Democrat Councillor)

Agree

003

Paul Gribble CBE

Agree

005

Gifty Edila (Hackney BC)

Agree

006

Mark Heath
(Southampton CC)

Agree

There should be clarity as to the extent of the power of direction, particularly in combined polls.

009

Northern Ireland
Electoral Office

Agree

We agree that there is a need for the Assembly Elections Order 2001 to be updated to include the power to correct
procedural errors – this should apply to all elections.

012

Southern branch of the
Association of Electoral
Administrators (AEA)

Agree

The AEA Southern Branch generally agree with this proposal, although have reservations on the Electoral Commissions
role, as they are not practitioners and may be best suited to an advisory role.

014

National branch of the
Association of Electoral
Administrators (AEA)

Agree

015

Eastbourne BC

Agree

016

Phil Hardy (Sandwell
BC)

Agree

002
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017

Joyce White (West
Dunbartonshire CC)

Agree

019

Prof Bob Watt
(University of
Buckingham) (University
of Buckingham)

Agree

This is an essential provision of the new law.

021

Crawford Langley
(Aberdeen CC)

Agree

While the existing legislation is generally consistent in prescribing the powers and duties of Returning officers, the
intention of creating a single framework implies that there will be a single prescription of powers and duties.
The opportunity should be taken to deal with known uncertainties such as a power to reject sham nominations.

022

New Forest DC

Qualified
agreement

024

London Branch of the
Association of Electoral
Administrators (AEA)

Agree

025

Matthew Box (Malvern
Hills DC)

Agree

026

Eastern branch of the
Association of Electoral
Administrators (AEA)

Agree

027

Senators of the College
of Justice

Agree

029

Electoral Commission

Agree

In general terms we agree with this proposal, but have reservations on the Electoral Commission’s role. They are not
practitioners and, in our view, their role is best suited to an advisory one.

In addition to expressing agreement, the Electoral Commission make two further points.
First, the Commission draw attention to their ongoing work to identify whether a more consistent management structure
should apply to all elections in England and Wales, including UK parliamentary and local elections, and state that it may
be that in the future regional returning officers appoint returning officers for UK Parliamentary General Elections and
European parliamentary elections. The Commission recognise that some returning officers may not welcome the
extension of regional management structures as they may perceive it as an erosion of their independence. The
Commission suggest that this should be monitored by the Law Commissions.
Secondly, the Commission point out that currently returning officers are not under any obligation to be trained or qualified
in election matters. Performance standards for EROs and ROs are an ongoing means of ensuring consistency and key
targets operate in Great Britain and it is proposed to extend to Northern Ireland.

031

Sir Howard Bernstein
(Manchester CC)

Agree
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033

Ian White (Kettering BC)

Agree
Agree

034

Scottish and Northern
Irish Branch of the
Association Electoral
Administrators (AEA)

035

Jeff Jacobs (Greater
London Authority)

Agree

038

David Hughes
(Gravesham BC)

Agree

040

David Boothroyd
(Councillor)

Agree

041

Timothy Straker QC

Agree

044

Ian Miller (Wyre Forest
DC)

Agree

046

Wyre Forest DC

Agree

049

West Lancashire BC

Agree

052

Social Democratic and
Labour Party

Agree

However for purposes of maintaining the highest standards of accountability we do not believe that Section 46 of the
Electoral Administration Act 2006 should apply within Northern Ireland.

Scottish Assessors
Association

Agree

In recent years electoral administration has increased significantly in terms of complexity with ROs and EROs subject to
specific election related roles, as such the Scottish Assessors Association supports this proposal but suggests that in
considering management and oversight of elections, the functions, duties and powers of ROs and EROs should be set
out centrally.

Darren Whitney
(Stratford on Avon DC)

Agree

Society of Local
Authority Lawyers and
Administrators in
Scotland (SOLAR)
(endorsed by the
Electoral Management
Board for Scotland)

Agree

053

054
055

Clarity on essential powers and duties is welcome, but regard should be had to practicalities of managing elections.
Clear rules are required but areas of discretion remain important to ensure the smooth conduct of the poll.
Minor breaches of rules may not undermine propriety of the ultimate result which should stand if the rules are
substantially met.
Scope for future change to “centralised” rules via secondary legislation should be retained.
Note: page 30, para 3.42: hierarchy of sources of rules which exists currently should be simplified. Principles should be
in primary legislation, more detailed rules in secondary legislation and thereafter who should have powers of direction
should be clear. ie. Distinction between mandatory and discretionary matters should be clear.
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056

Alastair Whitelaw
(Scottish Green Party)

Agree

057

Colin Everett (Flintshire
CC)

Agree

058

Alan Mabbutt OBE
(Conservative Party)

Agree

061

Diverse Cymru

Agree

The key concern for people from protected characteristic groups in this regard is being able to understand the processes,
in addition to the legislation, that apply when they are considering standing for election. Clearly and simply stating the
powers and duties of returning officers should assist in understanding this role.
However we also feel that the Electoral Commission has a key role to play in providing accessible information in Plain
English for voters and that this role should be clarified to provide clear information on all elections and to act as a single
point of contact for both voters and candidates who have queries regarding the electoral system, standing as a
candidate, or voting.
Whilst we recognise this is a political decision, and therefore may be outside the purview of this project, we feel it is vital
to ensure that in simplifying electoral law and promoting accessibility of processes and franchise through this process it
is important to address the matter of supporting individuals to understand and navigate electoral systems and legislation.

064

Dr Caroline Morris
(Queen Mary, University
of London) (Queen Mary
University London)

Comment

I have previously endorsed the views of David Monks, a former senior member of the AEA, that there should be a power
to correct electoral official errors that affect the result.
So I am not only in agreement with the Commissions that the power in s 46 of the Electoral Administration Act 2006
should be extended to Northern Ireland (para 3.23), it should be amended to include errors such as mistakes in the
declaration of the result.
My current research on election petitions has shown that this is an on-going problem, and at present, one that can only
be corrected through the petitions process. This seems an unnecessary burden on all parties concerned.

067

Labour Party

Agree

074

Scott Martin (Scottish
National Party)

Agree

I agree with this proposal on the understanding that “centrally” means centrally in legislation passed by each parliament
or assembly with primary competence in relation to the election or elections concerned.
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Provisional Proposal 3-3
The functions, duties, and powers of direction of regional returning officers at elections managed by more than one returning officer
should be spelled out.
Total responses: 38
Statistics:
Agree – 37
Disagree – 0
Comment only – 1
Sub

Respondent

Response to PP 3-3

Robin Potter (Liberal
Democrat Councillor)

Agree

003

Paul Gribble CBE

Agree

005

Gifty Edila (Hackney BC)

Agree

006

Mark Heath
(Southampton CC)

Agree

009

Northern Ireland
Electoral Office

Agree

012

Southern branch of the
Association of Electoral
Administrators (AEA)

Agree

014

National branch of the
Association of Electoral
Administrators (AEA)

Agree

015

Eastbourne BC

Agree

016

Phil Hardy (Sandwell BC)

Agree

002
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017

Joyce White (West
Dunbartonshire CC)

Agree

019

Prof Bob Watt (University
of Buckingham)
(University of
Buckingham)

Agree

021

Crawford Langley
(Aberdeen CC)

Agree

022

New Forest DC

Agree

This would clearly define respective returning officers’ roles in the running of the elections.

024

London branch of the
Association of Electoral
Administrators (AEA)

Agree

However, in doing so, we strongly urge the Commission to review the role of returning officers at Greater London Authority
(Greater London Authority) elections, which are inconsistent with those as comparable elections, including European
Parliamentary and Police and Crime Commissioner.

This is essential.

We have been consistent in our view since 2000 that the role of Borough returning officer should be recognised in law, and
repeat that view now in view of the essential part that Borough returning officers play in the administration of effective GLA
elections.
025

Matthew Box (Malvern
Hills DC)

Agree

026

Eastern branch of the
Association of Electoral
Administrators (AEA)

Agree

027

Senators of the College
of Justice

Agree

029

Electoral Commission

Agree

031

Sir Howard Bernstein
(Manchester CC)

Agree

033

Ian White (Kettering BC)

034

Scottish and Northern
Irish Branch of the AEA

Agree

035

Jeff Jacobs (Greater
London Authority)

Agree

Agree

This means a change to the law as it would create powers of direction at Scottish Parliamentary and National Assembly for
Wales elections; we support this provided that Regional Returning Officers at Scottish Parliamentary elections are subject to
direction by the Convener of the EMB.

Although the Cabinet Office issue a list of functions for both regional returning officers and local returning officers currently, it
would be helpful to have this detailed explicitly and clearly in legislation.
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David Hughes
(Gravesham BC)

Agree

040

David Boothroyd
(Councillor)

Agree

041

Timothy Straker QC

Agree

038

Agree

However the powers of direction should be limited to those that are essential to conduct of the “regional” election.
There should be a statutory requirement for consultation with local officers before issuing a direction and for regard to be had to
their comments by the regional returning officer before s/he takes a decision to issue a direction.

044

A power of direction should not override the rights of a returning officer to organise when and where s/he counts a local election
which is held at the same time as a “regional” election (as will occur in 2016, when the police and crime commissioner elections
are combined with the local elections in many areas).

Ian Miller (Wyre Forest
DC)

While there is a case for some powers of direction – for example, to use the same coloured ballot papers for a “regional” election
– there is also a case for limiting powers of direction so that they do not affect local discretion unnecessarily (examples might be
the percentage of ballot papers to print or the staffing levels in polling stations). These are matters where local returning officers
can reach sensible conclusions based on local knowledge and experience.
046

Wyre Forest DC

Agree

049

West Lancashire BC

Agree

052

Social Democratic and
Labour Party

Agree

Scottish Assessors
Association

Agree

Darren Whitney
(Stratford on Avon DC)

Agree

Joint response of the
Society of Local Authority
Lawyers and
Administrators in
Scotland (SOLAR)
(endorsed by the
Electoral Management
Board for Scotland)

Comment
only

Alastair Whitelaw

Agree

053
054
055

056

See comments for EL044

The Scottish Assessors Association considers the Electoral Management Board for Scotland (EMB) to provide a useful model
which has successfully played a coordination role in terms of directions and recommendations that relate to both returning
officers and electoral registration officers.

This may be more of an issue in England. Regional returning officer powers for European election are currently in place. In
Scotland, a power of direction in the hands of the Electoral Management Board’s Convener has proved to be useful and works
effectively and we would support that model continuing, as all returning officers can contribute to development of Directions.
Note paragraph 3.20 of consultation paper: (duty for Regional and Constituency returning officers to cooperate) works well in
Scotland.
Clarity is needed in the status and wording of Directions as tertiary legislation breach of which would give rise to potential breach
of official duty by relevant officers such as returning officers and electoral registration officers.
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(Scottish Green Party)
057

Colin Everett (Flintshire
CC)

Agree

058

Alan Mabbutt OBE
(Conservative Party)

Agree

061

Diverse Cymru

Agree

See response to 3-2

067

Labour Party

Agree

Although this is not straightforward. The simple answer may be to designate, for each election taking place the appropriate
returning officer, and for the Electoral Commission to designate the lead or directing returning officer for each combined poll.
It is unlikely that it would be possible to designate the lead returning officer by a simple hierarchy of elections. Indeed this is
likely to lead to other anomalies.
In a situation where several returning officers have an interest in elections within a particular geography, the Electoral
Commission could then, after consultation, appoint who will take the lead for the geographic area in question.

074

Scott Martin (Scottish
National Party)

Agree

As the Electoral Commission correctly identified in their first response to the discussion paper, in relation to the Scottish
Parliament elections this would mean giving regional returning officers powers of direction which do not currently exist. One of
the likely consequences of the Scotland Bill currently before the UK Parliament coming into force, is that the Scottish Parliament
will extend the remit and powers of the Electoral Management Board in relation to Scottish Parliament elections to parallel the
powers it currently has in relation to local government elections. It would appear more appropriate for any powers of direction to
be given to the EMB / the Convener of the EMB in an emergency (e.g. when a direction is required on polling day), rather than
with regional returning officers to ensure Scotland-wide consistency rather than just consistency across a region. Although the
EMB currently has no power of direction, building on the position at previous elections, it is going to issue recommendations for
the Scottish Parliament elections in 2017 in relation to such matters as the dates for despatch of postal ballot packs. That is
certainly a helpful development for parties contesting all constituencies and regions in Scotland.
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Consultation Question 3-4
What is the proper role of powers of direction by directing officers at combined polls led by another returning officer?
Total responses: 29
Summary:
Consultees emphasised different aspects of the question. Some concentrated on the purpose of powers of direction, whereas others focused on
how should powers of direction should be defined. Some consultees, including the Electoral Commission, responded to both interpretations of the
question. This consultation question also elicited comments about the management of combined polls generally.
What is the purpose of powers of direction?
Consistency
The “proper role” of powers of direction by directing officers at combined polls led by another returning officer was identified by the majority of
consultees as being to secure consistency. For example, the Electoral Commission stated that “this authority should be used to ensure consistency
of outcome and experience for voters and campaigners across the electoral area…”
This was echoed by the National Association of Electoral Administrators, who responded that “powers of direction by direction officers at combined
polls led by another returning officer can be a useful approach in ensuring consistency in the voter experience is achieved across the
constituency/region”.
Scott Martin (Scottish National Party) stated that “the proper role of directions is to ensure consistency in areas where the legislation gives election
administrators discretion (such as the timing of despatch of materials), or where there is real legislative uncertainty, which neither the executive nor
parliament has sought to clarify, but where a view can be properly taken by administrators in the name of consistency”.
Some consultees, such as the Electoral Commission also observed that the consistency secured by powers of direction may help to promote
confidence in the administration of the election.
How should powers of direction be defined?
Powers of direction should be limited
Consultees disagreed as to whether powers of direction should be subjected to legal limitations. The Association of Electoral Administrators (AEA),
whose response was endorsed by a significant number of responders to this question, stated that “however, these (powers of direction) should be
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limited and should be consistent with the Electoral Commission performance standards for that election/referendum, and consistent across
elections”.
The Eastern Branch of the AEA suggested that powers of direction must be “reasonable”. The Eastern Branch explained that “[it] comprises a
diverse make-up of local authorities, ranging from urban city areas to rural and remote villages. These differences mean that directions must be
practical for all returning officers and not be issued with the limited perspective of one local authority, i.e. that of the direction officer”.
Furthermore Ian Miller, returning officer for Wyre Forest, stated that powers of discretion should be limited “so that they do not affect local discretion
unnecessarily (examples might be the percentage of ballot papers to print or the staffing levels in polling stations). These are matters where local
returning officers can reach sensible conclusions based on local knowledge and experience”.
Other electoral administrators responded that, whether or not the power is subject to legal limitations, it should only be used “sparingly”. A number of
electoral administrators cited their dissatisfactory experience of the Alternative Vote Systems referendum in 2011.
The Chief Counting Officer’s directions for the referendum in 2011 show how such powers should not be used. The directions were voluminous and
overbearing and prescribed far too many issues and approaches. For example, there was a requirement to print 100% of ballot papers when
everyone could predict that turnout would be low: indeed it was lower than 15% in the area for which I was responsible. This was a waste of
resources and shows how local discretion can be beneficial or – as a minimum – why formal consultation on directions should be required.
There should be no legal limitations on powers of direction
Other consultees, including the Electoral Commission, considered that no limitations in law on a directing officer’s power of direction, stating that “if
they (directing officers) are to be personally responsible for returning the result of an election, they must be able to satisfy themselves that any
aspect of the administration of the election has been carried out to the standard which they believe is appropriate and necessary”.
Mark Heath, a regional returning officer, stated that “[It] should be that the person with the powers of direction should have any power of direction
available to them in relation to any poll, if it is necessary for the purposes of ensuring that the poll for which they have responsibility is conducted in a
particular way, ie if there is cross-over between two polls, the returning officer with the power of direction should have comprehensive powers of
direction across all polls”.
A legal duty on directing officers to consult?
The majority of consultees considered that it was important for directing officers to consult local returning officers. The National Association of
Administrators explained that “directing officers, regional returning officers, local returning officers and electoral registration officers need to be able
to work together. The detail and precise nature of such a direction needs to be subject to consultation with the other returning officer/s in the
constituency/region and agreed in plenty of time to allow sufficient time for the returning officer/s to plan and implement the directions issued”.
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Ian Miller, returning officer for Wyre Forest, expressly suggested that directing officers be subject to a statutory duty to consult local officers prior to
issuing directions, and to have regard to their comments.
The Electoral Commission also commented on the importance of the Commission, directing and local officers working together.
In some circumstances, local returning officers may disagree with aspects of the coordinating officer’s approach – this risk should be
managed and mitigated locally by individual coordinating officers through their relationships with local returning officers, rather than
constraining their authority in law…The Electoral Commission notes that it is important for the Electoral Commission to work with
directing officers to ensure that performance standards are consistent with directions given by the directing officer.
Sir Howard Bernstein’s two models for management of combined polls
Sir Howard Bernstein, a regional returning officer, suggests two approaches which could be taken to the management of combined polls, and the
role of directing officers and power of direction.
The first approach Sir Howard suggests involves providing the directing officer with a clear power to direct any lead returning officer on the
combined elements of the poll – what is what Sir Howard refers to as the “GLA model”, given the Greater London returning officer’s power to direct
in this way.
The second suggested approach, is providing no overriding power of direction of the kind referred to above, meaning that where the lead returning
officer for the combined elements of the poll is the returning officer for another election they will not be subject to the direction of the directing officer
– what may be called the “hierarchy of elections model”, since it gives precedence of authority in respect of combined matters to the returning officer
for the election higher placed in the aforementioned hierarchy, this being the model applied at European parliamentary and Police and Crime
Commissioner elections.
Sir Howard considers that the GLA model has the advantage of being a straightforward practical solution that is applicable in all cases of
combination. However, Sir Howard explains that its disadvantage is that might be said to offend against the policy position reflected in the hierarchy
of elections.
Sir Howard argues that this objection could be overcome if the provisions enabling directions to be made to lead returning officers in respect of
combined elements should specify that no direction may be made that could substantially prejudice the lead officer’s ability to effectively deliver the
lead election.
If the “hierarchy of elections model” is adopted, Sir Howard suggests that Parliament should review the placing of particular types of election within
the hierarchy so as to reduce the frequency of combinations of polls in respect of which a directing officer is unable to issue directions in respect of
the combined elements of a poll, and states that
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[i]f such a review of the hierarchy by parliament were to lead to a higher positioning of those elections with directing officers that are
currently low ranked (in particular, European parliamentary and Police and Crime Commissioner elections), so that they at least sat
above all local authority elections, the issues surrounding direction in the event of combination would to a large extent be avoided (as it is
combination with local election polls that is likely to occur most often).
Sir Howard does not express a preference for either the GLA model or the hierarchy of elections model. However, Sir Howard does suggest that the
current position relating to direction at European parliamentary and Police and Crime and Commissioner elections in the event of either involving
combination of polls is unsatisfactory.
Two additional issues raised by the Electoral Commission
The Electoral Commission make two suggestions of further issues that should be considered by the Law Commissions.
First, the Electoral Commission suggest that the Law Commissions should consider the potential financial implications where polls are combined –
funding might be available to ensure a consistent standard of delivery across a large electoral area, but local returning officers might not be able or
willing to provide funding to enable a similar standard to be met for the local elections for which they are responsible.
Secondly, the Electoral Commission suggest that the Law Commissions should also consider whether it would be appropriate to recognise the role
of Borough returning officer for Greater London Assembly and Mayoral elections in legislation for those elections.
Breakdown of consultation responses
Sub

Respondent

Response to Consultation Question 3-4
None, except as directed by the presiding returning officer.

002

Robin Potter (Liberal
Democrat Councillor)

005

Gifty Edila (ERO and RO
for Hackney BC)

The benefit of directions is consistency, so everyone is following a set procedure, high performance and reduced risk of failures.

006

Mark Heath

The current inconsistency in approach, between for example the Greater London Authority elections, the Police and Crime Commissioner
elections, etc is unhelpful.
The proper role of powers of direction should be that the person with the powers of direction should have any power of direction available to
them in relation to any poll, if it is necessary for the purposes of ensuring that the poll for which they have responsibility is conducted in a
particular way, ie if there is cross-over between two polls, the returning officer with the power of direction should have comprehensive powers
of direction across all polls.

012

Southern Branch of the
AEA

Endorsed response of the national branch of the AEA.
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In our region(s) we do not have many powers of direction issued but can see the merit in defined roles at combined polls.
014

AEA (National)

Powers of direction by direction officers at combined polls led by another returning officer can be a useful approach in ensuring consistency in
the voter experience is achieved across the constituency/region. However, these should be limited and should be consistent with the Electoral
Commission performance standards for that election/referendum, and consistent across elections.
Directing officers, regional returning officers, local returning officers and electoral registration officers need to be able to work together. The
detail and precise nature of such a direction needs to be subject to consultation with the other returning officer/s in the constituency/region
and agreed in plenty of time to allow sufficient time for the returning officer/s to plan and implement the directions issued.
There is also an issue about the status of Borough returning officers at GLA elections which needs to be addressed as part of this issue.
Total or absolute consistency can only be achieved by the provision of a detailed legal framework covering all aspects of electoral
administration. Such an approach is probably both impracticable and unnecessary. For those reasons, the proposed hierarchy for the future
management structure is most likely to deliver a consistent approach insofar as that is achievable and realistic.

015

Eastbourne Electoral
Services

Powers of direction by direction officers at combined polls led by another returning officer can be a useful approach in ensuring consistency in
the voter experience is achieved across the constituency/region.
However, these should be limited and should be consistent with the Electoral Commission’s performance standards for that
election/referendum, and consistent across elections. Directing officers, regional returning officers, local returning officers and electoral
registration officers need to be able to work together.
The detail and precise nature of such a direction needs to be subject to consultation with the other returning officer/s in the
constituency/region and agreed in plenty of time to allow sufficient time for the returning officer/s to plan and implement the directions issued.

016

Phil Hardy (Sandwell
Council)

Endorsed response of the national branch of the AEA.

017

Joyce White (Returning
Officer for the West
Dunbartonshire County)

Endorsed response of the national branch of the AEA.

019

Prof Bob Watt (University
of Buckingham)

The views of the AEA and SOLACE are essential here. This is the proper place for advice from the Electoral Commission.

021

Crawford Langley
(Returning Officer)

I would agree with the comments submitted by the Association of Electoral Administrators (of which I am a member).
I would suggest, however, that a directing returning officer must have a power to order a recount at a local level (to be used sparingly) where
uncertainty in the local result may have a disproportionate effect on the Regional result and where early intervention may avert the possibility
of an election petition.
To take a practical example. A Scottish Parliament election where the results of the constituency (first past the post) contests have a bearing
on the allocation of seats in the regional (additional member) contest. In one of the constituency contests the seat changes hands on a
relatively narrow majority. The local returning officer, suffering from the fatigue associated with long overnight counts, forgets to discuss the
provisional result and declares the result without giving the opportunity for a recount. The losing candidate demands a recount which, in
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normal circumstances, the local returning officer would have acceded to and to which the winning candidate was not opposed. The local
returning officer turns to the regional returning officer for help. The current law does not provide a method of dealing with this situation. I have
been unable to find a clear exposition in either the Scotland Act or the Election Rules as to whether, if such a petition resulted in the losing
candidate gaining the seat, those elected in good faith to the regional seats on the basis of what subsequently became a defective
calculation, would be unseated.
In practical terms and, strictly contrary to law, I did what everyone accepted was the correct course in the interests of democracy and the
integrity of the election and refused to accept the constituency result until a recount had taken place. The recount confirmed the original
result.
022

New Forest DC

Endorsed response of the national branch of the AEA.

025

Matthew Box (Malvern
Hills DC)

Endorsed response of the national branch of the AEA.

026

Eastern Branch of the
AEA

Eastern Branch endorses response of the national branch of the AEA .and would emphasise the importance of consultation by direction
officers with other returning officers in the constituency/region.
The Eastern region comprises a diverse make-up of local authorities, ranging from urban city areas to rural and remote villages. These
differences mean that directions must be practical for all returning officers and not be issued with the limited perspective of one local
authority, i.e. that of the direction officer.
Directions must be lawful, reasonable and intended to create a consistent experience for electors in the area.

029

Electoral Commission

Directing officers should be given clear authority to ensure that polls are administered to a satisfactory standard across the electoral area.
This authority should be used to ensure consistency of outcome and experience for voters and campaigners across the electoral area, but
may also be used to give confidence to the coordinating officer that key processes (at the count, for example) have been carried out to an
appropriate standard.
Powers for coordinating officers to direct local returning officers should not be restricted in law – if they are to be personally responsible for
returning the result of an election, they must be able to satisfy themselves that any aspect of the administration of the election has been
carried out to the standard which they believe is appropriate and necessary.
In some circumstances, local returning officers may disagree with aspects of the coordinating officer’s approach – this risk should be
managed and mitigated locally by individual coordinating officers through their relationships with local returning officers, rather than
constraining their authority in law.
The Electoral Commission note that it is important for the Electoral Commission to work with directing officers to ensure that performance
standards are consistent with directions given by the directing officer.
The Electoral Commission make two suggestions of further issues that should be considered by the Law Commissions.
First, the Electoral Commission suggest that the Law Commissions should consider the potential financial implications where polls are
combined – funding might be available to ensure a consistent standard of delivery across a large electoral area, but local returning officers
might not be able or willing to provide funding to enable a similar standard to be met for the local elections for which they are responsible.
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Secondly, the Electoral Commission suggest that the Law Commissions should also consider whether it would be appropriate to recognise
the role of Borough Returning Officer for Greater London Assembly and Mayoral elections in legislation for those elections.
There is a clear tension between the need for the directing officer to ensure that the election for which s/he is responsible for (on quite
probably a wide geographical area) is effectively delivered and, on the other hand, the primacy that is given by the “hierarchy of elections” to
the election for which the lead returning officer is responsible.
Sir Howard Bernstein suggests that there are two alternative approaches that could be taken.
1. Providing the directing officer with a clear power to direct any lead returning officer on the combined elements of the poll – what may be
called the “GLA model”, given the Greater London returning officer’s power to direct in this way; or
2. There being no overriding power of direction of the kind referred to above, meaning that where the lead returning officer for the combined
elements of the poll is the returning officer for another election they will not be subject to the direction of the directing officer – what may be
called the “hierarchy of elections model”, since it gives precedence of authority in respect of combined matters to the returning officer for the
election higher placed in the aforementioned hierarchy, this being the model applied at European parliamentary and Police and Crime
Commissioner elections.
Sir Howard considers that the GLA model has the advantage of being a straightforward practical solution that is applicable in all cases of
combination. However, its disadvantage is that might be said to offend against the policy position reflected in the hierarchy of elections.
031

Sir Howard Bernstein

Sir Howard argues that this objection could be overcome if the provisions enabling directions to be made to lead returning officers in respect
of combined elements should specify that no direction may be made that could substantially prejudice the lead officer’s ability to effectively
deliver the lead election.
If the “hierarchy of elections model” is adopted, Sir Howard suggests that Parliament should review the placing of particular types of election
within the hierarchy so as to reduce the frequency of combinations of polls in respect of which a directing officer is unable to issue directions
in respect of the combined elements of a poll.
If such a review of the hierarchy by parliament were to lead to a higher positioning of those elections with directing officers that are currently
low ranked (in particular, European parliamentary and Police and Crime Commissioner elections), so that they at least sat above all local
authority elections, the issues surrounding direction in the event of combination would to a large extent be avoided (as it is combination with
local election polls that is likely to occur most often).
No position is taken as to which approach, the GLA model or the hierarchy of elections model (albeit with a review of the hierarchy in the
latter case), should be taken. However, it is suggested that the current position relating to direction at European parliamentary and Police and
Crime and Commissioner elections in the event of either involving combination of polls is unsatisfactory.

033

Ian White (Kettering BC)

The value of powers of direction and their purpose was badly skewed by the number of directions issued by the Chief Counting Officer at the
2011 Alternative Voting System Referendum and the manner in which they were presented. From recollection there were 215 directions
issued which placed a ludicrous and unnecessary burden on local returning officers most of whom were having to act as returning officers for
local government elections at the same time.
Many of these directions were totally unnecessary as they represented no more than good (and normal) practice, and as a result the whole
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ethos of the power of direction was corrupted to such an extent that regional returning officers are now unwilling to use them unless
absolutely necessary.
The proper role for these powers is that they should be used sparingly, and to address any issue (either local or national) which requires
consistency across the board in electoral areas, or to address any issues on an ad hoc basis that arise locally where the regional returning
officer has concerns that a local action by an local returning officer could impact adversely on a regional poll.
034

Scottish and Northern
Irish Branch of the AEA

Endorsed response of the national branch of the AEA.
Powers of direction by direction officers at combined polls led by another returning officer are vital in ensuring that consistency in the voter
experience is achieved across the region. For GLA elections directions have been prepared in consultation with local returning officers and
this consultative approach has proved beneficial in preparing directions but the formal status of directions across elections is important and I
would wish to retain this as the GLRO and see it extended to other regional returning officers.

035

Jeff Jacobs (GLA RO)

Endorsed response of the national branch of the AEA.

038

David Hughes (Electoral
Registration Officer and
Returning Officer for
Gravesham BC)

041

Timothy Straker QC

A returning officer should, ultimately, have the necessary powers of decision.

With regard to GLA elections specifically, there are three levels of returning officer – Borough returning officers (BROs), Constituency
Returning Officers, and the GLRO. The absence of any official status for BROs in GLA election law and rules is an issue that needs to be
addressed as part of this review. The Electoral Commission has also in the past recommended that the role of BRO be recognised in the
legal framework for future GLA elections.

However the powers of direction should be limited to those that are essential to conduct of the “regional” election.
There should be a statutory requirement for consultation with local officers before issuing a direction and for regard to be had to their
comments by the regional returning officer before s/he takes a decision to issue a direction.

044

Ian Miller (Returning
Officer for Wyre Forest)

A power of direction should not override the rights of a returning officer to organise when and where s/he counts a local election which is held
at the same time as a “regional” election (as will occur in 2016, when the police and crime commissioner elections are combined with the local
elections in many areas). While there is a case for some powers of direction – for example, to use the same coloured ballot papers for a
“regional” election – there is also a case for limiting powers of direction so that they do not affect local discretion unnecessarily (examples
might be the percentage of ballot papers to print or the staffing levels in polling stations). These are matters where local returning officers can
reach sensible conclusions based on local knowledge and experience.
The Chief Counting Officer’s directions for the referendum in 2011 show how such powers should not be used. The directions were
voluminous and overbearing and prescribed far too many issues and approaches. For example, there was a requirement to print 100% of
ballot papers when everyone could predict that turnout would be low: indeed it was lower than 15% in the area for which I was responsible.
This was a waste of resources and shows how local discretion can be beneficial or – as a minimum – why formal consultation on directions
should be required.

046

Wyre Forest DC

As above for EL044
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049

West Lancashire BC

Endorsed response of the national branch of the AEA.

053

Scottish Assessors
Association

Consistency is extremely important; the Electoral Management Board played an important role is supporting the Chief Counting Officer of the
Scottish Independence Referendum and the resultant limited but carefully framed directions ensured a consistent voter experience across
Scotland.

Darren Whitney (Stratford
on Avon DC)

Endorsed response of the national branch of the AEA.

055

SOLAR (endorsed by the
EMB)

It is to achieve consistency of approach where that is necessary, particularly in the interests of voters, and also to ensure satisfactory
performance by returning officers and electoral registration officers in key areas. The Scottish Independence Referendum was applauded as
an effective model. The focus was, and should be, on what works best for the voter.

056

Alastair Whitelaw
(Scottish Green Party)

There needs to be a clear structure designated though in Scotland the Electoral Management Board Chair is the obvious choice for power of
direction.

067

Labour Party

It seems that there will always be a level of co-operation required which it may not be possible to define in legislation and that best practice
guidance from the Electoral Commission may be more appropriate. This guidance should have the power of force and be set out in
legislation.

074

Scott Martin (Scottish
National Party)

The proper role of directions is to ensure consistency in areas where the legislation gives election administrators discretion (such as the
timing of despatch of materials), or where there is real legislative uncertainty, which neither the executive nor parliament has sought to clarify,
but where a view can be properly taken by administrators in the name of consistency.

054

The directions given by the Regional Returning Officer for Scotland in 2009 and 2014 and the directions given by the Chief Counting Officer
at the Scottish Independence Referendum in 2014 are in line with a model aimed at ensuring consistency without undue prescription.
There was certainly a high level of criticism by administrators in relation to the “many directions” approach adopted by the Chair of the
Electoral Commission at the 2011 Referendum on the Alternative Vote. The Electoral Commission admitted that privately at the time and
more publicly since.13 The Scottish independence referendum approach seemed much more appropriate, although it is appreciated that it is
easier to agree directions applicable to the 32 Counting Officers in Scotland than it is for a UK-wide electoral event.
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Provisional Proposal 3-5
The designation and review of polling districts is an administrative matter which should be the responsibility of the returning officer
rather than local authority members.
Total responses: 36
Statistics:
Agree – 32
Disagree – 2
Comment only – 1
Unclear – 1
Key to general themes
Inappropriate for designation and review of polling districts to be subject to political influence
Duty to consult?
Relevance of the concept of the “polling place”?
Sub

002

Respondent

Robin Potter
(Liberal Democrat
Councillor)

Response
to PP 3-5
Agree

003

Paul Gribble CBE

Agree

005

Gifty Edila (ERO
and RO for
Hackney BC)

Agree

ROs would in practice consult the elected politicians in view of their extensive local knowledge. But the RO should finally adopt the
proposals following a review without needing Council approval.

006

Mark Heath

Agree

Concern has previously been expressed that decisions have been made not in the best interests of the elector, but in the best
interests of those political parties represented on a local authority as to the location of polling stations.
This is an administrative function and the responsibility of the Returning Officer rather than the responsibility of elected members.

011

Local Democracy
and Boundary

Agree

The Commission is of the view that it is appropriate to transfer the responsibility for the designation and review of polling districts.
These functions are best removed from the political arena where there is the potential for political bias.
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Commission for
Wales
012

Southern Branch of
the AEA

Agree

This should be a Returning Officer function as it should be with neutral grounds, we felt it could be sorted by looking at setting an
EC performance standard.
We also felt that with reviews taking place after most elections there was potential for implementation of an ongoing rolling review
every four years.
Although it should be made compulsory to consult with Members and Political Parties when reviews are undertaken.

014

AEA (National)

Agree

All too often the local politics of an area can influence the designation of a polling district area or polling place.
The returning officer (presumably UK Parliamentary) would be better placed to represent the geographical and community needs
and would have an unbiased and apolitical opinion when allocating polling districts and places.
The usual consultation process should be conducted with local political parties being included as part of the consultation process
and also invited to comment on the returning officer’s final proposals.
The current arrangement for appeals being considered by the Electoral Commission should be retained.

015

Eastbourne
Electoral Services

Agree

Endorses National AEA’s response

016

Phil Hardy
(Sandwell Council)

Agree

Endorses National AEA’s response, and comments “Should the District/BC though due to cross boundary issues.”

017

Joyce White
(Returning Officer
for the West
Dunbartonshire
County)

Agree

The usual consultation process should be conducted with local elected members being included as part of the consultation process
and also invited to comment on the returning officer’s final proposals.

019

Prof Bob Watt
(University of
Buckingham)

Agree

The arguments set out in (3.55) appear to be correct. The RO is the proper person to decide upon divisions (and, indeed, polling
places) since s/he is free from party political or electoral pressure.

021

Crawford Langley
(Returning Officer)

Agree

The designation of polling districts and, particularly, the fixing of polling places (in the sense of buildings) must be regarded as an
administrative matter for determination by the returning officer rather than by the local authority. While there is limited evidence that
councils use the power for what may be regarded as overt “political” ends, Councillors, by the nature of their office are expected by
their constituents to take into account wider concerns than “what is best for the electors”. This is, perhaps, most evident in relation
to the use of schools as polling places.

The current arrangement for appeals being considered by the Electoral Commission should be retained.

While the current statutory provision anent the returning officer being entitled to use a room in a school is outdated in its formulation,
in many areas, the twin constraints of making polling stations accessible to wheelchair users and the closure of churches and other
public building such as libraries, have the result that the local school may be the only realistic choice.
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The returning officer who is answerable to no-one other than the court can simply ignore the protestations of parents. Councillors
will find it more difficult to do so with the result that the returning officer may be expected to use premises which are unsuitable for
electoral purposes.
The entitlement to use public buildings for polling and counting should be restated in modern language, extend to all local authority
premises, and make it clear that, particularly in the case of a school with the attendant child protection concerns, it is the returning
officer’s decision whether any part of the building can be used for non-election purposes on polling day.
022

New Forest DC

Agree

We agree that this should be a returning officer function as it should be seen as politically neutral. The usual consultation process
should be conducted with local political parties being included as part and also invited to comment on the returning officer’s final
proposals.
The current arrangement for appeals being considered by the Electoral Commission should be retained.

024

London Branch of
the AEA

Agree

025

Matthew Box
(Malvern Hills DC)

Agree

Endorses National AEA response

026

Eastern Branch of
the AEA

Agree

Endorses National AEA response.

Electoral
Commission

Agree

029

It is the experience of some Eastern Branch members that while local politicians can be a useful source of local knowledge as part
of a consultation process, they can often make irrational boundary decisions based on political reasoning. The electoral functions of
an authority should not be compromised by political choices, but be administered in an impartial and professional manner.
Electoral administration should be solely in the hands of the Returning Officer and the Returning Officer’s staff (all of whom must be
impartial, as discussed elsewhere in this response). This is necessary to ensure that elections are effectively administered and in
voters’ best interests, to secure the impartial administration of elections and avoid any perception of bias and to promote public
confidence and trust in the process.
Like the Law Commissions, we also question the relevance of the polling place’ concept. It would seem much simpler for the law to
refer to polling districts and polling stations. However, if the concept of a ‘polling place’ is abolished the current law governing the
factors to be taken into account when designating and reviewing polling places will need to be applied to the designation and review
of polling stations.
There will also need to be consideration of the law in Northern Ireland where there is currently a duty on the Chief Electoral Officer
for Northern Ireland to carry out both a review of polling places and a consultation on a polling stations scheme.
Agree

031

Sir Howard
Bernstein

The proposal would also remove any impression that the designation polling districts and polling places could be subject to political
influence by virtue of being a local authority function. It is suggested, however, that there should be an explicit obligation for the
returning officer to consult with the local authority when undertaking any review of polling districts and places.
It is also considered that the need to designate a polling place within the polling district, within which polling stations must then be
located, does not now serve a useful purpose and can operate to needlessly restrict returning officers when having to change the
location of a polling station at short notice. In the past a narrowly defined polling place may have helped electors to locate their
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polling station, but this would no longer seem necessary given that this information is readily available via poll cards etc.
It is therefore suggested that there should be no requirement for a polling place to be designated for a given polling district and that
returning officers should instead have a free hand to locate polling stations anywhere within the polling district (or outside the polling
district where special circumstances justify it).
033

Ian White
(Kettering BC)

Agree

There is a risk that political parties could select polling districts on the basis of expediency relating to voting patterns that would
favour them.

Scottish and
Northern Irish
Branch of the AEA

Agree

Endorses National AEA’s response

034

Agree

Endorses National AEA’s response

038

David Hughes
(Electoral
Registration Officer
and Returning
Officer for
Gravesham BC)
David Boothroyd
(Labour Councillor)

Unclear –
disagree or
comment
only?

I am wary about this proposal, having fought for some time to alter the polling district and polling place arrangements for my ward.

Timothy Straker
QC

Agree

040

041

Agree

It must be possible for those who are involved in the local political process to require the administrators of elections to think again.

For the same reason that elected office holders should not be involved in the conduct of an electoral process, it would be
appropriate that they do not take decisions on other matters that affect or might be perceived as affecting the outcome of elections.
In areas that have district and county councils, it also arguably anomalous that one set of councillors takes decisions that have an
impact on electoral arrangements that affect the electoral arrangements for a different group of councillors.
There is intense political interest in the outcome of reviews of polling places. As a minimum, there may be suspicion that a ruling
group might make changes for its own political advantage.

044

Ian Miller
(Returning Officer
for Wyre Forest)

This was the allegation raised by opposition groups when Wyre Forest DC agreed changes to its polling places in December 2014.
Nine amendments by opposition groups were defeated by the coalition following a named vote, each vote being 21-21 with the
chairman using his casting vote to defeat the amendment.
If the Commissions proceed with the proposal to confer the function of conducting polling station reviews on returning officers, it
should be conferred on the Parliamentary returning officer.
It will be necessary to remove the requirement to consult the (acting) returning officer from legislation. There will be a need for
provision to consult such persons as the returning officer considers appropriate, which would cover circumstances where the
Parliamentary constituency falls partly within another council’s and therefore another local returning officer’s area.
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The penultimate sentence of paragraph 3.54 may reflect the Commissions’ understanding of the literal legal position but does not
reflect practice at local level. There have been several occasions where the designated polling place has not been available shortly
before an election – for example as a result of fire or renovation works.
It would be helpful to codify that the returning officer has the power to change the designated polling place for a polling district if the
designated place will not be, or is not likely to be, available on the day of the election and the non-availability of the polling place
has become known to the returning officer less than, say, 4 months before the polling day.
046

Wyre Forest DC

Agree

As above for EL044

049

West Lancashire
BC

Agree

Endorses National AEA’s response

052

SDLP

Agree

Darren Whitney
(Stratford on Avon
DC)

Agree

Should it be the District/BC though due to cross boundary issues local knowledge?

054

SOLAR (endorsed
by the EMB)

Agree

Input of local politicians as key stakeholders should be recognised as valuable, and returning officer should continue to consult
them.

055

The logistics of electoral administration, such as the convenience to voters of the location of polling places, and the ability of polling
places to cater for any size of turnout, are key factors, as is regard for the independent role of the returning officer. Regard should
be had to the risk of pressure being placed on the returning officer as a Council officer by strong lobbies opposing or promoting use
of particular venues as polling places such as schools.
Conclusion: it should be part of the returning officer’s duties in connection with the administration of the poll, but effectiveness of the
power depends on recognition of the independence of the returning officer.
056

Alastair Whitelaw
(Scottish Green
Party)

Agree

The designation and review of polling districts is the one aspect of the registration and boundary review processes which is
ultimately under political control, so there is a strong case for removing it from political control. Were this not to be transferred to the
relevant Returning Officer, the relevant Electoral Registration Officer would be a suitable alternative.

057

Colin Everett
(Returning Officer
for Flintshire
County Council)

Disagree

We would question whether the designation and review of polling districts is an administrative matter and believe this should remain
with Local Councils rather than be the responsibility of the returning officer.

058

Alan Mabbutt OBE
(Conservative
Party)

Agree

061

Diverse Cymru

Comment
only

In our view accessibility of the franchise to all voters is a key matter in the designation of polling districts and polling places.
Whilst this includes ensuring that polling places are located close to voters in terms of mobility and accessibility, physical
accessibility of polling places, hearing loops, accessible voting systems and other disability-related access provisions we also feel it
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is vital to consider the frequency, location and accessibility of local public transport, especially for families, older people, and
disabled people in rural areas and accessibility after work to people who do not own a car in those areas.
We feel that accessibility considerations including those cited above should be explicitly referenced in secondary legislation. This
would underline the importance of accessibility and maximising access to the franchise for people from all protected characteristic
groups and guide consideration towards a wider-range of factors than is true at present or than could be achieved effectively and
intelligibly by reference to equality legislation alone.
The reference in secondary legislation should be supported by detailed guidance relating to how to consider accessibility and
support as many electors as possible to access the franchise.
067

Labour Party

Disagree

We disagree in part. Unless there are complex rules in place for determining the location of polling stations, there will always be
decisions about the location of polling stations and geography of the associated poling district.
These decisions will always be viewed as being politically motivated. In order to maintain that transparency and to prevent
Returning Officers being placed under political pressure, these decisions should remain with the local authority.
However, there may be independent rules or regulations which would trigger a review by the Returning Officer for consideration by
the local authority.

070

Richard Mawrey

Agree

Administrative areas should be regulated by the administrative body (but that body should be a centralised body and not local
officials)

074

Scott Martin
(Scottish National
Party)

Agree

I agree with the basic proposition that the final say in relation to the review of polling districts should lie with the returning officer for
the local authority rather than with a vote of the currently elected members of the council. Although I am not aware of any significant
evidence of polling district gerrymandering in Scotland, the principal that districts should be the responsibility of an independent
non-party political official is a good one.
That does not mean that the returning officer should not work closely with elected members in relation to any review. With the
powers as they are at the moment, councillors are often approached by members of the public about revisions to the polling
scheme and are asked about the possibility of new buildings being brought into use through their contact with local organisations.
They will also be told about the difficulties encountered with existing buildings, particularly from electors with access issues.
In drafting the bills, consideration should be given to adding in a specific duty to have regard to the views of local councillors on
polling district reviews, or a similar wider phrasing which would include councillors and indeed other elected representatives. This
would prevent returning officers having no regard to the views of councillors, a not unheard of reaction to a statutory responsibility
being moved away from one body and on to another.
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Consultation Question 3-6
Should appeals against designations of administrative areas be to the Electoral Commission or the Local Government Boundary
Commissions?
Total responses: 34
Statistics:
Electoral Commission – 14
Local Government Boundary Commission – 13
Unclear – 1
No preference – 6

Sub

Respondent

Response to PP 3-6

Robin Potter
(Liberal Democrat
Councillor)

No
preference

003

Paul Gribble CBE

Local
Government
Boundary
Commission

004

Local Government
Boundary
Commission for
England

Local
Government
Boundary
Commission

005

Gifty Edila (ERO
and RO for
Hackney BC)

Local
Government
Boundary
Commission

006

Mark Heath

Unclear

Unclear – whoever is the most suitable

011

Local Democracy
and Boundary

Electoral
Commission

We are of the view that the issues raised in the appeals go beyond the current institutional knowledge and expertise of this
Commission.

Don’t mind, as long as it is clear and independent
002

The LGBC has the experience and expertise necessary to deal with these appeals.
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Commission for
Wales

The infrequency of the appeals and the specialist knowledge and expertise required to handle them would indicate that they would
more efficiently and effectively handled by a single organisation rather than be spread between four.
The paper includes a suggestion that reviews of the polling districts are carried out by the returning officers.
As the Electoral Commission is responsible for assessing the performance of the returning officers then it would appear to be the
appropriate body to consider appeals of polling district reviews which are to be part of their remit.

012

Southern Branch of
the AEA

No
preference

There are pros and cons on both sides.
“We have no real preference as to who undertakes this role the LGBC have some experience in the area. However they may have
capacity issues and conflicting knowledge as these are administrative areas so they may not have transferable experience.
We do not feel it should be incorporated with the Boundary Commissions electoral reviews as these are very sporadic and the
appeals should be timely. The Electoral Commission should have the relevant expertise in the role to undertake this task with clear
guidance. Depending on the law change political parties could appeal more if this change occurs.”

014

AEA (National)

Electoral
Commission

It may not be appropriate for the Local Government Boundary Commission to undertake these reviews as their knowledge and
experience may not be transferrable for such appeals. As a result, it may be more appropriate for the Electoral Commission to carry
out such appeals given its experience.

015

Eastbourne
Electoral Services

Electoral
Commission

Endorses response of the AEA (National)

016

Phil Hardy
(Sandwell Council)

Electoral
Commission

Endorses response of the AEA (National)

017

Joyce White
(Returning Officer
for the West
Dunbartonshire
County)

Electoral
Commission

Endorses response of the AEA (National)

018

Local Government
Boundary
Commission for
Scotland

No
preference

The view of LGBCS is that if the decision is taken to change the appeal route from the Electoral Commission to the Local Government
Boundary Commissions, then it would be happy to take on that role in Scotland

019

Prof Bob Watt
(University of
Buckingham)

Local
Government
Boundary
Commission

Probably the Boundary Commissions but there should be room for consultation with the Electoral Commission who may have a view
on the interests of electors.

021

Crawford Langley
(Returning Officer)

Local
Government
Boundary

Since the designation of polling districts is really a subset of the designation of constituencies and wards, it is a map based matter to
which the Boundary Commission is more suited as an appellate body than the Electoral Commission.
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Commission
022

New Forest DC

No
preference

Endorses response of the AEA (National)

025

Matthew Box
(Malvern Hills DC)

Electoral
Commission

Endorses response of the AEA (National)

026

Eastern Branch of
the AEA

Electoral
Commission

There is differing opinion across Eastern Branch, however the majority feel the Electoral Commission would be the most appropriate
body for this.

029

Electoral
Commission

Electoral
Commission

“We are content for (the appeal to) remain vested with us. We have the necessary expertise and skills to carry out this function
effectively and we have demonstrated this in the appeals that we have determined. However, we are pleased that the Law
Commissions have asked this question and we would be interested to hear others’ views as to whether another body or bodies would
be better placed than us to carry out this function.”
The 14 Appeals heard by the Commission between 2001 and 2015 have raised issues about whether the choice of polling districts
and places meets electors’ reasonable requirements having regard, for example, to local demography and geography. They also
sometimes relate to whether disability access has been sufficiently taken into account.
The Commission observe that the Local Government Boundary Commissions may have more direct and relevant experience and
expertise in assessing the suitability of administrative areas and boundaries, routinely considering issues such as demography and
geography. However, this would mean that this function would be split between a number of bodies, as each part of the UK has its
own separate local government boundary commission. There would be a particular problem in Northern Ireland because we
understand that the Local Government Boundaries Commission for Northern Ireland does not exist continuously as a permanent
entity as it is held in abeyance unless a review is in progress
However, the Electoral Commission also note that it is arguable that the Commission remains the best body to carry out this function.
We are a single, UK-wide body that can consider appeals throughout the UK. We also produce the guidance that supports local
authorities in their review.
“Regardless of what decision is taken about who deals with appeals, we would request that sections 18A to 18E of, and Schedule A1
to, the RPA 1983 and the Review of Polling Districts and Polling Places (Parliamentary Elections) Regulations 2006 are reformed by
the Law Commissions. We have come across a number of problems caused by the drafting of these provisions, which makes
exercising our functions more difficult. For example, the period for completing a review expires at the end of the January before a
parliamentary election; this leaves little time before the election, especially if appeals are submitted to the Commission.”

031

Sir Howard
Bernstein

033

Ian White
(Kettering BC)

No
preference

The Local Government Boundary Commissions would be likely to have greater expertise in terms of dividing electorates by
geographical area, whereas the Electoral Commission may arguably be better placed to understand the implications of such division
for the administration of polls.

Local
Government
Boundary
Commission

The LGBC have more experience in these matters.
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034

Scottish and
Northern Irish
Branch of the AEA

Electoral
Commission

It may not be appropriate for the Local Government Boundary Commission to undertake these reviews as their knowledge and
experience may not be transferrable for such appeals. As a result, it may be more appropriate for the Electoral Commission to carry
out such appeals given its experience.

Electoral
Commission

Endorses response of the National AEA

038

David Hughes
(Electoral
Registration Officer
and Returning
Officer for
Gravesham BC)
Timothy Straker
QC

Local
Government
Boundary
Commission

Local Government Boundary Commission; the Electoral Commission has a political input.

Ian Miller
(Returning Officer
for Wyre Forest)

Local
Government
Boundary
Commission

Appeals should be to the Local Government Boundary Commission as the Electoral Commission has fettered its discretion with its
prescriptive views about the maximum size of population that a polling station can serve.

As above for EL044

046

Wyre Forest DC

Local
Government
Boundary
Commission

049

West Lancashire
BC

Electoral
Commission

Endorses National AEA’s response

Darren Whitney
(Stratford on Avon
DC)

Electoral
Commission

Endorses National AEA’s response

054
055

SOLAR (endorsed
by the EMB)

Electoral
Commission

Electoral Commission preferred: on the basis of experience and understanding of the needs of the voter and the logistics of managing
elections overall.

056

Alastair Whitelaw
(Scottish Green
Party)

Electoral
Commission

There is a case for designating the Electoral Commission since it did not make the original decisions.

057

Colin Everett
(Returning Officer
for Flintshire
County Council)

Local
Government
Boundary
Commission

On appeals against designations of administrative areas we believe that these should be made to the Local Government Boundary
Commissions.

041

044
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058

Alan Mabbutt OBE
(Conservative
Party)

Local
Government
Boundary
Commission

I believe this sensibly should rest with the Local Government Boundary Commissions as it is they who are now responsible for ward
boundaries and will have the necessary skills and equipment to deal with it.

064

Dr Caroline Morris
(Queen Mary,
University of
London)

No
preference

In the past I have been involved in conducting polling district reviews for the Electoral Commission (para 3.56). I do think there is a
benefit in investigating whether another body should undertake this role.

067

Labour Party

Local
Government
Boundary
Commission

074

Scott Martin
(Scottish National
Party)

Local
Boundary
Commission

The Local Government Boundary Commissions does sound on the face of it an alternative worth considering. Certainly I had to
acquire and understand a fair amount of local and geographical information in order to feel competent to conduct the review on behalf
of the Electoral Commission.
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CHAPTER 4: THE REGISTRATION OF ELECTORS
Provisional Proposal 4-1
The franchises for all elections in the UK should be set out in primary legislation.
Total responses: 36
Statistics
Agree - 36
Disagree - 0
Conditional - 0
Other - 0
Sub

Respondent

Response to PP 4-1

001

Liam Pennington (Local
government candidate)

Agree

002

Robin Potter (Liberal
Democrat Councillor)

Agree

Unqualified
support

003

Paul Gribble CBE

Agree

Unqualified
support

005

Gifty Edila (ERO and
RO for Hackney BC)

Agree

Unqualified
support

006

Mark Heath

Agree

009

NI Electoral Office

Agree

012

Southern Branch of the
AEA

Agree

AEA (National)

Agree

Eastbourne Electoral
Services

Agree

Suggests that this is exactly why a single electoral law statute would be an improvement for democracy.

014
015

The franchises are absolutely crucial in relation to the electoral process and should be set in primary
legislation.
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Category
Single legislative
framework

Unqualified
support

016

Phil Hardy (Sandwell
Council)

Agree

017

Joyce White (Returning
Officer for the West
Dunbartonshire County)

Agree

019

Prof Bob Watt
(University of
Buckingham)

Agree

New Forest DC

Agree

024

London Branch of the
AEA

Agree

025

Matthew Box (Malvern
Hills DC)

Agree

026

Eastern Branch of the
AEA

Agree

027

Senators of the College
of Justice

Agree

029

Electoral Commission

Agree

We agree that the franchises for all elections should be set centrally in primary legislation. The legislation
should be structured to enable changes to the franchise to be accommodated. However, any proposed
reform should be consistent with the devolution of electoral law in the UK.

Agree

Given the centrality of the franchise to the law of elections, and its fundamentally constitutional nature, it
would be appropriate for this to be set out in primary legislation.

022

031

Sir Howard Bernstein

033

Ian White (Kettering
BC)

Agree

Scotland and Northern
Ireland Branch of the
AEA

Agree

Agree

038

David Hughes
(Electoral Registration
Officer and Returning
Officer for Gravesham
BC)

044

Ian Miller (Returning

Agree

034

While it would affect the franchise in a minor way, the incapacity of peers to vote should be removed. It is
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Officer for Wyre Forest)

an archaic and anachronistic provision. The views of several hundred individuals, who are spread across
many hundred Parliamentary constituencies, are not likely to affect the outcome of elections. Prospective
MPs may vote in the elections to elect themselves or other members of the legislature and therefore it
seems anomalous that peers who are members of the House of Lords should be precluded from voting.
Agree

While it would affect the franchise in a minor way, the incapacity of peers to vote should be removed. It is
an archaic and anachronistic provision. The views of several hundred individuals, who are spread across
many hundred Parliamentary constituencies, are not likely to affect the outcome of elections. Prospective
MPs may vote in the elections to elect themselves or other members of the legislature and therefore it
seems anomalous that peers who are members of the House of Lords should be precluded from voting.

046

Wyre Forest DC

049

West Lancashire BC

Agree

052

SDLP

Agree

053

Scottish Assessors
Association

Agree

054

Darren Whitney
(Stratford on Avon DC)

Agree

055

SOLAR (endorsed by
the EMB)

Agree

056

Alastair Whitelaw
(Scottish Green Party)

Agree

057

Colin Everett
(Returning Officer for
Flintshire County
Council)

Agree

058

Alan Mabbutt OBE
(Conservative Party)

Agree

061

Diverse Cymru

Agree

In principle this proposal does not affect the franchises, however the legislation must be sufficiently flexible
to allow for regional or election specific differences to be written into secondary legislation or accounted for
in primary legislation. This is especially pertinent given current conversations in Scotland and Wales to
extend the voting age to 16.

067

Labour Party

Agree

If a key part of the review is to bring together all major elements of electoral legislation into one place, the
franchise must be at the heart of that.

072

Dr Heather Green
(Aberdeen University)

Agree

Yes, but I would suggest this should be cast in a section of a new statute denoting ‘electoral rights’ rather
than being subsumed within the provisions on electoral registration. The franchise is not an aspect of

The basic franchise and disqualifications that are currently distributed between primary & secondary
legislation and common law reduces accessibility and understanding.
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Respect divergent
devolutionary
franchises

Should be kept
separately –

electoral registration law. Its current expression in that form is unhelpful, especially in terms of the law’s
accessibility and intelligibility to citizens who are lay readers of its text.
The current law is presented in a manner which stresses its administrative law character; the imagined
addressees of electoral law provisions are election administrators. I think there is scope within a reform
project to frame the law in a manner that highlights its constitutional law character. For example, a section
of a new statute declaring 'electoral rights' could contain franchise rules; the right to register to vote; the
right to stand as a candidate; the right to access and inspect the electoral register; and the right to observe
election processes. Those entitlements exist in the current law, but are not presented in statute in a way
that it is accessible to untrained individuals.
074

Scott Martin (Scottish
National Party)

Agree

This proposal makes sense on the understanding that where the franchise is devolved (as opposed to
merely the question of administration of the elections), the legislation will be enacted by the appropriate
Parliament or Assembly in their own Elections Act. As a result of the passing of the Scottish Elections
(Reduction of Voting Age) Act 2015, the franchise for local government elections in Scotland will differ from
elections in other nations of the United Kingdom. Other differences in policy may emerge over time,
including changes necessary as a result of evolving constitutional arrangements. An obvious area is in
relation to prisoner voting.
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should reflect
constitutional
character of right
to vote

Provisional Proposal 4-2
The law on residence, including factors to be considered, and special category electors, should be restated clearly and simply in primary
legislation
Total responses: 35
Statistics
Agree - 34
Disagree - 0
Conditional - 1
Unsure - 0
Sub

Respondent

Response to PP 4-2
Suggests that this is exactly why a single electoral law statute would be an improvement for democracy.

001

Liam Pennington
(Local government
candidate)

Agree

002

Robin Potter
(Liberal Democrat
Councillor)

Agree

003

Paul Gribble CBE

Agree

005

Gifty Edila (ERO
and RO for
Hackney BC)

Agree

006

Mark Heath

Agree

009

NI Electoral Office

Agree

014

AEA (National)

Agree

015

Eastbourne
Electoral Services

Agree

Issues have been raised in relation to the issue on the law of residence. There is, certainly in the minds of some candidates / political
parties, a lack of clarity. Therefore, having them restated clearly and simply in primary legislation would be of value.
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016

Phil Hardy
(Sandwell Council)

Agree

017

Joyce White
(Returning Officer
for the West
Dunbartonshire
County)

Agree

019

Prof Bob Watt
(University of
Buckingham)

Agree

022

New Forest DC

Agree

024

London Branch of
the AEA

Agree

025

Matthew Box
(Malvern Hills DC)

Agree

026

Eastern Branch of
the AEA

Agree

027

Senators of the
College of Justice

Agree

029

Electoral
Commission

Agree

However primary legislation should be sufficiently flexible to permit changes to the franchise to be made.

031

Sir Howard
Bernstein

Agree

Residence is a key element in determining entitlement to register to vote in the UK and for that reason the law pertaining to it should
be contained in primary legislation. The current law is partly found in statute and partly in case law. In practice electoral registration
officers can find it difficult to apply the law to unusual or borderline cases. A clear restatement of the law in primary legislation,
incorporating what is identified as key principles arising from relevant case law, would be of benefit.

033

Ian White
(Kettering BC)

Agree

034

Scotland and
Northern Ireland
Branch of the AEA

Agree

038

David Hughes
(Electoral
Registration Officer

Agree

In the light of the clear view of the ECtHR and the (UN) Human Rights Committee, the position of prisoners voting should be
addressed here.
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and Returning
Officer for
Gravesham BC)
044

Ian Miller
(Returning Officer
for Wyre Forest)

Agree

046

Wyre Forest DC

Agree

049

West Lancashire
BC

Agree

052

SDLP

Agree

053

Scottish Assessors
Association

Agree

The current law is outmoded and contradictory. Practical experience has demonstrated to EROs that the complexities of modern
society dictate that simple classifications such as ‘home’, ‘second home’, ‘work’, ‘student’ and so on are no longer reliable in terms of
definition. Many citizens have more than two addresses that they use, ‘work’ is less location specific and with the growth in lifelong
learning, the term ‘student’ relates to a large group of individuals within which there is a multitude of variation in residence and mode
of life.
The Scottish Assessors Association therefore supports a clear and simple restatement of the law that will reflect modern life and
promotes consistency and fairness in terms of access to the democratic process.

054

Darren Whitney
(Stratford on Avon
DC)

Agree

055

SOLAR (endorsed
by the EMB)

Agree

056

Alastair Whitelaw
(Scottish Green
Party)

Agree

057

Colin Everett
(Returning Officer
for Flintshire
County Council)

Agree

058

Alan Mabbutt OBE
(Conservative
Party)

Agree

061

Diverse Cymru

Agree

Agreed to this principle - detail deferred to EROs.

To ensure that all voters are easily able to register and to vote at elections there are elements of the nine principles stated in
paragraph 4.59 of the consultation paper which must be stated in the legislation. These include the ability to define ”residence” to
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include homes, boats, caravans, mobile homes and any residential structure that is usually present in that area, regardless of whether
it is mobile. A declaration of local connection could be used where residence is difficult to determine. Without this provision many
people who live in structures that are not houses could be excluded, especially Gypsy, Roma, and Traveller people, who could be
deemed not to have sufficient permanence in any electoral area. The procedure for ensuring that people who are not deemed to have
sufficient permanence in any electoral area must be enshrined in legislation to ensure these individuals are not prevented from
registering and therefore from voting at any election.
In terms of temporary absence or temporary presence at another address the current consideration of ‘due to work or study’ does not
account for carers, who live temporarily at another address for the purpose of providing unpaid care to a friend, relative or other
person who is ill, frail or disabled. Many carers live in a different county temporarily whilst providing care, as families and friends are
often geographically dispersed. This situation should be explicitly referenced and addressed in legislation, alongside the welcome
proposal to extend temporary absence to account for absence due to medical reasons.
It is also vital that there choice of where to vote is preserved for those individuals temporarily resident at a different address. There are
many situations in which an individual is resident in one area, such as in an institution, as a carer, for medical reasons, or for work or
study, but envisage returning to their home address in the near future. In those cases they may feel a connection to their home area
and wish to vote there. In other situations they may envisage their stay as longer term, but not permanent, and therefore wish to vote
where they are currently staying.
Additionally whilst the administrative processes for determining residence may be complicated in some cases, the process of
registering to vote and what is needed to prove a local connection as an elector must be expressed in Plain English, with simple
processes, and include accessible mechanisms to register, such as offline forms and support to register.
067

Labour Party

Conditional

We have not yet reached a conclusion on this area which will need further consideration. We are, of course, aware of the current
provision to be registered in more than one place and of the court rulings in respect of ‘degree of permanency’
We agree that it would be useful for the law on residency (for all electoral purposes) to be set out in such a way. However defining the
residency qualification – either of registration or for candidacy – is more difficult. If it is defined too rigorously then Electoral
Administrators will require the power and resources to investigate the residency claim. We think that these should remain matters for
the courts, but the starting point, of course, is this legislation.
The purpose here must be to allow persons to easily register for any address for which they qualify, whilst preventing fraudulent
registrations. For registration purposes it may be that people have to describe their residency or attachment to an area in explicit terms
which could be challenged at a court or other hearing.
Additional questions, rather than answers, would include should any residency test be purely retrospective. For example if a test was
that there should be a minimum of 100 day residency in a given year, that clearly doesn’t apply retrospectively to a single permanent
home. Why, then, should it apply to multiple permanent homes?
However, that would allow someone to register at an address claiming a degree of permanence which is fictional and merely for the
purpose of voting in a particular election.

072

Dr Heather Green
(Aberdeen
University)

Agree

I agree that there is a need to rationalise the law on residence in this way.
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074

Scott Martin
(Scottish National
Party)

Agree

I agree that the basic requirements to establish residence should be set out more clearly in legislation. There is some useful current
work being undertaken as a result of the introduction of the Scottish rate of Income Tax, which will require UK residents to be
categorised as either Scottish taxpayers or not. The draft HMRC guidance contains factors that are relevant to the election law
definition of “residence” and draws on case law in the elections field.
There is a particular issue with service voters which would benefit from further consideration. In 1973, the Town Clerk of Aldershot
wrote a note to the Home Office in anticipation of the Speaker’s Conference on Electoral Law. In this note, the clerk wrote that:
“It is commonly thought that a serviceman can give any former address as his qualifying address but from an examination of [s.10(5)
of the Representation of the People Act 1949 – relevant part now s.16(d) of the 1983 Act] it is clear that he must give his ‘residence’
as his address unless he is unable to give any such address in which case he can give the address of a former residence.”
That continues to be a correct statement of the law. This became a particular issue at the Scottish independence referendum for
service families in accommodation in England and therefore “resident” there. It was clear from discussions around this issue with
parliamentarians and others that the understanding of how the residence test works for service voters and how it is understood by unit
registration officers is not necessarily consistent with the legislation. In particular, there appears to be a belief that a service voter can
register at an address when they enter the service and continue their registration at that address through regular service declarations
irrespective of whether they have established an actual residence elsewhere (e.g. through occupation service accommodation). The
note from 1973 by the Town Clerk of Aldershot would appear to show that this misconception amongst unit registration officers and
others has persisted for a considerable time – and, indeed, was well established when the note was originally written.
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Provisional Proposal 4-3
The possibility of satisfying the residence test in more than one place should be explicitly acknowledged in legislation.
Total responses: 31
Statistics
Agree - 30
Disagree – 1
Sub
002

Respondent

Response to PP 4-3

Robin Potter
(Liberal Democrat
Councillor)

Agree

003

Paul Gribble CBE

Agree

005

Gifty Edila (ERO
and RO for
Hackney BC)

Agree

006

Mark Heath

Agree

009

NI Electoral Office

Agree

012

Southern Branch of
the AEA

Agree

014

AEA (National)

Agree

015

Eastbourne
Electoral Services

Agree

016

Phil Hardy
(Sandwell Council)

Agree

019

Prof Bob Watt
(University of
Buckingham)

Agree
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022

New Forest DC

Agree

024

London Branch of
the AEA

Agree

025

Matthew Box
(Malvern Hills DC)

Agree

026

Eastern Branch of
the AEA

Agree
(although
see
comment
s for
minority
dissent)

There was a view, but not universally held, that the entire issue of residence needs to be addressed to provide that each individual must
only register at one address, not two or more. That would make the issue of determination far simpler but may not be politically
acceptable. If the provision for multiple residences continues to apply, proposals 4-3 and 4-4 were supported.

There is a small differing of opinion across Eastern Branch on this proposal. However, many authorities in the region have electors
whose circumstances allow them to register at two addresses because either they are in education away from home or they own holiday
homes at which they spend significant amounts of time.
It is the opinion of the majority of the branch that the current precedent regarding registration at two addresses, tested in Court over forty
years ago, should be formally laid down in legislation.

027

Senators of the
College of Justice

Agree

029

Electoral
Commission

Agree

We agree that the possibility of satisfying the residence test in more than one place should be explicitly acknowledged in legislation so
the law is clear and unambiguous about the criteria to be used for registering at a second residence.

031

Sir Howard
Bernstein

Agree

Any clear restatement of the law concerning residence in primary legislation, incorporating the law developed via relevant case law,
should also explicitly acknowledge the possibility of satisfying the residence test in more than one place.

033

Ian White
(Kettering BC)

Agree

People tend not to believe administrators when they tell them about this!

034

Scotland and
Northern Ireland
Branch of the AEA

Agree

038

David Hughes
(Electoral
Registration Officer
and Returning
Officer for
Gravesham BC)

Agree

044

Ian Miller
(Returning Officer
for Wyre Forest)

Agree

However the Commissions should be bold and recommend that, where an individual has two or more residences where s/he may be
registered to vote in elections (whether local or otherwise), one must be designated as the principal voting address and the individual
would therefore be able to vote only in elections relevant to that address. It is unacceptable that an individual should be able to vote
twice in elections at the same constitutional level.
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Now that individual electoral registration uses national insurance number and date of birth to identify voters it is an easier task for data
matching to be undertaken to identify cases where an individual may have multiple registrations and to require that s/he choose one as
his or her principal voting address.
See also response to 4-6
046

Wyre Forest DC

Agree

049

West Lancashire
BC

Agree

053

Scottish Assessors
Association

Agree

054

Darren Whitney
(Stratford on Avon
DC)

Agree

055

SOLAR (endorsed
by the EMB)

Agree

056

Alastair Whitelaw
(Scottish Green
Party)

Agree

058

Alan Mabbutt OBE
(Conservative
Party)

Agree

061

Diverse Cymru

Agree

067

Labour Party

Agree

070

Richard Mawrey
QC

Disagree

As above for EL044.

The SCOTTISH ASSESSORS ASSOCIATIONconsiders that the restatement of the law referred to in response to 4-2 will address this
possibility. In terms of confidence in the democratic process, there will need to be adequate safeguards to prevent unlawful multiple
voting and also cater for multiple residences within the same constituency/local government area. The criteria for registration and
participation will need to be sufficiently robust and objective to prevent abuse by electors.

Agreed - detail deferred to EROs.

Any processes should balance accessibility of the franchise and ensuring that all electors can be registered, including registered where
they prefer to vote when there is sufficient local connection to two areas, with ensuring that no individual can vote twice in the same
election.
The question should seriously be considered whether any elector should be permitted to be registered in two places within the United
Kingdom. This is unnecessary and gives rise to the possibility of fraud. Each elector should have one registered address and it should
be his principal private residence – ie where he actually lives. Those with two or more ‘homes’ should have to elect where they wish to
vote.
All registration should be personal and annual and accompanied by identifying material, preferably NI number or NHS number.

072

Dr Heather Green
(Aberdeen
University)

Agree

I agree that there is a need to rationalise the law on residence in this way.
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074

Scott Martin
(Scottish National
Party)

Disagree

The starting point of this proposal is that a voter should be able to be registered at more than one address. It is time to review whether
this should be possible, particularly in light of the facilities now afforded to register to vote shortly before elections. At the time when Fox
v Stirk was before the courts, there was no “rolling registration” – questions of residence being assessed with reference to a fixed date
with only two registers published each year, rather than an annual register with regular monthly updates and one or more “election
registers”. If a voter had not taken steps at the correct time to get on the register, they would lose their vote. Postal voting was not
available on demand. Parliamentary elections did not occur on a fixed date, making it sensible to give options to voters who may be at a
different address depending on when the election took place.
As a matter of policy consideration with the law as at it stood in 1970 and based on a first principles consideration of “putting the voter
first”, the decision in Fox v Stirk cannot be faulted. The immediate cause of the litigation was the then recent reduction in the voting age
from 21 to 18. Although not explicitly stated in the decision, the court presumably thought that registration at term time addresses was
necessary to enfranchise students who did not wish to travel back to their “home address”. Whether courts would have come to the
same decision had the issue remained open until today to be litigated on first principles under the very different registration scheme now
operating, is genuinely open to question…
It is difficult to see, with twenty first century notions of democracy, how the fortune of holding office or the fortune of wealth should give a
voter the opportunity to vote in multiple elections or make tactical voting decisions.
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Consultation Question 4-4
Should the law lay down the factors to be considered by registration officers when registering an elector at a second residence?
Option 1: laying down the factors relevant to finding second residence:
Based on the case-law the following factors seem relevant to determining whether a person is resident and entitled to be registered at a second
home.
1. The duration of physical presence at the second home in a calendar year.
2. The length of time the person has spent at the second home.
3. The purpose of presence there – for example, relaxation and tourism, or work and study.
4. Links to local community and activity, whether social, political, or commercial.
(see page 55 of consultation paper)
Total responses: 32
Statistics
Yes – 28
Yes, and agree with option 1 of the consultation paper – 10
No – 0
Conditional – 2
Unclear – 1
Unsure – 1

Sub
002

Respondent
Robin Potter

Response to PP 4-4
Conditional

‘ONLY IF such law can be framed in such a way as not to give employment to litigation lawyers, which, in truth, is a vain hope!’
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(Liberal Democrat
Councillor)
003

Paul Gribble CBE

Yes

005

Gifty Edila (ERO
and RO for
Hackney BC)

Yes

It would be helpful if the law sets out the factors to be considered by returning officers when registering an elector’s second residence

006

Mark Heath

Yes

If the law is, as proposed in para 4-3 to explicitly acknowledge the possibility of satisfying the residence test in more than one place,
then the law should lay down the factors to be considered when registering an elector at a second residence.

012

Southern Branch of
the AEA

Yes

It would assist us to have clear definitions; Option 1 in the paper would appear to cover in the main what we feel is needed.

014

AEA (National)

Yes

With the factors included in legislation, this would make it clearer for the registration officer when determining applications from electors
wishing to register at a second residence. Option 1 on page 55 appears to include the relevant factors that should be considered in
relation to second residency.

015

Eastbourne
Electoral Services

Yes

With the factors included in legislation, this would make it clearer for the registration officer when determining applications from electors
wishing to register at a second residence. Option 1 on page 55 appears to include the relevant factors that should be considered in
relation to second residency.

016

Phil Hardy
(Sandwell Council)

Yes

Supports response of the AEA (National). “Needs setting out clearly the grounds.”

019

Prof Bob Watt
(University of
Buckingham)

Yes

022

New Forest DC

Yes

It would assist to have clear definitions; Option 1 in the paper would appear to cover in the main what we feel is needed.

024

London Branch of
the AEA

Conditional

There was a view, but not universally held, that the entire issue of residence needs to be addressed to provide that each individual must
only register at one address, not two or more. That would make the issue of determination far simpler but may not be politically
acceptable. If the provision for multiple residences continues to apply, proposals 4-3 and 4-4 were supported.

025

Matthew Box
(Malvern Hills DC)

Yes

Supports National AEA’s response

026

Eastern Branch of
the AEA

Yes

Taking aside the small number of members who do not support dual registration, the branch feels that it would be helpful for legislation
to clarify what constitutes a second home for the purposes of registration.
This would allow officers to assess with confidence each second home registration application on its facts. Knowing the duration of a
person’s physical presence at the second home in a calendar year, combined with a reason for the second registration would aid greatly
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in these decisions. This would also create a consistent experience for electors if they moved between council areas.
027

Senators of the
College of Justice

Yes

Factors to be considered by registration officers when registering an elector at a second residence should be specified by law. But the
list should not be exhaustive.

029

Electoral
Commission

Yes

We agree that the law should lay down the factors to be considered by registration officers when registering an elector at a second
residence so the law is clear regarding the second residence test.
We support the proposal that there should be a declaration of intent by the elector to occupy the second home for the foreseeable future
and that a description of the person’s connection, if any, to the local area, including past residences, local businesses or other interests
should be part of the declaration relating to the second residence.
However ‘other interests’ would need to be specified to avoid ambiguity either in secondary legislation or in guidance. We do not
support the proposal that a person should declare a typical duration of presence in a calendar year and total length of occupation at the
second home, accompanied by evidence in support of this as this would be administratively burdensome and, in cases of a declaration
for a new residence, unworkable in practice.
We also do not support the proposal that, if a person is able to provide one, an attestation by a current elector in the area that they know
the applicant and can attest to their being a member of the community as this would be discretionary and unworkable in practice.
(see also response to 4-5)

031

Sir Howard
Bernstein

Yes

While agreeing with the Law Commission that setting out a definitive test within legislation is not practicable, it is considered that there
would be benefit from setting out a list of factors the registration officer should consider when determining whether an elector can be
considered to be resident at a second address for registration purposes. This would assist registration officers in reaching a
determination in such cases and hopefully lead to a degree of consistency in the approach taken.

033

Ian White (Kettering
BC)

Yes

This would be helpful, as it would provide a little more background as to why a person wanted to register twice, and provide a test as to
the eligibility of a person to be so registered.

034

Scotland and
Northern Ireland
Branch of the AEA

Yes

With the factors included in legislation, this would make it clearer for the registration officer when determining applications from electors
wishing to register at a second residence. Option 1 on page 55 appears to include the relevant factors that should be considered in
relation to second residency.

037

McDougall Trust

Yes

We agree that the law should lay down the actors to be considered by electoral registration officers when registering an elector at a
second residence.

038

David Hughes
(ERO and RO
Gravesham BC)

Yes

Supports response of National AEA.

041

Timothy Straker QC

Yes

044

Ian Miller (RO Wyre
Forest)

Yes

Yes but the application form including the on line registration route should require the individual to state all the addresses at which s/he
is already registered to vote, so that registration authorities can undertake cross-matching.

046

Wyre Forest DC

Yes

As above for EL044.
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049

West Lancashire
BC

Yes

Supports response of National AEA.

053

Scottish Assessors
Association

Unclear

The restatement referred to in response to 4-2 must be in simple, clear and objective terms that promote consistency in terms of
application. If it is the intention of Parliament to allow registration in relation to multiple addresses, the factors that electoral registration
officers must consider when determining an application to register to vote must be carefully framed and capable of application to
modern society.

054

Darren Whitney
(Stratford on Avon
DC)

Yes

Supports response of National AEA

055

SOLAR (endorsed
by the EMB)

Yes

Defer to expertise of electoral registration officers in terms of what issues may require to be addressed in this context.

056

Alastair Whitelaw
(Scottish Green
Party)

Yes

There also is a need for very clear definition of when someone claiming not to be an UK or EU citizen could be considered (if at all) for
admitting as an elector. There is at least one high profile donor to a political party who for tax reasons claims Swiss citizenship and
Swiss residence but nevertheless was permitted to register as an elector, making him a permissible donor. There is a case for denying
the right to vote to individuals who claim foreign residence for tax purposes.

058

Alan Mabbutt OBE
(Conservative
Party)

Yes

To help both electors and registration officers by providing a consistent set of rulers.

061

Diverse Cymru

Yes

The factors cited above with regard to circumstances which can disproportionately affect some voters must be specifically addressed by
the legislation (see response to 4-1).

067

Labour Party

Unsure

This is main problem. When completing a single registration no proof is required. If someone moves the previous registration will be
deleted and new one inserted. But if there are factors to be considered for a second registration then the person applying must have to
justify both (or all) of the multiple registrations. Otherwise it would be possible to register a spurious residence first (unquestioned) and
then one’s permanent home (for which there would be plenty of evidence) as the ‘second’ home.
Seeking some retrospective proof of residency would immediately penalise people who are moving to first or second homes – students
are the obvious example – and who are, therefore, unable to show retrospective proof of residency.

072

Dr Heather Green
(Aberdeen
University)

Yes
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Consultation Question 4-5
Should electors applying to be registered in respect of a second home be required to make a declaration supporting their application?
Total responses: 33
Statistics
Yes - 23
No - 6
Conditional - 1
Comment only – 3

Sub
002

Respondent

Response to PP 4-5

Robin Potter
(Liberal Democrat
Councillor)

No

YES, but only to the same extent as they do for their primary registration.

003

Paul Gribble CBE

Yes

“sensible” and “no doubt useful for registration officers”

005

Gifty Edila (ERO
and RO for
Hackney BC)

Yes

Electors applying to be registered in respect of a second home should be required to provide proof, such as Council tax, utility bills etc.
In the absence of such documents, a sworn declaration should be required.

006

Mark Heath

Yes

012

Southern Branch of
the AEA

Yes

014

AEA (National)

Yes

015

Eastbourne
Electoral Services

Yes

016

Phil Hardy
(Sandwell Council)

Yes

019

Prof Bob Watt
(University of
Buckingham)

Yes

This would help to get electors registering at a second home to confirm the circumstances of their registration if the declaration covers
the qualification criteria.
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022

New Forest DC

Yes

025

Matthew Box
(Malvern Hills DC)

Yes

026

Eastern Branch of
the AEA

Conditional

This would help to get electors registering at a second home to confirm the circumstances of their qualification.

There is a differing opinion across the branch on this question. A large number of branch members feel that it would be useful to have
such a declaration from electors applying for dual registration. However, any such declaration must be simple and combined with the
application for registration; this would make it clear to an elector of their right to be registered at more than one address.
It is likely that a declaration sent to an elector after the point of registration would not be completed, especially in areas with high student
populations, and therefore defeats the purpose.
It would also save administrative time chasing electors for answers to queries, which already take up large amounts of time in some
areas. Other members feel that this is unnecessary administration, when the current system works.

027

Senators of the
College of Justice

No

No declaration should be necessary in support of an application for registration in respect of a second home; but – an elector with a
second home should be asked to name the residence at which he will vote in national elections. That may assist in reducing possible
instances of electoral fraud.

029

Electoral
Commission

Yes

We support the proposal that there should be a declaration of intent by the elector to occupy the second home for the foreseeable future
and that a description of the person’s connection, if any, to the local area, including past residences, local businesses or other interests
should be part of the declaration relating to the second residence. However ‘other interests’ would need to be specified to avoid
ambiguity either in secondary legislation or in guidance.
We do not support the proposal that a person should declare a typical duration of presence in a calendar year and total length of
occupation at the second home, accompanied by evidence in support of this as this would be administratively burdensome and, in
cases of a declaration for a new residence, unworkable in practice.
We also do not support the proposal that, if a person is able to provide one, an attestation by a current elector in the area that they know
the applicant and can attest to their being a member of the community as this would be discretionary and unworkable in practice.
(see also response to 4-4)

031

Sir Howard
Bernstein

No

It is recognised that there may, in principle, be a benefit from requiring electors applying to be registered at a second home to make a
supporting declaration, as it would enable information to be provided that would assist the registration officer in determining whether the
elector should be allowed to register at the second address.
However, requiring this additional information could create an additional barrier to registration and may prevent certain hard to register
groups who live between addresses, such as students, from registering and participating in elections.
It may also create a significant additional administrative burden for registration officers, that may not be justified given the apparent lack
of real evidence as to any significant degree of incidence of unlawful “double voting” as a result of dual registration.

033

Ian White (Kettering
BC)

Yes

This could be helpful, particularly as a deterrent to potential fraud.
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034

Scotland and
Northern Ireland
Branch of the AEA

No

The idea of a declaration is superficially an attractive one, though I am not sure how these would be monitored and enforced in practice.
The current European declarations get lost in a mire of bureaucracy. However the suggestion that a declaration may be required to be
supported by another elector in the area is concerning. It would mean that new residents in an area would be reliant on existing
residents to register. That could be open to abuse.

037

McDougall Trust

Yes

We agree that an elector should be required to make a declaration supporting an application to be registered in respect of a second
home. We also think that each elector should be expected, in registering, to make a declaration either that the address at which they
are registering is the only address at which they are registering, or alternatively that they are registering at one or more other addresses,
which they are required to name on the application form.
Against each address, they should be given simple options stating the reason why they are registering (eg they are a student, they own
the property or have a long-term tenancy there and reside there for a number of weeks each year which they are required to state, etc),
with an ‘other’ option which allows them to make a statement in their own words.
An elector should be expected to justify their preference on objective grounds such as the length of residence, and not for example by
choosing to use their national vote in a marginal seat.

038

David Hughes
(Electoral
Registration Officer
and Returning
Officer for
Gravesham BC)

Yes

041

Timothy Straker QC

Yes

044

Ian Miller
(Returning Officer
for Wyre Forest)

Yes

046

Wyre Forest DC

Yes

049

West Lancashire
BC

Yes

053

Scottish Assessors
Association

No

The SCOTTISH ASSESSORS ASSOCIATIONconsider that declarations of this nature may give rise to difficulties. The restatement of
the law relying on simple, clear and objective factors will enable applications for registration to be considered by the ERO.
A declaration concerning such issues as occupation, presence, connection and membership of a community raises issues that should
either be addressed in the factors for registration for all electors or omitted. Consistency would suffer if different tests are applied to the
nature of the residence at different addresses where issues of competing or multiple residences arise.

054

Darren Whitney
(Stratford on Avon
DC)

Yes
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055

SOLAR (endorsed
by the EMB)

No

Defer detail to ERO’s

056

Alastair Whitelaw
(Scottish Green
Party)

Yes

058

Alan Mabbutt OBE
(Conservative
Party)

Yes

As it can then be clear that they understand what they are applying for and that they understand the rules.

061

Diverse Cymru

Comment
only

Any processes should balance accessibility of the franchise and ensuring that all electors can be registered, including registered where
they prefer to vote when there is sufficient local connection to two areas, with ensuring that no individual can vote twice in the same
election.

067

Labour Party

Yes

Although this may be a simple tick box or single sentence description.

070

Richard Mawrey
QC

Comment
only

The question should seriously be considered whether any elector should be permitted to be registered in two places within the United
Kingdom. This is unnecessary and gives rise to the possibility of fraud. Each elector should have one registered address and it should
be his principal private residence – ie where he actually lives. Those with two or more ‘homes’ should have to elect where they wish to
vote.

072

Dr Heather Green
(Aberdeen
University)

Yes

I agree with the suggestion made at para 4.82 about the four types of information that such a declaration could require. Given that
multiple registration does confer a potential electoral advantage, it seems reasonable that the law stipulate a more burdensome
bureaucratic procedure before it is granted.

074

Scott Martin
(Scottish National
Party)

Comment
only

The whole law in relation to this matter is based on the concept that “a [person] can have two residences”, i.e. they may be able to
satisfy the statutory test at more than one address. It is not really a question of establishing whether a “second home” is an address
which should be capable of satisfying the conditions for residence for a particular individual. To electoral registration officers in Scotland,
the simple mention of a “second home” is sufficient grounds to have an application to register to vote refused. The description of the
home would suggest that it is incidental to the main home. The case law on this is consistent and stretches back to 1890.
On a practical basis, electors do not currently register a “first address” and a “second address”. Part of the issue here is that EROs and
the courts are never asked whether a person should be capable of registering as an elector at two addresses. The only issue for
determination is whether, on the facts, an elector has established an entitlement to be registered at one particular address. The second
registration form submitted by an elector may be for their more established address, not for what they may regard as their “second
home”. More often than not, the address will be in a different local authority area. The more established address can change over time –
typically where a couple has, to use Lord Denning’s example, “a flat in London and a house in the country”, but on retirement shift from
using the “house in the country” as more of a weekend residence to a full time home. It would therefore be necessary to justify
registration at both addresses as both addresses are effectively put in issue when a new application is submitted for registration. This is
likely to involve an adjudication by two or more EROs.
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Consultation Question 4-6
Should electors be asked to designate, when registering at a second home, one residence as the one at which they will vote at national
elections?
Total responses: 32
Statistics
Yes - 24
No - 2
Conditional - 0
Unsure - 4
Comment only - 2
Sub

Respondent

Response to PP 4-6

002

Robin Potter
(Liberal Democrat
Councillor)

Yes

003

Paul Gribble CBE

Yes

Electors should be given an opportunity to change their preference in advance of each election.

005

Gifty Edila (ERO
and RO for
Hackney BC)

Yes

Electors with two or more residences should not have the benefit of voting twice or more in national elections. Such benefit should only be
available for local elections.

006

Mark Heath

Yes

012

Southern Branch
of the AEA

Yes

Although monitoring this should be considered and need to set up a separate franchise flag to assist with the practical implementation
would be welcomed.

014

AEA (National)

Yes

The declaration needs to be made at the time of registration. As a result, legislation will have to allow for a franchise marker to indicate
which residence they are entitled to vote at for national elections.
In addition, consideration would need to be given in relation to the elector wishing to change their designation for national elections should
they so decide. In such a case, the elector should be required to give reasons for the change.
A suitable deadline date would need to be considered for the change to take effect at an election to allow details of the notification to the
second ERO. This date should be before postal votes for an election are despatched.

015

Eastbourne

Yes

Same response as national AEA (above).
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Electoral Services
016

Phil Hardy
(Sandwell
Council)

Yes

019

Prof Bob Watt
(University of
Buckingham)

Yes

022

New Forest DC

Yes

025

Matthew Box
(Malvern Hills
DC)

Yes

026

Eastern Branch of
the AEA

Unsure

Although how to monitor this should be considered, together with the need to set up a separate franchise flag to assist with the practical
implementation.

Taking aside the small number of branch members who do not support dual registration, the opinion of the branch is split on this question.
Some members feel that such a designation would create difficulties managing the information between authorities, and furthermore
create problems when electors change their minds on designation and turn up to vote without informing the relevant Electoral Registration
Officer (ERO).
Other members feel that this would provide improved transparency and confidence in the process, and afford a way of managing the
perception that the current arrangement encourages voting fraud to occur.
If the designation of an electors’ second registration voting preference were to become law, careful thought would need to be given as to
what deadline before an election would be suitable. Given that some authorities now issue postal votes before the postal vote deadline
(and as a result now means this event is no longer consistently timed across the country), the voting designation deadline would need to
be flexible.
This means that it would need to accommodate election events such as the issue of postal votes or the printing & despatch of poll cards,
which would be difficult to reissue in large numbers as people changed their minds.

027

Senators of the
College of Justice

Yes

An elector with a second home should be asked to name the residence at which he will vote in national elections. That may assist in
reducing possible instances of electoral fraud.

029

Electoral
Commission

Unsure

The Electoral Commission has not yet reached a firm position on the merits of this proposal, and we will therefore focus on the likely
practical impact of any change. If a person, in relation to a second residence, were to designate one home as the one from which they
vote at national elections, the electoral registration officers in both electoral areas where each residence is situated would require to be
informed (as the Law Commissions note).
This would not just apply to UK parliamentary elections and European parliamentary elections but also, depending where the second
residence is located, to elections to the devolved legislatures which, within each country, are national elections.
This would entail the creation of new categories of electors depending where each main and second residence is located. It may also be
necessary to devise a system whereby electors could change their declaration of residence at which they are registered for national
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elections.
For practical purposes (e.g. for the issue of poll cards) before an election there would then need to be a deadline prior to polling day for
such changes to be notified to the ERO.
031

Sir Howard
Bernstein

Unsure

There may, in principle, be merit in requiring electors who are registered at two homes to designate one residence as that at which they
will vote at national elections. However, it is possible to envisage some circumstances in which this could disadvantage an elector (e.g.
where the elector is uncertain as to which address they will be residing in at the time of a national election).
It would also create a significant additional administrative burden for registration officers due to the additional transfers of information
between them that would be required, and such a burden may not be justified in the absence of evidence as to any significant degree of
incidence of unlawful “double voting” as a result of dual registration.

033

Ian White
(Kettering BC)

Yes

Providing there is a mechanism that indicates which residence is not the one that is being used from which they would cast their vote.

034

Scotland and
Northern Ireland
Branch of the
AEA

Yes

The declaration needs to be made at the time of registration. As a result, legislation will have to allow for a franchise marker to indicate
which residence they are entitled to vote at for national elections.
In addition, consideration would need to be given in relation to the elector wishing to change their designation for national elections should
they so decide. In such a case, the elector should be required to give reasons for the change.
A suitable deadline date would need to be considered for the change to take effect at an election to allow details of the notification to the
second ERO. This date should be before postal votes for an election are despatched.

037

McDougall Trust

Yes

For the second address (and further addresses), the elector’s name should be marked on the register in a manner that indicates they are
not entitled to vote at national and European elections. For both (or all) addresses, the other address(es) should appear against their
name on the register. (This was done in former years when business votes were allowed.)
If at all possible, an elector should be permitted to register at both (or all) addresses by using a single form in one of the districts
concerned, with the application being transmitted electronically to the Registration Officer for the second district.
The claim to vote at more than one address should be flagged up electronically to enable the Registration Officers to confer as necessary
and confirm which address is to be the permitted one for national and European elections. If the entitlement to register for national and
European elections is refused by the Registration Officer in the preferred district, for example, on the ground that the elector is resident
there for a smaller part of the year than at the other address (or at one of the other addresses), then the intention to vote at national and
European elections should pass to the second address, or if necessary to the third address and so on.
It may be necessary for electors registering for second and further addresses to record their date of birth on their registration form (though
not for publication on any register) in order to resolve any possible confusion between different electors with the same surname and
forename who are registering in different wards/districts. Such confusions are more likely to occur in comparisons between registers
across the UK or for example in Wales between electors with common surnames such as Jones.

038

David Hughes
(Electoral
Registration
Officer and

Yes
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Returning Officer
for Gravesham
BC)
041

Timothy Straker
QC

No

044

Ian Miller
(Returning Officer
for Wyre Forest)

Yes

And also for local elections.
However the Commissions should be bold and recommend that, where an individual has two or more residences where s/he may be
registered to vote in elections (whether local or otherwise), one must be designated as the principal voting address and the individual
would therefore be able to vote only in elections relevant to that address. It is unacceptable that an individual should be able to vote twice
in elections at the same constitutional level.
Now that individual electoral registration uses national insurance number and date of birth to identify voters it is an easier task for data
matching to be undertaken to identify cases where an individual may have multiple registrations and to require that s/he choose one as his
or her principal voting address. (response to 4-3)

046

Wyre Forest DC

Yes

And also for local elections.

049

West Lancashire
BC

Yes

053

Scottish
Assessors
Association

Unsure

054

Darren Whitney
(Stratford on
Avon DC)

Yes

055

SOLAR
(endorsed by the
EMB)

Yes

Defer to EROs.

056

Alastair Whitelaw
(Scottish Green
Party)

Yes

Common sense suggests that it should be the same designated residence for all elections.

058

Alan Mabbutt
OBE
(Conservative
Party)

Yes

So that they are clear that they may only vote once in a national election.

061

Diverse Cymru

Comment
only

Any processes should balance accessibility of the franchise and ensuring that all electors can be registered, including registered where
they prefer to vote when there is sufficient local connection to two areas, with ensuring that no individual can vote twice in the same

The SCOTTISH ASSESSORS ASSOCIATIONconsiders that this proposal raises a number of issues that will require to be considered.
The timing and duration of such a designation along with the means of ensuring the integrity of such designations given that EROs do not
hold a unique and national means of identifying individual electors.
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election.
067

Labour Party

No

This should be a matter of choice and there are remedies if people vote more often than allowed. In addition it may have the effect of
preventing people from voting in multiple elections where they are permitted so to do.

072

Dr Heather Green
(Aberdeen
University)

Yes

Yes. In addition to countering risks of multiple voting, this would help also to prevent such electors making tactical and transient choices
about where to vote at each national election.

074

Scott Martin
(Scottish National
Party)

Comment
only

The asking of this question underlines why the current situation of allowing an elector to register to vote in relation to more than one
residence should be reviewed.
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Provisional Proposal 4-7
Entitlement to be a special category elector should be governed by primary legislation which should require a declaration in a common
form establishing a voter’s entitlement to be registered at a notional place of residence; other administrative requirements should be in
secondary legislation.
Total responses: 31
Statistics
Agree - 30
Disagree - 0
Unsure - 1
Sub

Respondent

Response to PP 4-7

002

Robin Potter
(Liberal Democrat
Councillor)

Unsure

003

Paul Gribble CBE

Agree

005

Gifty Edila (ERO
and RO for
Hackney BC)

Agree

006

Mark Heath

Agree

012

Southern Branch
of the AEA

Agree

014

AEA (National)

Agree

015

Eastbourne
Electoral
Services

Agree

016

Phil Hardy
(Sandwell
Council)

Agree

“Don’t know”

Agree with a single declaration.
Although a single form for special category electors could cause issues and confusion for the electors completing them
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019

Prof Bob Watt
(University of
Buckingham)

Agree

022

New Forest DC

Agree

025

Matthew Box
(Malvern Hills
DC)

Agree

026

Eastern Branch
of the AEA

Agree

027

Senators of the
College of Justice

Agree

Yes, primary legislation should give entitlement to be a special category elector (with a declaration about registering at a notional place of
residence). The other administrative provisions should be by way of secondary legislation.

029

Electoral
Commission

Agree

We agree that the entitlement to be a special category elector should be governed by primary legislation which should require a declaration
in a common form establishing a voter’s entitlement to be registered at a notional place of residence.

Although a single form for special category electors could cause issues and confusion for the electors completing them. However, we agree
with the principle of a single declaration.

This would enable special category electors to be defined using a standard form of declaration for a notional place of residence (including
merchant seamen who currently are dealt with in a different way for historical reasons), with the detailed procedure set out in secondary
legislation.
031

Sir Howard
Bernstein

Agree

033

Ian White
(Kettering BC)

Agree

034

Scotland and
Northern Ireland
Branch of the
AEA

Agree

038

David Hughes
(Electoral
Registration
Officer and
Returning Officer
for Gravesham
BC)

Agree

040

David Boothroyd

Agree

Entitlement to register as a special category elector ties into the fundamental question of the franchise. The general grounds for entitlement
to register as a special category elector should therefore be in primary legislation. Detailed regulation of special category electors should be
provided for in secondary legislation.

It may be outwith the remit of the Law Commission but I dislike the very existence of the special category elector. If it has to continue, the
proposal to require a common form is a good one.
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041

Timothy Straker
QC

Agree

044

Ian Miller
(Returning Officer
for Wyre Forest)

Agree

046

Wyre Forest DC

Agree

049

West Lancashire
BC

Agree

053

Scottish
Assessors
Association

Agree

054

Darren Whitney
(Stratford on
Avon DC)

Agree

055

SOLAR
(endorsed by the
EMB)

Agree

056

Alastair Whitelaw
(Scottish Green
Party)

Agree

058

Alan Mabbutt
OBE
(Conservative
Party)

Agree

067

Labour Party

Agree

072

Heather Green

Agree

074

Scott Martin
(Scottish National
Party)

Agree

Defer to EROs
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Provisional Proposal 4-8
The 1983 Act’s provisions on maintaining and accessing the register of electors should be simplified and restated for Great Britain and
Northern Ireland respectively.
Total responses: 32
Statistics
Agree – 31
Disagree – 0
Comment only – 1
Sub

Respondent

Response to PP 4-8

002

Robin Potter
(Liberal Democrat
Councillor)

Agree

003

Paul Gribble CBE

Agree

005

Gifty Edila (ERO
and RO for
Hackney BC)

Agree

006

Mark Heath

Agree

It would be valuable to reflect upon the current electoral registration regime (IER) and undertake rationalisation or simplification, particularly
in terms of paperwork and documentation that may be appropriate in light of the early experience of its implementation.

012

Southern Branch
of the AEA

Agree

1983 Act is outdated

014

AEA (National)

Agree

015

Eastbourne
Electoral Services

Agree

016

Phil Hardy
(Sandwell
Council)

Agree

019

Prof Bob Watt
(University of
Buckingham)

Agree
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022

New Forest DC

Agree

025

Matthew Box
(Malvern Hills
DC)

Agree

026

Eastern Branch of
the AEA

Agree

027

Senators of the
College of Justice

Agree

029

Electoral
Commission

Agree

031

Sir Howard
Bernstein

Agree

The Representation of the People Act 1983’s provisions on maintenance of the electoral register have undergone significant amendment as
a result of considerable changes to the manner in which electoral registration is operated – first with the introduction of rolling registration
and later with Individual Electoral Registration replacing the traditional household canvass system. This has led to these provisions not
being as clear and straightforward as they could. Their simplification and restatement would be welcomed.

033

Ian White
(Kettering BC)

Agree

Agreed providing secure registration is not compromised.

034

Scotland and
Northern Ireland
Branch of the
AEA

Agree

038

David Hughes
(Electoral
Registration
Officer and
Returning Officer
for Gravesham
BC)

Agree

041

Timothy Straker
QC

Agree

044

Ian Miller
(Returning Officer
for Wyre Forest)

Agree

Yes, legislation should re-state and simplify provisions on (i) maintaining and (ii) accessing the register of electors. Core principles should
be outlined.

The opportunity should be taken to remove an anomaly relating to access of the register for local elections. Technically, the first day on
which local election candidates for 7 May 2015 may have a copy of the register is 30 March 2015, the last day on which the notice of
elections can be published. However many returning officers will have used their discretion to publish the notice sooner (23 March in the
case of Wyre Forest in 2015).
It is ridiculous that electoral administrators have to turn a Nelsonian eye to the legal position as, in practical terms, the election in an area
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formally commences when the notice is issued. Thus I would suggest that access to the register should be available as soon as the notice
of election is published.
046

Wyre Forest DC

Agree

049

West Lancashire
BC

Agree

050

Callcredit
Information
Group

Agree

053

Scottish
Assessors
Association

Agree

054

Darren Whitney
(Stratford on
Avon DC)

Agree

055

SOLAR
(endorsed by the
EMB)

Agree

056

Alastair Whitelaw
(Scottish Green
Party)

Agree

058

Alan Mabbutt
OBE
(Conservative
Party)

Agree

061

Diverse Cymru

Comment
only

As above for EL044

As previously advised, we are supportive of the clear need to simplify and restate these provisions. We urge, however, that great care
should be taken in restatement to ensure that this does not inadvertently result in material change.
As we have outlined in basic terms above, there are potentially very significant economic implications associated with any material changes
to access and supply. It is imperative that these are fully understood before any such action is considered.
The SCOTTISH ASSESSORS ASSOCIATIONsupports this proposal and considers that the statement at 4.176 should be re-visited as
greater clarity is required for the definition of ‘electoral purposes’. Current usage of registers by some elected members includes the source
data for campaigning on local issues. This usage does not appear to fall within the looser sense of the term provided - ‘any purpose relating
to an election’.

Agree with the principle. SOLAR will be interested in commenting on the detailed proposals.

It is important to ensure that an application to register is not rejected because an elector has not used a prescribed form or process. To do
so could exclude some disabled people and some people whose first language is neither English nor Welsh from being able to register.
To address this potential barrier to registering to vote a number of measures could assist.
These include ensuring that registration officers are required to follow-up any request to register that has not been properly completed or
submitted and to attempt to rectify any errors; providing independent support to individuals with an advertised contact to register where they
require support; providing registration forms in a range of formats including Easy Read, Large Print, Audio information, and a range of
community languages; and providing clear, accessible public information on how to register and sources of support.

067

Labour Party

Agree
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072

Dr Heather Green
(Aberdeen
University)

Agree

074

Scott Martin
(Scottish National
Party)

Agree

Agreed on the basis that the provisions should be restated in Acts of the bodies with relevant primary legislative competence. Registration
law in Scotland is now diverging from England and Wales as a result of the introduction of votes at 16 and the extra provisions put in place
in relation to attainers as a result.
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Provisional Proposal 4-9
Primary legislation should contain core registration principles including the objective of a comprehensive and accurate register and the
attendant duties and powers of registration officers, the principle that the register determines entitlement to vote, requirements of
transparency, local scrutiny and appeals, and the deadline for registration be effective for a forthcoming poll.
Total response: 32
Statistics
Agree - 30
Agree in part – 2
Sub

Respondent

Response to PP 4-9

002

Robin Potter
(Liberal
Democrat
Councillor)

Agree

003

Paul Gribble CBE

Agree

005

Gifty Edila (ERO
and RO for
Hackney BC)

Agree

006

Mark Heath

Agree

009

Northern Ireland
Electoral Office

Agree

012

Southern Branch
of the AEA

Agree

014

AEA (National)

Agree

015

Eastbourne
Electoral
Services

Agree

016

Phil Hardy
(Sandwell
Council)

Agree
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019

Prof Bob Watt
(University of
Buckingham)

Agree

022

New Forest DC

Agree

024

London Branch of
the AEA

Agree

025

Matthew Box
(Malvern Hills
DC)

Agree

026

Eastern Branch
of the AEA

Agree

027

Senators of the
College of Justice

Agree

029

Electoral
Commission

Agree in
part

031

Sir Howard
Bernstein

Agree

033

Ian White
(Kettering BC)

Agree in
part

We agree that primary legislation should contain core registration principles including the objective of a complete and accurate register and
the attendant duties and powers of registration officers, the principle that the register determines entitlement to vote, requirements of
transparency, and local scrutiny and appeals, but that the deadline for registration should be in secondary legislation as this may require to
be altered due to changing circumstances.

I think it is difficult to include core principles in primary legislation. It is certainly easier to include the duties and powers of electoral
registration officers though, and perhaps it is more appropriate to restrict this to those two matters.
Whilst not wishing to deny the importance of comprehensive and accurate registers, there are so many external factors that can influence
this (demographics, budgets, availability of canvassers etc.) that it may be more appropriate to include this in guidance.

034

Scotland and
Northern Ireland
Branch of the
AEA

Agree

038

David Hughes
(Electoral
Registration
Officer and
Returning Officer
for Gravesham
BC)

Agree
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041

Timothy Straker
QC

Agree

044

Ian Miller
(Returning Officer
for Wyre Forest)

Agree

046

Wyre Forest DC

Agree

049

West Lancashire
BC

Agree

053

Scottish
Assessors
Association

Agree

The powers and duties require to be simplified. Over-prescription on the precise procedures and tasks an electoral registration officer
should carry out in relation to canvass and rolling registration should be avoided as electoral registration officers require flexibility to deliver
a locally effective service tailored to address the characteristics of the registration area.
Deadlines for registration require to be clarified and set in a standardised pre-election/referendum timetable that provides an easily
understood and consistent timetable for registration and absent vote applications.

054

Darren Whitney
(Stratford on
Avon DC)

Agree

055

SOLAR
(endorsed by the
EMB)

Agree

056

Alastair Whitelaw
(Scottish Green
Party)

Agree

058

Alan Mabbutt
OBE
(Conservative
Party)

Agree

067

Labour Party

Agree

072

Dr Heather
Green (Aberdeen
University)

Agree

074

Scott Martin
(Scottish National
Party)

Agree

Agreed to the need for a complete review of this complex area of electoral law. Clarity on deadlines before polls would be welcomed,
alongside rules for appeals. Core principles and appropriate hierarchy should be clarified and streamlined.
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Provisional Proposal 4-10
The deadline for registration should be expressed as a number of days in advance of a poll.
Total responses: 33
Statistics
Agree - 33
Disagree - 0

Sub

Respondent

Response to PP 4-10

002

Robin Potter
(Liberal
Democrat
Councillor)

Agree

003

Paul Gribble CBE

Agree

005

Gifty Edila (ERO
and RO for
Hackney BC)

Agree

006

Mark Heath

Agree

009

Northern Ireland
Electoral Office

Agree

012

Southern Branch
of the AEA

Agree

014

AEA (National)

Agree

015

Eastbourne
Electoral
Services

Agree

016

Phil Hardy
(Sandwell

Agree

Not a problem with the existing counting back from day 0 for the election day. Confessing with a PGE though due to the Writ.
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Council)
019

Prof Bob Watt
(University of
Buckingham)

Agree

022

New Forest DC

Agree

024

London Branch of
the AEA

Agree

025

Matthew Box
(Malvern Hills
DC)

Agree

026

Eastern Branch
of the AEA

Agree

027

Senators of the
College of Justice

Agree

029

Electoral
Commission

Agree

031

Sir Howard
Bernstein

Agree

033

Ian White
(Kettering BC)

Agree

034

Scotland and
Northern Ireland
Branch of the
AEA

Agree

038

David Hughes
(Electoral
Registration
Officer and
Returning Officer
for Gravesham
BC)

Agree

041

Timothy Straker
QC

Agree

We agree that the deadline for registration should be expressed as a number of days in advance of a poll as it would be straightforward to
calculate in the same way as the other latest dates are calculated in the election timetable. As a general point on timing, it is important that
calculations of time are expressed as consistently as possible across the legislative framework to enable clear calculation of deadlines.
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044

Ian Miller
(Returning Officer
for Wyre Forest)

Agree

However because of the time taken for checks under individual electoral registration, and to allow time for objections, the last day for
registration cannot be less than, say, 5 days before the election. It is fanciful to suggest it should be the day before the election or even the
day of the election.

046

Wyre Forest DC

Agree

As above for EL044.

049

West Lancashire
BC

Agree

053

Scottish
Assessors
Association

Agree

054

Darren Whitney
(Stratford on
Avon DC)

Agree

055

SOLAR
(endorsed by the
EMB)

Agree

Agreed – as part of a complete review per comment at 4-9.

056

Alastair Whitelaw
(Scottish Green
Party)

Agree

Agreed – presumably working days.

058

Alan Mabbutt
OBE
(Conservative
Party)

Agree

061

Diverse Cymru

Agree

067

Labour Party

Agree

072

Dr Heather
Green (Aberdeen
University)

Agree

074

Scott Martin

Agree

The Scottish Assessors Associationsupports this proposal and refers to the response to 4-9.

Having a single deadline for registration expressed as a number of days in advance of a poll should not only assist with the administration of
elections, but also assist the public to know when they need to register by to be able to vote in any particular election.

I agree with this proposal. It is noted that under current provisions there is an oddity in that someone registering as an anonymous elector
can register later than other electors as applications of this nature are not publicised. In practice, I doubt if electoral registration officers
receive much by way of requests to see the lists of applications in the five day period. There may be an argument for harmonising the last
day for applications from those seeking registration as an anonymous elector and other applications. An application for registration as an
anonymous elector may require the examination of more documents in terms of court decrees than there is for other applications.
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Provisional Proposal 4-11
Primary legislation should prescribe one electoral register, containing records held in whatever form, which is capable of indicating the
election(s) the entry entitles the elector to vote at.
Total responses: 31
Statistics
Agree - 31
Disagree - 0
Sub

Respondent

Response to PP 4-11

002

Robin Potter
(Liberal
Democrat
Councillor)

Agree

003

Paul Gribble CBE

Agree

005

Gifty Edila (ERO
and RO for
Hackney BC)

Agree

006

Mark Heath

Agree

012

Southern Branch
of the AEA

Agree

AEA (National)

Agree

014

Abolish the open register, or rename as “electoral marketing list”.
See response to 4-12 also
Abolish the open register, or rename as “electoral marketing list”.
See response to 4-12 also

015

016

Eastbourne
Electoral
Services

Agree

Phil Hardy
(Sandwell
Council)

Agree

Abolish the open register, or rename as “electoral marketing list”.
See response to 4-12 also
Abolish the open register, or rename as “electoral marketing list”.
See response to 4-12 also
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019

Prof Bob Watt
(University of
Buckingham)

Agree

022

New Forest DC

Agree

024

London Branch of
the AEA

Agree

025

Matthew Box
(Malvern Hills
DC)

Agree

026

Eastern Branch
of the AEA

Agree

027

Senators of the
College of Justice

Agree

029

Electoral
Commission

Agree

We agree that primary legislation should prescribe one electoral register, containing records held in whatever form, which is capable of
indicating the election(s) the entry entitles the elector to vote at.

031

Sir Howard
Bernstein

Agree

There seems to be no reason to continue with what is in practice an essentially notional concept of a registration officer holding a number of
distinct electoral registers, each describing a different franchise. A single register, with appropriate markings to indicate the elections an
elector can vote at, is capable of carrying out the same function (and in practice this is what already exists given the duty to combine the
registers).

In addition, consideration should also be given to abolishing the open (edited) register. If this cannot be achieved, then the name of the
open (edited) register should be made clearer to the elector so that they are aware their name will be used for marketing purposes, for
example, “electoral marketing list”.

Supports National AEA’s response

It is also suggested that the open (edited) register be abolished.
033

Ian White
(Kettering BC)

Agree

034

Scotland and
Northern Ireland
Branch of the
AEA

Agree

038

David Hughes
(Electoral
Registration
Officer and
Returning Officer
for Gravesham
BC)

Agree

In addition, consideration should also be given to abolishing the open (edited) register. If this cannot be achieved, then the name of the
open (edited) register should be made clearer to the elector so that they are aware their name will be used for marketing purposes, for
example, “electoral marketing list”.
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041

Timothy Straker
QC

Agree

044

Ian Miller
(Returning Officer
for Wyre Forest)

Agree

Strongly supported

046

Wyre Forest DC

Agree

Strongly supported

049

West Lancashire
BC

Agree

Abolish the open register, or rename as “electoral marketing list”.

053

Scottish
Assessors
Association

Agree

The Scottish Assessors Association supports this proposal that will essentially reflect how electoral registration data is managed within
existing software applications.

054

Darren Whitney
(Stratford on
Avon DC)

Agree

Abolish the open register, or rename as “electoral marketing list”.

055

SOLAR
(endorsed by the
EMB)

Agree

Agree - defer to EROs.

056

Alastair Whitelaw
(Scottish Green
Party)

Agree

Agreed on the assumption that this means that the edited register would be abolished since it serves no democratic function.

058

Alan Mabbutt
OBE
(Conservative
Party)

Agree

067

Labour Party

Agree

072

Dr Heather
Green (Aberdeen
University)

Agree

074

Scott Martin
(Scottish National
Party)

Agree
(qualified)

This proposal does not sit well with the devolution of the franchise in relation to Scottish local government and Scottish Parliament elections
to the Scottish Parliament. In practice, as the discussion paper recognises, the statutory registers are united through software systems
which, in practice, make the legal distinction rather irrelevant.
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Provisional Proposal 4-12
Secondary legislation should set out the detailed administrative rules concerning applications to register, their determination, publication
of the register and access to the full and edited register.
Total responses: 32
Statistics
Agree - 32
Disagree - 0
Conditional - 0
Sub

Respondent

Response to PP 4-12

002

Robin Potter (Liberal
Democrat Councillor)

Agree

003

Paul Gribble CBE

Agree

005

Gifty Edila (ERO and
RO for Hackney BC)

Agree

006

Mark Heath

Agree

There is a significant amount of uncertainty in terms of the use / re-use of the electoral roll.
This is partly because the data would be valuable in particular to local authorities for use beyond the realms of the current statutory
regime, and therefore there is sometimes pressure brought to bear upon the Electoral Registration Officer in terms of his/her duties and
obligations to supply the register to the council for use for certain purposes, and/or the person in the council (frequently the Electoral
Registration Officer is drawn into advise on this) as to its re-use.

012

Southern Branch of
the AEA

Agree

Open register, however appreciate that not all legislation has been amended from Edited register
Abolish the open register, or rename as “electoral marketing list”.

014

AEA (National)

Agree

Abolish the open register, or rename as “electoral marketing list”.

015

Eastbourne Electoral
Services

Agree

Abolish the open register, or rename as “electoral marketing list”.

016

Phil Hardy (Sandwell
Council)

Agree

Fully agree with the comments of the AEA, the open register is still confusing and when you explain to someone about it everyone wants
to opt out.
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Abolish the open register, or rename as “electoral marketing list”.
017

Joyce White (RO)

Agree

If the register is to be available for access by commercial organisations then there must be an edited register.

019

Prof Bob Watt
(University of
Buckingham)

Agree

022

New Forest DC

Agree

024

London Branch of
the AEA

Agree

025

Matthew Box
(Malvern Hills DC)

Agree

026

Eastern Branch of
the AEA

Agree

027

Senators of the
College of Justice

Agree

029

Electoral
Commission

Agree

We agree that secondary legislation should set out the detailed administrative rules concerning applications to register, their
determination, publication of the register and access to the full and edited register.

031

Sir Howard Bernstein

Agree

It is agreed that detailed administrative rules should be set out in secondary legislation. The opportunity should also be taken to address
issues with certain of the provisions of the current secondary legislation relating to electoral registration, which could benefit from
simplification and clarification.
One example would be the current provision relating to a Local Authority’s use of the electoral register supplied to it by the registration
officer and the uncertainty over whether the permitted use of the full electoral register for local authority purposes relating to “security, law
enforcement and crime prevention” extends to it use in respect of enforcement of the civil law.
A further issue that might be addressed would be the arguable overreliance on Ministerial Guidance in respect of Individual Electoral
Registration. While it was understandable that during the transition to a new registration system certain issues that arose that would
ordinarily be best addressed through clear stipulation in legislation had to be addressed via such guidance, there are some elements of
the guidance that deal with aspects of the registration process that might more properly be addressed in legislation.

033

Ian White (Kettering
BC)

Agree

034

Scotland and
Northern Ireland
Branch of the AEA

Agree
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038

David Hughes
(Electoral
Registration Officer
and Returning
Officer for
Gravesham BC)

Agree

041

Timothy Straker QC

Agree

044

Ian Miller (Returning
Officer for Wyre
Forest)

Agree

046

Wyre Forest DC

Agree

049

West Lancashire BC

Agree

Abolish the open register, or rename as “electoral marketing list”.

050

Call Credit

Agree

We agree that secondary legislation provides a suitable home for provisions on access to the full and edited register. However, as
discussed in our response to 4-8 above, it is essential that these provisions should simply be moved into secondary legislation without
introducing any changes which could have a material effect on how supply of the registers currently works. Any changes in this area must
be instigated deliberately through the policy process, or risk unintentional and unwanted effects.

053

Scottish Assessors
Association

Agree

The Scottish Assessors Association supports this proposal and would stress the importance of ensuring that the primary legislative
provisions referred to in 4-9, in particular registration deadlines are reflected, in the corresponding secondary legislative provisions. In
this regard, it may be more appropriate for deadlines to accompany other detailed administrative rules for applications within the
secondary legislation rather than remaining in primary legislation.
The provisions concerning access to registers requires to be modernised and the future of the edited or open register must be reviewed.
Currently electors are entitled to alter their opt-out status in relation to the edited register, but given its wide availability and the re-selling
of opted-out elector data by commercial organisations entitled to purchase the full register, the decision of an elector to opt-out cannot be
reflected downstream and that elector’s data may continue to be sold and resold between commercial organisations.
The edited or open register is increasingly out of step with modern data collection and management practice, and as such electors
continue to express dissatisfaction that data collected for electoral purposes can be traded between commercial organisations even after
they have made a decision to opt-out of the edited/open register.

054

Darren Whitney
(Stratford on Avon
DC)

Agree

055

SOLAR (endorsed
by the EMB)

Agree

056

Alastair Whitelaw

Agree

Have not had an elector wanting to be on the edited register once explained to them.
Abolish the open register, or rename as “electoral marketing list”.
Agree in principle.
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(Scottish Green
Party)
058

Alan Mabbutt OBE
(Conservative Party)

Agree

067

Labour Party

Agree

072

Dr Heather Green
(Aberdeen
University)

Agree
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Provisional Proposal 4-13
Registration officers’ systems for managing registration data should be capable, in the long term, of being exported to and interacting
with other officers’ software, through minimum specifications or a certification requirement laid down in secondary legislation.
Total responses: 31
Statistics
Agree - 26
Disagree - 4
Conditional - 1
Sub

Respondent

Response to PP 4-13

002

Robin Potter (Liberal
Democrat Councillor)

Agree

003

Paul Gribble CBE

Agree

005

Edila Gifty (ERO and
RO for Hackney BC)

Agree

006

Mark Heath

Agree

012

Southern Branch of
the AEA

Agree

As long as specific data standards are agreed which all software providers are required to comply with.

014

AEA (National)

Agree

However, consideration would need to be given in relation to the resources and funding required to achieve this.

015

Eastbourne Electoral
Services

Agree

Consideration would need to be given in relation to the resources and funding required to achieve this.

016

Phil Hardy (Sandwell
Council)

Agree

Supports response of the National AEA

017

Joyce White (RO)

Agree

019

Prof Bob Watt
(University of
Buckingham)

Conditional

Whilst the framework for the system should be in Regulations the pace of technological change suggests that it may be more
appropriate to place some of the detailed provisions in Guidance.

022

New Forest DC

Agree

Provided specific data standards are agreed which all software providers are required to comply with.

YES, but I await the view of flying pigs with some trepidation!

It would assist ROs tremendously to manage registration data using the Council’s main IT system. They would make ongoing IT
support much simpler.
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024

London Branch of
the AEA

Disagree

We do not believe there is any need to legislate in this matter. It is for the commercial market to decide and for electoral administrators
to ensure that the software systems provide for what is needed.

025

Matthew Box
(Malvern Hills DC)

Agree

Supports response of the National AEA

026

Eastern Branch of
the AEA

Agree

Supports response of the National AEA.
Consideration as to how this commitment could be achieved must be carefully considered, given the recent difficulties experienced by
some software systems in managing the transition to individual electoral registration.

029

Electoral
Commission

Agree

We agree that registration officers’ systems for managing registration data should be capable, in the long term, of being exported to and
interacting with other officers’ software, through minimum specifications or a certification requirement laid down in secondary legislation.
We are of the view that this could be achieved through our input with our Electoral Advisory Board and with the input of the government.
We are aware that there may be practical, though not insurmountable, implications for electoral registration officers and local authorities
in accomplishing this.
We welcome and support the intention to ‘future proof’ the use of the registration data. However we are aware that the detail on how this
could be achieved, such as the setting of minimum specifications, would require careful consideration and development.

031

Sir Howard
Bernstein

Agree

Supported in principle. There will be practical resource and funding issues that need to be addressed to bring this about.

033

Ian White (Kettering
BC)

Agree

Agreed but any systems need to be secure.

034

Scotland and
Northern Ireland
Branch of the AEA

Disagree

There is a risk of “overprescription” here. Does this sharing of information via software need to be enshrined in law? However,
consideration would need to be given in relation to the resources and funding required to achieve this.

038

David Hughes
(Electoral
Registration Officer
and Returning
Officer for
Gravesham BC)

Agree

Supports response of the National AEA

041

Timothy Straker QC

Agree

044

Ian Miller (Returning
Officer for Wyre
Forest)

Agree

046

Wyre Forest DC

Agree
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049

West Lancashire BC

Agree

052

SDLP

Agree

053

Scottish Assessors
Association

Disagree

Supports response of the National AEA

The Scottish Assessors Association consider that concepts raised in 4.197 such as a real time updateable digital polling station
registers and electors choosing their polling station are very significant in terms of administrative and integrity considerations. IT
considerations would only come to the fore once the more fundamental issues around these concepts have been addressed.
In terms of digital compatibility between systems, the Scottish Assessors Association is not convinced that specific provisions are either
necessary or practical. The computerised electoral management systems (EMSs) that EROs use are provided by a limited number of
commercial suppliers and a small number of EROs have developed their own in-house software solutions.
All EROs currently exchange data with the Individual Electoral Registration Digital Service (IERDS) established in 2014. Similarly all
EROs export data to ROs, print suppliers and other third party contactors who handle/process their data as part of canvass/rolling
registration/election duties.
The Scottish Assessors Association is not aware of circumstances where legislative provision for digital compatibility is required and is
also not confident that legislation would be sufficiently dynamic to reflect the constant development of IT protocols and data
conventions.

054

Darren Whitney
(Stratford on Avon
DC)

Agree

Supports response of the National AEA

056

Alastair Whitelaw
(Scottish Green
Party)

Agree

057

Colin Everett
(returning officer for
Flintshire County
Council)

Agree

058

Alan Mabbutt OBE
(Conservative Party)

Agree

It should be borne in mind that there was an expectation of a national register in 2000 that failed to appear. Attempts have been made
since then to get a standard format so any “long term” should have consideration for the fifteen years that have so far passed.

067

Labour Party

Agree

However, this reform may wish to consider and make recommendations with regard to any additional legislation being considered in
respect of a single national electoral database – CORE.

074

Scott Martin
(Scottish National
Party)

Disagree

This is desirable, but not something requiring legislation. There should also be a common data format for supply of the register to
political parties and candidates. This format should also include information on political geographies so that parties can immediately link
voters, to use the Scottish geographies as an example, to polling place, polling district, ward, UK Parliament constituency, Scottish
Parliament constituency and Scottish Parliament region.
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Provisional Proposal 4-14
EU citizens’ declaration of intent to vote in the UK should have effect for the duration of the elector’s entry on the register, possibly
subject to a limit of five years.
Total responses: 30
Statistics
Agree (no limit) – 8
Agree (limit) – 8
Agree (no comment on limitation) - 13
Disagree – 1
Sub
002

Respondent

Response to PP 4-14

Robin Potter
(Liberal
Democrat
Councillor)

Agree (no
limit)

NO LIMIT NEEDED.

003

Paul Gribble CBE

Agree

005

Edila Gifty (ERO
and RO for
Hackney BC)

Agree
(limit)

006

Mark Heath

Agree

012

Southern Branch
of the AEA

Agree
(limit)

However a limit of 5 years in practice may not change how we currently operate. Due to the fact that the way the party list works we do
not have By elections.

014

AEA (National)

Agree
(limit)

The AEA supports the provisional proposal subject to the declaration of intent to vote in the UK having effect for five years with the facility
for the EU elector to cancel their declaration.

An EU citizen’s declaration of intent to vote in the UK should last for up to 5 years, then reviewed and re-submit a fresh intention.

However, limiting the declaration to five years in effect still means the EU elector has to complete a declaration at each European
Parliamentary election.
015

Eastbourne
Electoral
Services

Agree
(limit)

(agree with five year limit) with the facility for the EU elector to cancel their declaration. However, limiting the declaration to five years in
effect still means the EU elector has to complete a declaration at each European Parliamentary election.
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016

Phil Hardy
(Sandwell
Council)

Agree

Need to change this issue of G and K markers. A K marker should be permanent as with an opt out marker for the open register – you
stay a K marker for future elections unless you change this. Confusing for the public. Consider adding amended wording on poll cards to
explains this?

022

New Forest DC

Agree

024

London Branch of
the AEA

Agree

025

Matthew Box
(Malvern Hills
DC)

Agree

Supports response of National AEA

026

Eastern Branch
of the AEA

Agree (no
limit)

The current requirement for EU citizens to make a fresh declaration each year is unnecessary and inexplicable to voters. Requiring a
declaration to be renewed every five years is manageable but would still require the elector to take action in advance of a EU
Parliamentary election and potentially continue to disenfranchise EU citizens in the way the current requirement does.
A declaration made at the point of registration and that has effect for the duration of an elector’s entry in the register could be managed
by a requirement on ERO’s to notify EU citizens of their current EU voting status in advance of an EU Parliamentary election.
This would allow them the opportunity to change their mind should they wish to do so, and reduce the amount of administration required
by taking an elector’s non-response as assent of their current arrangements.

029

Electoral
Commission

Disagree

We noted in our report on the European Parliamentary elections held on the 22 May 2014 that we received complaints from some EU
citizens that they were unable to vote in the European Parliamentary election as while they were registered to vote, they had not
successfully completed the declaration of intent.
While we support the intent of this proposal to improve the registration arrangements for EU citizens, we would prefer that the law is
further changed so that EU citizens are automatically entitled to vote in European Parliament elections once they have registered to vote,
and do not have to complete any additional declaration at the time of registration.
We have been working with representative groups such as the New Europeans to identify how to enable EU citizens to register to vote
and take part in future European Parliament elections as easily as possible, and they also support this additional change to the
requirements.

031

Sir Howard
Bernstein

Agree (no
limit)

A declaration of intent from an EU citizen should be effective for the duration of that elector’s entry on the register. Relevant electors
should receive information on their poll card informing them of what they need to do to change the status of their declared intent.
A limit to the effectiveness of a declaration of only 5 years is still only in practice applicable for one European Election and adds limited
value compared to the current system.

033

Ian White
(Kettering BC)

Agree (no
limit)

Agreed but without the 5 year time limit which is a waste of time as Euro elections only take place every 5 years.

034

Scotland and
Northern Ireland

Agree (no
limit)

Rather than the 5 yearly refresh for the European can’t it just be the same as the permanent “opt out” , so throughout the life of the
registration . Any permanent opt out would need a method to enable the elector to change their preference along the lines suggested in
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Branch of the
AEA

the response to 4.6.
What are the practical benefits of these declarations given that they currently serve very little practical purpose

038

David Hughes
(Electoral
Registration
Officer and
Returning Officer
for Gravesham
BC)

Agree

041

Timothy Straker
QC

Agree

044

Ian Miller
(Returning Officer
for Wyre Forest)

Agree
(limit)

The present arrangements seem designed to disenfranchise significant numbers of EU nationals living in the UK on a long-term basis,
and create unnecessary bureaucratic burdens for them and electoral administrators. A five year declaration would be appropriate.

046

Wyre Forest DC

Agree
(limit)

The present arrangements seem designed to disenfranchise significant numbers of EU nationals living in the UK on a long-term basis,
and create unnecessary bureaucratic burdens for them and electoral administrators. A five year declaration would be appropriate.

049

West Lancashire
BC

Agree

Supports response of the National AEA

052

SDLP

Agree

We also agree that EU citizens’ declaration of intent to vote in the UK should have effect for the duration of the elector’s entry on the
register, including a span of five years to further aid participation in European Parliament elections.

053

Scottish
Assessors
Association

Agree (no
limit)

The Scottish Assessors Association supports the move to simplify the position but considers that declarations for specific periods will
continue to confuse the elector and that a 5 year declaration will essentially merely coincide with European Parliamentary elections.
With the introduction of IER, the elector is given the opportunity to opt-out from the edited/open register and that status will persist until
they advise to the contrary.
In the interests of consistency and clarity for the elector, the same principle of a declaration of intent to vote in the UK that remains in
force for the duration of the registration, or until advised to the contrary by the elector, should apply.

054

Darren Whitney
(Stratford on
Avon DC)

Agree (no
limit)

056

Alastair Whitelaw
(Scottish Green
Party)

Agree
(limit)

057

Colin Everett
(returning officer

Agree

Although with the Register undergoing full revision annually
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for Flintshire
county council)
058

Alan Mabbutt
OBE
(Conservative
Party)

Agree

067

Labour Party

Agree
(limit)

072

Dr Heather
Green (Aberdeen
University)

Agree (no
limit)

I agree that the declaration should have effect for the duration of the elector's entry on the register. I do not think the 5 year limit is
necessary and may hamper exercise of franchise.

074

Scott Martin
(Scottish National
Party)

Agree

This proposal is a good one. In the past, the practices of electoral administrators in relation to EU electors has been somewhat varied. If a
limit is to be put on the duration of the entry on the register, it should be expressed as a parliamentary term or as a fixed date in the
calendar later on in the year, rather than as exactly five years. This is because the dates for the elections to the European Parliament are
not set until late on in the election cycle. There is therefore a danger that someone who makes the declaration immediately after a
European Parliamentary election in one year finds that the effect of the declaration has ceased by the date of the next election.
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CHAPTER 5: MANNER OF VOTING
Provisional Proposal 5-1
The secrecy requirements under section 66 should extend to information obtained when a person completed their postal vote, and should
prohibit the taking of photographs in a polling station.
Total responses: 39
Statistics:
Agree (with postal vote and prohibition on taking photographs) – 34
Agree (taking photographs of ballot paper only) – 1
Disagree - 1
Conditional – 2
Unclear – 1
Sub

Respondent

Response to PP 5-1
Current provisions concerning secrecy require tidying up and improving.

001

Liam Pennington
(Local government
candidate)

Electors more likely to carry a smart phone in hand whilst voting, increase in ‘selfie’ phenomenon.
Agree

Taking a photograph outside polling station should not be considered malicious.
Within a polling station, danger of capturing image of paper belonging to somebody else is too great to leave the law ill-defined by
electoral administrators and untouched by official law.
Even ‘innocent’ photographers may have unintended serious consequences.

002

Robin Potter
(Liberal Democrat
Councillor)

Agree

003

Paul Gribble CBE

Agree

005

Edila Gifty (ERO
and RO for
Hackney BC)

Agree

Detection of the breach of (the postal vote) rule and enforcement would be virtually impossible.
The prohibition on photographs in a polling station needs careful consideration. Media reporting, for example, show politicians
casting their votes, especially in many overseas countries.
Photos circulated on social media showing people voting could also encourage more voters to go and vote.
What is required are sensible modern rule that prevents photographing of polling station staff and ballot papers
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006

Mark Heath

Agree

With the advent of mobile telephones also containing cameras, the handling and use of mobile phones, for example as “QR” readers
in polling stations when QR symbols are used as party emblems can lead to issues as to whether or not a mobile telephone is / is not
being used to photograph.
Hence, QR emblems should not be used on ballot papers as emblems, and mobile telephones should not be used in polling stations.
There should be no photography or use of mobile telephones in polling stations.

012

Southern Branch of
the AEA

Agree

The law needs clarification.

014

AEA (National)

Agree

For the avoidance of doubt and to assist clarity, the AEA supports the proposed prohibition.

015

Eastbourne
Electoral Services

Agree

016

Phil Hardy
(electoral services
manager)

Agree

017

Joyce White
(Returning Officer
for the West
Dunbartonshire
County)

Agree

019

Prof Bob Watt
(University of
Buckingham)

Agree

Fully support you are not allowed to take photos in a polling station neither should you be allowed to make comments on the status of
the election on social media such as at a polling station

Absolutely Yes, photographing ballot papers etc should be an offence. The declaration that secrecy should be maintained with postal
ballots is useful, but how is it to be detected or enforced?
Despite the adverse opinion of the OSCE Observers it seems that the UK provisions are useful and helpful. Most of the concerns
could be addressed by a proper procedure – clearly laid down in Statute with close judicial supervision - for scrutiny.
The requirement for secrecy is clearly important – Art 25 ICCPR and Art3 Prot1 ECHR both refer to it. Clearly too we have the Irish
McMahon case which seems to point to an absolute requirement for secrecy. The author is aware that there is likely to be a challenge
at some stage to the current UK provisions because he has been asked (and declined) to assist. It is quite clear that the law must be
clarified and the provisions for secrecy – with … to my mind… wholly acceptable judicially supervised provisions for vote tracing
maintained.

020

ASSOCIATION OF
CHIEF POLICE
OFFICERS/AC
McCann (Police)

Agree

021

Crawford Langley

Agree

The prohibition of photography should also extend to individuals photographing their own postal vote.
Enforcement of a ban on photography may, however, prove problematical in practice where the resultant images are published
pseudonymously on the internet.
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Photography and the use of mobile telephones within the count hall presents particular problems as exemplified at the Scottish
Independence Referendum. While it would seem appropriate that accredited media representatives, who are well versed in the
restrictions on what it is permissible to photograph (and who have a lot to lose if they infringe the statutory requirements) should be
able to ply their trade, there is no good reason for a general free for all as far as photography is concerned.
I would suggest that there should be a statutory prohibition on the use of cameras and mobile telephones within the count hall except
with the written permission of the Returning Officer.
022

New Forest DC

Agree

024

London Branch of
the AEA

Agree

025

Matthew Box
(Malvern Hills DC)

Agree

026

Eastern Branch of
the AEA

Agree

027

Senators of the
College of Justice

Agree

Yes, the “section 66” secrecy requirements should extend to (i) information obtained from a postal vote; and (ii) photographs at polling
stations.

029

Electoral
Commission

Agree

We support the principle behind the proposal to extend the secrecy 5.1requirements under section 66 RPA 1983 to cover information
obtained when a person completes their postal vote; there should be greater consistency and equivalency between offences which
may be committed in a polling station or at a count, and elsewhere, including in a voter’s home.

We believe the wording should be amended to provide that section 66 “should prohibit the taking of photographs or images that are of
identifiable ballot papers”, i.e. there is no issue with general wide-shots of electoral events being taken, more that the details of the
ballot papers themselves should not be identifiable.

We also support the principle behind the provisional proposal to make it an offence to take a photograph in a polling station, to
provide greater assurance that individual voters are not subject to bribery or undue influence in the way they have cast their votes.
However, the EC identify some potential issues with the practicality of such offences. We have identified some questions about the
practicalities of enforcing this prohibition in a busy polling station and given the proliferation of smart phones with cameras over the
last decade. Perhaps a more logical prohibition and more in line with the spirit of current legislation, although equally difficult to police,
would be for the prohibition to be of photographs portraying a completed and visibly complete ballot paper. On the other hand,
Presiding Officers may find it simpler to enforce an absolute prohibition on the use of cameras in polling stations than attempting to
ascertain the circumstances of individual incidents.
Notes the need for further discussion with Law Comms, police and CPS.
031

Sir Howard
Bernstein

033

Ian White

Agree

In light of the wider availability of postal voting it is sensible that the section 66 requirements be extended. The suggestion of a
prohibition on the taking of photographs within a polling station is also welcome, particularly given the ease with which photographs
can now be taken with mobile telephones and other devices (the use of mobile phones for the purposes of “vote buying” having been
reported in relation to some elections internationally).

Agree

With regard to photographs in polling stations, I am in full agreement. However, in respect of information obtained when a person
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(Kettering BC)

photograph
ing ballot
only

completes a postal vote, I am not entirely sure what this means, and who it is referring to.

034

Scotland and
Northern Ireland
Branch of the AEA

Agree

The express prohibition of photographing ballot papers should be clearly extended to postal votes. It Is more likely that a photograph
will be taken of a completed postal ballot paper than an ordinary ballot paper.

035

Jeff Jacobs
(Greater London
Authority)

Agree

037

McDougall Trust

Agree
Agree

038

David Hughes
(Electoral
Registration Officer
and Returning
Officer for
Gravesham BC)

041

Timothy Straker
QC

Agree

042

News Media
Association

Disagree

Instead of a ban, returning officers and polling station staff should continue to use their discretion to distinguish between harmful and
innocuous uses of photography inside polling stations as part of their existing duty to ensure the secrecy of the ballot.

Conditional

Generally supported. However a blanket ban on taking pictures in polling stations may be too broad. It might help people to
understand the electoral process to see pictures of what a polling station looks like “in action” but without revealing how any individual
has voted. Perhaps a better provision would be that only persons authorised by the returning officer in advance may take
photographs in a polling station.
As above for EL044

044

Ian Miller
(Returning Officer
for Wyre Forest)

046

Wyre Forest DC

Conditional

049

West Lancashire
BC

Agree

052

SDLP

Agree

We also suggest that it would be very helpful to voters if a notice explaining in clear terms the qualified secrecy system was displayed
at all polling stations in order to address legitimate voter queries or concerns over the qualified nature of the secrecy of the ballot.

We are concerned at widespread anecdotal reports of individuals breaching the restrictions on communicating the voting activity of
individuals before the poll has closed.
We agree that these restrictions should extend to information obtained when a person completed their postal vote.

054

Darren Whitney
(Stratford on Avon
DC)

Agree
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055

SOLAR (endorsed
by the EMB)

Agree

Agreed – should refer to recording images by any means (as opposed to photographs only). Practicalities of policing behaviour in
polling places was debated and noted as a matter for polling staff. Photographs of postal votes as well as photos in polling stations
should be considered.
Note - clear statements as to principles of electoral law such as the principle of secrecy of voting should be articulated in legislation.
This should be aligned to public awareness campaigns by the Electoral Commission focussing on these principles.

056

Alastair Whitelaw
(Scottish Green
Party)

Agree

057

Colin Everett
(Returning Officer
for Flintshire
County Council)

Agree

058

Alan Mabbutt OBE
(Conservative
Party)

Agree

061

Diverse Cymru

Agree

The proposed prohibition on the taking of photographs in polling stations should also include such a prohibition at the Count.

This proposal to increase secrecy requirements could assist in reassuring people who have come from countries where election
secrecy, privacy, and security are serious concerns to feel more confident in the British electoral system and to exercise their
franchise. This is particularly true where the secrecy provisions are clearly advertised to the public.
However this should be balanced with support and assistance to individuals who require it to complete their postal vote, as outlined
later in this response.

067

Labour Party

Unclear

These are areas where the prohibition of certain things means that others are allowed. If photographs are prohibited, are drawings
allowed and so on. It must be for the individual voter to determine whether they wish others to know how they voted, be that by
conversations, endorsement on leaflets, social media or whatever.
Third parties should at all times be obliged to prevent the disclosure of how a particular vote is cast – that is to say how a person who
may be identified by any means voted.
There should also be a general obligation not to disclose any information to the general public before the polls closed obtained from
ballot papers which may be disclosed as an exit poll.
However the requirement to verify any ballot paper face down at any stage of any election should be replaced. All ballot papers
should be verified face up. This is particularly important with postal votes which are opened and verified many days in advance of a
full count. Being able to sample votes at each stage of verification is an important part of enabling candidates to have confidence in
the finally declared result.

072

Dr Heather Green
(Aberdeen
University)

Agree
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074

Scott Martin
(Scottish National
Party)

Comment
only

Current Drafting
The secrecy provisions are particularly badly drafted. As the discussion paper identifies, there are issues with the law keeping up with
postal voting on demand as well. I am not convinced that the current drafting of putting certain secrecy obligations on certain specified
persons works that well. For instance, obligations in relation to the disclosure of information in relation to the official mark do not apply
to voters. This makes it entirely lawful for a voter to take an image of the official mark on their ballot paper in high resolution and to
copy it to the world through social media channels. As the purpose of the official mark is to make the introduction of fraudulent ballots
into the count more difficult, this raises obvious electoral integrity issues.
Secrecy and the Count
Paragraph 5.24 of the Electoral Commission’s first submission discusses the position of those attending the count communicating
their provisional views on the total votes to others. I am aware that there is an issue with some returning officers saying that there
should be no information from the count communicated outside the count. The Electoral Commission appear to be clear that this is
not an issue. Given that they are correct on this, they should simply be taking steps to ensure there is no misunderstandings rather
than waiting on legislation to be drafted by the Law Commissions and put into effect in whatever amended form appears in legislation.
The Electoral Commission is free to make its understanding of the current law all clear with broadcasters, election administrators and
other persons.
It is worth observing that coverage of the STV election counts in Ireland involves the broadcasters updating their viewers with
information from the “tallymen” at the various counts. These sometimes take the form of a tally agreed by the principal parties. I am
not aware of any criticisms of this process – which takes place in a country where the secret vote is an absolute one protected
through the constitution.
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Provisional Proposal 5-2
The obligation to store sealed packets after the count should spell out that they should be stored securely.
Total responses: 36
Statistics:
Agree - 35
Disagree - 0
Conditional - 0
Comment only – 1
Sub

Respondent

Response to PP 5-2

002

Robin Potter
(Liberal Democrat
Councillor)

Agree

003

Paul Gribble CBE

Agree

005

Gifty Edila (ERO
and RO for
Hackney BC)

Agree

006

Mark Heath

Agree

012

Southern Branch of
the AEA

Agree

014

AEA (National)

Agree

015

Eastbourne
Electoral Services

Agree

016

Phil Hardy
(electoral services
manager)

Agree

017

Joyce White
(Returning Officer
for the West

Agree

Felt this was common practice already.
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Dunbartonshire
County)
019

Prof Bob Watt
(University of
Buckingham)

Agree

021

Crawford Langley

Agree

While I would agree that sealed packets must be stored in conditions which prevents unauthorised individuals having access to them,
the term “secure” can give rise to a range of interpretations. I would argue that my use of the Council’s document store managed by
professional records’ management staff is appropriate secure storage. Others might argue that a strongroom is required, or, at the other
extreme, a locked room where the key is kept in a safe.

022

New Forest DC

Agree

Assume its common practice

024

London Branch of
the AEA

Agree

025

Matthew Box
(Malvern Hills DC)

Agree

026

Eastern Branch of
the AEA

Agree

027

Senators of the
College of Justice

Agree

029

Electoral
Commission

Agree

We support the principles behind these provisional proposals, which would provide further protections for the secrecy of individual votes.
We are not aware, however, of any specific instances where the secrecy of the ballot has been compromised as a result of inadequacies
in the storage of ballot papers and corresponding number lists.

Agree

In practice packets are already securely stored by registration officers, as it has always been assumed by them that their duty to retain
the packets implies a duty to store (and after the retention period, destroy) them securely. It would be preferable however for this duty to
be spelled out explicitly in law.
But it may be necessary to be more explicit with regard to who can order them to be opened (i.e. not for the administrative convenience
of a Returning Officer).

031

Sir Howard
Bernstein

033

Ian White
(Kettering BC)

Agree

034

Scotland and
Northern Ireland
Branch of the AEA

Agree

035

Jeff Jacobs
(Greater London
Authority)

Agree

037

McDougall Trust

Agree
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David Hughes
(Electoral
Registration Officer
and Returning
Officer for
Gravesham BC)

Agree

Timothy Straker
QC

Agree

Ian Miller
(Returning Officer
for Wyre Forest)

Agree

This is implicitly understood as the case already.

044
046

Wyre Forest DC

Agree

This is implicitly understood as the case already.

049

West Lancashire
BC

Agree

052

SDLP

Agree

053

Scottish Assessors
Association

Comment
only

Darren Whitney
(Stratford on Avon
DC)

Agree

054
055

SOLAR (endorsed
by the EMB)

Agree

056

Alastair Whitelaw
(Scottish Green
Party)

Agree

058

Alan Mabbutt OBE
(Conservative
Party)

Agree

067

Labour Party

Agree

072

Dr Heather Green
(Aberdeen
University)

Agree

074

Scott Martin

Agree

038

041

The Scottish Assessors Association notes that the position set out at paragraph 5.7 does not prevail in Scotland.

And the official responsible (e.g. Returning Officer) should be specified.

113

(Scottish National
Party)
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Provisional Proposal 5-3
Corresponding number lists should be stored in a different location from ballot papers and in a different person’s custody.
Total responses: 34
Statistics:
Agree (separate + different person) – 14
Qualified Agreement (separate only) – 14
Disagree - 6

Sub

Respondent

Response to PP 5-3

002

Robin Potter (Liberal
Democrat Councillor)

Agree

003

Paul Gribble CBE

Agree

005

Gifty Edila (ERO and
RO for Hackney BC)

Agree
(separate)

GOOD IDEA IN PRINCIPLE, BUT IS THIS NECESSARY OR JUST OVER-CAUTIOUS?

We are content with the proposal that CNL should be stored in a different location from ballot papers. We do not agree that they should
be in a different person’s custody.
We use one storage company and would be happy for them to separate the storage of CNL from ballot papers. But we consider it to be
unnecessary to use two different storage companies.

006

Mark Heath

Agree
(separate)

Whilst in principle there can be no objection to Corresponding Number Lists being stored in a different location from ballot papers, or
potentially in a different person’s custody, the legislation would have to make it clear who this was and whose responsibility this was.
The current arrangement has not yet created a particular issue. Therefore, the need for change is questionable. They should certainly
be stored, and it would be conceivable for them to be stored by a Returning Officer in a different location.
This will have resource implications, as the voluminous nature of sealed packets of ballot papers is very different from the compact
nature of stored Corresponding Number Lists. This would, therefore, be preferred to being stored by a different person.

012

Southern Branch of
the AEA

Disagree

However, feel that this proposal would be an additional task that if written incorrectly may become a burdensome task. We also feel that
it is an overreaction to a few queries after elections which once explained are happy with the current practice.

014

AEA (National)

Agree
(separate)

As an alternative, if there is an issue to be addressed, then it may be more appropriate to store the corresponding number lists (in both
paper and digital form) and ballot papers in two different locations rather than in different persons’ custody.

015

Eastbourne Electoral
Services

Agree
(separate)

As an alternative, if there is an issue to be addressed, then it may be more appropriate to store the corresponding number lists (in both
paper and digital form) and ballot papers in two different locations rather than in different persons’ custody.

016

Phil Hardy (electoral
services manager)

Agree
(separate)

Supports AEA (National)’s response
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017

Joyce White
(Returning Officer for
the West
Dunbartonshire
County)

Agree
(separate)

019

Prof Bob Watt
(University of
Buckingham)

Agree

021

Crawford Langley

Agree
(separate)

Repeats reasons of the AEA (National)

Supports AEA (National)’s response, subject to the below.
The recent experience of the RO in Glasgow in respect of the loss of marked registers when stored by the Sheriff Clerk is eloquent
testimony of the risks attendant on storage of any election documents by someone who is not responsible for defending an election
petition in which they may be required.
If “secure storage” is defined in such a way as to ensure that no unauthorised person can open the packets, I do not think that the
proposal of keeping CNLs in a different location adds anything to the security.

022

New Forest DC

Disagree

We consider that it could be an overreaction to a few queries from electors.

025

Matthew Box
(Malvern Hills DC)

Agree
(separate)

Supports AEA (National)’s response.

026

Eastern Branch of
the AEA

Agree
(separate)

Supports AEA (National)’s response

027

Senators of the
College of Justice

Agree

029

Electoral
Commission

Agree
(separate)

031

Sir Howard Bernstein

Agree

Identify four practical issues:


Would the requirement be able to be satisfied by storing documents in another room within the same building, or would it require
storage in a different building entirely?



The period for retaining ballot papers after elections currently differs from event to event, and so it would be necessary to have
some clarity about the necessary provisions for storage at combined elections.



This reform may raise resource implications for Returning Officers, as the costs of storage are not provided for in various
Election Charges Orders.



We do not believe that the Electoral Commission would be well-placed to take on responsibility for storing corresponding
number lists after elections.

Given that the Law Commission has indicated that it does not intend to propose a move away from qualified secrecy to absolute secrecy
of the ballot, the introduction of an additional layer of assurance to voters concerning the circumstances in which the secrecy of their
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vote can be “unlocked” would be welcome. The holding of the “key”, in the form of the corresponding number lists, in a different location
from the ballot papers retained by the registration officer, and the former being under the control of another person, may help ensure
this. No strong view is held as to whether the Electoral Commission or the courts should have responsibility for retaining the
corresponding number lists.
Ian White (Kettering
BC)

Agree

However, this should not be the ERO as in many cases the ERO and the Returning Officer are the same person and use the same
storage facilities.

034

Scotland and
Northern Ireland
Branch of the AEA

Agree
(separate)

Repeats reasons of the National AEA

035

Jeff Jacobs (Greater
London Authority)

Agree

037

McDougall Trust

Agree
Agree
(separate)

038

David Hughes
(Electoral
Registration Officer
and Returning
Officer for
Gravesham BC)

041

Timothy Straker QC

Agree
Disagree

044

Ian Miller (Returning
Officer for Wyre
Forest)

046

Wyre Forest DC

Disagree

As above for EL044.

049

West Lancashire BC

Agree
(separate)

Supports response of the National AEA

052

SDLP

Agree

Darren Whitney
(Stratford on Avon
DC)

Agree
(separate)

Supports response of the National AEA

054

SOLAR (endorsed
by the EMB)

Disagree

Noted Law Commissions’ view at paragraph 5.23 that Article 3 of the First Protocol of the EHCR does not require an absolutely secret
vote so as to prohibit judicial vote tracing. Noted at paragraph 5.24 that jurisprudence on Article 3 accepted that what is a violation in
one country may not be in another, at least so long as the chosen system provides for conditions which will ensure freedom of choice of
the legislature.

033

055

Supports response of the National AEA

So long as the corresponding number lists are sealed up and stored securely, that is sufficient to protect them.
Designation of an alternative custodian would add to a central or regional body’s costs when satisfactory provision is already made
locally for the documents’ custody.
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Perception of difficulty here is not conceded as reflecting a real issue in practice. Increased security risk from increased handling would
arise if CNLs were stored separately. No substantial evidence of any history of difficulty. Instead, an auditable performance standard
should be sufficient in this context.
056

Alastair Whitelaw
(Scottish Green
Party)

Agree

Perhaps the Electoral Registration Officer would be appropriate.

058

Alan Mabbutt OBE
(Conservative Party)

Disagree

If there is a requirement to store sealed packets securely and they may only be unsealed by court order, then this extra step would just
create a bureaucratic system that increases the chance of the information not being available if requested by a court.

067

Labour Party

Agree

072

Dr Heather Green
(Aberdeen
University)

Agree

Yes. I think the courts would be more suitable custodians than the Electoral Commission.

074

Scott Martin
(Scottish National
Party)

Agree

I agree that this would be an ideal position, but recognise some of the difficulties on a practical level raised in the submissions by the
Electoral Commission and the Association of Electoral Administrators. At an all-Scotland level, an obvious solution would be for the
Electoral Management Board to secure a facility from one of the 32 local authorities for the storage of ballot papers. Given the number of
public buildings, used and unused, of one sort or another in Scotland, I would be surprised if there was not a suitable building
somewhere already in public ownership with the required security, capacity and facilities.
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Provisional Proposal 5-4
Secrecy should be unlocked only by court order, with safeguards against disclosure of how a person voted extended to an innocently
invalid vote.
Total responses: 33
Statistics:
Agree - 31
Disagree - 2
Sub

Respondent

Response to PP 5-4

003

Paul Gribble CBE

Agree

005

Edila Gifty (ERO
and RO for
Hackney BC)

Agree

006

Mark Heath

Agree

012

Southern Branch of
the AEA

Agree

014

AEA (National)

Agree

015

Eastbourne
Electoral Services

Agree

016

Phil Hardy
(electoral services
manager)

Agree

017

Joyce White
(Returning Officer
for the West
Dunbartonshire
County)

Agree

019

Prof Bob Watt
(University of
Buckingham)

Agree

The provision for the House of Commons to order inspection should be repealed. These seem to arise from the Resolution of the
Commons following Ashby v White and to have eluded scrutiny in 1848 and 1868.
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021

Crawford Langley
(returning officer for
Aberdeen CC)

Agree

022

New Forest DC

Agree

025

Matthew Box
(Malvern Hills DC)

Agree

026

Eastern Branch of
the AEA

Agree

027

Senators of the
College of Justice

Agree
Agree

031

Sir Howard
Bernstein

While supporting this proposal in principle, I have some difficulty with the notion of extending safeguards to an innocently invalid vote,
particularly in the context of a referendum where there may be only two options on the ballot paper.

The principle that the secrecy should only be unlocked by court order is a sound one, although it is recognised that the House of
Commons may consider that it should retain its power to order the production, inspection or unsealing of ballot papers. It is agreed that
the courts’ power to order the same should be extended to the purposes of correcting administrative error, even in the absence of a
legal challenge or prosecution being considered.
It is agreed that publically available judgments and reports of court proceedings should not disclose how a person has voted without
the consent of the judge, which should only be granted if the judge considers that the voter voted dishonestly.

Ian White
(Kettering BC)

Agree

034

Scotland and
Northern Ireland
Branch of the AEA

Agree

035

Jeff Jacobs
(Greater London
Authority)

Agree

037

McDougall Trust

Agree
Agree

038

David Hughes
(Electoral
Registration Officer
and Returning
Officer for
Gravesham BC)
Timothy Straker
QC

Disagree

033

041

Agreed, but there may need to be some consideration given to how an ‘innocently invalid vote’ is defined to assist Returning Officers
and their staff in making such a judgement.

Appears unnecessary
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Disagree

Courts already have very wide powers to restrict reporting of individual cases where it is in the interest of justice to do so. In these
circumstances, we would fear that the press would be severely restricted from reporting fully on electoral frauds where voters have
been coerced into voting a particular way or had their votes interfered with, rather than were necessarily dishonest themselves. This
would conceal from the public the extent and nature of these crimes and so shield the individuals (and possibly even candidates and
political parties) responsible for them from public condemnation. Furthermore, the consultation document does not supply any
evidence to suggest that the absence of such a reporting ban is in any way undermining public confidence in the voting system or
deters voters who fear they may have been defrauded from coming forward.
In particular the Commissions’ proposal in paragraph 5.39 to remove any role for the House of Commons is correct. This is an archaic
provision (even if it has been beneficially used in the recent past). Elected bodies should have no role in the process of examining
election results.

042

News Media
Association

Ian Miller
(Returning Officer
for Wyre Forest)

Agree

044
046

Wyre Forest DC

Agree

049

West Lancashire
BC

Agree

Darren Whitney
(Stratford on Avon
DC)

Agree

054
055

SOLAR (endorsed
by the EMB)

Agree

056

Alastair Whitelaw
(Scottish Green
Party)

Agree

057

Colin Everett
(Returning Officer
for Flintshire
County Council)

Agree

058

Alan Mabbutt OBE
(Conservative
Party)

Agree

067

Labour Party

Agree

072

Dr Heather Green
(Aberdeen
University)

Agree

I agree that the House of Commons power to order inspection is anachronistic and has the potential to undermine the principle of
separation of powers. It is preferable that this power is exclusive to courts. I agree that the courts' power should be extended to allow
correction of administrative error in cases where there is no legal challenge.

074

Scott Martin
(Scottish National
Party)

Agree

I agree with all of these proposals. I can confirm in that the only reason that the residual power of the House of Commons to order
inspection of election documents was utilised after the Glenrothes by-election was because the Sheriff only had power to open up the
documents in circumstances prescribed by statute. If the Sheriff’s power was a catholic power, then an application could have been
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made to the Sheriff rather than the House of Commons.
It may be possible to outline a process for recreating a marked register from the corresponding number list in statute, rather than
require protocols to be agreeing each time a marked register is lost. I am aware of another set of marked registers in relation to two
polling places which are missing from the recent General Election. That possibility will always be there, whatever legislation and
checking mechanisms are put in place because there is a human being at the end of everything.
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Provisional Proposal 5-5
The form and content of ballot papers and other materials supplied to voters should continue to be prescribed in secondary legislation.
Total responses: 37
Statistics:
Agree - 30
Disagree – 4
Comment only – 2
Unsure – 1
Sub

Respondent

Response to PP 5-5
Suggests treading with caution.

001

Liam Pennington
(Local government
candidate)

Unsure

Robin Potter
(Liberal Democrat
Councillor)

Agree

003

Paul Gribble CBE

Agree

005

Gifty Edila (ERO
and RO for
Hackney BC)

Agree

006

Mark Heath

Agree

012

Southern Branch of
the AEA

Agree

014

AEA (National)

Agree

015

Eastbourne
Electoral Services

Agree

Phil Hardy
(electoral services

Agree

002

016

Also raised concern regarding the ballot descriptions that are considered valid in registration of political parties.
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manager)
017

Joyce White
(Returning Officer
for the West
Dunbartonshire
County)

Agree

019

Prof Bob Watt
(University of
Buckingham)

Agree

021

Crawford Langley

Disagree

022

New Forest DC

Agree

025

Matthew Box
(Malvern Hills DC)

Agree

026

Eastern Branch of
the AEA

Agree

027

Senators of the
College of Justice

Agree

029

Electoral
Commission

Disagree

The findings of Ron Gould in relation to the Scottish Parliament elections in 2007 are a strong argument against the design of ballot
papers being specified otherwise than in primary legislation.

We remain concerned that the approach of prescribing the exact content and format of forms or notices in legislation does not provide
sufficient flexibility to ensure that any problems with forms can be rectified before they adversely affect voters or candidates. There are
often problems with the prescribed form that are only noticed shortly before an election; sometimes there is insufficient time to bring
forward amending legislation to correct this in time for the election.
For example, an issue that we have previously identified at the November 2012 Police and Crime Commissioner elections a drafting error
caused confusion for candidates about which version of the electoral register they should use when filling out the details of subscribers
on their nomination forms, and which register would be used by the Returning Officer to check the nomination form.
We would prefer the legislation to set out what must be contained in a form or notice and then leave it to another body, such as the
Electoral Commission (working in consultation with others such as the AEA and Electoral Advisory Board), to set the content and format
by producing templates for EROs and ROs to adapt and use locally.
We consider that this would provide flexibility to correct and improve the forms and as a result would be in everyone’s best interests. An
alternative approach would involve the Secretary of State specifying forms and notices, following design and testing of these materials by
the Electoral Commission. This approach has been adopted in relation to the development of forms and notices to support the
implementation of IER in Great Britain.

031

Sir Howard

Agree
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Bernstein
Ian White
(Kettering BC)

Agree

034

Scotland and
Northern Ireland
Branch of the AEA

Agree

035

Jeff Jacobs
(Greater London
Authority)

Disagree

033

The interest of the voter should be central to the way elections are run. Prescribing ballot paper content and design in secondary
legislation will bring consistency but it will not always benefit the voter. Numerous different combinations of elections using different
electoral systems are possible which could confuse voters.
Adding some wording to the ballot paper or other prescribed materials to assist the voter might be desirable depending upon the
particular combinations of polls. I believe that the Returning Officer should have the power to make minor variations to the ballot
paper/prescribed materials where he/she considers this would be beneficial to the voter and the effective administration of the election
(and would have no adverse effect on any candidate).

David Hughes
(Electoral
Registration Officer
and Returning
Officer for
Gravesham BC)

Agree

Timothy Straker
QC

Agree

Ian Miller
(Returning Officer
for Wyre Forest)

Agree

044
046

Wyre Forest DC

Agree

049

West Lancashire
BC

Agree

Darren Whitney
(Stratford on Avon
DC)

Agree

054

SOLAR (endorsed
by the EMB)

Agree

038

041

055

If the design and content of ballot papers are to be regulated by secondary legislation, the affirmative resolution procedure should be
used to ensure debate and detailed scrutiny of the justification for such changes.
There should be a clear duty on policy makers before legislating to undertake meaningful and timeous user testing of statutory forms,
particularly ballot papers, and to consult statutory electoral bodies such as the Electoral Commission, the Electoral Management Board
for Scotland and the Chief Electoral Officer for Northern Ireland.
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Principles of design (eg. box size, alphabetical order, position of logo etc.) should be defined by primary legislation but retain flexibility for
different types of ballot papers for different elections via secondary legislation.
056

Alastair Whitelaw
(Scottish Green
Party)

Disagree

057

Colin Everett
(Returning Officer)

Agree

058

Alan Mabbutt OBE
(Conservative
Party)

Agree

060

Mencap

Comment

Secondary legislation is subject to political control and although it is usually deemed relatively uncontroversial, there is one major case in
which a ministerial decision led to major problems (combined Scottish elections in 2007: combination of the regional and constituency
Parliamentary ballots on a single sheet with two columns). Decision of ballot paper design should be independent of politicians and
passing the decision to the Electoral Commission is indicated.

People with a learning disability have told us that the ballot paper can be confusing. The list of candidates is alphabetised with the
candidate names next to the party name and logo. Many people with a learning disability are not familiar with party logos particularly in
black and white and can become confused.
Many have said that ballot papers with pictures next to the candidate name and logo would help them identify the candidate they wish to
vote for.
In addition polling station staff should be aware some people may want to take in a piece of paper with the candidate name or photo into
the booth with them.
Secondary legislation should be amended to that photos of the candidates can be added to the ballot paper alongside the candidate
name, party and logo. This will aid people with a learning disability to vote and vote without the support of anyone else

061

Diverse Cymru

Comment

When prescribing the form and content of ballot papers (and polling cards) it is vital to expressly recognise that no single ballot paper can
meet the access requirements of all voters. This is particularly true given the font size is often small on many election materials,
especially when bilingual.
In terms of guidance for voters it is vital that language considerations, such as community languages are taken into account alongside
accessibility and Plain English requirements.
This should not negate the ability of all voters to access voting in a manner which meets their individual access requirements.

065

RNIB

Agree

067

Labour Party

Agree

072

Dr Heather Green
(Aberdeen
University)

Agree

074

Scott Martin

Agree

Extract from response annexed

I agree with this proposal in relation to ballot papers on the basis that the secondary legislation is to follow an affirmative instrument
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(Scottish National
Party)

procedure, in line with current practice for election regulations. Secondary legislation is sufficiently flexible to allow for last minute
unanticipated issues to be dealt with.
The proposal in paragraph 5.60 to have a schedule with ballot papers for each election is unachievable with legislative power in relation
to certain elections devolved.

EL065 RNIB response extract
We think “accessibility for disabled voters” should be added after “clarity” as a design principle.
Representation of the People Act 1983
Schedule 1 rule 39 and preceding cross-heading substituted (16.2.2001) by 2000 c. 2, s. 13(1)(3); S.I. 2001/116, art. 2(1)
[F86839(1)If a voter makes an application to the presiding officer to be allowed, on the ground of—.
(a)blindness or other [F869disability], or.
(b)inability to read,.
to vote with the assistance of another person by whom he is accompanied (in these rules referred to as “the companion”), the presiding officer shall
require the voter to declare, orally or in writing, whether he is so incapacitated by his blindness or [F870other disability], or by his inability to read, as
to be unable to vote without assistance.
RNIB 1: ‘Blindess’ is not the most appropriate term in this context, if possible the term should be amended to ‘vision impairment’.
(2)[F871Subject to paragraph (2A) below, if] the presiding officer—.
(a)is satisfied that the voter is so incapacitated, and.
(b)is also satisfied by a written declaration made by the companion (in these rules referred to as “the declaration made by the companion of a voter
with disabilities”) that the companion—.
(i)is a qualified person within the meaning of this rule, and.
(ii)has not previously assisted more than one voter with disabilities to vote at the election,.
the presiding officer shall grant the application, and then anything which is by these rules required to be done to or by that voter in connection with
the giving of his vote may be done to, or with the assistance of, the companion.
RNIB 2.1: The style and language is clearly out-of-step with the way disabled people describe their own needs and requirements, so if possible we
would recommend amending ‘is so incapacitated’ to ‘clearly requires accessibility assistance’.
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Provisional Proposal 5-6
The duty to consult the Electoral Commission as to the prescribed form and content of ballot papers should include consultation in
relation to the principles of clarity, internal consistency of the design (with equal treatment between candidates), and general consistency
with other elections’ ballot papers.
Total responses: 37
Statistics:
Agree -32
Disagree - 2
Comment - 2
Unsure - 1
Sub

Respondent

Response to PP 5-6
Suggests treading with caution.

001

Liam Pennington
(Local government
candidate)

Unsure

Robin Potter
(Liberal Democrat
Councillor)

Agree

003

Paul Gribble CBE

Agree

005

Gifty Edila (ERO
and RO for
Hackney BC)

Agree

006

Mark Heath (ERO
and RO for
Southampton CC)

Agree

012

Southern Branch of
the AEA

Agree

014

AEA (National)

Agree

002

Also raised concern regarding the ballot descriptions that are considered valid in registration of political parties.

In addition, it should be made clear that the design of such materials, particularly in a world of multiple combined polls, should be
considered alongside each other so as to ensure consistency of approach, style, format and treatment.
Furthermore, the Electoral Commission, the electoral community and others including software suppliers, should work together to
harmonise products to provide consistency of approach whether elections are local, sub-regional, regional or national.
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015

Eastbourne
Electoral Services

Agree

016

Phil Hardy
(electoral services
manager)

Agree

017

Joyce White
(Returning officer
for the West
Dunbartonshire
County)

Agree

019

Prof Bob Watt
(University of
Buckingham)

Disagree

Why is there only a duty to consult the Electoral Commission? The very least that should be done here is to require that ballot paper
design is done by means of the ‘super-affirmative’ procedure whereby the EC must be satisfied with the design of the ballot paper
(assuming that it is to be in Regs).
If it is not in Regs, the EC should positively affirm that the design is acceptable. It would be even better to require the EC to design the
schema for ballot papers and authorise it to issue authoritative guidance.

021

Crawford Langley
(Returning officer
for Aberdeen CC)

Agree

The Electoral Commission’s role in 2007 was also touched upon in the Gould Report. While provisional proposal 5.6 reflects current
realities, a form of wording which requires greater weight to be given to the Commission’s views would be helpful.

022

New Forest DC

Agree

Consideration should be given to including this in secondary legislation.

025

Matthew Box
(Malvern Hills DC)

Agree

026

Eastern Branch of
the AEA

Agree

027

Senators of the
College of Justice

Agree

The duty to consult the Electoral Commission about the form and content of ballot papers should include consultation about clarity and
consistency.

029

Electoral
Commission

Agree

We do not agree that the detailed design of administrative forms and notices should be prescribed in law. However, if the reformed
electoral law continues to prescribe some forms and notices, including ballot papers, we would support a duty to consult the Electoral
Commission on the form and content. It will also be important to consult others such as the AEA, EMB, CEONI, EHRC and disability
organisations.
We do not consider that this proposal will address our overarching concerns about the impact of inflexibility of designs which we have set
out in our response to the previous proposal. Our strong view is that the detailed designs for administrative forms and notices for elections
should be taken out of legislation to ensure that there is flexibility to deal more swiftly and responsively with unforeseen problems and to
make it easier to improve designs for future elections.
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031

Sir Howard
Bernstein

Agree

Ian White
(returning officer for
Kettering BC)

Agree

033
034

Scotland and
Northern Ireland
Branch of the AEA

Agree

035

Jeff Jacobs
(Greater London
Authority)

Agree

David Hughes
(Electoral
registration officer
and Returning
officer for
Gravesham BC)

Agree

Timothy Straker
QC

Agree

Ian Miller
(Returning officer
for Wyre Forest)

Agree

044
046

Wyre Forest DC

Agree

049

West Lancashire
BC

Agree

Darren Whitney
(Stratford on Avon
DC)

Agree

054
055

SOLAR (endorsed
by the EMB)

Agree

Future technological changes may impact on design considerations. The duty to consult the Electoral Commission is an essential part of
the required checks and balance in the formulation of policy and enactment of legislation.

056

Alastair Whitelaw
(Scottish Green
Party)

Disagree

We would prefer the Commission to have the final decision. It has expertise in consulting interested parties, disability groups etc.

057

Colin Everett

Agree

038

041

But it needs to be acknowledged that there are several different voting systems that require different designs for the ballot papers used at
these polls, which may make ‘general consistency’ more difficult to achieve than is envisaged.
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(Returning Officer
for Flintshire
County Council)
058

Alan Mabbutt OBE
(Conservative
Party)

Agree

060

Mencap

Comment

Secondary legislation should be amended to that photos of the candidates can be added to the ballot paper alongside the candidate
name, party and logo. This will aid people with a learning disability to vote and vote without the support of anyone else.

061

Diverse Cymru

Agree

We feel that the importance of accessibility of design to the ability of voters to vote renders accessibility an important principle which
should be expressly stated in the duty to consult with the Electoral Commission.

065

RNIB

Agree

The duty to consult the Electoral Commission as to the prescribed form and content of ballot papers should include consultation in relation
to the principles of clarity, internal consistency of the design (with equal treatment between candidates) and general consistency with
other elections’ ballot papers.
We think “accessibility for disabled voters” should be added after “clarity” as a design principle.

067

Labour Party

Agree

072

Dr Heather Green
(Aberdeen
University)

Agree

074

Scott Martin
(Scottish National
Party)

Comment

Although I do agree that most of the matters specified in the proposal are appropriate issues for consideration by the Electoral
Commission, I doubt if it is necessary to lay out anything other than an obligation to consult, giving the Electoral Commission discretion to
comment as they wish on the ballot paper design.
There is a rather difficult issue of equal treatment between registered political parties and independent candidates on the regional ballot
paper at Scottish Parliament elections, which is not covered by a simple requirement for equal treatment between candidates. A vote for a
party and a vote for a candidate are intrinsically different propositions. It is also not that clear how this principle would sit against the
current legislation which only allows independent candidate to have a symbol on the ballot paper if they register as a political party. I very
much doubt that the UK Parliament would agree to a requirement that ballot papers in relation to reserved elections should be consistent
with ballot papers for elections where responsibility is devolved to the Scottish Parliament.
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CHAPTER 6: ABSENT VOTING
Provisional Proposal 6-1
Primary legislation should set out the criteria of entitlement to an absent vote. Secondary legislation should govern the law on the
administration of postal voter status.
Total responses: 39
Statistics:
Agree – 38
Qualified agreement - 1
Disagree - 0
There was almost unanimous support of this provisional proposals. However, a number of consultees, including Richard Mawrey QC, Timothy
Straker QC and Phillip Coppel QC, expressed dissatisfaction with the availability of postal voting on demand.
Sub

Respondent

Response to PP 6-1

002

Robin Potter (Liberal
Democrat Councillor)

Agree

003

Paul Gribble CBE

Agree

005

Gifty Edila (ERO and
RO for Hackney BC)

Agree

006

Mark Heath (ERO
and RO for
Southampton CC)

Agree

012

Southern Branch of
the AEA

Agree

014

AEA (National)

Agree

015

Eastbourne Electoral
Services

Agree

016

Phil Hardy (Sandwell
Council)

Agree
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017

Joyce White
(Returning Officer for
the West
Dunbartonshire
County)

Agree

019

Prof Bob Watt
(University of
Buckingham)

Agree

021

Crawford Langley
(RO for Aberdeen
CC)

Agree

022

New Forest DC

Agree

024

London Branch of the
AEA

Agree

025

Matthew Box
(Malvern Hills DC)

Agree

026

Eastern Branch of the
AEA

Agree

027

Senators of the
College of Justice

Agree

029

Electoral Commission

Agree

We would welcome confirmation that the Law Commissions’ proposed approach would accommodate different policy choices made
by governments and legislatures in different parts of the UK where required – in Northern Ireland, for example, the availability of
postal voting is relatively constricted, compared with Great Britain.

031

Sir Howard Bernstein

Agree

The criteria governing entitlement to an absent vote are a fundamental aspect of electoral law and should be set out in primary
legislation. Administrative detail is best set out in secondary legislation.

033

Ian White (Kettering
BC)

Agree

034

Scotland and
Northern Ireland
Branch of the AEA

Agree

038

David Hughes
(Electoral
Registration Officer

Agree
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and Returning Officer
for Gravesham BC)
040

David Boothroyd
(Labour Councillor)

Agree

041

Timothy Straker QC

Agree

044

Ian Miller (Returning
Officer for Wyre
Forest)

Agree

046

Wyre Forest DC

Agree

049

West Lancashire BC

Agree

052

SDLP

Agree

053

Scottish Assessors
Association

Agree

054

Darren Whitney
(Stratford on Avon
DC)

Agree

055

SOLAR (endorsed by
the EMB)

Agree

Yes in principle – defer detail to EROs

056

Alastair Whitelaw
(Scottish Green
Party)

Agree

In fact the present writer is in favour of moving back to a more restricted allowance of absent voting; essentially in cases of expected
physical absence from the constituency on polling day; or because of disability.

057

Colin Everett
(Returning Officer for
Flintshire County
Council)

Agree

058

Alan Mabbutt OBE
(Conservative Party)

Agree

060

Mencap UK

Agree

Secondary legislation should clarify that accessible information and in particular easy read information should be issued where
appropriate to postal voters with a learning disability

061

Diverse Cymru

Agree

The principle that electors have the right to choose to be postal voters is vital to everyone’s ability to vote and to choose the manner
of voting which suits them is vital to ensuring that everyone is able to exercise their right to vote. This is particularly pertinent for
people who may be temporarily absent from their home address, due to medical treatment, living in a mobile home, or being a carer

But notes view that postal voting shouldn’t be on demand.
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amongst other reasons previously expressed.
However for this to improve voter registration and voting it is vital that processes are simple and clear to all voters and the fact that
anyone can choose a postal vote must be expressed clearly and in plain language on all registration materials and election
communications.
067

Labour Party

Agree

070

Richard Mawrey QC

Agree
(qualified)

I am well known for my views against postal voting on demand and need not state them here. Unless this is done away with, the
provisional proposals in this chapter, admirable though they are, will be ineffective against fraud. I appreciate that the Commission’s
remit may not include telling Parliament to abandon postal voting on demand but it should at least be pointed out that anything else is
very much second best.

072

Dr Heather Green
(Aberdeen University)

Agree

Yes, although I think the entitlement to absent voting facilities could also usefully be expressed as an electoral right, and phrased that
way in its presentation in the opening sections of a new Act.

074

Scott Martin (Scottish
National Party)

Agree

I agree that this distinction may be made. I also agree with the Electoral Commission that the grounds for applying for an emergency
proxy should be extended. Some consideration should also be given to the requirement that the circumstances giving rise to the
application had to occur after the deadline for submitting a non-emergency proxy form. If a voter has a medical emergency
immediately before the deadline, submitting a proxy form may not be uppermost in their mind. If the requirement was moved back,
say, to 7 or 14 days before the normal proxy deadline then more emergency proxy applications could be considered.
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Provisional Proposal 6-2
The law governing absent voting should apply to all types of elections, and applications to become an absent voter should not be capable
of being made selectively for particular elections.
Total responses: 39
Statistics:
Agree - 33
Qualified agreement - 1
Disagree - 0
Conditional - 5
Sub

Respondent

Response to PP 6-2

002

Robin Potter (Liberal
Democrat Councillor)

Agree

003

Paul Gribble CBE

Agree

005

Gifty Edila (ERO and
RO for Hackney BC)

Agree

006

Mark Heath (ERO
and RO for
Southampton CC)

Agree

In addition as well as applications to become an absent voter not being capable of being made selectively for particular elections,
absent voters should not be able to de-select themselves as an absent voter for particular elections. They should either be an absent
voter or not.

012

Southern Branch of
the AEA

Agree

This has now become common practice to aid the potential issues with respect to combined elections and referendums with different
franchise.

014

AEA (National)

Agree

The AEA supports this provisional proposal subject to the necessary safeguards being built in to prevent double voting by those
registered at two different addresses.

015

Eastbourne Electoral
Services

Agree

Eastbourne Electoral Services supports this provisional proposal subject to the necessary safeguards being built in to prevent double
voting by those registered at two different addresses.

016

Phil Hardy (Sandwell
Council)

Agree

Supports AEA’s response. Adds that it appears nonsensical to choose your type of election as should apply to all polls

017

Joyce White
(Returning officer for
the West
Dunbartonshire

Agree

I support this provisional proposal subject to the necessary safeguards being built in to prevent double voting by those registered at
two different addresses.

Yes
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County)
019

Prof Bob Watt
(University of
Buckingham)

Agree

021

Crawford Langley
(Returning officer for
Aberdeen CC)

Agree

It is difficult to envisage circumstances in which a voter would be disadvantaged by being required to vote by post/proxy for all
elections during the period which he has specified and such a rule would avoid significant numbers of last minute applications by
voters who suddenly realise that they are not registered to vote by post at a particular election.

022

New Forest DC

Agree

This would remove confusion.

024

London Branch of the
AEA

Agree

025

Matthew Box
(Malvern Hills DC)

Agree

Supports AEA (National)’s response.

026

Eastern Branch of the
AEA

Agree

Supports AEA (National)’s response.

027

Senators of the
College of Justice

Agree

029

Electoral Commission

Conditional

Agrees that law governing absent voting should be set out in one place, as far as possible within the devolutionary framework.
Disagrees that applications should not be capable of being made selectively for particular elections.
“Voters should continue to be able to exercise their own choice about whether they want to vote as an absent voter for any specific
type or set of polls if they wish, or to vote as an absent voter for all polls.”

Agree

Current approach unnecessarily contributes to the volume and complexity of electoral law. Difficult to see how retaining the option of
applying to be an absent voter for a specific poll would have practical benefit for electors.

Ian White (Kettering
BC)

Conditional

Agreed on the basis that the ‘particular elections’ referred to are elections that take place on the same day (i.e combined polls)

Scotland and
Northern Ireland
Branch of the AEA

Agree

Subject to the necessary safeguards being built in to prevent double voting by those registered at two different addresses.

David Hughes
(Electoral registration
officer and Returning
officer for Gravesham
BC)

Agree

Supports AEA (National)’s response

031

Sir Howard Bernstein

033
034

038
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040

David Boothroyd
(Labour Councillor)

Agree

041

Timothy Straker QC

Agree
Agree

It should also not be possible to apply for a postal vote for a particular date. All applications should be indefinite or for a period of 5
years (aligned with the requirement for refresh of signatures). There is nothing to prevent a voter cancelling an absent vote if s/he
wishes.

044

Ian Miller (Returning
officer for Wyre
Forest)

046

Wyre Forest DC

Agree

As above for EL044

049

West Lancashire BC

Agree

Supports AEA (National)’s response

052

SDLP

Agree

053

Scottish Assessors
Association

054

It creates unnecessary work that some voters may apply for a postal vote almost on an annual basis at present. It is particularly
bizarre that legislation currently permits someone to register for a postal vote for one set of elections but not to register for a postal
vote for elections being held on the same day.

Agree

Standard rules for application, amendment and cancelation should apply. Due to administrative, practical and consistency
considerations cotemporaneous absent voting and in-person voting should not be an option; neither should the option to arrange an
absent vote for specific types of election only be permitted. The absent voter arrangements for an elector should apply to all electoral
events during the currency of the absent voting arrangement

Darren Whitney
(Stratford on Avon
DC)

Agree

Supports AEA (National)’s response

055

SOLAR (endorsed by
the EMB)

Conditional

Agreed: standard applications should be for all elections, retaining options to cancel / change to proxy as a one-off, eg where a postal
voter will be away from home on holiday or business when postal packs are due to be delivered for a particular poll.

056

Alastair Whitelaw
(Scottish Green
Party)

Agree

057

Colin Everett
(Returning Officer for
Flintshire County
Council)

Agree

058

Alan Mabbutt OBE
(Conservative Party)

Agree

060

Mencap UK

Agree

Making the law easier so that proxy voters only have to apply once would therefore seem to make the system run more smoothly.
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It would however be important for the Electoral Commission and other agencies to contact those registered as proxy voters to see if
they wish to revisit their decision. This might be after 4 years i.e. prior to the next general election.
061

Diverse Cymru

Conditional

The principle that electors have the right to choose to be postal voters is vital to everyone’s ability to vote and to choose the manner
of voting which suits them is vital to ensuring that everyone is able to exercise their right to vote. This is particularly pertinent for
people who may be temporarily absent from their home address, due to medical treatment, living in a mobile home, or being a carer
amongst other reasons previously expressed.
However for this to improve voter registration and voting it is vital that processes are simple and clear to all voters and the fact that
anyone can choose a postal vote must be expressed clearly and in plain language on all registration materials and election
communications.

067

Labour Party

Agree

070

Richard Mawrey QC

Agree
(qualified)

Should abolish postal voting on demand. Even though this may be beyond the Commissions’ remit, it should be pointed out to
Parliament. Anything else, though admirable, is second best.

072

Dr Heather Green
(Aberdeen University)

Conditional

I agree that the law should apply to all types of election. I disagree that the law should preclude selective applications. My concern
with this suggestion is that it may encourage the trend of increased postal voting, as electors would be deprived of the facility of
making an ad hoc choice to, for example, vote postally during a holiday. Some electors may wish the facility to vote absently on
occasion without surrendering their right to do so in person on others and I think the law should accommodate this.

074

Scott Martin (Scottish
National Party)

Agree

I agree with this proposal and have yet to come up with a coherent reason why someone would want to vote by one method at local
government elections and by another method at parliamentary elections. I suspect that in nearly all cases where someone is recorded
as voting by post or proxy or by postal proxy at one type of election but not at others, it will be because when the application was
received and the record was made the next election was of the type indicated. In reality, the application the voter had in mind was to
apply for an absent vote at the next election. The application should really have been for “a particular election”.
I have been advised that some electoral registration officers produce postal voting application forms with options for “parliamentary
election only” and “local election only”, but actually ignore the voter’s choice when the applications are received. It has been explained
to me that this is because experience of contacting voters with these boxes ticked has shown that they did not actually mean to apply
for an absent vote for one form of election only. The standard Electoral Commission forms do not include a “parliamentary” or “local”
option.
Under current law, there should be a further option of applying in relation to Scottish Parliament elections only as there is an entirely
separate regime for applications under Schedule 3 to The Scottish Parliament (Elections etc.) Order 2010. It is not clear whether a
voter applying for an absent vote at “local elections only” or “parliamentary elections only” should be registered as having applied for
an absent vote at Scottish Parliament elections given that they are for something with “Parliament” in the name, but the franchise
under the Scotland Act 1998 is the local government franchise. Indeed, I would not be in the least surprised if electoral management
software has never provided for voters who wish an absent vote only at elections to the Scottish Parliament.
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Provisional Proposal 6-3
Registration officers should be under an obligation to determine absent voting applications and to establish and maintain an entry in the
register recording absent voter status, which can be used to produce absent voting lists.
Total responses: 34
Statistics:
Agree - 34
Disagree - 0
Conditional - 0
Sub

Respondent

Response to PP 6-3

002

Robin Potter
(Liberal Democrat
Councillor)

Agree

003

Paul Gribble CBE

Agree

005

Gifty Edila
(Electoral
registration officer
and returning
officer) for Hackney

Agree

006

Mark Heath
(Electoral
registration officer
and returning
officer for
Southampton CC)

Agree

012

Southern Branch of
the AEA

Agree

014

AEA (National)

Agree

015

Eastbourne
Electoral Services

Agree

016

Phil Hardy

Agree
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(Sandwell Council)
017

Joyce White
(Returning officer
for the West
Dunbartonshire
County)

Agree

021

Crawford Langley

Agree

022

New Forest DC

Agree

024

London Branch of
the AEA

Agree

025

Matthew Box
(Malvern Hills DC)

Agree

026

Eastern Branch of
the AEA

Agree

027

Senators of the
College of Justice

Agree

029

Electoral
Commission

Agree

031

Sir Howard
Bernstein

Agree

Ian White
(Returning officer
for Kettering BC)

Agree

033

Scotland and
Northern Ireland
Branch of the AEA

Agree

Agree

038

David Hughes
(Electoral
registration officer
and returning
officer for
Gravesham BC)

040

David Boothroyd

Agree

034

I don’t see the difference between this and what is already done.
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(Labour Councillor)
Agree

044

Proposes two additional restrictions:
Arrangements for proxy voting should be overhauled to limit more tightly the number of people for whom one person may act as proxy –
the limit should bite on appointment as proxy, not how many votes someone may cast as proxy. For example, the law could be changed
so that someone may not be appointed as proxy for more than 2 people in total in a given election – and this limit would include close
relatives.

Ian Miller
(Returning officer
for Wyre Forest)

In line with the question raised about campaigners handling completed postal votes etc. It would be possible for the law to remove the
ability of candidates and campaigners from being proxies, either altogether or limited only to close relatives, with any application form
seeking specific confirmation of the relationship in the latter case.
046

Wyre Forest DC

AGREE

049

West Lancashire
BC

Agree

052

SDLP

Agree

053

Scottish Assessors
Association

Agree

Darren Whitney
(Stratford on Avon
DC)

Agree

054
055

SOLAR (endorsed
by the EMB)

Agree

056

Alastair Whitelaw
(Scottish Green
Party)

Agree

057

Colin Everett
(Returning Officer
for Flintshire
County Council)

Agree

058

Alan Mabbutt OBE
(Conservative
Party)

Agree

067

Labour Party

Agree

072

Dr Heather Green
(Aberdeen

Agree

As above

Recording AV status in the register reflects ERO practice.

Distinction between ERO and RO roles is essential, whether they are carried out by the same or different persons.
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University)
074

Scott Martin
(Scottish National
Party)

Agree
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Provisional Proposal 6-4
The special polling station procedure in Northern Ireland under schedule 1 to the Representation of the People Act 1985 should be
repealed.
Total responses: 16
Statistics:
Agree - 15
Disagree - 1
Conditional Sub

Respondent

Response to PP 6-4

003

Paul Gribble CBE

Agree

006

Mark Heath
(Electoral
registration officer
and returning officer
for Southampton
CC)

Agree

This is a matter for Northern Ireland, but in principle, seems agreeable.

009

Northern Ireland
Electoral Office

Agree

We agree that the provision for special polling stations in section 10 and schedule 1 of the Representation of the People Act 1985 should
be repealed.

014

AEA (National)

Agree

016

Phil Hardy
(Sandwell Council)

Agree

017

Joyce White
(Returning Officer
for the West
Dunbartonshire
County)

Agree

024

London Branch of
the AEA

Agree

025

Matthew Box
(Malvern Hills DC)

Agree
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029

Electoral
Commission

Agree

034

Scotland and
Northern Ireland
Branch of the AEA

Agree

David Hughes
(Electoral
Registration Officer
and Returning
Officer for
Gravesham BC)

Agree

040

David Boothroyd
(Labour Councillor)

Agree

049

West Lancashire BC

Agree

052

SDLP (NI)

Agree

057

Colin Everett
(Returning Officer
for Flintshire County
Council)

Agree

058

Alan Mabbutt OBE
(Conservative Party)

Disagree

038

Our understanding is that this legislation has never been used in Northern Ireland.

This would seem an unnecessary repeal in the current circumstances as it gives flexibility to act in an emergency situation.
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Provisional Proposal 6-5
Absent voting applications should substantially adhere to prescribed forms set out in secondary legislation.
Total responses: 35
Statistics:
Agree - 27
Disagree - 4
Conditional - 3
Comment only - 1
Sub

Respondent

Response to PP 6-5

003

Paul Gribble CBE

Agree

005

Gifty Edila (Electoral
registration officer
and returning officer
for Hackney BC)

Agree

006

Mark Heath
(Electoral
registration officer
and returning officer
for Southampton
CC)

Agree

012

Southern Branch of
the AEA

Agree

014

AEA (National)

Agree

015

Eastbourne
Electoral Services

Agree

016

Phil Hardy
(Sandwell Council)

Agree

017

Joyce White
(Returning Officer
for the West

Agree
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Dunbartonshire
County)
019

Prof Bob Watt
(University of
Buckingham)

Disagree

021

Crawford Langley

Agree

022

Absent voting applications must adhere exactly to the prescribed forms set out in secondary legislation and, save where there is
demonstrable good reason, should be made upon a form designed by the Electoral Commission and published by the Returning
Officer. Returning Officers should normally reject applications made in any other way.

New Forest DC
gree

024

London Branch of
the AEA

Agree

025

Matthew Box
(Malvern Hills DC)

Agree

026

Eastern Branch of
the AEA

Agree

027

Senators of the
College of Justice

Agree

029

Electoral
Commission

Conditional

We believe that “substantially adhere” to must allow electoral registration and returning officers reasonable leeway to adapt
applications and forms to suit local circumstances, subject to them including all required information.

The detailed designs for such forms should not be set out in legislation in order to ensure that there is flexibility to deal quickly and
effectively with unforeseen problems and to make it easier to improve designs for future elections.
We would support a requirement to adhere to wording and options for the completion of applications forms as specified in the form
set out by the Electoral Commission.

Conditional

It is agreed that there would be a benefit from there being a prescribed form to be supplied by registration officers and used by
campaigners.
However, it should be clear that this requirement should not preclude an elector making a valid application by providing all relevant
information by means other than by way of such a form (for example, a letter containing all the relevant information, including
personal identifiers, should be as valid as an application provided on a registration officer-supplied “form” meeting the prescribed
format).

031

Sir Howard
Bernstein

147

Ian White (Returning
officer for Kettering
BC)

Disagree

Scotland and
Northern Ireland
Branch of the AEA

Agree

David Hughes
(Electoral
registration officer
and returning officer
for Gravesham BC)

Agree

040

David Boothroyd
(Labour Councillor)

Agree

041

Timothy Straker QC

Agree

Ian Miller (Returning
officer for Wyre
Forest)

Agree

044
046

Wyre Forest DC

Agree

049

West Lancashire BC

Agree

053

Scottish Assessors
Association
Darren Whitney
(Stratford on Avon
DC)

Agree

054

SOLAR (endorsed
by the EMB)

Conditional

033
034

038

Agree

055

Disagree with the use of the word ‘substantially’ in this proposal.

In light of the adoption of prescribed forms for IER, the use of prescribed forms for absent voting, where AVI scanning and checking
is also required, would be a welcome and consistent step. The Scottish Assessors Association would remind the Commission that
the requirement to supply forms referenced in paragraph is limited to a test of reasonableness. Given the readily available online
resources, a requirement to supply forms may be substantially redundant.

Strong preference for standard template form, however “substantially adhere” introduces uncertainty and there is scope for voter
confusion and software issues.
Importance of not allowing substantial change in form layout stressed since the requirement to carry out 100% PV checks of absent
voters’ personal indicators (AVIs) requires electronic matching of ERO and RO databases of AVI information.
The difficulty of this task is increased significantly when large numbers of AV application forms are submitted by political parties
using different forms shortly before the deadline for receipt. Forms must be capable of being read electronically.

056

Alastair Whitelaw

Agree
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(Scottish Green
Party)
057

058
060

Colin Everett
(Returning Officer
for Flintshire County
Council)

Agree

Alan Mabbutt OBE
(Conservative Party)

Disagree

This proposal would only disadvantage a voter who provided all the necessary information in a form that was not laid down. This
seems to me against the principles across other proposals of making it as easy as possible for an elector to legitimately vote.

Mencap UK

Comment
only

The process of postal voting is set out in secondary legislation which details that postal votes must be returned before the poll
closes with a signature and date of birth matching those provided on the postal vote application.
Postal voting packs are sent out prior to the election but there are different provisions for verifying personal information. The
Commission proposes a single set of provisions across Great Britain and Northern Ireland.
For people with a learning disability, what goes into the pack is of critical. It is quite likely that there are a significant number of
people with a learning disability who may chose to vote by post.
This might be so they can work with a supporter or family member to complete the ballot paper. It would therefore be likely that
supporters would want a standard print pack and the person they are supporting an Easy Read version.
If format requests such as this could be recorded during the registration process it would ensure local authorities could get the right
information out to right people.

067

Labour Party

Agree

072

Dr Heather Green
(Aberdeen
University)

Agree

074

Scott Martin
(Scottish National
Party)

Disagree

The example given in Paragraph 6.72 in relation to campaigners at the AV referendum in May 2011 would not be repeated if the
recommendation that an application for a postal vote should apply to all elections were given legislative effect. In practice, postal
voter sign-up is only likely to be undertaken by the larger referendum organisations and parties. With the experience of 2011 in
mind, the Electoral Commission and electoral registration officers should be able to identify anybody in this category in the future
and ensure there is no repeat of that specific issue.
The law as it stands appears to work relatively well. If all of the essentials for applying for an absent vote are there, then the
application should be accepted. Any other rule fails to respect the imperative to “put the voter first” and, bluntly, would give
administrators an excuse to refuse forms – something already occurring too often for no proper reason. The Code of Conduct
already provides minimum information to be included on the forms.
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Provisional Proposal 6-6
Requests for a waiver of the requirement to provide a signature as a personal identifier should be attested, as proxy applications
currently must be.
Total responses: 36*
Statistics:
Agree - 29
Disagree - 2
Conditional - 5
*Separate issue – 1 (not included in total)
Sub

Respondent

Response to PP 6-6

002

Robin Potter (Liberal
Democrat Councillor)

Disagree

003

Paul Gribble CBE

Agree

005

Gifty Edila (Electoral
registration officer
and returning officer
for Hackney BC)

Agree

006

Mark Heath (Electoral
registration officer
and returning officer
for Southampton CC)

Agree

009

Northern Ireland
Electoral Office

Separate
issue

We are of the view that there should be a facility to waive the signature requirement on a postal vote application. This is not, to our
knowledge, the result of anti-fraud policy but is an unintended complication.

012

Southern Branch of
the AEA

Conditional

The AEA Southern Branch agree, but the attestation should be extended to a health profession, including carer to enable some of
the more vulnerable electors who do require a wavier not to be disenfranchised.

[No reason provided]

However, we also feel that a final decision should be at the Returning Officer discretion.
014

AEA (National)

Agree

AEA fully supports this provisional proposal but the attestation should be extended to a health professional, including a carer, to
enable all electors who might require a waiver to be able to apply for one.

015

Eastbourne Electoral
Services

Agree

Eastbourne Electoral Services fully supports this provisional proposal but the attestation should be extended to a health
professional, including a carer, to enable all electors who might require a waiver to be able to apply for one.
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016

Phil Hardy (Sandwell
Council)

Agree

I agree and support the response of the AEA – seems sensible.

017

Joyce White
(Returning officer for
the West
Dunbartonshire
County)

Agree

I support this provisional proposal but the attestation should be extended to a health professional, including a carer, to enable all
electors who might require a waiver to be able to apply for one.

019

Prof Bob Watt
(University of
Buckingham)

Agree

021

Crawford Langley

Agree

It is obviously appropriate that a voter who is both housebound and unable to sign (either at all, or in a consistent manner) should be
able to cast a postal vote.
The lack of a signature on a PVS does, however, increase the scope for fraud if the postal voting pack is abstracted by another. This
risk is perhaps greatest in care homes where large numbers of residents may be in receipt of postal votes and dates of birth, which
would be the only remaining identifier, are often widely known.
While attestation by a health professional totally independent of the establishment should be the absolute minimum requirement for
a waiver, consideration should be given to allowing Returning Officers to set up early in-person voting arrangements in care homes.

022

New Forest DC

Conditional

However, the attestation should be extended to members of the health profession, including carers, to enable some of the more
vulnerable electors who require a wavier not to be disenfranchised. However, we also feel that a final decision should be at the
Returning Officer’s discretion.

024

London Branch of the
AEA

Agree

We believe the rules should be changed to require any person supporting a waiver application to provide their own signature and
date of birth in addition to name and address, and to require that the declaration be underpinned by appropriate penalties for false
declaration.

025

Matthew Box
(Electoral
Administrator,
Malvern Hills DC)

Agree

Supports response of the National AEA

026

Eastern Branch of the
AEA

Agree

We believe the rules should be changed to require any person supporting a waiver application to provide their own signature and
date of birth in addition to name and address, and to require that the declaration be underpinned by appropriate penalties for false
declaration.

027

Senators of the
College of Justice

Agree

This procedure would offer some protection against fraud.

029

Electoral Commission

Agree

We support this proposal as it will help to ensure the integrity of the absent vote application process.
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Conditional

This provisional proposal is supported in qualified terms.

031

Sir Howard Bernstein

033

Ian White (Kettering
BC)

Conditional

Agreed to an extent, but this needs to be handled with care as it may be interpreted as being discriminatory, given the issues that
lead people to request a waiver.

Scotland and
Northern Ireland
Branch of the AEA

Agree

The attestation should be extended to a health professional, including a carer, to enable all electors who might require a waiver to be
able to apply for one.

David Hughes
(Electoral
Registration Officer
and Returning Officer
for Gravesham BC)

Agree

040

David Boothroyd
(Labour Councillor)

Agree

041

Timothy Straker QC

Agree

Ian Miller (Returning
Officer for Wyre
Forest)

Agree

044
046

Wyre Forest DC

Agree

049

West Lancashire BC

Agree

053

Scottish Assessors
Association

Agree

Attestation requirements should be framed to ensure that housebound electors who require care do not experience barriers to
participation.

Darren Whitney
(Stratford on Avon
DC)

Agree

Supports AEA (National)’s response

054
055

SOLAR (endorsed by
the EMB)

Conditional

Agreed in principle – defer detail to EROs.

056

Alastair Whitelaw
(Scottish Green
Party)

Agree

057

Colin Everett

Agree

034

038

In principle this proposal is seen a positive measure to help ensure the integrity of the ballot. It is suggested, however, that particular
consideration be given as to how this proposal may impact on accessibility.
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(Returning Officer for
Flintshire County
Council)
058

Alan Mabbutt OBE
(Conservative Party)

Disagree

There seems to me to be no advantage to this. It will just make it harder for legitimate requests to be made for a very minor
deterrent.

061

Diverse Cymru

Agree

The requirement to have a request for a waiver attested could prevent some individual from accessing a voting mechanism that
works for them.
Some people do not have access to a health professional to attest the waiver. Therefore there must be other means of attesting to a
waiver of the requirement to provide a signature and for proxy voting, such as a social worker, other social or community care
professional, or any third or public sector organisation providing support to the individual who can also provide a statement as to
their knowledge of the individual and their requirement for a proxy vote or signature waiver.

067

Labour Party

Agree

072

Dr Heather Green
(Aberdeen University)

Agree

074

Scott Martin (Scottish
National Party)

Agree

Agreed. In addition, the time for applying for waiver applications should be extended to some point during polling day. At every
recent election and referendum, I have been contacted by a carer for an elderly relative who has had a postal vote delivered to their
house but who can no longer sign the postal vote statement consistent with their original form. This issue is often only picked up
when a carer visits their elderly relative. At that stage, they cannot have the postal vote cancelled and have a proxy voter appointed
in their place. Their vote is effectively lost because there is no mechanism for a waiver to be put in place and no facility to vote in
person or by proxy.
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Provisional Proposal 6-7
Should electoral law prohibit, by making it an offence, the involvement by campaigners in any of the following:
(1)
assisting in the completion of postal or proxy voting applications;
(2)
handling completed postal or proxy voting applications;
(3)
handling another person’s ballot paper;
(4)
observing a voter marking a postal ballot paper;
(5)
asking or encouraging a voter to give them any completed ballot paper, postal voting statement or ballot paper envelope;
(6)
if asked by a voter to take a completed postal voting pack on their behalf, failing to post it or take it directly to the office of
the Returning Officer or to a polling station immediately;
(7)
handling completed postal voting packs at all?
Total responses: 38
Statistics:
Summary of responses
Agree with all – 23
Agree with one or more – 10
Disagree with all – 3
Qualified disagreement – 2

Responses by offence
(1) assisting in the completion of postal or proxy voting applications
Agree – 26
Disagree – 7
Conditional – 1
Unsure – 1
Unclear – 1
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(2)

handling completed postal or proxy voting applications;

Agree – 27
Disagree – 6
Conditional – 1
Unsure – 1
Unclear – 1
(3)

handling another person’s ballot paper;

Agree – 28
Disagree – 4
Conditional – 2
Unsure – 1
Unclear – 1
(4)

observing a voter marking a postal ballot paper;

Agree – 30
Disagree – 2
Conditional – 2
Unsure – 1
Unclear – 1
(5)

asking or encouraging a voter to give them any completed ballot paper, postal voting statement or ballot paper envelope;

Agree – 28
Disagree – 6
Conditional – 0
Unsure – 1
Unclear – 1
(6)
if asked by a voter to take a completed postal voting pack on their behalf, failing to post it or take it directly to the office of the Returning
Officer or to a polling station immediately;
Agree – 26
Disagree – 7
Conditional – 1
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Unsure – 1
Unclear – 1
(7)

handling completed postal voting packs at all?

Agree – 27
Disagree – 6
Conditional – 1
Unsure – 1
Unclear – 1
Breakdown of responses
Sub

Respondent

Response to PP 6-7

002

Robin Potter (Liberal
Democrat Councillor)

Agree
with one
or more

Broad agreement, but with regard to (2), (3), (4) and (7): an independent person must be designated in order to do so.

003

Paul Gribble CBE

Agree all

“Raises interesting points, particularly with regard to elderly persons, either living in care homes or living alone.
There need to specific offences to safeguard those who seek assistance from another person, either for advice or to post their
completed postal vote.”

005

Gifty Edila (Electoral
registration officer
and returning officer
for Hackney BC)

Agree all

Agree with all. Observes that if (3) is implemented, then (6) becomes inapplicable because a campaigner couldn’t handle a ballot
paper at all.

006

Mark Heath (Electoral
registration officer
and returning officer
for Southampton CC)

Agree all

Strongly agreed in relation to all of the above. The current arrangements whereby the Electoral Commission’s voluntary code of
conduct is followed, only where the political parties agree to it is unacceptable.

012

Southern Branch of
the AEA

Agree all

Agrees with all. Observes that, in relation to (1), promoting the completion of an absent vote application would be fine, but assisting
completion would carry risks.

014

AEA (National)

Agree all

Agrees with all. Observes that, in relation to (1), promoting the completion of an absent vote application would be fine, but assisting
completion would carry risks.

It is not beneficial to the electoral process. It is beneficial to the parties own attempt to get votes. Just in the same way that Returning
Officers should not campaign, those contesting the election should not take part in the administrative processes.

It is worth bearing in mind that the Code of Conduct is only a voluntary code and, as a result, there is a need for provision to be made
within legislation to make it an offence.
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015

Eastbourne Electoral
Services

Agree all

Repeats response of the national AEA.

016

Phil Hardy (Sandwell
Council)

Agree all

Agrees with all.

017

Joyce White
(Returning Officer for
the West
Dunbartonshire
County)

Agree all

Agrees with all

019

Prof Bob Watt
(University of
Buckingham)

Agree
with one
or more

Proposals (4) and (7) are endorsed. Breach of these provisions should be a criminal offence and an electoral offence which, where
proved to have been committed by the winning candidate or his/her agent should lead to the avoidance of the election.

020

ASSOCIATION OF
CHIEF POLICE
OFFICERS (Police)

Agree all

We support the use of the Codes of Conduct, but recognise the issues with enforcement for non-compliance. In relation to question 67 I would suggest that in line with the secrecy of the ballot, the desire to increase trust and confidence in the postal voting system,
from a purely policing point of view we would recommend that campaigners do not handle the postal ballot papers. We do recognise
that this could prevent some votes being cast by the electorate who rely on campaigners for this service, and therefore some form of
alternative would have to be considered to ensure that voters are not disenfranchised.

021

Crawford Langley
(returning officer for
Aberdeen CC)

Disagree

While there is great merit in prohibiting the involvement of campaigners in any stage of the postal voting process, from assisting in
marking the ballot paper, to posting the return envelope, it is a sad commentary on the state of society that in the case of some
housebound voters a party worker may be the only visitor who calls on the voter during the relevant period and accordingly the only
one who can provide assistance.
Unless the voter complains or the party returns a large number of postal votes at the same time, it would be difficult to prove the
commission of an offence, quite apart from arguments that a party worker may be a “friend”.
While it would require substantial additional resources, it might be worthwhile to formalise and publicise the arrangements which many
Returning Officers make, to send out a member of staff to guide a postal voter through the voting procedure and take the completed
vote back.

022

New Forest DC

Agree
one or
more

024

London Branch of the
AEA

Agree all

025

Matthew Box
(Electoral
Administrator for

Agree all

Campaigners should be able to promote applications for postal votes, but there there are risks in allowing campaigners to assist in the
completion of application.
Agree that (2) to (7) should be offences but note the difficulty of proving the offences.

Supports National AEA’s response
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Malvern Hills DC)
026

Eastern Branch of the
AEA

Agree all

027

Senators of the
College of Justice

Agree all

029

Electoral Commission

Qualified
disagree
(unsure)

This would limit the opportunity for any fraudulent or unlawful activity and engrain in legislation what is presently only a voluntary code.
A code that, currently, political parties must agree to and can therefore veto aspects they find disagreeable.

Agree with the principle – doesn’t think its appropriate “because of the direct risk of electoral fraud and also because of the
perceptions of voters themselves that such activity is inappropriate.”
However, considers that the voluntary code of conduct may better deal with this issue, rather than statutory regulation or new
offences. After discussions with the UK Political Party Panel, the code of conduct made recognised that it may be appropriate for a
campaigner to handle a completed and sealed postal ballot pack in limited circumstances – where it was clear that the voter had no
alternative means of returning their postal ballot pack and where the Returning Officer had been contacted and agreed it would be
appropriate for the campaigner to do so.
Commission outline two areas of difficulty with introducing new offences.
It may be difficult to define ‘campaigner’.
The offences may deter the provision of legitimate support and help to voters.

Agree all

031

It is recognised that there is a difficult balance to be met between the (actual and perceived) integrity of the absent voting process and
the benefit that might be provided by campaigners assisting voters wishing to exercise their right to an absent vote.
While the overwhelming majority of campaigners act in good faith, there would appear to be a significant disparity between (the
comparatively rare) incidences of proven electoral fraud and the public perception of the prevalence of electoral fraud.

Sir Howard Bernstein

That being the case, it is suggested that the benefits of retaining high levels of public confidence in the system outweigh the possible
benefits of campaigner involvement in assisting electors with postal voting. For this reason it is suggested that all of activities (1) to (7)
above should be made an offence for campaigners.
033
034

038

Ian White (Kettering
BC)

Agree to
all

Scotland and
Northern Ireland
Branch of the AEA

Agree
with one
or more

(7) Should not be offence: Need to ensure legislation doesn’t disenfranchise house bound electors, whose only visitor maybe
someone from the Political Parties.

David Hughes
(Electoral
Registration Officer

Agree to
all

However, I do feel that campaigners have an important and useful role to play in promoting postal and proxy voting.

On the code of conduct: “Unfortunately, these recommendations were not approved by the political parties for the Code of Conduct
agreed for the forthcoming elections in May 2015 and therefore were not included. It is worth bearing in mind that the Code of Conduct
is only a voluntary code and, as a result, there is a need for provision to be made within legislation to make it an offence.”
We favour a co-operative working arrangement that has worked well for us in the past whereby our Elections Team have been able to
provide pre-printed postcards for campaigners to give out to those interested in voting by post. The elector then fills out their name
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and Returning Officer
for Gravesham BC)
040

David Boothroyd
(Labour Councillor)

and address, and posts the card back directly to us. We are then able to send a pre-populated and barcoded postal voting application
form to that elector by post. I would suggest that if offences are created as suggested, then any accompanying guidance should not
preclude the type of pragmatic co-operative arrangement that I have just outlined.
Disagree

I see nothing wrong in party campaigners promoting the availability of postal votes,
in carrying forms to allow electors to sign up for one, and helping electors fill them out correctly. It would be preferable for electors
applying for postal votes to themselves post the form to the electoral services department, but it does not violate the security of the
ballot if the form is returned by party campaigners.
It is not appropriate for party campaigners to interfere in any way with actual postal ballots, whether completed or uncompleted.

041

044

Timothy Straker QC

Ian Miller (Returning
Officer for Wyre
Forest)

Disagree

The prospective offences reveal the undesirability of postal voting on demand. The majority of these prospective offences are
unenforceable and would bring the law and the process into disrepute. It is impossible to suppose that one should criminalise a family
member who happens to see a relative (at say the kitchen table) mark a postal ballot paper. The same holds true for the other
offences.

Agree
with one
or more

It would be beneficial for campaigners to be barred altogether from being involved in these matters. The preference is for campaigners
to be guilty of an offence for handling a completed postal pack (7) rather than failing to post it or deliver it (6), as the latter offence may
be more difficult to prove.
Preventing campaigners from being involved in these matters will remove perceptions of impropriety that can arise at present.

Wyre Forest DC

Agree
with one
or more

As above for EL044

046
049

West Lancashire BC

Agree to
all

Supports National AEA Response

053

Scottish Assessors
Association

Agree to
all

054

Darren Whitney
(electoral
administrator –
private individual)

Agree to
all

SOLAR (endorsed by
the EMB)

Agree to
all

055

Agreed.
Current Code of Conduct is not enforceable. SOLAR recognises the pros and cons in making this enforceable such as the difficulty in
defining “campaigners”, and striking the right balance between deterring legitimate engagement of voters by campaigners and
prevention of fraud.
Problems caused by duplication of applications for PVs was evident during the Scottish Independence Referendum ie. when
campaigners prompted some postal voters to apply unnecessarily. Bundling of applications by political parties has been an issue and
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that risk would be avoided if campaigners were prohibited from handling postal votes.
On balance, the interests of the voter would be better served by excluding campaigners from handling postal votes. As a result, strong
preference indicated for subsection (7) rather than (6).
056

Alastair Whitelaw
(Scottish Green
Party)

Agrees
with one
or more

(1) Qualified – should be permissible where the voter has a physical disability requiring the help of a second person.

057

Colin Everett
(Returning Officer for
Flintshire County
Council)

Agree
with all

On the involvement by campaigners in absent voting applications and postal votes we share the view of the majority of returning
officers that the law should go beyond regulating their involvement and actually prevent such involvement.

058

Alan Mabbutt OBE
(Conservative Party)

Agree
with one
or more

The whole tenor of this question assumes there is widespread fraud going on that would be prevented by telling campaigners they
cannot assist in an important part of the electoral process. There is undoubtable some fraud being carried out by a small number of
people, but these suggestions would do little to help. If a person is prepared to ignore the law on fraud and undue influence they
would ignore laws here. My response to each one in turn is:
(1) Helping someone to complete an application form is a valid part of what a campaigner should be able to do. The laws on undue
influence – and any changes made following this review – will be able to deal with situation where a campaigner, or anyone else,
pressure an elector to complete a form against their will.
(2) It is a valid activity for campaigners to assist electors by returning their completed application forms. It may be worth considering
making a specific offence to alter an application form with the intent of changing the expressed intent of the elector.
(3) I would not object to this but feel it would be better addressed by making it that marking a ballot paper is the offence.
(4) I understand the sentiment behind this but the wording will need to be carefully considered.
(5) I understand the sentiment behind this but the wording will need to be carefully considered. It should not prevent a campaigner
assisting an elector to return their ballot paper if the voter so wishes.
(6) I do agree with this being an offence, but would suggest that it would need the words “deliberately failing”. For example, a
campaigner knocked down by a bus in the process of delivering should not be penalised. The Royal Mail are not penalised for failing
to deliver either/
(7) This would be an unnecessary step too far.

061

Diverse Cymru

Agree
with one
or more

In order to support accessibility of elections and cater for the many and varied access requirements of individuals campaigners should
be allowed to: take completed postal voting packs directly to the returning officer or polling station if asked to do so; asking whether an
individual wishes them to hand in a postal voting pack (but not encouraging them to do so); and assisting in the completion of postal or
proxy voting applications.
These roles are primarily related to registering to vote and voting and promote accessibility of the poll, whilst preserving secrecy.
We feel there are no circumstances under which campaigners should observe a voter marking a ballot paper, including assisting them
to understand how to vote and mark their paper in accordance with their wishes.
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We feel that independent, non-party political support organisations or advocates should be available to support people to apply for
proxy and postal votes and to complete postal voting papers. This would ensure that the support that some people need to understand
and to vote is available, without any campaigning influence, whether accidental or deliberate.
067

Labour Party

Agrees
with one
or more

Apart from (4) – which shouldn’t be limited to campaigners - no. These are all matters best handled by the Electoral Commission code
of conduct currently in operation. Apart from the difficulty of defining a campaigner, this will have the impact of criminalising hundreds
of people who simply do a favour for a friend or neighbour.

069

Met Police

Agree all

In 2014, Met has undertaken a number of investigations where campaigners had breached the code of conduct, but not the law.
Complainants felt frustrated that there was no way to address their concerns.

072

Dr Heather Green
(Aberdeen University)

Agree all

074

Scott Martin (Scottish
National Party)

Qualified
disagree

The ways campaigners can properly deal with absent vote applications should continue to be covered under a non-statutory code. The
Law Commissions are well aware of the views of political parties on this from discussions at the Political Parties Panels and this is not
a position likely to change.
On completed voting materials, the code rightly restricts handling to very specific circumstances. I would not be averse to matters
going further, but I would say that it is never good law to prohibit an activity on an appreciation that the prohibition is wide and hope
that everything else can be covered by prosecutor’s discretion. It has been suggested that prosecutor’s discretion would always be
there to cover situation where, for example, a voter literally begs a campaigner to take their voting papers to the polling station for
them (as I have witnessed). If the handling of completed ballot packs by campaigners is to be criminalised, then exceptions would
need to be made to ensure that, in very limited circumstances, any prohibition would give way to the wider one of making all votes
count at an election.
In general, I am in agreement with the final position on these matters and more adopted by the Electoral Commission at paragraphs
4.8 and 4.9 of their second response. They are to be commended for moving some distance on these issues recently and are getting
near a place where they will have the support of major political parties in their general approach.
The provisions in Ireland for voters on the special voters list are worth considering. These are voters who are resident in hospitals or
nursing homes. For these voters, a Special presiding officer will visit them and they can vote in person – the most secure method of
voting.
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Provisional Proposal 6-8
A single set of rules should govern the postal voting processes in Great Britain and Northern Ireland respectively.
Total responses: 35
Statistics:
Agree - 35
Disagree Conditional Other Sub

Respondent

Response to PP 6-8

002

Robin Potter (Liberal
Democrat
Councillor)

Agree

003

Paul Gribble CBE

Agree

005

Gifty Edila (Electoral
registration officer
and returning officer
for Hackney BC)

Agree

006

Mark Heath
(Electoral
registration officer
and returning officer
for Southampton
CC)

Agree

009

Northern Ireland
Electoral Office

Agree

012

Southern Branch of
the AEA

Agree

014

AEA (National)

Agree

015

Eastbourne
Electoral Services

Agree
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016

Phil Hardy
(Sandwell Council)

Agree

017

Joyce White
(Returning officer for
the West
Dunbartonshire
County)

Agree

019

Prof Bob Watt
(University of
Buckingham)

Agree

021

Crawford Langley
(Returning officer for
Aberdeen CC)

Agree

022

New Forest DC

Agree

024

London Branch of
the AEA

Agree

025

Matthew Box
(Electoral
Administrator for
Malvern Hills DC)

Agree

026

Eastern Branch of
the AEA

Agree

027

Senators of the
College of Justice

Agree

029

Electoral
Commission

Agree

031

Sir Howard
Bernstein

Agree

033

Ian White (Kettering
BC)

Agree

Scotland and
Northern Ireland

Agree

034

However this will need to take account of the devolution of the law governing some elections. It would be much better for everyone involved
in the postal vote process, particularly to reduce the scope for confusion and inconsistent administration, to only need to consult one set of
rules, rather than a separate (almost identical) set of rules for each type of election.

As long as the rules include the facility for dealing with combined polls.
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Branch of the AEA
David Hughes
(Electoral
registration officer
and returning officer
for Gravesham BC)

Agree

040

David Boothroyd
(Labour Councillor)

Agree

041

Timothy Straker QC

Agree

Ian Miller (Returning
Officer for Wyre
Forest)

Agree

044
046

Wyre Forest DC

Agree

049

West Lancashire BC

Agree

053

Scottish Assessors
Association

Agree

Darren Whitney
(Stratford on Avon
DC)

Agree

054
055

SOLAR (endorsed
by the EMB)

Agree

056

Alastair Whitelaw
(Scottish Green
Party)

Agree

057

Colin Everett
(Returning Officer
for Flintshire County
Council)

Agree

067

Labour Party

Agree

072

Dr Heather Green
(Aberdeen
University)

Agree

038

The Scottish Assessors Association supports this proposal that should rationalise and modernise the provisions and at the same time,
improve transparency and understanding for the electorate as a whole.
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074

Scott Martin
(Scottish National
Party)

Agree
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Provisional Proposal 6-9
These rules should set out the powers and responsibilities of returning officers regarding issuing, receiving, reissuing and cancelling
postal votes generally rather than seeking to prescribe the process in detail.
Total responses: 35
Statistics:
Agree - 34
Disagree - 1
Sub
002

Respondent

Response to PP 6-9

Robin Potter
(Liberal Democrat
Councillor)

Agree

Yes

003

Paul Gribble CBE

Agree

005

Gifty Edila
(Electoral
registration officer
and returning officer
for Hackney BC)

Agree

006

Mark Heath
(Electoral
registration officer
and returning officer
for Southampton
City Counil)

Agree

012

Southern Branch of
the AEA

Agree

014

AEA (National)

Agree

It is worth noting that, with recent changes in legislation allowing for the early despatch of postal vote packs before the deadline for
absent vote changes, the number of retrieved ballot papers may increase as a result of this change.

015

Eastbourne
Electoral Services

Agree

Repeats AEA (National)’s response.

016

Phil Hardy
(Sandwell Council)

Agree
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017

Joyce White
(Returning officer
for the West
Dunbartonshire
County)

Agree

019

Prof Bob Watt
(University of
Buckingham)

Agree

Save where the rules concern the secrecy and security of the ballot

021

Crawford Langley
(returning officer for
Aberdeen CC)

Agree

Supports AEA (National)’s response. In particular, I find the provisions anent the cancellation of a postal vote which has already been
cast bizarre. While I understand that the intention is to allow a postal voter to change a vote which may have been cast under the
influence of another, the practical effect may be to facilitate the reverse. The provision should be repealed.

022

New Forest DC

Agree

024

London Branch of
the AEA

Agree

025

Matthew Box
(Electoral
Administrator for
Malvern DC)

Agree

026

Eastern Branch of
the AEA

Agree

027

Senators of the
College of Justice

Agree

The rules should set out, in a broad way, the powers and duties of the returning officer.

029

Electoral
Commission

Agree

Further consideration will need to be given to what is included in the statutory rules as opposed to guidance. There is scope for
reducing some of the procedural detail in the law in this area.

Agree

There is a tension between being overly prescriptive in relation to provisions concerning the issue, receipt, reissue and cancelling of
postal votes and, on the other hand, not providing enough detail to ensure that key principles are satisfied, the main procedural steps
are described, and that there is sufficient consistency of approach amongst returning officers. However, provided that an appropriate
balance can be found, a less prescriptive approach would be supported.

031

Sir Howard
Bernstein

033

Ian White (Kettering
BC)

Agree

Providing the existing level of transparency and scrutiny is maintained.

Scotland and
Northern Ireland
Branch of the AEA

Agree

Paragraph 6.99 states “…it is perhaps curious that the law contemplates that returning officers may retrieve ballot papers from ballot
boxes. This is particularly so in circumstances where 100% of postal voting statements will have been verified…” It is worth noting that,
with recent changes in legislation allowing for the early despatch of postal vote packs before the deadline for absent vote changes, the
number of retrieved ballot papers may increase as a result of this change.
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David Hughes
(Electoral
Registration Officer
and Returning
Officer for
Gravesham BC)

Agree

040

David Boothroyd
(Labour Councillor)

Agree

041

Timothy Straker QC

Disagree

Ian Miller (Returning
Officer for Wyre
Forest)

Agree

044
046

Wyre Forest DC

Agree

049

West Lancashire
BC

Agree

053

Scottish Assessors
Association

Agree

Darren Whitney
(Stratford on Avon
DC)

Agree

054
055

SOLAR (endorsed
by the EMB)

Agree

056

Alastair Whitelaw
(Scottish Green
Party)

Agree

057

Colin Everett
(Returning Officer
for Flintshire County
Council)

Agree

058

Alan Mabbutt OBE
(Conservative
Party)

Agree

067

Labour Party

Agree

038

A prescribed process makes it easier for returning officers; discretion leads to problems.

The Scottish Assessors Association supports this proposal that would also need to reflect the ERO’s role in maintaining AV records.

Agreed in principle – detail in rules is important as there will require to be some discretion. We would welcome opportunity to offer
some further comments. Key documents/ dates etc. should be consistent, in voters’ interests. Schedule of rules in primary legislation
recommended. Details on processing etc. can be contained in guidance with an element of RO discretion retained.
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072

Dr Heather Green
(Aberdeen
University)

Agree

074

Scott Martin
(Scottish National
Party)

Agree
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CHAPTER 7: NOTICE OF ELECTION AND NOMINATIONS
Provisional Proposal 7-1
A single nomination paper, emanating from the candidate, and containing all the requisite details including their name and address,
subscribers if required, party affiliation and authorisations should replace the current mixture of forms and authorisations which are
required to nominate a candidate for election. The paper may be delivered electronically.
Total responses: 42
Statistics:
Agree – 36
Disagree – 3
Comment only – 3
Sub

Respondent

Response to PP 7-1

002

Robin Potter (Liberal
Democrat Councillor)

Agree

003

Paul Gribble CBE

Agree

005

Gifty Edila (Electoral
registration officer and
returning officer for
Hackney BC)

Agree

006

Mark Heath (Returning
officer for Southampton
CC)

Agree

009

Northern Ireland Electoral
Office

Agree

012

Southern Branch of the
AEA

Agree

014

AEA (National)

Agree

015

Eastbourne Electoral
Services

Agree

This would simplify the nominations process and feel that different nomination forms are required for each election level.
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016

Phil Hardy (Sandwell
Council)

Agree

Makes sense also need to consider abolishing the 8 subscriber’s – just have a proposer and seconder as you have for
parishes and in Scotland

017

Joyce White (Returning
Officer for the West
Dunbartonshire County)

Agree

019

Prof Bob Watt (University of
Buckingham)

Agree

However I would like to see Guidance to Returning officers with regard to the well-established practice of perusing draft
Nomination Papers (and indeed support for that practice).

021

Crawford Langley
(Returning officer for
Aberdeen CC)

Agree

I support the proposal that there should be a single nomination paper to replace the various forms currently required, with the
possible exception of the Home Address Form.

022

New Forest DC

Agree

We agree that this would simplify the nominations process, and consider that different nomination forms are required for each
election level.

024

London Branch of the AEA

Agree

025

Matthew Box (Malvern Hills
DC)

Agree

026

Eastern Branch of the AEA

Agree

027

Senators of the College of
Justice

Agree

Yes: one nomination form from a candidate (containing all requisite details) should replace the current mixture of forms. The
form should be capable of being delivered by hand, by post, or by electronic means.

029

Electoral Commission

Agree

We agree that this would simplify the nomination process. It would be a significant improvement that would benefit candidates
and administrators.

030

Co-operative Party

Disagree

This provisional proposal appears to imply that party authorisation certificates might be replaced by a single nomination paper
that party nominating officers, as well as candidate and subscribers, would be required to sign. This process would be slow
and in our view unworkable, particularly for local elections.
One possible solution might be to replace the current certificates of authorisation with a list of authorised candidates that the
Parties could lodge with the Electoral Commission and which could be checked by electoral registration officers (or the
general public).

031

Sir Howard Bernstein

033

Ian White (Kettering BC)

034

Scotland and Northern
Ireland Branch of the AEA

Agree
Disagree/
(unclear)

I’m not sure how this will effectively differ from the current situation. The use of different forms for each part of the nomination
requirements can actually be helpful to administrators and Returning Officers. Additionally, how will this apply to independent
candidates and Parish Council candidates?

Agree
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035

Jeff Jacobs (Greater
London Authority)

Agree

David Hughes (Electoral
Registration Officer and
Returning Officer for
Gravesham BC)

Agree

040

David Boothroyd (Labour
Councillor)

Agree

041

Timothy Straker QC

Agree

044

Ian Miller (Returning Officer
for Wyre Forest)

Agree

046

Wyre Forest DC

Agree

049

West Lancashire BC

Agree

038

Agree

This is strongly supported. It is unnecessary that there is a multiplicity of forms. The appointment of an agent could also be
included in a single form but the option of a separate form for that process should be retained.

The SDLP believes that authorisation to use a party emblem and the party affiliation of a candidate should continue to be
confirmed by a certificate of authorisation from the party’s registered nominating officer.

052

SDLP

054

Darren Whitney (Stratford
on Avon DC)

Agree

055

SOLAR (endorsed by the
EMB)

Agree

Agreed the principle of single nomination paper. The need for subscribers should be reviewed. SOLAR are not convinced of a
continuing need to have subscribers. Provision of photographic evidence for candidate suggested (ie. proof of identity as a
means of preventing shams).

056

Alastair Whitelaw (Scottish
Green Party)

Disagree

To be honest this is probably not practical. Combining in a thin booklet might be, though.

057

Colin Everett (Returning
Officer for Flintshire County
Council)

Agree

058

Alan Mabbutt OBE
(Conservative Party)

Agree

059

Alison Davidson (Electoral
administrator)

Comment
only

As such we believe that a nomination paper, emanating from the candidate, including their name, address and subscribers,
should suffice if accompanied by a certificate of authorisation from the party’s registered nominating officer.

On the subscriber section of the Nomination paper template, in the third column the header reads ‘Print name (optional)’. This
is entirely unhelpful as although we have the electoral numbers which we check as routine during the lodging of the
nomination anyway, we have to use the names printed to then put on the Statement of Persons Nominated as subscribers
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names are listed (another template provided by the EC).
If this is not printed as it is noted as ‘optional’ this makes this process more difficult than need be in preparing the statement of
persons nominated. If we can’t read the signature, without reference to the Electoral register you can’t tell who the person is if
this is not filled in.
061

Diverse Cymru

Agree

The complexity of electoral processes is often cited by people from protected characteristic groups as being one of the key
barriers to standing for election. A single nomination paper, containing all the required information, should assist in rendering
the nomination process more accessible and simpler to follow.

062

Michael Thomas

Comment
only

Having just completed and submitted nominations for several areas for the local elections I'm writing with feedback I have
about the nomination process. I have an issue with the number of signatories required to nomination a candidate. All parties
wish to put up candidates in areas they are not actively working but wish to give electors as wide a choice as possible. At the
moment you will know that in Unitary authorities 10 are required for each ward, the same as a Parliamentary election covering
multiple wards.
With smaller parties of all colours trying to provide the choice the volume of work for those without a dedicated staff is
restrictive. This, I believe, would put some local parties off putting up candidates in areas. This to me produces a democratic
deficit and removes choice from several thousand people per ward.
Could you possibly take this comment on board and review the appropriate level of nomination signatures required for local
Council wards. I personally believe only a Proposer and Seconder is required for each candidate but any reduction would
possible see an increase in candidate choice from all parties.

063

Elaine Woodward

Comment
only

Having just spent many, many hours getting the 10 required signatures for nomination papers for our candidates (I am a
member of a political party) I want to register my dissatisfaction of the requirement for ten nominators for each candidate for
local elections. This is an onerous task when you consider that only ten signatures are required for UK parliamentary
candidates.
In my local area (only half of our constituency), I had to organise 11 sets of nomination papers to be completed, 110
signatures, and I know others have had many more than this to complete. Political parties try to field as many candidates as
we can to ensure our supporters have someone to vote for locally and in practice we can't rely on each candidate to get his
own nomination papers completed, which leaves a few of us with an awful lot of work to do.
This is an immensely onerous task and doesn't aid the democratic process so I would request that consideration be given to
reducing the number to a maximum of 5 signatures, and preferably 2 as in parish council elections.

067

Labour Party

Agree

072

Dr Heather Green
(Aberdeen University)

Agree

074

Scott Martin

Agree

Party authorisation and the Physical form
On Proposal 7-1, this is agreed, provided that the option remains of the party authorisation being received by the returning
officer separate from other documents. It is not clear if the proposal is that there is a single physical form which cannot be split
into sections, or if the certificate of authorisation simply becomes page 5 (or whatever) and can be forwarded to the returning
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officer separately from the rest of the form.
Although the election agent can be expected to be able to physically complete the form in the presence of the candidate, this
does not apply to the nominating officer of a registered political party. It would be a backward step if the introduction of a
single physical form meant that agents and candidates had to post the form to the party’s nominating officer to have the form
signed and then returned to them so that they can deliver it to the returning officer. In practice, the likely effect of having a
single form including the authorisation would be that nominating officers would authorise more individuals to sign the form on
their behalf, which is not that helpful from the point of view of either the party or election administrators.
At short notice unanticipated by-elections, parties require to arrange for the selection of candidates within a relatively confined
time-scale. Only once this process has been complete can the authorisation be signed. This can sometimes be very close to
the last date for nomination and it is not unknown for couriers to be used to get the certificate of authorisation to the returning
officer in time. If the nomination paper was on a single form then there would have to be a process for the paper to be
completed and sent to the nominating officer to sign and then return to the local individual who was to be responsible for
delivering the nomination paper to the returning officer. The option of the nominating officer authorising a local individual,
which might well be the election agent is there, but this comes with its own issues of authentication and it is better generally
for certificates to come directly from the nominating officer when this is convenient.
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Provisional Proposal 7-2
The nomination paper should be capable of being delivered by hand, by post or by electronic mail.
Total responses: 38
Statistics:
Agree - 32
Disagree (NOTE: Disagree with post or mail only) - 6
Sub

Respondent

Response to PP 7-2

002

Robin Potter (Liberal
Democrat Councillor)

Agree

003

Paul Gribble CBE

Agree

005

Gifty Edila (Electoral
registration officer and
returning officer for
Hackney BC)

Agree

006

Mark Heath (Returning
officer for
Southampton CC)

Agree

If possible they should be capable of completion, if not now, in the future, electronically.

009

Chief Electoral Officer
for Northern Ireland

Disagree

We are of the view that this needs further consideration. From our perspective, the current procedure gives the DRO
confidence that the candidate has chosen the correct description and emblem as this can be checked against the authorisation
provided by the party nominating officer.

012

Southern Branch of
the AEA

Agree

013

Liam Costello (Parish
Councillor)

Agree

014

AEA (National)

Agree

Subject to wider definition to indicate the alternative methods of electronic technology.

015

Eastbourne Electoral
Services

Agree

Subject to wider definition to indicate the alternative methods of electronic technology.
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016

Phil Hardy (Sandwell
Council)

Agree

Subject to wider definition to indicate the alternative methods of electronic technology.

017

Joyce White
(Returning Officer for
the West
Dunbartonshire
County)

Agree

Subject to wider definition to indicate the alternative methods of electronic technology.

019

Prof Bob Watt
(University of
Buckingham)

Agree

021

Crawford Langley
(Returning officer for
Aberdeen CC)

Disagree

While the proposal to modernise methods of delivery of Nomination Papers has a superficial attraction, delivery otherwise by
the hand of a trusted agent would introduce unacceptable risks and fundamentally alter the balance of responsibility between
the Candidate and the Returning Officer.
Currently the requirement for personal delivery is totally transparent – the Candidate or his Agent has appeared at the specified
place during the specified hours or he hasn’t and if he hasn’t it is clearly the Candidate’s own responsibility.
To introduce electronic means of delivery, leaves the process open to systems failure. It is not unknown for the IT systems of
major organisations to fail. What would be the position where the RO’s IT system failed on the last day for lodging nominations
and a candidate at the other end of the country who had been intending to lodge electronically was unable to do so? If
arrangements were made for late lodging what evidence would there be that the candidate had actually been in a position to
lodge? Even worse would be the allegations to which the RO might be subject if the disadvantaged candidate were an
unpopular one and all others had managed to lodge before the equipment failure.
Similarly with post, what would be the position if a candidate, knowing the statutory distinction between the RO and his/her
“normal” position in the local authority, sent the papers “to be opened personally by Ms X” and Ms X happened to by away on
Council business over the critical period and the envelope was only opened by her after the Notice of Poll was published?
Where a Council has a number of substantial decentralised offices and various sets of nomination papers are erroneously
delivered to one of these, what is the position where as a result of the vagaries of the internal mail system some reach the RO
in time and others don’t?
The list of possible mishaps is endless and most would result in the RO trying to prove a negative in circumstances where bias
or malpractice could readily be alleged.
It is essential that the current rules as to personal delivery are retained.
If It were considered appropriate to allow lodging by electronic methods, most of my concerns could be addressed by fixing a
last time for electronic lodging, say, 24 hours before the final time for lodging and providing that unless confirmation of
successful electronic lodging has been received on the day of lodging, the papers have not been lodged.
It is difficult to envisage an equivalent arrangement which could apply to postal lodging.
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022

New Forest DC

Agree

024

London Branch of the
AEA

Agree

025

Matthew Box (Malvern
Hills DC)

Agree

026

Eastern Branch of the
AEA

Agree

The parts of the region that have very rural areas understand that parish councils particularly find it an effort delivering
nomination papers by hand, indeed one authority in the region has an island in its area that is only accessible at low tide.
Delivery of parish and district nominations from areas such as these would greatly benefit from being able to send nomination
papers by other means. It would be important that alternative electronic methods be used securely, for example by using a
secure file transfer site such as Dropbox to exchange documents. There would need to be clear communication from the
Returning Officer that the delivery of nomination papers by other means is the responsibility of the candidate/agent and that the
risk of non-delivery is understood.
One branch member has expressed their opposition to the proposal because hand delivery ensures the nomination is not lost
in transit and received in good time.

027

Senators of the
College of Justice

Agree

029

Electoral Commission

Agree

We note, however, the practical points raised by electoral administrators about the need for changes to legislation to be precise
in terms of how papers are submitted and about liability if papers are not delivered on time. Therefore it is important that
changes to the law are carefully considered to make sure that they work in practice.
We note that the Law Commissions also provisionally propose that completed nomination forms should be open for public
inspection during the period between notice of election and notice of the poll. We support this proposal but feel it should be
extended beyond the date of publication of the notice of poll to the latest date permissible for a legal challenge to the result of
the election to be made.
We also support the proposal to set out in law the Returning Officer’s power to offer a preliminary view on the validity of draft
nomination papers, so long as this power only extends to giving a preliminary, informal view about the accurate completion of
the paper, not the validity of the details contained within it.

031

Sir Howard Bernstein

Agree

A nomination paper delivered by electronic mail should be in the form of a scanned copy of a physically completed nomination
paper.

033

Ian White (Kettering
BC)

Disagree

Hand delivery is much more preferable and prevents disputes/issues about receipt, timing and firewalls.

034

Scotland and Northern
Ireland Branch of the
AEA

Disagree

The Scotland and Northern Ireland Branch of the SCOTLAND AND NORTHERN IRELAND BRANCH OF THE AEA does not
support this provisional proposal.
Views expressed that delivery of nomination papers is best by hand and with a wet signature. This reduces the likelihood of
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any mischievous nominations, it guarantees time of delivery without any possibility of argument about when it was delivered, ie
if it gets caught up in mail servers or non-delivery by courier company.
SCOTLAND AND NORTHERN IRELAND BRANCH OF THE AEA in England may have an issue with this because of Parish
Polls but SNIB don’t have this issue.
035

Jeff Jacobs (Greater
London Authority)

Agree

038

David Hughes
(Electoral Registration
Officer and Returning
Officer for Gravesham
BC)

Agree

040

David Boothroyd
(Labour Councillor)

Agree

041

Timothy Straker QC

Agree

044

Ian Miller (Returning
Officer for Wyre
Forest)

Agree

046

Wyre Forest DC

Agree

049

West Lancashire BC

Agree

Supports National AEA response. Subject to wider definition to indicate the alternative methods of electronic technology.

054

Darren Whitney
(Stratford on Avon
DC)

Agree

I agree and support the response of the AEA but should consider the need for a candidate to receive acknowledgement of
receipt.

055

SOLAR (endorsed by
the EMB)

Disagree

Physical evidence of candidacy is essential; delivery by electronic mail is not supported. Receipt deadline is of paramount
importance and would be undermined – eg. if technology fails, scanning is delayed, firewalls cause delay etc. Electronic
delivery of documents allowed under Scottish law only for limited purposes, eg property transactions, and by authorised
persons.

Supports National AEA response. Subject to wider definition to indicate the alternative methods of electronic technology.

Delivery by post not supported; it is the candidate’s responsibility to ensure timeous delivery.
Delivery by hand, plus wet signature preferred, combined with some restriction on who can deliver nominations strongly
favoured. Recognising limitations in length of nomination periods, length of timetable is important.
056

Alastair Whitelaw
(Scottish Green Party)

Disagree

057

Colin Everett

Agree

The writer has thought about this in some detail and also about the Consultation document’s discussion of “seriousness of
nomination”. Genuinely frivolous cases (and the attempted nomination of a tailor’s mannequin) would be obviated by requiring
candidates to sign the consent to nomination in the presence of the Returning Officer or a member of the RO’s staff.
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(Returning Officer for
Flintshire County
Council)
058

Alan Mabbutt OBE
(Conservative Party)

Agree

061

Diverse Cymru

Agree

The current requirement to deliver the nomination paper at a fixed time and place can pose a barrier to increasing the diversity
of candidates, as it may be difficult for people currently employed, people with childcare responsibilities, carers, and disabled
people.
These difficulties include physical accessibility of the place chosen, transport links, timing, and difficulties finding replacement
care. It is often difficult, if not impossible, to address all these barriers simultaneously, due to different candidates having
different
requirements.
The proposal to be able to deliver the nomination paper by hand, post or by electronic mail supports a range of options that can
address the different barriers and circumstances faced by candidates from protected characteristic groups.

067

Labour Party

Agree

072

Dr Heather Green
(Aberdeen University)

Agree

074

Scott Martin

Agree

Including all parts of the nomination and associated papers. Electronic bank transfer should be specifically allowed for any
deposits.

Electronic Submission
All of these issues [see Scott Martin’s response to provisional proposal 7-1] with a physical authorisation form go away if
Proposal 7-2 is adopted and it includes a process allowing the nominating officer, or someone appointed by the nominating
officer, to authorise the use of the party name online. This might be through an Electoral Commission process where the
nominating officer or their appointee sanctions the use of the party name and description online. The returning officer would
have a login and be able to check whether any candidate claiming to be authorised by the party was duly authorised. It might
be that the system could automatically send the appropriate returning officer an email once the candidate was authorised by
the party. The process might not be that different from the way returning officers currently check party descriptions against the
Electoral Commission database.
This would provide a better authentication than at present. Under the existing legislation, a certificate of authorisation can be
signed on behalf of the nominating officer but there is no record of individuals authorised by the nominating officer to sign on
their behalf. Advice to returning officers is that they are bound to accept an ex facie valid certificate.
Withdrawal of Authorisation
Current legislation does not provide any formal mechanism for a party to withdraw support from a candidate once a certificate
of authorisation has been signed and placed outwith the control of the nominating officer or their authorised signatory. It is not
entirely clear if a returning officer would be obliged to give effect to a signed letter from a nominating officer withdrawing
authorisation for the candidate to stand using the party name or one of their registered descriptions. The returning officer may
be bound to accept an ex facie valid certificate of authorisation, possibly even if delivered after the withdrawal arrives because
the nomination papers were still accompanied by a certificate.
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Candidates making statements on social media have made late withdrawal of support for candidates more common in recent
years. This can occur after nominations close. The SNP found itself in this position at the 2012 elections and the Labour Party
similarly withdrew support for a candidate at a recent by-election. It may be possible for this also to be formalised, perhaps
allowing a notices of withdrawal of support to be displayed at the entrances to polling places.
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Provisional Proposal 7-3
The nomination paper should be adapted for party list elections to reflect the fact that parties are the candidates; their nomination must
be by the party’s nomination officer and should contain the requisite consents by list candidates.
Total responses: 35
Statistics:
Agree - 34
Disagree – 0
Unclear – 1
Sub

Respondent

Response to PP 7-3

002

Robin Potter (Liberal
Democrat Councillor)

Agree

003

Paul Gribble CBE

Agree

005

Gifty Edila (Electoral
registration officer
and returning officer
for Hackney BC)

Agree

006

Mark Heath
(Returning officer for
Southampton CC)

Agree

012

Southern Branch of
the AEA

Agree

014

AEA (National)

Agree

015

Eastbourne Electoral
Services

Agree

016

Phil Hardy (Sandwell
Council)

Agree

017

Joyce White
(Returning Officer for
the West

Agree

This needs to be altered in order for the new nomination form to be introduced.
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Dunbartonshire
County)
019

Prof Bob Watt
(University of
Buckingham)

Agree

021

Crawford Langley

Agree

022

New Forest DC

Agree

024

London Branch of the
AEA

Agree

025

Matthew Box
(Electoral
Administrator for
Malvern Hills DC)

Agree

026

Eastern Branch of the
AEA

Agree

027

Senators of the
College of Justice

Agree

029

Electoral Commission

Agree

031

Sir Howard Bernstein

Agree

033

Ian White (Kettering
BC)

Agree

034

Scotland and
Northern Ireland
Branch of the AEA

Agree

035

Jeff Jacobs (Greater
London Authority)

Agree

038

David Hughes
(Electoral
Registration Officer
and Returning Officer
for Gravesham BC)

Agree

040

David Boothroyd

Agree

Yes, in “party list” elections, the nomination paper should reflect the fact that the parties are the candidates. The nomination
must be by the party’s nominating officer, and should contain the requisite consents by list candidates.
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(Labour Councillor)
041

Timothy Straker QC

Agree

044

Ian Miller (Returning
Officer for Wyre
Forest)

Agree

046

Wyre Forest DC

Agree

049

West Lancashire BC

Agree

054

Darren Whitney
(Stratford on Avon
DC)

Agree

055

SOLAR (endorsed by
the EMB)

Agree

056

Alastair Whitelaw
(Scottish Green
Party)

Unsure

057

Colin Everett
(Returning Officer for
Flintshire County
Council)

Agree

058

Alan Mabbutt OBE
(Conservative Party)

Agree

067

Labour Party

Agree

072

Dr Heather Green
(Aberdeen University)

Agree

074

Scott Martin (Scottish
National Party)

Agree

The writer has not experienced any problems in nominating party lists, having dealt with several Scottish Parliament and
European Parliament elections as nominating Officer. Existing forms were not inadequate.

This is accepted on the proviso that candidates do not all need to sign the same physical nomination paper. At a UK
Parliamentary election, candidate, election agent, proposer, seconder and other subscribers will usually be found in relatively
close proximity. This assumption does not apply to Scottish Parliament regions, where there can be 12 members on the list. If
the nomination paper required all signatures on the same page, this could cause practical difficulties. It may not be possible to
get all candidates in one place to complete the form. Alternatives would be posting it around the candidates or sending
someone on a journey of many hundred miles over a number of days to get the nomination form completed.
Consideration should also be given to allowing a single form to be submitted where more than one candidate from the same
party is standing at a local authority election for the same ward and sharing the same election agent. This would be much
easier to design for elections to Scottish local authorities given the absence of the need for subscribers.
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Provisional Proposal 7-4
Subscribers, where required, should be taken legally to assent to a nomination, not a paper, so that they may subscribe a subsequent
paper nominating the same candidate if the first was defective.
Total responses: 37
Statistics:
Agree – 35
Disagree – 0
Comment only – 2
Sub

Respondent

Response to PP 7-4

002

Robin Potter (Liberal
Democrat Councillor)

Agree

003

Paul Gribble CBE

Agree

005

Gifty Edila (Electoral
registration officer
and returning officer
for Hackney BC)

Agree

006

Mark Heath
(Returning officer for
Southampton CC)

Agree

010

Jon Burden

Comment only

Yes, it is their agreement to consent to the candidate that is important.

My only concern is to reduce the need for subscribers in local elections. Scotland has reduced the requirement to Candidate
and Agent.
Obtaining nomination signatures no longer has any value or meaning. If a candidate is a member of a registered political party,
there has been ample new legislation to provide assurances that the individual is legitimate. If someone is running as an
Independent, the need to gather signatures can be seen as inhibiting their ability to run.
It is also an anomaly that an candidate for Parliament needs to obtain 10 signatures from an electorate of 70,000 while a Local
Council candidate must obtain 10 signatures from an electorate of 5,000. This is no proportionate.
I therefore recommend the need for "subscribers" in local elections in England and Wales be made similar to that in Scotland.
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012

Southern Branch of
the AEA

Agree

014

AEA (National)

Agree

In addition, in view of this proposed change, the AEA would also welcome guidance for candidates to ensure that they do not
entirely duplicate the initial nomination paper for their second nomination paper as the same error may be repeated.
Consideration should be given to removing the need for details from a second and/or third nomination paper to be published at
a UK Parliamentary election.

015

Eastbourne Electoral
Services

Agree

Repeats AEA (National)’s response above.

016

Phil Hardy (Sandwell
Council)

Agree

Repeats AEA (National)’s response above.

017

Joyce White
(Returning Officer for
the West
Dunbartonshire
County)

Agree

In addition, in view of this proposed change, I would also welcome guidance for candidates to ensure that they do not entirely
duplicate the initial nomination paper for their second nomination paper as the same error may be repeated.

019

Prof Bob Watt
(University of
Buckingham)

Agree

021

Crawford Langley

Agree

Consideration should be given to removing the need for details from a second and/or third nomination paper to be published at
a UK Parliamentary election.

I support the proposal that a subscriber is assenting to a nomination and not a paper. This is consistent with the rule that in a
Parliamentary election, where the candidate is overseas and has not appointed an Election Agent, the address of his/her
proposer shall be taken as the address for lodging accounts etc. This provision is not well understood and on the one occasion
where I had to invoke it, the proposer was less than overjoyed.
While in the 19th century when the rule was formulated, and most payments were made in cash, it made sense to require an
address within the constituency at which bills could be presented for payment, the ubiquity of other methods of payment raises
the question of the continued utility of this provision.

022

New Forest DC

Agree

024

London Branch of the
AEA

Comment only

We believe that provision should be made for a candidate to submit on their nomination paper more assentors than are required
up to an agreed maximum (e.g. 12 where 10 are required), and that where one of the assentors as first provided fails, one of
the “spares” is substituted for them.

025

Matthew Box
(Electoral
Administrator for
Malvern DC)

Agree

Supports National AEA’s response
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026

Eastern Branch of the
AEA

Agree

027

Senators of the
College of Justice

Agree

029

Electoral Commission

Agree

031

Sir Howard Bernstein

Agree

033

Ian White (Kettering
BC)

Agree

034

Scotland and
Northern Ireland
Branch of the AEA

Agree

Yes, subscribers should be taken as assenting to a nomination (not a paper), and should therefore be able to subscribe to a
subsequent paper nominating the same candidate – if, for example, the first paper was defective.

The SCOTLAND AND NORTHERN IRELAND BRANCH OF THE AEA supports this provisional proposal.
In addition, in view of this proposed change, the SCOTLAND AND NORTHERN IRELAND BRANCH OF THE AEA would also
welcome guidance for candidates to ensure that they do not entirely duplicate the initial nomination paper for their second
nomination paper as the same error may be repeated.
Consideration should be given to removing the need for details from a second and/or third nomination paper to be published at
a UK Parliamentary election.

035

Jeff Jacobs (Greater
London Authority)

Agree

038

David Hughes
(Electoral
Registration Officer
and Returning Officer
for Gravesham BC)

Agree

040

David Boothroyd
(Labour Councillor)

Agree

041

Timothy Straker QC

Agree

044

Ian Miller (Returning
Officer for Wyre
Forest)

Agree

046

Wyre Forest DC

Agree

049

West Lancashire BC

Agree

054

Darren Whitney
(Stratford on Avon

Agree

Supports National AEA’s response

It creates an unnecessary burden on candidates to have to seek an entirely new set of subscribers if a paper is rejected
because of an error with one of them.

Supports National AEA’s response
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DC)
055

SOLAR (endorsed by
the EMB)

Agree

056

Alastair Whitelaw
(Scottish Green
Party)

Agree

057

Colin Everett
(Returning Officer for
Flintshire County
Council)

Agree

058

Alan Mabbutt OBE
(Conservative Party)

Agree

061

Diverse Cymru

Agree

The need for subscribers should be reviewed. SOLAR are not convinced of a continuing need to have subscribers. Provision of
photographic evidence for candidate suggested ( ie. proof of identity as a means of preventing shams).

In terms of simplifying processes and supporting prospective candidates to follow electoral practices it is important to reduce
the potential for nominations being rejected due to a candidate not following procedures precisely. In these cases not having to
effectively re-start the subscriber part of the nominations process can effectively prevent candidates from standing.
A solution invalidating individual subscribers and requiring them to be replaced would be more effective in terms of reducing the
chances of a legitimate candidate’s nomination being rejected.
However if this is not practically possible the provisional proposal addresses the current situation of having to find entirely new
subscribers.

067

Labour Party

Agree

072

Dr Heather Green
(Aberdeen University)

Agree

074

Scott Martin (Scottish
National Party)

Agree

Agreed. At public elections in Scotland, subscribers are only now required by someone seeking nomination to be elected to the
UK Parliament. The whole process of requiring subscribers appears rather unnecessary and outdated. The Electoral
Commission in its Report and recommendations on Standing for election in the United Kingdom favours retaining subscribers in
some form but removing the need for deposits where currently required. I do not see a political consensus in favour of removing
deposits appearing any time soon and do consider that there is a continuing argument for them. One of the interesting
developments at the 2015 General Election was crowdfunding being used to raise the money for deposits by the Green Party of
England and Wales. This was a very successful fundraising campaign by them and demonstrates that it is possible to overcome
the financial block created by a deposit system if candidates have sufficient supporters.
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Provisional Proposal 7-5
Returning officers should no longer inquire into and reject the nomination of a candidate who is a serving prisoner. The substantive
disqualification under the Representation of the People Act 1981 will be unaffected.
Total responses: 34
Statistics:
Agree - 30
Disagree - 2
Comment only - 1
Unsure – 1
Sub

Respondent

Response to PP 7-5

002

Robin Potter (Liberal
Democrat Councillor)

Disagree

003

Paul Gribble CBE

Agree

005

Gifty Edila (Electoral
registration officer
and returning officer
for Hackney BC)

Agree

006

Mark Heath
(Returning officer for
Southampton CC)

Agree

012

Southern Branch of
the AEA

Agree

014

AEA (National)

Agree

015

Eastbourne Electoral
Services

Agree

016

Phil Hardy (Sandwell
Council)

Agree

017

Joyce White
(Returning Officer for

Agree

The Returning Officer should have the duty to inquire into the nomination of any candidate to ensure his proper qualification.
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the West
Dunbartonshire
County)
019

Prof Bob Watt
(University of
Buckingham)

Agree

021

Crawford Langley

Agree

022

New Forest DC

Agree

024

London Branch of the
AEA

Agree

025

Matthew Box
(Electoral
Administrator,
Malvern Hills DC)

Agree

026

Eastern Branch of the
AEA

Agree

027

Senators of the
College of Justice

Disagree

I support the proposal that ROs should no longer be required to investigate disqualification on grounds of imprisonment.

It is accepted that judgments as to whether convicted prisoners should be disqualified from being a candidate are political
matters, falling outwith the Law Commission’s joint project. Returning officers should therefore simply apply the substantive law
(for example, the Representation of the People Act 1983).
Nevertheless, the safest approach might be to empower a returning officer to reject the nomination of a candidate if satisfied
that he is a serving prisoner. The prisoner could, if necessary, take the matter further with, for example, a petition for judicial
review, or an application to his MP.

029

Electoral Commission

Agree

As the law currently stands, we agree with this proposal as it would bring the treatment of disqualification under the RPA 1981
into line with other disqualifications and would be consistent with the general position in electoral law whereby Returning
Officers must treat nominations at face value.
However, in Standing for Election in the United Kingdom we recommended that consideration be given to allowing objections to
nominations on the grounds that a candidate is not qualified or is disqualified and, if satisfied that this is the case, requiring a
Returning Officer to hold a nomination paper to be invalid (including disqualification under the RPA 1981). This would help
ensure the integrity of the process, since it would help avoid a situation where an obviously disqualified (or not qualified)
candidate is able to stand for election.
Holding a nomination paper to be invalid is a significant step. It should therefore only be possible to do so in exceptional
circumstances where there is little or no doubt in the Returning Officer’s mind that the person is ineligible. It would be important
that any change to the law is carefully considered to ensure uncertainty and dispute is not caused unnecessarily during the
election process. Consultation with Returning Officers will be particularly important before any change is made, especially on
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how it would fit within the election timetable.
031

Sir Howard Bernstein

Agree

033

Ian White (Kettering
BC)

Agree

034

Scotland and
Northern Ireland
Branch of the AEA

Agree

035

Jeff Jacobs (Greater
London Authority)

Agree

038

David Hughes
(Electoral
Registration Officer
and Returning Officer
for Gravesham BC)

Agree

040

David Boothroyd
(Labour Councillor)

Agree

041

Timothy Straker QC

Agree

044

Ian Miller (Returning
Officer for Wyre
Forest)

Agree

046

Wyre Forest DC

Agree

049

West Lancashire BC

Agree

054

Darren Whitney
(Stratford on Avon
DC)

Agree

055

SOLAR (endorsed by
the EMB)

Agree

Onus is on candidates to be suitably qualified.

056

Alastair Whitelaw
(Scottish Green
Party)

Comment only

The recent Electoral Commission report on Standing for Elections in the United Kingdom rightly noted the discrepancy in a legal
bar applied to candidates in parliamentary elections compared with candidates in local elections.
In the latter a prison sentence of only three months disqualifies whereas for parliament a prison sentence of at least a year
disqualifies.
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There is no reason for being more lenient with national level legislators. Also, criteria relating to spent convictions need to be
aligned and well defined.
The writer has no experience of Police and Crime Commissioner elections since this office does not exist in Scotland.
057

Colin Everett
(Returning Officer for
Flintshire County
Council)

Agree

058

Alan Mabbutt OBE
(Conservative Party)

Unsure

072

Dr Heather Green
(Aberdeen University)

Agree

074

Scott Martin (Scottish
National Party)

Agree

I do not see the need for this, but I have no objection either.

This 1981 Act is a classic example of legislation made in haste to deal with a very particular situation, which it is now very
proper to review. The position of requiring a returning officer to investigate this disqualification, but no other, is clearly
anomalous. It would not be anomalous if the returning officer were given a power exercisable in limited circumstances to reject
nominations from candidates whose disqualification from office was beyond question. This might apply, for example, to a
Member of the House of Lords, or someone who was admittedly underage or disqualified on citizenship grounds.
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Provisional Proposal 7-6
Returning officers should have an express power to reject sham nominations.
Total responses: 35
Statistics:
Agree – 32
Conditional - 1
Disagree – 1
Unsure – 1
Sub

Respondent

Response to PP 7-6

002

Robin Potter (Liberal
Democrat Councillor)

Agree

003

Paul Gribble CBE

Agree

005

Gifty Edila (Electoral
registration officer
and returning officer
for Hackney BC)

Agree

We agree that ROs should have the power to reject what is obviously a sham nomination.

006

Mark Heath
(returning officer for
Southampton CC)

Agree

In principle, we agree, and the formulation of words laid out in paragraph 7.71 using the Sanders v Chichester formulation,
seems sensible. However, the devil will be in the detail in relation to this matter.
There is a concern that this might involve Returning Officers weighing up political merits of candidates and being required to
distinguish between a sham candidate and a protest candidate / protest party.
Therefore, whilst in principle this is agreed, it will depend upon the wording of the legislation and the ability of the wording to
address an appropriate balance between addressing the issue and drawing Returning Officers into an inappropriate role of
subjectively assessing the candidates’ qualifications for office.

012

014

Southern Branch of
the AEA

Agree

AEA (National)

Agree

We feel that the Returning Officer wouldn’t know of a sham nomination at point of submission.
However, agree that the Returning Officer should have the power to make this decision but the detail on how they come to the
decision needs to be outlined with the law. We agree to the proposals outline on pg 153 of the paper.
However, returning officers would have to act with caution in deciding if the nomination is actually a sham and the process to be
followed would need to be clearly set out.
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015

Eastbourne Electoral
Services

Agree

[Repeat of the AEA (National) response]

016

Phil Hardy

Agree

[Repeat of the AEA (National) response]

017

Joyce White
(Returning Officer for
West
Dunbartonshire)

Agree

[Repeat of the AEA (National) response]

019

Prof Bob Watt
(University of
Buckingham)

Agree

I have argued for this position for many years – see the discussion of Harford v Linskey in my UK Election Law: A critical
examination. ROS must have a statutory power to reject sham nominations.

021

Crawford Langley

Agree

Having been faced with a sham nomination in 2012, I welcome this proposal.
It is important, however, to consider the time at which this power may be exercised. I was fortunate in that the nature of the
nomination became obvious immediately after the Notice of Poll was published and I felt able to re-publish the Notice without
the sham candidate.
I would suggest that the power to strike off a sham candidate should exist right up to Polling Day and that the individual
submitting the sham nomination and any witness to the sham candidate’s signature (I would hesitate in extending this to
subscribers where these are required) should be liable for the Returning Officer’s expenses in taking corrective action (costs of
reprinting ballot papers, reissuing Postal Votes etc).
While careful consideration would require to be given to the drafting, since, by definition, there would be no candidate and,
consequently no Election Agent, it would seem appropriate that, in the event that the sham candidate has an effect on the result
of the election, those behind the candidature should be brought within the ambit of an election petition.

022

New Forest DC

Agree

We agree with the principle but the Returning Officer would not always know that a nomination was a sham at the time of
submission. Details of how they come to a decision should be outlined within the law or in guidance. We agree to the proposals
outline on pg 153 of the paper.

024

London Branch of the
AEA

Disagree

Although we can understand the proposed merits and potential benefits of allowing returning officers the ability to reject sham
nominations, we have real concerns as to how this would act in practice, e.g. what is a sham and what is simply strange? We
believe this will put returning officers under undue pressure and open them up to legal challenge. For that reason, we believe
the very tight rules currently in place should remain.

025

Matthew Box
(Electoral
Administrator,
Malvern Hills DC)

Agree

[Support of AEA (National) response]

026

Eastern Branch of
the AEA

Agree

Eastern Branch supports this proposal and would welcome clear guidance on the process to be followed when dealing with
suspected sham nominations.
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027

Senators of the
College of Justice

Agree

029

Electoral
Commission

Agree

We agree that giving Returning Officers greater flexibility and power to reject ‘sham’ nominations would help to protect the
integrity of and confidence in the electoral process. At present the law is set out in case law. Unwritten law is difficult to find,
especially at short notice during the nominations period, and the position is not clearly stated in the cases. We would prefer the
grounds and legal basis for rejecting sham nominations to be set out in a clear statutory provision.

031

Sir Howard Bernstein

Agree

Given that the case law already confirms that a returning officer may reject a “sham” nomination paper, it would preferable if the
power to do so was expressly set out in legislation with clearly defined limits as to when it may be exercised.

033

Ian White (Kettering
BC)

Agree

Agreed providing there is some definition of what constitutes a ‘sham’ nomination.

034

Scotland and
Northern Ireland
Branch of the AEA

Agree

However, returning officers would have to act with caution in deciding if the nomination is actually a sham and the process to be
followed would need to be clearly set out.

035

Jeff Jacobs (Greater
London Authority)

Agree

Whilst I agree with this provisional proposal the criteria to be met and the process to be followed in deciding a nomination is
sham will need to be clear and transparent.

038

David Hughes
(Electoral
Registration Officer
and Returning Officer
for Gravesham BC)

Agree

Supports National AEA’s responses.

040

David Boothroyd
(Labour Councillor)

Agree

Although I give strong support to the ability of returning officers to reject obvious sham nominations, the possibility of misuse or
mistakes means that any rejection must be capable of quick challenge – a challenge which must be resolved before any Ballot
Papers are printed.

041

Timothy Straker QC

Agree

044

Ian Miller (Returning
Officer for Wyre
Forest)

Agree

046

Wyre Forest DC

Agree

049

West Lancashire BC

Agree

054

Darren Whitney
(Stratford on Avon
DC)

Unsure

It may be difficult to tell what a sham nomination is.
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055

SOLAR (endorsed by
the EMB)

Agree

056

Alastair Whitelaw
(Scottish Green
Party)

Agree

057

Colin Everett
(Returning Officer for
Flintshire County
Council)

Agree

058

Alan Mabbutt OBE
(Conservative Party)

Agree

067

Labour Party

Agree

The question is, of course, what is sham? Providing these parameters are set out (we broadly agree with the scenario in the
consultation) we would agree with this course of action.

072

Dr Heather Green
(Aberdeen
University)

Conditional

Yes, although I do not support the suggestion in para 7.71 that this include a power to reject based on 'obscene or offensive'
particulars. Causing offence may be a legitimate electoral strategy and form of political expression. I do not think returning
officers should be tasked with rejecting nominations containing particulars that are racist or obscene as that may involve a
subjective judgment on the political goals of the aspiring candidate. The power to reject should be limited to thwarting attempts
to interfere with the free exercise of the franchise (as suggested in (1) of the proposal at para 7.71.

074

Scott Martin (Scottish
National Party)

Agree

Although, there must be well defined criteria.
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CHAPTER 8: THE POLLING PROCESS
Provisional Proposal 8-1
A single polling notice in a prescribed form should mark the end of nominations and the beginning of the poll, which the returning officer
must communicate to candidates and publicise.
Total responses: 37
Statistics:
Agree - 35
Disagree - 2
Sub

Respondent

Response to PP 8-1

002

Robin Potter (Liberal
Democrat Councillor)

Agree

003

Paul Gribble CBE

Agree

005

Gifty Edila (Electoral
registration officer and
returning officer for Hackney
BC)

Agree

006

Mark Heath (Returning officer
for Southampton CC)

Agree

012

Southern Branch of the AEA

Agree

014

AEA (National)

Agree

015

Eastbourne Electoral
Services

Agree

016

Phil Hardy (Sandwell Council)

Agree

017

Joyce White (Returning
Officer for West
Dunbartonshire)

Agree
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019

Prof Bob Watt (University of
Buckingham)

Agree

021

Crawford Langley

Agree

022

New Forest DC
gree

024

London Branch of the AEA

Agree

025

Matthew Box (Electoral
Administrator, Malvern Hills
DC)

Agree

026

Eastern Branch of the AEA

Agree

027

Senators of the College of
Justice

Agree

029

Electoral Commission

Disagree

We welcome the simplification of notices, but do not support that a single polling notice should be in a prescribed form as
stated in our comments on ballot papers and other materials supplied to voters on provisional proposal 5-5 above.
There also may be practicalities for returning officers in the production of such a notice as the “notice of situation of each
polling place” at present may be large, as also can be the notice of poll, so to combine these may be unwieldy for the
printed version. This would not apply to notices placed on websites.

031

Sir Howard Bernstein

Agree

033

Ian White (Kettering BC)

034

Scotland and Northern
Ireland Branch of the AEA

Agree

035

Jeff Jacobs (Greater London
Authority)

Agree
Agree

038

David Hughes (Electoral
Registration Officer and
Returning Officer for
Gravesham BC)

041

Timothy Straker QC

Agree

044

Ian Miller (Returning Officer
for Wyre Forest)

Agree

046

Wyre Forest DC

Agree

Disagree

Abolish the Statement of Persons Nominated and simply replace it with an earlier publication date for the Notice of Poll
and Situation of Polling Stations immediately after the deadline for the withdrawal of candidature.
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049

West Lancashire BC

Agree

052

SDLP

Agree

054

Darren Whitney (Stratford on
Avon DC)

Agree

055

SOLAR (endorsed by the
EMB)

Agree

056

Alastair Whitelaw (Scottish
Green Party)

Agree

057

Colin Everett (Returning
Officer for Flintshire County
Council)

Agree

058

Alan Mabbutt OBE
(Conservative Party)

Agree

061

Diverse Cymru

Agree

067

Labour Party

Agree

070

Richard Mawrey QC

Agree

072

Dr Heather Green (Aberdeen
University)

Agree

074

Scott Martin (Scottish
National Party)

Agree

For all elections

We agree that simplifying polling notices can greatly assist in promoting public understanding of electoral processes and
reduce barriers. However many older, disabled and BME people in particular are digitally excluded, alongside some rural
areas. Therefore posting notices only online would automatically exclude some voters. We therefore believe that polling
notices should be required to be posted in an offline, public format and place where notices are primarily posted online.

Notice of Poll – Origins
The modern reality of these notices and their changed audience should be recognised as part of the policy formation and
legislative drafting exercise. Uncontested elections used to be a norm; they are now very much an exception. Voters do
not find out where they are to poll by reading a notice pinned on the walls outside their local town hall or listening to a
proclamation. Until 1867, none of the constituent nations had a permanent division of parliamentary constituencies into
polling districts. There was no official set place for electors to poll until the notice was proclaimed.
It should be recalled that the notice of poll also pre-dates official polling cards, which were introduced by of the
Representation of the People Act 1948.30 Previously, candidates distributed cards advising their supporters where they
were required to poll. Polling cards are referred to as “official polling cards” in the legislation because returning officers
were given a duty previously undertaken by the candidates.31 The first port of call for a voter who does not know where to
vote is their polling card, rather than the notice of poll. In practice, when a voter has lost their polling card, they are more
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likely to find out their polling place from a search facility on their local authority website or by telephoning their electoral
registration officer or returning officer.
The background is narrated to demonstrate that the primary audience for the notice of poll has shifted historically from the
voter to political parties, candidates and their agents. The Electoral Commission’s comments on this proposal in their first
submission characterise this notice as “other materials supplied to voters”. I do not think that the notice can properly be
described in this way in the current context. The primary reader of the notice of poll is not the individual elector, because
they can now obtain details of where they require to vote from much better sources. The length of the notice becomes
less of an issue when it is not viewed as a voter-facing document.
Notice of Poll – Electronic requirements
Once the audience for the notice is properly seen this way, it is much easier to agree with the original proposals and reject
the position adopted by the Electoral Commission. It also allows for there to be a focus on what parties, agents and
candidates require. There have been some discussions between the parties represented on the Political Parties Panel on
a common format for the electronic supply of both the electoral register and information in relation to political geography,
including polling districts and polling places. This should essentially result in an electronic equivalent of the notice of the
situation of each polling station and the voter entitled to vote there.
Statement of Persons Nominated – Requirements
The statement of persons nominated should include all of the candidate details appearing on the ballot paper. The one
element currently missing is the emblem to be used.32 This information can assist campaigners who wish to provide
voters with “mock-ups” of the ballot papers in their leaflets. It can also ensure that the correct emblem is used by agents
on tally sheets at the count.
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Provisional Proposal 8-2
The same forms of poll cards should be prescribed for all elections, including parish and community polls, subject to a requirement of
substantial adherence to the form.
Total responses: 37
Statistics:
Agree - 36
Disagree -1
Sub

Respondent

Response to PP 8-2

002

Robin Potter (Liberal
Democrat Councillor)

Agree

003

Paul Gribble CBE

Agree

005

Gifty Edila (Registration
officer and returning officer
for Hackney BC)

Agree

006

Mark Heath (Returning officer
for Southampton CC)

Agree

012

Southern Branch of the AEA

Disagree

014

AEA (National)

Agree

015

Eastbourne Electoral
Services

Agree

016

Phil Hardy (Sandwell Council)

Agree

017

Joyce White (Returning
Officer for West
Dunbartonshire)

Agree

019

Prof Bob Watt (University of
Buckingham)

Agree

021

Crawford Langley (Returning

Agree

Parish poll cards may need to be made exempt from this though as they are not always required.

The standardisation of poll cards is long overdue. It should be clear, however that, in Scotland, contact details for both ERO
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officer for Aberdeen CC)

and RO can be given with an indication of the types of enquiries to be dealt with by each.

022

New Forest DC

Agree

024

London Branch of the AEA

Agree

025

Matthew Box (Malvern Hills
DC)

Agree

026

Eastern Branch of the AEA

Agree

027

Senators of the College of
Justice

Agree

029

Electoral Commission

Agree

We agree that there should be standard formats of poll cards for each category of elector (voting in person, postal, proxy,
postal proxy and anonymous) for all elections but do not consider that the best approach is to set out the format in
legislation.
In this case it is particularly important that there is flexibility to insert additional relevant information to the poll card that may
aid the elector and reduce the possibility of voter confusion.
We also notice that in a number of places in the consultation paper the Law Commissions refer to ‘substantial adherence’ to
a prescribed form or notice, rather than ‘to the same / like effect’ (and the existing power to adapt the form ‘so far as the
circumstances require’), which is the wording that is currently used in the legislation. We are not sure whether this is
intended to allow greater or lesser freedom to adapt the prescribed form or whether (as seems more likely) there is no
intention to change the effect of the law.

031

Sir Howard Bernstein

Agree

033

Ian White (Kettering BC)

Agree

034

Scotland and Northern
Ireland Branch of the AEA

Agree

035

Jeff Jacobs (Greater London
Authority)

Agree
Agree

038

David Hughes (Electoral
Registration Officer and
Returning Officer for
Gravesham BC)

041

Timothy Straker QC

Agree

044

Ian Miller (Returning Officer
for Wyre Forest)

Agree

046

Wyre Forest DC

Agree

Agreed providing there remains flexibility for design and a limited flexibility for relevant content to be added.
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049

West Lancashire BC

Agree

052

SDLP

Agree

054

Darren Whitney (Stratford on
Avon DC)

Agree

055

SOLAR (endorsed by the
EMB)

Agree

Purpose of poll cards should prompt a simple format: information on date of poll and where people should vote, plus where
to get more information (eg. Council website). Uniform card for all polls favoured.

056

Alastair Whitelaw (Scottish
Green Party)

Agree

A common complaint from voters is that the polling card does not list nominated candidates or parties. The writer
acknowledges that waiting until nominations have closed before issuing polling cards would present a significant practical
problem for Returning Officers and electoral Registration Officers.

057

Colin Everett (Returning
Officer for Flintshire County
Council)

Agree

058

Alan Mabbutt OBE
(Conservative Party)

Agree

061

Diverse Cymru

Agree

067

Labour Party

Agree

070

Richard Mawrey QC

Agree

072

Dr Heather Green (Aberdeen
University)

Agree

074

Scott Martin (Scottish
National Party)

Agree

Having a single form of poll card for all elections can greatly assist in reducing the complexity of the voting process for
many voters, especially some disabled people. In designing the standard poll card it should be noted that current designs
use small fonts and unclear design, which is often inaccessible to many individuals who do not require other adjustments to
register or vote.

This is agreed. A lighter form of prescription would work best for polling cards to allow returning officers flexibility to
innovate on the design, such as including maps showing the location of the polling place and to properly highlight to voters
changes since the previous election.
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Provisional Proposal 8-3
As part of their duty of neutrality returning officers should not appoint in any capacity – including for the purposes of postal voting –
persons who have had any involvement (whether locally or otherwise) in the election campaign in question.
Total responses: 35
Statistics:
Agree - 34
Disagree - 1
Conditional – 0
Sub

Respondent

Response to PP 8-3

002

Robin Potter (Liberal
Democrat Councillor)

Disagree

003

Paul Gribble CBE

Agree

005

Gifty Edila (Electoral
registration officer and
returning officer for Hackney
BC)

Agree

006

Mark Heath (Electoral
registration officer and
returning officer for
Southampton CC)

Agree

012

Southern Branch of the AEA

Agree

014

AEA (National)

Agree

015

Eastbourne Electoral
Services

Agree

016

Phil Hardy (Sandwell Council)

Agree

017

Joyce White (Returning
Officer for West
Dunbartonshire)

Agree

No, The returning Officer must ensure neutrality, fairness, probity etc., but if he is convinced that a person with a minor
involvement is suitable, they can, especially if few others are available (such as in a local referendum), be appointed.
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019

Prof Bob Watt (University of
Buckingham)

Agree

021

Crawford Langley (returning
officer for Aberdeen CC)

Agree

This proposal reflects current practice. It would be worth considering whether previous political activity as a candidate or
agent should be a bar to employment by the RO for a specified period.

022

New Forest DC

Agree

We follow this principle already.

024

London Branch of the AEA

Agree

025

Matthew Box (Electoral
Administrator, Malvern Hills
DC)

Agree

026

Eastern Branch of the AEA

Agree

027

Senators of the College of
Justice

Agree

029

Electoral Commission

Agree

We welcome this provision in principle as it would make it clear that all officials involved in the conduct or administration of an
election have a duty of neutrality and should not have any involvement in the campaign. There has previously been
uncertainty as to whether the law applies only to staff at the polling station or all election staff.
It should be noted that the duty of political neutrality of election administrators largely operates implicitly in practice at present;
the proposal would therefore regularise current practice. However guidance would be required as to how far this would extend
to those employed by, or contracted to, the RO.
There would also need to be a further provision for dealing with circumstances where elections take place at the same time,
whether or not they are combined, or where their timescales overlap.
As well as ensuring that all those appointed by returning officers to work at an election in any capacity have not campaigned
in respect of the electoral event in question, it is also important that returning officers themselves (and electoral registration
officers and their staff) are neutral and have no involvement in the campaign.
The political impartiality of the ERO and RO, and their duty to always act in the best interest of the voter is implicit in electoral
law but is not explicitly stated in the legislation. There is no penalty under electoral law attached to not being politically
impartial or not acting in voters’ interests, unless there is a breach of electoral law.
It may be that the law is sufficient and unwritten norms are adequate but we think the law should make it clear that EROs and
ROs must act impartially, have no connection or perceived connection with any of the campaigns and that they act in voters’
best interests at all times.

031

Sir Howard Bernstein

Agree

033

Ian White (Kettering BC)

Agree

034

Scotland and Northern

Agree
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Ireland Branch of the AEA
035

Jeff Jacobs (Greater London
Authority)

Agree
Agree

038

David Hughes (Electoral
Registration Officer and
Returning Officer for
Gravesham BC)

041

Timothy Straker QC

Agree

044

Ian Miller (Returning Officer
for Wyre Forest)

Agree

046

Wyre Forest DC

Agree

049

West Lancashire BC

Agree

052

SDLP

054

Darren Whitney (Stratford on
Avon DC)

Agree

055

SOLAR (endorsed by the
EMB)

Agree

056

Alastair Whitelaw (Scottish
Green Party)

Agree

057

Colin Everett (Returning
Officer for Flintshire County
Council)

Agree

058

Alan Mabbutt OBE
(Conservative Party)

Agree

067

Labour Party

Agree

070

Richard Mawrey QC

Agree

072

Dr Heather Green (Aberdeen
University)

Agree

074

Scott Martin (Scottish
National Party)

Agree

Agree

This is already my practice. When party political involvement of someone who had been appointed as a counter became
apparent a couple of years ago, I cancelled the appointment before the count took place.

We strongly agree that returning officers should not appoint in any capacity – including for the purposes of postal voting –
persons who have had any involvement (whether locally or otherwise) in the election campaign in question.

These provisions date from before the statutory recognition of political parties in 1998 and from a time where candidates
employed significant numbers of agents on their campaign. It is right to modernise these provisions, as happened for the
Scottish independence referendum.
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Provisional Proposal 8-4
The power to use school rooms should be clarified so that the returning officer is able to select and be in control of the premises
required, and so that the duty to compensate the school for costs does not extend beyond the direct costs of providing the premises.
Total responses: 33
Statistics:
Agree - 33
Disagree - 0
N/A - 1
Sub

Respondent

Response to PP 8-4

002

Robin Potter (Liberal
Democrat Councillor)

Agree

003

Paul Gribble CBE

Agree

005

Gifty Edila (Electoral
registration officer and
returning officer for Hackney
BC)

N/A

We do not agree that ROs should have control of premises required by candidates/political parties. It would suffice to place
the RO under an obligation to retain a list of available premises and to provide such list when a request is made.

006

Mark Heath (Electoral
registration officer and
returning officer for South

Agree

Experience tends to be that these matters are often raised because the school does not wish to be used as a polling station
as compared to a precise issue or lacuna within the legislation, but if greater clarity provides assistance to all concerned,
provided it does not restrict the ability of the Returning Officer to use such premises as polling stations, that would be
welcomed.

YES to the RO being in complete control, and to making appropriate compensation, whatever that may be.

In addition, greater communication of the Returning Officers’ right (and emphasis that this is a policy supported by all,
including all relevant Government departments, including those responsible for education) would continue to be of value.
Hence clarification is of value.
012

Southern Branch of the AEA

Agree

The AEA Southern Branch agree, feel that the full costs of running the election at the premises should covered by the RO e.g.
extra security/barriers.

014

AEA (National)

Agree

The AEA supports the provisional proposal in relation to the returning officer being able to select and be in control of the
premises required. In relation to reimbursement of costs, the returning officer should only pay the direct costs of providing the
premises for use at an election, for example, heating, lighting and additional caretaker costs.
The current position of a hire charge not being permissible should remain. The provision should extend to all premises that
are maintained wholly or partly at the public expense and apply consistently across all elections, referendums etc. including
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for postal voting and counting as well as polling.
015

Eastbourne Electoral
Services

Agree

Eastbourne Electoral Services supports the provisional proposal in relation to the returning officer being able to select and be
in control of the premises required. In relation to reimbursement of costs, the returning officer should only pay the direct costs
of providing the premises for use at an election, for example, heating, lighting and additional caretaker costs.
The current position of a hire charge not being permissible should remain. The provision should extend to all premises that
are maintained wholly or partly at the public expense and apply consistently across all elections, referendums etc. including
for postal voting and counting as well as polling.

016

Phil Hardy (Sandwell Council)

Agree

Supports response of National AEA
Needs clarifying as schools are NOT happy that they can be used for political purposes. Need to take in to account new type
of schools free and academies making it clear that they are all covered or change this law to exclude school premises
altogether.

017

Joyce White (Returning
Officer for West
Dunbartonshire)

Agree

I support the provisional proposal in relation to the returning officer being able to select and be in control of the premises
required. In relation to reimbursement of costs, the returning officer should only pay the direct costs of providing the premises
for use at an election, for example, heating, lighting and additional caretaker costs.
The current position of a hire charge not being permissible should remain. The provision should extend to all premises that
are maintained wholly or partly at the public expense and apply consistently across all elections, referendums etc. including
for postal voting and counting as well as polling.

019

Prof Bob Watt (University of
Buckingham)

Agree

021

Crawford Langley

Agree

I would support the AEA submission. It is essential that the decision as to whether any part of the building may be used for
other purposes on polling day, should rest solely with the RO.
It should be made explicit that the provision applies to buildings provided under PPI contracts.

022

New Forest DC

Agree

024

London Branch of the AEA

Agree

025

Matthew Box (Malvern Hills
DC)

Agree

026

Eastern Branch of the AEA

Agree

Eastern Branch supports this proposal and agrees with the comments made in the national AEA response. Additionally, the
branch would also like clarification regarding what penalty could be imposed on schools that are uncooperative with a
Returning Officer’s requirements.

027

Senators of the College of

Agree

The power to use school-rooms should be clarified.

We believe that greater powers need to be provided to returning officers to be able to access all public (and potentially some
private) premises for election purposes, specifying actual rooms rather than locations, and that the penalties for failing to
comply with such a direction from the returning officer need to be explicit, personal and appropriate.
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Justice
029

Electoral Commission

Agree

We agree that the RO (currently this power lies with the local authority) should be able to select whatever premises are
needed for the efficient conduct of the poll (provided such premises fulfil the requirements for the selection of polling stations)
rather than the right to the use of a room which appears to be more restrictive.
There is a clear connection between the security of the ballot, access for voters and the use of the premises to be used for
polling purposes and any other activities that may be taking place there on polling day. The current legislation may lead to a
conflict of interest between the usual users of the premises and the RO.
The law needs to be clear about the right of the RO to use premises that have been designated for polling purposes and the
basis on which the calculation of the cost for reimbursement of expenses for using such premises. The RO should not be
required to offset notional or actual losses of income incurred by owners or occupiers of premises used for polling purposes.
The right to exclusive use of premises by the RO which have been designated as polling places has implications for the
security of the poll, the safety of voters and others using the premises. We suggest that a general duty of care (which would
include safety and security) on ROs should be incorporated into legislation. The consequence may be that the RO would
require the closure of the whole premises for its normal activities, even if only part of the premises would be used for polling
purposes.
An additional problem in electoral law is the lack of clarity as to what premises may be used. It is not clear what is meant by
‘payable out of any rate’. The reference to a ‘rate’ may be outdated and the language may need to reflect current public
funding arrangements. We understand that this does not mean any publicly funded room (which would be particularly broad
and encompass many rooms) and that instead it may mean a room that is funded by the council. However, this is not clear
and we would support updating and clarifying this drafting. This rule, like many others, requires updating in other aspects, for
example the use of language such as ‘defraying’ expenses seems to be outdated.
The right of the returning officer should be extended for all elections so there would be the right to use publicly funded
premises for the purpose of postal vote proceedings and verifying and counting the votes on the same basis as proposed for
polling purposes.

Agree

The proposed clarification should apply equally to the public rooms to which the existing provisions also apply (i.e. “a room
the expense of maintaining which is payable out of any rate”).
It is also suggested that a better formulation be used to describe these other public rooms that may be used, given that the
current reference to the requirement that their maintenance be “payable out of any rate” could arguably be unduly narrow
given the meaning required to be given in any enactment (unless the context otherwise requires) to the word “rate” by virtue
of section 99(2) of the Local Government Finance Act 1992.

031

Sir Howard Bernstein

033

Ian White (Kettering BC)

Agree

It would be helpful to do this in a way that would ensure that schools and head teachers were more aware of the power.

034

Scotland and Northern
Ireland Branch of the AEA

Agree

The SCOTLAND AND NORTHERN IRELAND BRANCH OF THE AEA supports the provisional proposal in relation to the
returning officer being able to select and be in control of the premises required. In relation to reimbursement of costs, the
returning officer should only pay the direct costs of providing the premises for use at an election, for example, heating, lighting
and additional caretaker costs.
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The current position of a hire charge not being permissible should remain. The provision should extend to all premises that
are maintained wholly or partly at the public expense, including PPP or PFI funded buildings and apply consistently across all
elections, referendums etc. including for postal voting and counting as well as polling.
035

Jeff Jacobs (Greater London
Authority)

Agree
Agree

038

David Hughes (Electoral
Registration Officer and
Returning Officer for
Gravesham BC)

041

Timothy Straker QC

Agree

044

Ian Miller (Returning Officer
for Wyre Forest)

Agree

046

Wyre Forest DC

Agree

049

West Lancashire BC

Agree

Supports response of the National AEA

054

Darren Whitney (Stratford on
Avon DC)

Agree

I agree and support the response of the AEA. If this route is chosen, this needs to be spelt out to Head Teachers and
Governors and that the Returning Officer can choose the room required and not be given a substandard place to vote.

055

SOLAR (endorsed by the
EMB)

Agree

Clarity is also needed regarding which schools fall into the scope of the RO’s authority to use as polling places. Not all
schools are under the council’s operational control directly, eg schools operating under PFI/PPP schemes, as well as
independent schools.

056

Alastair Whitelaw (Scottish
Green Party)

Agree

057

Colin Everett (Returning
Officer)

Agree

058

Alan Mabbutt OBE
(Conservative Party)

Agree

070

Richard Mawrey QC

Agree

072

Dr Heather Green (Aberdeen
University)

Agree

074

Scott Martin (Scottish
National Party)

Agree

Supports response of the National AEA

This proposal appears sensible, provided that it does not affect existing arrangements with campaigners. Election law only
prohibits campaigning in polling stations. This is generally taken to mean the hall or room where the ballot boxes are situated,
not the entire area fitting the designation of the polling place.
Many polling places have car parks immediately inside their perimeter. It is usual in these situations for there to be an
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arrangement where campaigners, without any objection from election officials, are allowed to stand outside the entrance to
the building or immediately inside it and distribute polling day materials. Provided that there is no effect on these local
arrangements, the general proposal is supported.
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Provisional Proposal 8-5
The law should specifically require that returning officers furnish particular pieces of essential equipment for a poll, including ballot
papers, ballot boxes, registers and key lists. For the rest, returning officers should be under a general duty to furnish polling stations with
the equipment required for the legal and effective conduct of the poll.
Total responses: 35
Statistics:
Agree – 34
Unsure - 1
Disagree - 0
Sub
002

Respondent

Response to PP 8-5

Robin Potter
(Liberal Democrat
Councillor)

Agree

003

Paul Gribble CBE

Agree

005

Gifty Edila (ERO
and RO for
Hackney BC)

Agree

006

Mark Heath

Agree

012

Southern Branch of
the AEA

Agree

014

AEA (National)

Agree

015

Eastbourne
Electoral Services

Agree

016

Phil Hardy
(Sandwell Council)

Agree

017

Joyce White
(Returning Officer
for West
Dunbartonshire)

Agree

Sounds OK

We agree about the need to stipulate in law, essential equipment that ROs must provide. For the rest they can have discretion to
provide.
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019

Prof Bob Watt
(University of
Buckingham)

AGREE

021

Crawford Langley

Agree

022

New Forest DC

Agree

024

London Branch of
the AEA

Agree

025

Matthew Box
(Malvern Hills DC)

Agree

026

Eastern Branch of
the AEA

Agree

027

Senators of the
College of Justice

Agree

There should be specific law requiring returning officers to furnish items such as ballot papers, boxes, and registers.

029

Electoral
Commission

Agree

We agree that the law should prescribe only essential equipment required for a poll. This would include ballot papers, ballot boxes
which can be made secure from tampering and a list containing the polling station register, absent voter’s list and the corresponding
numbers list.
A general duty would be placed on ROs to furnish and equip polling stations with the equipment and materials required for the lawful
and effective conduct of the poll would permit some flexibility. The minimum requirements and additional items could be contained in
guidance for each election.

031

Sir Howard
Bernstein

Agree

033

Ian White
(Kettering BC)

Unsure

034

Scotland and
Northern Ireland
Branch of the AEA

Agree

035

Jeff Jacobs
(Greater London
Authority)

Agree

David Hughes
(Electoral
Registration Officer
and Returning

Agree

038

I’m not sure what this is trying to achieve. These pieces of equipment are all provided as a matter of course in any case.
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Officer for
Gravesham BC)
041

Timothy Straker
QC

Agree

Ian Miller
(Returning Officer
for Wyre Forest)

Agree

044

Agreed on the basis that by “key lists” the Commissions mean important lists used in the electoral process such as the register, not lists
of keys or keyholders!

046

Wyre Forest DC

Agree

As for EL044.

049

West Lancashire
BC

Agree

Darren Whitney
(Stratford on Avon
DC)

Agree

054
055

SOLAR (endorsed
by the EMB)

Agree

056

Alastair Whitelaw
(Scottish Green
Party)

Agree

057

Colin Everett
(Returning Officer)

Agree

058

Alan Mabbutt OBE
(Conservative
Party)

Agree

067

Labour Party

Agree

070

Richard Mawrey
QC

Agree

072

Dr Heather Green
(Aberdeen
University)

Agree

074

Scott Martin
(Scottish National
Party)

Agree

The essential equipment should be in regulations with other equipment the subject of guidance from the Electoral Commission or
Electoral Management Board for Scotland.
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Provisional Proposal 8-6
Presiding officers should have the power to use or authorise the use by polling station staff of reasonable force to remove from a polling
station a person not entitled to be there. The procedure for returning officers to issue authorisations to use force should be abolished.
Note: highlighted responses are unclear but have had a guess.
Total responses: 35
Statistics:
Agree in whole or in part (total) – 33
Agree wholly – 15
Agree in part, (that “the procedure for returning officers to issue authorisations to use force should be abolished” only) – 18
Disagree – 2
Sub
002

Respondent

Response to PP 8-6

Robin Potter (Liberal
Democrat Councillor)

Disagree

NO - I am sure they will only use authorisations in the most extreme of circumstances - which is just when they may need the extra
help!

003

Paul Gribble CBE

Agree

005

Gifty Edila (ERO and
RO for Hackney BC)

Agree

We agree that there should be a direct power available to POs to forcefully remove someone from a polling station with or without
the assistance of the police, security officer or member of the public.

006

Mark Heath

Agree

Agreed, save that Returning Officers should also have the power. There continues to be a concern from some, predominantly in
urban areas, that the area outside a polling station requires appropriate regulation.
Groups of individuals have been known to cluster outside polling stations and intimidate voters. This is because it is outside the
polling station, an area that the police cannot use current electoral law to regulate, but may be able to use, for example, general
criminal law or highways laws.
However, the area of control of presiding officers / Returning Officers and thereby the police under electoral law should be looked
out to ensure that the area outside polling stations, an area where voters may be being intimated, should also properly be within the
control of the presiding officer / Returning Officer and police under electoral law.

012

Southern Branch of the
AEA

Agree
(in part)

The AEA Southern Branch agree that the authority should be abolished for Returning Officers. However, we have reservations that
this power should be given to PO’s due to the potential conflict and requirement to be a security badge holder if you are removing
electors by force. We feel this area should be left to the Police if it is required as this is a rarity.
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014

AEA (National)

Agree
(in part)

The AEA supports this provisional proposal although has concerns in relation to actually applying this proposal in practice should the
circumstances arise.

015

Eastbourne Electoral
Services

Agree
(in part)

Eastbourne Electoral Services supports this provisional proposal although I concerns in relation to actually applying this proposal in
practice should the circumstances arise. What is reasonable force?

016

Phil Hardy (Sandwell
Council)

Agree
(in part)

Supports response of the National AEA

017

Joyce White (Returning
Officer for West
Dunbartonshire)

Agree
(in part)

Polling staff should not use reasonable force to remove persons from a polling station. They should be empowered to contact the
Police, without need to seek approval by Returning Officer, if such action is required.

019

Prof Bob Watt
(University of
Buckingham)

Agree
(in part)

Do we want presiding officers to use force? It may be preferable to give presiding officers the power to direct a Constable to remove
a person not entitled to be in the Polling Station there from.

021

Crawford Langley

Agree
(in part)

The suggestion that Presiding Officers should be able to use or authorise force to remove individuals from polling stations is
preposterous and downright dangerous. The use of force by untrained persons can easily result in serious injury to either or both of
those using and being subjected to the force.
Where there is a recognised risk of disruption in a Polling Station, I appoint registered door stewards provided by a security
company, either to the premises concerned or as mobile patrols, and issue them with the statutory power to use force. I would
commend this approach to others.
If Polling staff are to have a power to use force, there must be a statutory indemnity against prosecution and adequate insurance
cover in respect of their actions.

022

New Forest DC

Agree
(in part)

024

London Branch of the
AEA

Agree

025

Matthew Box (Malvern
Hills DC)

Agree
(in part)

026

Eastern Branch of the
AEA

Agree
(in part)

The AEA Southern Branch agree that the Returning Officer’s authority in this regard should be abolished. . However, we have
reservations that the power suggested and consider that this should be left to the Police if necessary. We have no experience of
such a power being required.

Eastern Branch supports this proposal, as it removes a piece of legislation that has become unnecessary in a modern polling
environment.
However, the branch would like clarification on the definition of ‘reasonable force’ and would have concerns that its interpretation
could lead to presiding officer’s safety being at risk were it to be interpreted in its most physical sense.

027

Senators of the College

Agree

Presiding officers should retain the power to use reasonable force (or to authorise polling station staff to use reasonable force) to
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of Justice
029

Electoral Commission

remove persons from the polling station who are not entitled to be there. Written authorisations for such ejections are probably no
longer necessary.
Agree
(in part)

The Law Commissions propose that presiding officers, but not polling clerks, should have the power to remove by reasonable force
a person not entitled to be in the polling station. There is no mention of the right of an individual who is about to be removed to vote,
if otherwise entitled to do so, prior to being forcibly ejected.
We agree that this rule needs updating however we do not agree that poll staff should have a power to remove by reasonable force
or otherwise an unauthorised person who remains in a polling station. Poll staff may either not be physically capable or, conversely,
be zealous in using force.
There is a possibility that this could lead to subsequent complaints or action against the individual(s) who used such force, especially
if the unauthorised person who was forcibly removed sustained an injury as a consequence of their treatment at the hands of a
presiding officer. Poll staff at present are neither trained nor advised on the use of “reasonable force” to remove an unauthorised
person from the polling station nor is this covered in our current guidance for poll staff.
Our view is that there should be no power for presiding officers to use force and instead if an unauthorised person refuses to leave
the polling station on being requested to do so, the presiding officer should contact the police and the RO.

031

Sir Howard Bernstein

Agree

033

Ian White (Kettering
BC)

Agree
(in part)

My personal preference would be not to have the facility to use reasonable force of any type, and to leave the powers as they are
currently. I believe this would compromise the safety of polling station staff if it was introduced, and is likely to cause more rather
than less issues. It is unfair to expect a 65 year old of either gender to use any type of force, and in reality a great number of polling
station staff fall in this age group.

034

Scotland and Northern
Ireland Branch of the
AEA

Agree
(in part)

The SCOTLAND AND NORTHERN IRELAND BRANCH OF THE AEA supports this provisional proposal subject to the removal of
the use of reasonable force. If this is required then the Returning Officer or Presiding Officer should instruct a suitably qualified
person, either the police or specifically trained security personal.

035

Jeff Jacobs (Greater
London Authority)

Agree

I agree with this provisional proposal but care and guidance will be needed as to its use. It seems unlikely that in practice polling
station staff, untrained in and unequipped for the use of force, will wish to exercise such power.

038

David Hughes
(Electoral Registration
Officer and Returning
Officer for Gravesham
BC)

Agree
(in part)

Supports response of the National AEA

041

Timothy Straker QC

Agree

044

Ian Miller (Returning
Officer for Wyre Forest)

Agree

Staff need to act quickly in the event of an unauthorised person being present and therefore the delay in obtaining the returning
officer’s authorisation is unhelpful.

046

Wyre Forest DC

Agree

As above for EL044.
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049

West Lancashire BC

Agree
(in part)

Supports response of the National AEA

054

Darren Whitney
(Stratford on Avon DC)

Agree
(in part)

Supports response of the National AEA

055

SOLAR (endorsed by
the EMB)

Agree
(in part)

Removal of voters by use of reasonable force is not something to be expected of polling station staff in practice. Assistance from
Police is more practical and preferable. Overall, such powers should not be restricted to Presiding Officers/ polling staff but rather
ROs should have the power to use or authorise the use of reasonable force to remove from a polling station a person not entitled to
be there or a person causing disruption to the conduct of the poll.

056

Alastair Whitelaw
(Scottish Green Party)

Agree
(in part)

Though the intention here is good, not all presiding officers would feel able to confront a disruptive or violent person in a polling
place. They would be more likely to summon police. Though this type of incident fortunately is rare it does need addressing, as
shown by the case of attempted destruction of a ballot box in Edinburgh a few years ago. Some further thinking here is needed.
Reference to a Returning Officer seems over-cumbersome in a real emergency when calling the police and possibly emergency
services would be indicated.

057

Colin Everett
(Returning Officer)

Agree

058

Alan Mabbutt OBE
(Conservative Party)

Agree

067

Labour Party

Agree

070

Richard Mawrey QC

Agree

072

Dr Heather Green
(Aberdeen University)

Agree

074

Scott Martin (Scottish
National Party)

Disagree

There are complaints at every election about the officious attitude of a small minority of presiding officers. There are reports at every
election about presiding officers and their staff, with no authority whatsoever, claiming jurisdiction to regulate campaigning outwith
the polling place and falling well outside any incidence of undue influence.
Giving presiding officers a statutory power to remove individuals from polling stations is unlikely to do anything other than create
additional difficulties on polling day. It would make presiding officers more likely to take action themselves than call the Police, even
when Police involvement is appropriate. It would also extend the already lengthy training election day staff need to be given in
advance of the election. Ironically, this would probably involving bringing in Police to provide advice on when it would be appropriate
to exercise the powers – and, indeed, what amounts to reasonable force in any given scenario.
Before a Police officer is allowed out on the streets and authorised by the state to exercise force against a citizen, they will have had
several months of training on what is appropriate in any given situation. They remain on probation for two years. Most Police Officers
will have had years of experience on how to speak to individuals in a way which diffuses situations and makes the use of force
ultimately unnecessary.
The original predecessor legislation is Section 9 of the Ballot Act 1872. Four years later, Alexander Graham Bell made the first
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telephone call. We now have the ubiquity of mobile phones and the existence of set Police response times. Formalising the role of a
presiding officer as deciding when reasonable force should be used against an individual and the need to exercise force itself may
well discourage a fair proportion of potential presiding officers from wanting to take up the position in the first place. Rather than
expanding on the powers, I would remove them entirely and leave all of these issues to the Police.
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Provisional Proposal 8-7
A single set of polling rules should apply to all elections, simplified so that they prescribe only the essential elements of conducting a
lawful poll, including: the powers to regulate and restrict entry, hours of polling, the right to vote, the standard, assisted, and tendered
polling processes, and securing an audit trail.
Total responses: 36
Statistics:
Agree - 36
Disagree - 0
Conditional - 0
Sub
002

Respondent

Response to PP 8-7

Robin Potter
(Liberal Democrat
Councillor)

Agree

003

Paul Gribble CBE

Agree

005

Gifty Edila (ERO
and RO for
Hackney BC)

Agree

006

Mark Heath

Agree

YES to a simplified set of rules - but not to restricting them too much.

Also see response to 8-6:
“There continues to be a concern from some, predominantly in urban areas, that the area outside a polling station requires appropriate
regulation. Groups of individuals have been known to cluster outside polling stations and intimidate voters. This is because it is outside
the polling station, an area that the police cannot use current electoral law to regulate, but may be able to use, for example, general
criminal law or highways laws. However, the area of control of presiding officers / Returning Officers and thereby the police under
electoral law should be looked out to ensure that the area outside polling stations, an area where voters may be being intimated, should
also properly be within the control of the presiding officer / Returning Officer and police under electoral law.”

012

Southern Branch
of the AEA

Agree

014

AEA (National)

Agree

015

Eastbourne
Electoral Services

Agree
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016

Phil Hardy
(Sandwell Council)

Agree

017

Joyce White
(Returning Officer
for West
Dunbartonshire)

Agree

019

Prof Bob Watt
(University of
Buckingham)

AGREE

021

Crawford Langley

Agree

022

New Forest DC

Agree

024

London Branch of
the AEA

Agree

025

Matthew Box
(Malvern Hills DC)

Agree

026

Eastern Branch of
the AEA

Agree

027

Senators of the
College of Justice

Agree

One single set of polling rules should apply to all elections.

029

Electoral
Commission

Agree

We agree that the polling rules for all elections should be simplified and consistent for all types of elections so far as possible. We agree
that a set of rules setting out the essential elements of conducting a lawful poll is desirable, with some of the procedural detail taken out
of legislation.

031

Sir Howard
Bernstein

Agree

033

Ian White
(Kettering BC)

Agree

034

Scotland and
Northern Ireland
Branch of the AEA

Agree

035

Jeff Jacobs
(Greater London
Authority)

Agree

Agreed as long as they apply to the processes at polls using different types of voting systems.
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038

David Hughes
(Electoral
Registration Officer
and Returning
Officer for
Gravesham BC)

Agree

041

Timothy Straker
QC

Agree

044

Ian Miller
(Returning Officer
for Wyre Forest)

Agree

046

Wyre Forest DC

Agree

049

West Lancashire
BC

Agree

052

SDLP

Agree

054

Darren Whitney
(Stratford on Avon
DC)

Agree

055

SOLAR (endorsed
by the EMB)

Agree

056

Alastair Whitelaw
(Scottish Green
Party)

Agree

057

Colin Everett
(Returning Officer)

Agree

058

Alan Mabbutt OBE
(Conservative
Party)

gree

067

Labour Party

Agree

070

Richard Mawrey
QC

Agree

A single set of polling rules should apply to all elections, simplified so that they prescribe only the essential elements of conducting a
lawful poll, including: the powers to regulate and restrict entry, hours of polling, the right to vote, the standard, assisted, and tendered
polling processes, and securing an audit trail.

Agreed in principle. SOLAR would welcome opportunity to comment on the details.
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072

Dr Heather Green
(Aberdeen
University)

Agree

074

Scott Martin
(Scottish National
Party)

Agree

I agree that there is scope for simplification of the polling rules. It would be helpful if there were also an explicit acknowledgment of the
right of a polling agent to ask for and be given the number of voters who have already polled at each polling station during the day. In
practice at least in Scotland, this is often the only reason that candidates still appoint polling agents.
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Provisional Proposal 8-8
Polling rules should set out general requirements for a legal poll which the returning officer should adhere to. These should no longer
include a requirement for voters to show the official mark on their ballot paper to polling station staff.
8-8(a): Polling rules should set out general requirements for a legal poll which the returning officer should adhere to.
8-8(b): These should no longer include a requirement for voters to show the official mark on their ballot paper to polling station staff.
Total responses: 35
Statistics:
Agree (total – whether in whole or in part) – 30
Agree wholly with 8-8 – 30
Agree with 8-8(a) but not with 8-8(b) – 1
Disagree 8-8(a) but no response to 8-8(b) – 1
Disagree with 8-8(b), but no response to 8-8(a) – 2
Comment only – 1
Sub

Respondent

Response to PP 8-8

002

Robin Potter
(Liberal Democrat
Councillor)

Agree

003

Paul Gribble CBE

Agree

005

Gifty Edila (ERO
and RO for
Hackney BC)

Agree

006

Mark Heath

Agree

012

Southern Branch

Agree
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of the AEA
014

AEA (National)

Agree

015

Eastbourne
Electoral Services

Agree

016

Phil Hardy
(Sandwell Council)

Agree

017

Joyce White
(Returning Officer
for West
Dunbartonshire)

Agree

019

Prof Bob Watt
(University of
Buckingham)

Disagree
with 8-8(b)
but no
response
to 8-8(a)

I am not convinced that the ‘Tasmanian dodge’ or some variant thereof is not still in operation. Surely the removal of a paper from
the Polling Station is still possible and modern photocopies can produce excellent copies. The advantage of the impressed mark
was that it prevented people from producing their own ballot papers. The demonstration of the validating barcode on the paper
serves some purpose. My view is that some form of validation should be shown. The remarks of Lord Denning MR in Morgan v
Simpson are to be deplored.

021

Crawford Langley

Disagree
with 8-8(b)
but no
response
to 8-8(a)

Prior to the Scottish Independence Referendum, I would have supported the proposal that the law should catch up with practice and
the formal requirement that the PO should see the official mark before a paper is put in the box, be abolished.

Fully agree – no one shows this to the polling staff in any case.

Given, however the misinformation campaign on social media at the time of the Referendum to the effect that papers which were
blank on the back were being issued to voters to allow for substitution by polling staff, I think it is essential that there should be a
requirement that the UIM on the back of the paper be shown to the PO.

022

New Forest DC

Agree

024

London Branch of
the AEA

Agree

025

Matthew Box
(Malvern Hills DC)

Agree

026

Eastern Branch of
the AEA

Agree

027

Senators of the
College of Justice

Agree with
8-8(a) but
not 8-8(b)

The rules should (a) set out requirements to which the returning officer should adhere, but also (b) require voters to show the official
mark on the ballot paper to polling station staff (a useful safeguard).

029

Electoral
Commission

Agree

We agree that the rules should set out general requirements for a legal poll which the returning officer should adhere to and that
there should no longer be a requirement for voters to show the official mark on their ballot paper to polling station staff. However
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there should still be a discretionary power for polling staff to ask voters, and an obligation on voters to do so, to show the official
mark on their ballot paper, if asked.
This would enable polling station staff to have the right to check if they had concerns about a ballot paper not being genuine and to
place an obligation on the voter to comply with the request. It is already the case that the requirement that voters must fold their
ballot paper after they have voted does not necessarily apply depending on the type of count taking place.
In circumstances where votes will be counted electronically voters have been instructed not to fold their ballot paper and to place it
unfolded (face down) in a specially designed ballot box for this purpose. However it is our view that voters at all elections should
continue to be required to fold their ballot paper after voting, so as not to reveal how they have voted, before placing the ballot paper
in the ballot box.
031

Sir Howard
Bernstein

Agree

033

Ian White
(Kettering BC)

Agree

034

Scotland and
Northern Ireland
Branch of the AEA

Disagree 88(a), no
response
8-8(b)

035

Jeff Jacobs
(Greater London
Authority)

Agree

038

David Hughes
(Electoral
Registration
Officer and
Returning Officer
for Gravesham
BC)

The proposal obviously means UIM not the official mark, however in Scotland there were many challenges (unofficial) to there being
no UIM on the reverse of the ballot paper. This provision would at least demonstrate it was asked for and remove any question that
improper ballot papers were used.

Agree

041

Timothy Straker
QC

Agree

044

Ian Miller
(Returning Officer
for Wyre Forest)

Agree

Compliance with the current rule on showing the official mark is patchy in the extreme.

046

Wyre Forest DC

Agree

As for EL044.

049

West Lancashire
BC

Agree
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054

Darren Whitney
(Stratford on Avon
DC)

Agree

055

SOLAR (endorsed
by the EMB)

Agree

Not the “official mark” which should be referred to here – that’s on the front of the ballot paper. The proposal should refer to the
unique identifying mark (UIM) (see Instructions to voter in para 8.37, page 164).
Agreed there should be no requirement for voters to show the UIM to polling staff; it adds very little, if anything, to the security of the
poll through prevention of possible fraud.

056

Alastair Whitelaw
(Scottish Green
Party)

Comment
only

The official mark (actually a pattern of perforations made by an embosser) was dropped a few years ago in Scotland.

057

Colin Everett
(Returning Officer)

Agree

058

Alan Mabbutt OBE
(Conservative
Party)

Agree

067

Labour Party

Agree

070

Richard Mawrey
QC

Agree

072

Dr Heather Green
(Aberdeen
University)

Agree

Yes. This would rationalise law and practice, as voters tend not to be required to do this in practice at present.

074

Scott Martin
(Scottish National
Party)

Agree

Agreed. The requirement to call out the electoral number and the name of the voter could also be usefully examined. In my own
experience, when a voter hands over their polling card, whether the name and number is read out depends entirely on the
arrangements between the presiding officer and the polling clerk. The statutory duty to call out the details is generally not observed
unless there is an arrangement where the presiding officer reads out the details from the polling card for the benefit of the polling
clerk. If the polling clerk is just passed the card, then the details are usually not called out. It is probably correct to say that,
technically, at any election most presiding officers are in breach of official duty under Section 63 of the 1983 Act by not carrying out
the duty under Rule 37(1)(a) of the UK Parliamentary election rules or the equivalent to call out the electoral number and name of the
voter.
The statutory requirement dates from the time when polling agents were almost always present at polling stations. “Polling Agents”
were once referred to as “Personation Agents”. The origin of the process goes back to before the introduction of the secret vote,
when voters presented themselves and had their votes recorded in the returning officer’s poll book under the watchful eye of the
candidate’s agents. The rationale for the requirement to read out the voter’s details was so that polling agents present at the polling
station had notice that a person was about to receive a ballot paper and to afford proof in the case of alleged personation, which
would now mean the ability to ask the presiding officer to have the statutory questions read out to the voter. It also allowed for a
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polling agent to mark the voter off on their own copy of the electoral roll. In practice, at least in Scotland, this has not been the norm
for many decades.
It is therefore worth examining whether there is an alternative rationale for the rule to justify its continuance against the background
of the rule not being particularly well observed in practice and with its principal rationale effectively obsolete. There may be a
residual benefit in the rule as a double check against a voter who has accidently picked up the polling card of a person of the same
sex in their household and hands it over to the polling clerk. If the name on the card is read out, the mistake will become apparent to
the voter. The process of calling out could in these circumstances ensure that the correct person is marked off the voting lists,
allowing the voters whose name is on the card to vote without any objection. But that only works if presiding officers actually read out
the names in the first place – which is far from the position at present. Either the rule should be emphasised more in the training of
presiding officers and polling clerks or it should be abandoned, with perhaps an exception being created when polling agents are
actually present at the polling station and require the presiding officer to call out the names of electors.
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Provisional Proposal 8-9
The right to ask voters questions as to their entitlement to vote should be preserved, but secondary legislation should only prescribe the
point they may elicit, and leave suggested wording to guidance.
Total responses: 38
Statistics:
Agree – 30
Disagree – 5
Comment only – 3
Sub

Respondent

Response to PP 8-9

002

Robin Potter
(Liberal Democrat
Councillor)

Agree

003

Paul Gribble CBE

Agree

005

Gifty Edila (ERO
and RO for
Hackney BC)

Agree

006

Mark Heath

Agree

012

Southern Branch
of the AEA

Agree

014

AEA (National)

Agree

015

Eastbourne
Electoral
Services

Agree

016

Phil Hardy
(Sandwell
Council)

Agree

017

Joyce White
(Returning Officer
for West

Agree

YES

We agree that general questions should be asked of electors to determine their eligibility to vote. We agree that the wording should
be provided in guidance.

We feel these questions are used and helpful in the polling station and would not want to lose them but on a practical basis to have
them in guidance would be acceptable.
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Dunbartonshire)
019

Prof Bob Watt
(University of
Buckingham)

Agree

021

Crawford Langley

Disagree

While understanding the rationale behind the proposed simplification of the prescribed questions, I would be reluctant to give polling
staff a discretion as to what questions to ask.
Under the current law, it is possible to set out a matrix of question and answer which any Presiding Officer can follow.
This has the twofold advantage of eliminating nuances due to personal inclinations towards timidity or officiousness and makes it
clear to both staff and would-be voter that a specific statutory process with specific consequences has been embarked upon.

022

New Forest DC

Agree

024

London Branch of
the AEA

Agree

025

Matthew Box
(Malvern Hills
DC)

Agree

026

Eastern Branch
of the AEA

Agree

027

Senators of the
College of Justice

Agree

029

Electoral
Commission

Agree

031

Sir Howard
Bernstein

Disagree

The current prescribed questions are used from time to time, and are helpful in the polling station. We would not wish to lose them,
but, practically, there would appear to be no reason why they could not be withdrawn from legislation but covered in guidance
instead.

The right to ask voters about their entitlement to vote should be preserved.

This provisional proposal is supported to the extent that that the right to ask questions as to entitlement should be preserved. It is
considered, however, that the prescribed questions should be retained.
The prescription of a limited set of specific questions that may be presented to an elector as to their entitlement to vote is an
important safeguard against the potential for an overly-zealous presiding officer confounding an elector’s desire to vote by asking an
open-ended series of questions concerning eligibility. It is suggested that the existing (or similar) prescribed questions be kept for
the purposes of ascertaining eligibility. However, in addition to these there should be (for the avoidance of doubt, since paragraph
8.47 raises a question as to this) explicit provision for the asking of other questions for the purposes of assisting an elector (for
example, so as to direct them to the correct polling station) as opposed to enquiring into eligibility.
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033

Ian White
(Kettering BC)

Disagree

034

Scotland and
Northern Ireland
Branch of the
AEA

Agree

035

Jeff Jacobs
(Greater London
Authority)

Agree

038

David Hughes
(Electoral
Registration
Officer and
Returning Officer
for Gravesham
BC)

Agree

041

Timothy Straker
QC

Disagree

044

Ian Miller
(Returning Officer
for Wyre Forest)

Agree

046

Wyre Forest DC

Agree

048

Disability Action
NI

Comment
only

049

West Lancashire
BC

Agree

052

SDLP

Agree

Disagree. The current wording should be maintained as it is consistent and fit for purpose.

Wording should not be left to guidance; questions in polling stations can lead to controversy particularly in areas where English (or
Welsh) is not universal.

Through our work Disability Action has been made aware of situations where people with a learning disability have been challenged
in polling stations in relation to their capacity to vote. There needs to be clear guidance in relation to this. No person has a right to
prevent someone voting in relation to their capacity.

We agree that the right to ask voters questions as to their entitlement to vote should be preserved, but secondary legislation should
only prescribe the point they may elicit, and leave suggested wording to guidance.
However we feel strongly that such questioning should not be posed in a way which dissuades any individual or community from
taking part in the democratic process. We have identified cases where European citizens have been denied their right to vote in
European elections due to aggressive questioning and a failure to follow procedure.

054

Darren Whitney

Agree
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(Stratford on
Avon DC)
055

SOLAR
(endorsed by the
EMB)

Disagree

Standardised questions should be prescribed but the current version of questions should be rationalised with the number of
prescribed questions reduced. Suggested wording should not be left to guidance since this voter facing procedure should be
consistent across electoral areas.

056

Alastair Whitelaw
(Scottish Green
Party)

Comment
only

This is difficult. In fact the present writer has changed his mind over time, and now believes that voters should be obliged to provide
some form of identification, to counter to fraud. It is appreciated that this is a major area.

057

Colin Everett
(Returning
Officer)

Agree

058

Alan Mabbutt
OBE
(Conservative
Party)

Agree

060

Mencap UK

Comment
only

Entitlement to vote at a polling station is based on the polling station registers. Presiding officers are not entitled to question in
substance the right to vote, but may ask certain questions which are prescribed in the legislation for each election. Mencap’s
experience is that people with a learning disability have in some cases experienced discrimination here with staff asking about their
capacity to understand and vote.
As described in the introduction the law is clear that someone does not need to have the ‘mental capacity’ to make an informed
decision in order to be able to vote.
Recommendation: Secondary legislation should make clear that presiding officers cannot question a person’s mental capacity.

067

Labour Party

Agree

070

Richard Mawrey
QC

Agree

072

Dr Heather Green
(Aberdeen
University)

Agree

074

Scott Martin
(Scottish National
Party)

Agree

The important issue is that the right questions to ask are contained in the guidance for polling staff. I agree that the exact questions
do not need to be set out in legislation.
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Provisional Proposal 8-10
Voting with the assistance of a companion should not involve formal declarations, but should be permitted by the presiding officer where
a voter appears to be unable to vote without assistance. There should no longer be a limit on the number of disabled voters a person may
assist; alternatively, the limit should not apply to family members, who should include grandparents and (adult) grandchildren.
Note: The provisional proposal has been split into three propositions for the purpose of consultation analysis. Where a consultee “agrees” (as
indicated in table below), this means that they agree with all three propositions.
8-10(a): Voting with the assistance of a companion should not involve formal declarations, but should be permitted by the presiding officer where a
voter appears to be unable to vote without assistance.
8-10(b): There should no longer be a limit on the number of disabled voters a person may assist.
8-10(c): Alternatively, the limit should not apply to family members, who should include grandparents and (adult) grandchildren.
Total responses: 39
Statistics:
Agree (total – in whole or in part) – 33
Agree in whole - 18
Agree with 8-10(a) only – 4
(8-10(a)(i): Agree with 8-10(a), but there should be a list/record of assisted voters and companions – 13)
Agree with 8-10(b) only – 2
Agree with 8-10(c) – 1
Agree with (a) and (c) – 8
Disagree – 4
Conditional – 1
Unclear – 1
Sub

Respondent

002

Robin Potter
(Liberal Democrat
Councillor)

Response to PP 8-10
Conditional

Proviso that the PO can refuse if he/she thinks some helper is doing too many without good reason.
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003

Paul Gribble CBE

Agree

005

Gifty Edila (ERO
and RO for
Hackney BC)

Agree

006

Mark Heath

Agree

012

Southern Branch
of the AEA

Agree with
8-10(c) only

Although there are not widespread issues within this area it was felt that the need for a declaration was a good deterrent, we agree
that the family members who could assist should be extended.
We did however have reservations in removing the declaration due to the potential fraud element and felt that to modify and/or
simplify the form rather than get rid of it all together would be the better option.

014

AEA (National)

Agree with
8-10(a) and
(c)

The AEA supports the provisional proposal for companions to voters not having to complete formal declarations. However, it
considers that there is still the need for the list of votes marked by companions. The list should record the details of the companion
and voter so that there is a record should the need arise to refer to the list as a result of alleged electoral malpractice or an election
petition.
The AEA has concerns on there no longer being a limit on the number of disabled voters a person may assist as such a relaxation
may give rise to the opportunity for electoral malpractices in some areas.
The AEA supports the provisional proposal to include grandparents and (adult) grandchildren to the family member list where such
a limit would not apply.
(The AEA believes that limits should be retained for the reasons set out in our comments on provisional proposal 8-10. As stated,
we support the part of the proposal relating to family members.)

015

Eastbourne
Electoral
Services

Agree with
(a) and (c)

Eastbourne Electoral Services supports the provisional proposal for companions to voters not having to complete formal
declarations. However, it considers that there is still the need for the list of votes marked by companions. The list should record the
details of the companion and voter so that there is a record should the need arise to refer to the list as a result of alleged electoral
malpractice or an election petition.
We support the commits AEA has concerns on there no longer being a limit on the number of disabled voters a person may assist
as such a relaxation may give rise to the opportunity for electoral malpractices in some areas.
The AEA supports the provisional proposal to include grandparents and (adult) grandchildren to the family member list where such
a limit would not apply.

016

Phil Hardy
(Sandwell
Council)

Agree with
(a) and (c)

Supports response of National AEA

017

Joyce White
(Returning Officer
for West

Agree with
(a)

I support the provisional proposal for companions to voters not having to complete formal declarations. However, there is still the
need for the list of votes marked by companions. The list should record the details of the companion and voter so that there is a
record should the need arise to refer to the list as a result of alleged electoral malpractice or an election petition.
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Dunbartonshire)
019

Prof Bob Watt
(University of
Buckingham)

Disagree

No. Furthermore it should be a duty upon ROs to provide assistance at public expense to voters living with a disability. It should
not be up to disabled voters to provide their own assistance or have to arrange it.

021

Crawford Langley

Agree with
(a) and
comment
only on (b)
and (c)

The declaration by a companion to a voter is outmoded and should be abolished.
It is a more open question whether listing or a limit on the number of persons who can be assisted serves any useful purpose or
whether the provision should be reversed by a presumption that a voter who needs assistance can have it with the Presiding
Officer given a power to intervene where there is a suspicion that the voter is under duress.
Furthermore, I have reason to suspect that the categories of person who may render assistance and for recording may be ignored
in many cases.
If an immigrant woman (and it usually is a woman) cannot read English but is accompanied by a teenage son or daughter (under
18) who does, what is the greater evil – refusing the woman a vote unless she comes back with a qualified companion, or letting
her vote with the assistance of an under-age companion?

022

New Forest DC

Disagree

Although there are not widespread issues within this area we consider a declaration important. While we have no evidence to this
effect, the need to complete a declaration might be a deterrent to someone wishing to exercise undue influence over a voter.

024

London Branch of
the AEA

Disagree

We do not agree that declarations made by companions should be dispensed with. Although seemingly bureaucratic, we consider
that they provide an appropriate audit trail to ensure that the integrity of the voting process is maintained.

025

Matthew Box
(Malvern Hills
DC)

Agree with
8-10(a) and
(c)

Supports response of the National AEA

026

Eastern Branch
of the AEA

Agree with
8-10(a) and
(c)

Supports response of the National AEA

027

Senators of the
College of Justice

Agree with
8-10(a) and
(c)

No formal declarations should be necessary where voting with the assistance of a companion: however there should be a limit to
the number of disabled voters whom a person may assist (in the interests of avoiding fraud), although there should be no limit in
the context of family members.

029

Electoral
Commission

Agree inc (b)

Our view is that wherever possible a voter should be able to vote in secret unaided, to minimise the risk of compromising the
secrecy of individual votes or of undue influence being placed on voters who are assisted by a companion. Where assistance is
required this should be provided by either the poll staff or a companion of the voter.
We agree with and support the proposal for a requirement that for those voting with the assistance of a companion it should not
involve either the voter or the companion making formal declarations. The voter should be required to state orally that they cannot
vote unaided and that they consent to the companion assisting them. We suggest that a separate record should be completed of
those voting with the assistance of a companion and that there should be general restrictions on the qualifications to be a
companion.
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For example, we suggest that the companion must have attained voting age to be eligible to vote at that particular election, be able
to see and be capable of undertaking unaided the voter’s instructions on how to cast their vote. The name and the electoral number
of voter, the name and address of the companion and the relationship (if any) of the companion to the voter should be recorded on
a form for this purpose by the presiding officer, prior to issuing a ballot paper, who should also note the time the voting took place.
This form should be signed by the presiding officer at the close of the poll and delivered to the RO along with the other polling
station documentation.
We agree that the existing limit on the number of disabled voters a person may assist should be abolished. The existing
prescriptive list of family members who may assist more than two voters is restrictive. If it is to be retained we agree that the list
should be extended to include grandparents and (adult) grandchildren.
031

Sir Howard
Bernstein

Agree with
8-10(a) and
(c)

This provision proposal is supported.

033

Ian White
(Kettering BC)

Agree with
(a)

Agreed to an extent. If one person assists more than a reasonable number of voters at any one time, it may have a detrimental
impact on flows in the polling station, so the limit should be retained.

034

Scotland and
Northern Ireland
Branch of the
AEA

Agree

The SCOTLAND AND NORTHERN IRELAND BRANCH OF THE AEA supports the provisional proposal for companions to voters
not having to complete formal declarations. However, it considers that there is still the need for the list of votes marked by
companions. The list should record the details of the companion and voter so that there is a record should the need arise to refer to
the list as a result of alleged electoral malpractice or an election petition.

It is suggested that the same rules regarding the limit on number of persons who may be assisted as apply in respect of acting as a
proxy should apply to a companion assisting voters in a polling station.

The Scotland and Northern Ireland Branch of the SCOTLAND AND NORTHERN IRELAND BRANCH OF THE AEA also supports
their being no upper limit. Concerns over malpractice can be traced back to individuals from the record kept anyway. The
SCOTLAND AND NORTHERN IRELAND BRANCH OF THE AEA supports the provisional proposal to include grandparents and
(adult) grandchildren to the family member list where such a limit would not apply.
038

David Hughes
(Electoral
Registration
Officer and
Returning Officer
for Gravesham
BC)

Agree with
8-10(a) and
(c)

Supports response of the National AEA

041

Timothy Straker
QC

Disagree

Voting with assistance is highly controversial and ought to be strictly controlled.

044

Ian Miller
(Returning Officer
for Wyre Forest)

Agree with
(a) and (c)

The proposal to remove formal declarations is supported. However there should continue to be a list of who has assisted disabled
voters: this could be a simple list, kept by the presiding officer, showing the elector’s number on the register and (based on oral
declaration) the name and house number/postcode of the companion.
I do not support the Commissions’ proposal to allow any person to support as many “disabled” voters as they wish. This would
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seem to leave the door open to a candidate or campaigner to seek to assist large numbers of frail and elderly people, for example,
and bring undue influence on them or, worse still, complete their votes for them. This would risk exactly the perceptions that other
reforms proposed by the Commissions (e.g. handling postal voting packs) seek to remove. The limit should be removed only for
family members as it quite conceivable that one individual might have several disabled family members.
046

Wyre Forest DC

Agree with
(a) and (c)

As above for EL044.

048

Disability Action
NI

Agree [prob
inc b]

Disability Action welcomes the proposal for voting with assistance from a companion. In our experience the current arrangements
are restrictive. However, it is also our experience that polling staff do not have enough knowledge on existing legislation. For
example, an a member of polling staff assisting a person rather than the Presiding Officer and a Presiding Officer refusing to
provide assistance as they did not think they could do this under the current legislation.

049

West Lancashire
BC

Agree with
8-10(a) and
(c)

Supports response of the National AEA

052

SDLP

Agree with
(a)

We agree that voting with the assistance of a companion should not involve formal declarations, but should be permitted by the
presiding officer where a voter appears to be unable to vote without assistance.

054

Darren Whitney
(Stratford on
Avon DC)

Agree with
8-10(a) and
(c)

Supports response of the National AEA

055

SOLAR
(endorsed by the
EMB)

Agree inc b

The risk of manipulation of groups of voters, albeit this may be limited, prompted comment that a record of assistance to a voter
should be retained. Leaving aside issues of capacity, it is valid to have a safeguard in terms of an auditable record, controlled in
polling stations. Review of wording currently in use could be done: ie. simplified. The limit in number of voters that can be assisted
should be removed.

056

Alastair Whitelaw
(Scottish Green
Party)

Comment
only

An assisting companion should also have to provide identification.

057

Colin Everett
(Returning
Officer)

Agree

058

Alan Mabbutt
OBE
(Conservative
Party)

Agree

060

Mencap UK

Agree inc b

Recommendation: presiding officers should be able to permit voters to vote with the assistance of a companion without requiring a
written declaration.
Recommendation: There should be no limit to the number of people who can support a disabled person to vote. Supporters can be
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anyone including family, support workers, carers or friends.
A welcome move from the Commission is to provisionally consider that presiding officers should be able to permit voters to vote
with the assistance of a companion without requiring a written declaration. This would undoubtedly help people with a learning
disability, a significant number of whom may well need support on the day.
It is important to highlight that people with a learning disability may not feel they need a companion until the day of polling itself.
They may well have voted in previous elections unaided but on the day itself there may be challenges that arise which will mean
the support of a companion becomes critical.
This might be for example, travel issues which might result in the voter arriving flustered or upset, there might be confusing or
difficult conversations with campaigners, candidates and party members near the polling station and so on.
These might have knock on effects to understanding the process clearly and therefore the support of a companion much needed.
Allowing a companion to support them would be a very welcome move but safeguards should be considered too. The name of the
person assisting should be noted to that any concerns that emerged later about coercion or exploitation could be investigated.
The Commission also proposes that there should not be a limit on the number of persons able to assist disabled voters, or
alternatively propose that the limit should not apply to family members. Currently the limit is 2.
In some cases people with profound and multiple learning disabilities in particular who may well have a number of complex needs
have large teams to support them. This may well include family members and friends. We welcome therefore the acknowledgement
by the Commission to scrap the limit.
061

Diverse Cymru

Conditionally
agree with
(b) – should
not allow
campaigners
to assist

With regard to ensuring that there are sufficient enlarged copies of voting papers available we feel that these must be readily
available to voters who request one and that that principle must be communicated widely to voters. Many people are not aware that
voting papers can be accessed in different formats, and instead assume that due to the secrecy of the poll there can be no
adjustments to voting papers or alternative formats.
It is important that a person who requires the assistance of a companion to vote can be supported by a person they trust to assist
them in that process. This is important for both secrecy and ensuring that an individual’s voting preferences and instructions are
followed.
In some cases, not only of care homes, but also in families with larger numbers of disabled members, neighbours supporting each
other, or third sector support organisations many individuals may request to be accompanied and supported by the same person.
This should be allowed, as trust in the voting process and support provided is key to supporting disabled people who wish to vote
to vote.
We feel that there should be an explicit ban on campaigners supporting anyone to vote unless they are assisting a family member
to avoid any potential abuse of this provision and to increase confidence in the electoral process.
We also feel it is important to communicate to the general public the range of potential support that may be requested and
mechanisms to address barriers (from proxy and postal voting to devices, enlarged papers, and companions), as many people will
not request adjustments they are not aware exist or assume would not be provided.

065

RNIB

Agree with

We are concerned by the qualifying characteristics set down for ‘the companion’ (further below) but with respect to the above, also
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(b) + further
comments

concerned with the stipulation that such an assistant is permitted only to assist one voter. This ought to be re-considered, given a
typical circumstance where a son of / or daughter of / two elderly parents ask their son / daughter to accompany them both to the
polling station to assist them to vote.
We are concerned that…the criteria for defining an eligible companion is too narrow. We think a vision impaired individual should
not be prevented from choosing a non-relative as their trusted companion. The assumption that a relative is more trustworthy than
a non-relative as a general rule is not always true.
Also, the age restriction could be a barrier to a vision impaired person, for example whose son or daughter is under 18, but who is
familiar with assisting their parent with completing tasks, and who that voter wishes to be their companion and to assist them to
cast their vote. It seems unreasonable to us that the law excludes a voter from being able to choose this type of companion.
We think the presiding officer should be required to facilitate the disabled voter to make a reasonable decision about the
companion they’ve chosen to assist them, rather than be required to make the decision on their behalf.
See pages 3 to 5 of RNIB response for further detailed comment.

067

Labour Party

Agree inc b

The general provision that there should be no limit on assisted voting appears acceptable. It may be that in some circumstances an
appropriate charity may provide a person to assist several people and this should not be unnecessarily restricted.

070

Richard Mawrey
QC

Agree

Experience at Tower Hamlets has convinced me that the rules should forbid anyone from the political parties or representing the
candidates from entry into a polling station other than to cast their own vote. Voters should not be allowed to be accompanied into
the polling station unless they are so disabled as to require physical assistance. In particular, family members should be made to
wait outside while each member of the family votes.

072

Dr Heather Green
(Aberdeen
University)

Agree inc b

I agree there should be no need for formal declarations and no limit on the numbers of disabled electors a person may assist. This
may aid participation in election by, for example, the residents of a care home being assisted by staff.

Scott Martin
(Scottish National
Party)

Agree

074

I would also suggest that the law should reform the conception of disability operating in election legislation. At present its focus is
exclusively on physical impairments. Given the consequences of the Electoral Administration Act 2006, s73, which removed the
common law on mental incapacity to vote, I think there is an urgent need to do more to express in legislation the sorts of support
voters with mental impairments may be entitled to access to facilitate their participation.
This simplification to voting for persons requiring the assistance of a companion is supported.
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Provisional Proposal 8-11
The requirement to provide equipment to assist visually impaired voters to vote unaided should be retained. There should be a single
formulation, applying to all elections, of the required characteristics of the equipment.
Total responses: 38
Statistics:
Agree – 37
Requirement of the device should not be excessively prescriptive – 35
Requirement should be left to guidance, determined in consultation with disability interest groups – 2 (Electoral Commission & RNIB)
Disagree - 1

Sub

Respondent

Response to PP 8-11

002

Robin Potter
(Liberal Democrat
Councillor)

Agree

003

Paul Gribble CBE

Agree

005

Gifty Edila (ERO
and RO for
Hackney BC)

Agree

006

Mark Heath

Agree

012

Southern Branch
of the AEA

Agree

014

AEA (National)

Agree

015

Eastbourne
Electoral
Services

Agree

YES

We agree that the requirement to provide equipment to assist visually impaired voters to vote unaided should be retained.

The AEA Southern Branch agrees Agree with the proposal, but feel that the device that can be used should not be described in
infinite detail and the law should be left open for other options to be considered when available.
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016

Phil Hardy
(Sandwell
Council)

Agree

017

Joyce White
(Returning Officer
for West
Dunbartonshire)

Agree

019

Prof Bob Watt
(University of
Buckingham)

Agree

021

Crawford Langley

Agree

022

New Forest DC

Agree

We agree, but suggest that the device to be used should not be described in minute detail, but should be broadened to enable a
wider range of options to be considered.

024

London Branch of
the AEA

Agree

However, in doing so, we also strongly believe that the legislative wording should be adapted in order to allow more than one
commercial supplier to provide such devices.

025

Matthew Box
(Malvern Hills
DC)

Agree

026

Eastern Branch
of the AEA

Agree

027

Senators of the
College of Justice

Agree

029

Electoral
Commission

Agree

We support this proposal. We also suggest that while there has been established provision for the procedure for dealing with voters
with severe sight impairments for many years, those with physical mobility impairments and other disabilities are not specifically
covered, for example those with hearing and learning impairments.
We suggest that groups representing people with various disabilities be involved in devising appropriate procedures regarding this
aspect of specialist support but that this could be contained in guidance rather than legislation.
However it should be noted that at elections we issue guidance to polling staff on how they should deal with voters requiring
assistance. This is explained in the Handbook for poll staff.

031

Sir Howard
Bernstein

Agree

The description of the aid should be as general as possible to allow the development of the most effective solutions and competition
between suppliers.

033

Ian White
(Kettering BC)

Disagree

This will not work at elections where voters have more than one choice (e.g. PCC elections)
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034

Scotland and
Northern Ireland
Branch of the
AEA

Agree

035

Jeff Jacobs (GLA
RO)

Agree

However steps should be taken to ensure that the formulation of the characteristics is not so narrow and technical as to exclude the
possibility of competition because of intellectual property claims – that is, that the description should not just fit one product but be
designed to achieve the objective of enabling visually impaired voters to vote unaided.
See GLRO comment quoted at 3.151 of the Electoral Law Scoping Report:
“Ballot paper design was not the only area where consultees thought detailed prescription was an issue. For example, the Greater
London Returning Officer cited “the fact that one company holds a patent for both types of tactile voting device … that comply with
the statutory provisions” as an issue of concern. In particular, his response explained that it would be “preferable for the law to
specify the objective (of enabling visually impaired electors to vote independently) rather than the means”. This view was also
shared by Diverse Cymru who thought detailed prescription in the legislation prevented the adoption of secure new technology as it
developed. A more flexible approach would, in its view, allow for improvements through which as many disabled people as possible
are enabled to vote.”

038

David Hughes
(Electoral
Registration
Officer and
Returning Officer
for Gravesham
BC)

Agree

041

Timothy Straker
QC

Agree

044

Ian Miller
(Returning Officer
for Wyre Forest)

Agree

046

Wyre Forest DC

Agree

048

Disability Action
NI

Agree

049

West Lancashire
BC

Agree

052

SDLP

Agree

Disability Action welcomes this proposal and the rationale that being less descriptive will mean that if new technology becomes
available then it will be easier to introduce it. However, we are concerned that if could lead to differing quality of provision of devices
in electoral areas.
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054

Darren Whitney
(Stratford on
Avon DC)

Agree

055

SOLAR
(endorsed by the
EMB)

Agreed

056

Alastair Whitelaw
(Scottish Green
Party)

Agree

057

Colin Everett
(Returning
Officer)

Agree

058

Alan Mabbutt
OBE
(Conservative
Party)

Agree

061

Diverse Cymru

Agree

We agree with this proposal, subject to the requirement being stated in a way that refers to the purpose of the device and required
aspects only, rather than specifying technical details which would prevent more accessible new technologies being used.

065

RNIB

Agree

While we recognise that the ‘tactile voting device’ --that is currently in use across polling stations in the UK--- does generally
facilitate some blind and partially sighted people to cast a private vote, we think the definition could permit virtually any device,
however appropriate or inappropriate, to meet the requirement. We think further consideration and clarification is necessary to
ensure the possibility of inappropriate tactile solutions entering the market or being deployed because the legislation remains too
vague.

Refers to comments on ballot paper design:
If the design and content of ballot papers are to be regulated by secondary legislation, the affirmative resolution procedure should be
used to ensure debate and detailed scrutiny of the justification for such changes.

See pages
4-6 of
response

We think further consultation with organisations representing blind and partially sighted people should be conducted to identify a set
of general rules, defining the design and function of the tactile voting device, that can then be carried through into guidance
supporting the legislation.
We observe low levels of understanding about vision impairment amongst polling staff, reinforced by RNIB’s 2014 voting
accessibility survey and Scope’s series of ‘Polls Apart’ reports, and so we think it is crucial that the use of specific references to
vision impairment are made in both the primary and secondary legislation.

067

Labour Party

Agree

070

Richard Mawrey
QC

Agree

074

Scott Martin
(Scottish National

Agree

I agree that there is no need to specify the characteristics of the device in legislation, but that there should remain an obligation on
returning officers to provide a mechanism to assist visually impaired voters to vote without having to disclose their vote to anyone.
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Party)
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Provisional Proposal 8-12
The current provision, including the distinction between the death of party and independent candidates, should be retained as regards
parliamentary elections.
Total responses: 35
Statistics:
Agree - 26
Disagree - 7
Comment only – 2
Sub

Respondent

Response to PP 8-12

002

Robin Potter
(Liberal Democrat
Councillor)

Disagree

003

Paul Gribble CBE

Agree

005

Gifty Edila (ERO
and RO for
Hackney BC)

Agree

006

Mark Heath

Agree

009

Chief Electoral
Office for
Northern Ireland

Comment
only

012

Southern Branch
of the AEA

Agree

014

AEA (National)

Agree

015

Eastbourne
Electoral
Services

Agree

016

Phil Hardy
(Sandwell
Council)

Agree

No distinction

We welcome consideration of the law with regards to the parity of rules governing the death of party and independent candidates at
elections using STV.
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017

Joyce White
(Returning Officer
for West
Dunbartonshire)

Agree

021

Crawford Langley

Disagree

While recognising the modern emphasis on parties, it is difficult to see why any distinction should be drawn between candidates.
Notwithstanding the provisions anent registration of political parties, many independent candidates are recognised as representing
current local cause and those who would have voted for him/her may be deprived of the opportunity to vote for the cause. In
particular, the relict may, regard it as important to stand in place of the deceased spouse.

022

New Forest DC

Agree

024

London Branch of
the AEA

Agree

025

Matthew Box
(Malvern Hills
DC)

Agree

026

Eastern Branch
of the AEA

Agree

027

Senators of the
College of Justice

Agree

029

Electoral
Commission

Agree

031

Sir Howard
Bernstein

Agree

033

Ian White
(Kettering BC)

Agree

034

Scotland and
Northern Ireland
Branch of the
AEA

Agree

038

David Hughes
(Electoral

Agree

This proposal is supported.
The reasoning for the current position of drawing a distinction between the death of party and independent candidates at
parliamentary elections does appear to reflect a considered political policy position by parliament (which is touched on by the
consultation paper at paragraph 8.104, where the primacy of party affiliation in the eyes of most voters at parliamentary elections is
referred to). It is for parliament to decide if it wishes to depart from this.
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Registration
Officer and
Returning Officer
for Gravesham
BC)
041

Timothy Straker
QC

Disagree

This provision distinguishing between independent candidates and party candidates in the event of death should NOT be retained.
It is unreasonably unfair and denies an independent voice in the choice of a large majority. If an independent (e.g.) died on the day
of a poll the campaign h was pursuing could no longer be pursued.

044

Ian Miller
(Returning Officer
for Wyre Forest)

Disagree

This proposal is not supported.
In 2006 in Blaenau Gwent in the by-elections to Parliament and National Assembly following the death of Peter Law, Dai Davies was
elected MP as an independent and Trish Law became AM having shown no description on the ballot paper. While this was in the
circumstances of the death of a sitting politician, it demonstrates why it would be inappropriate to treat the death of an independent
candidate as meaning that there is no one who can credibly stand in his or her shoes: there might be a spouse or other person
closely associated with the individual who might gain sufficient support to be elected.
It is also the case that individuals’ choice to stand as an independent might be influenced by other declared candidacies of
independent candidates. People might choose not to stand because person A, who is well known and liked locally, has been
announced as an independent candidate. If A had died before close of nominations, persons B or C might have stood. If A dies after
nominations but before the poll, the rules prevent those people from even having the chance to offer themselves to the electorate,
despite the changed circumstances.
My response is that the local government election rules should apply to Parliamentary elections i.e. the death of a candidate means
that the poll is countermanded and a fresh election held.

046

Wyre Forest DC

Disagree

Response as for EL044

049

West Lancashire
BC

Agree

052

SDLP

Agree

054

Darren Whitney
(Stratford on
Avon DC)

Agree

055

SOLAR
(endorsed by the
EMB)

Disagree

The death of all candidates, including independent candidates, should be treated the same for all polls since the approach of
disregarding the votes of a deceased independent candidate disenfranchises those voters and gives an unfair advantage to party
candidates and their voters.

056

Alastair Whitelaw
(Scottish Green
Party)

Disagree

The writer, though associated with a political party does support the right of independents to stand. There is a case for following the
parliamentary model here, i.e. delaying the election and reopening nominations on the death of any candidate. There are cases
where independents have stood on the basis of organised campaigns which might not be registered as political parties. In the event
of the death of a candidate in these circumstances it is likely that someone else from the campaign would stand. For the same
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reason it would be appropriate to permit independents to use a brief description subject to the usual restrictions.
057

Colin Everett
(Returning
Officer)

Agree

058

Alan Mabbutt
OBE
(Conservative
Party)

Agree

067

Labour Party

Agree

070

Richard Mawrey
QC

Agree

072

Dr Heather Green
(Aberdeen
University)

Agree

074

Scott Martin

Comment
only

Given that the individual cannot be replaced we believe the poll should continue on the death of an independent candidate.

As a footnote in relation to what is said to be a convention referred to in paragraph 8.95, the SNP stood a candidate against Speaker
Martin at the 2001 and 2005 elections and candidates from UKIP and other parties stood against Speaker Bercow in 2010 and
2015. The “convention” appears more as a practice of the Conservative Party than of other parties. A Labour Party candidate
unsuccessfully stood against Speaker Weatherill as recently as the 1987 election. As well as the Labour Party, the Liberal Party also
had a consistent practice of standing against speakers in the twentieth century. One has to go as far back as 1931 for the last time
the Speaker was elected unopposed.
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Provisional Proposal 8-13
At elections using the party list voting system, the death of an individual independent candidate should not affect the poll unless he or
she gains enough votes for election, in which case he or she should be passed over for the purpose of allocation of the seat; the death of
a list candidate should not affect the poll.
Total responses: 36
Statistics:
Agree - 32
Disagree - 2
Conditional - 1
Comment only – 1
Sub

Respondent

Response to PP 8-13

002

Robin Potter
(Liberal Democrat
Councillor)

Agree

003

Paul Gribble CBE

Agree

005

Gifty Edila (ERO
and RO for
Hackney BC)

Agree

006

Mark Heath

Agree

009

NI Office

Comment
only

012

Southern Branch
of the AEA

Agree

014

AEA (National)

Agree

015

Eastbourne
Electoral
Services

Agree

The death of a list candidate should NOT affect the poll. If she or he does not gain enough votes for election, the death of an
independent candidate should not affect the poll. If she or he DOES gain enough, the poll should be reheld.

We agree that using the party list voting system, the death of an individual independent candidate should not affect the poll unless the
person gains enough votes for election, in which case they should be passed for the purpose of allocation of seat.

We welcome consideration of the law with regards to the parity of rules governing the death of party and independent candidates at
elections using STV.
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016

Phil Hardy
(Sandwell
Council)

Agree

017

Joyce White
(Returning Officer
for West
Dunbartonshire)

Agree

021

Crawford Langley

Conditional

A fundamental distinction must be drawn between European Parliamentary elections in GB where the party list operates on a first past
the post basis, and additional member systems where the allocation of seats to those on party lists depends on a calculation based on
the allocation of other seats.
In the former case, since the votes are clearly for the party and neither voter choice nor allocation of previous seats can alter this,
allocation of the seat to the next available candidate on the list should present no problems.
In the latter case, there are so many variables, which could affect the result, that it would seem cleaner to abandon the poll than to
attempt to set out rules to cover every contingency. – a deceased party candidate who was standing both as a constituency candidate
and a list candidate (even worse if he dies between the announcement of the constituency result and the conclusion of the additional
member count): a list with only one candidate on it (as can frequently happen with small parties).

022

New Forest DC

Agree

024

London Branch of
the AEA

Agree

025

Matthew Box
(Malvern Hills
DC)

Agree

026

Eastern Branch
of the AEA

Agree

027

Senators of the
College of Justice

Agree

029

Electoral
Commission

Agree

031

Sir Howard
Bernstein

Agree

Ian White

Agree

033

The provisional proposal is supported.
The variation in approach at party list elections identified in the consultation paper is noted. There does appear to be a case for a
consistent approach being taken to the death of a candidate at elections using the party list voting systems (subject to parliament not
considering that there are constitutional or policy reasons for maintaining the existing differences).
Agreed although the electorate may need to be made aware of the reasons why, and it may be useful to make this a requirement for
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(Kettering BC)

the RRO to be required to make a public statement in relation to this in some format.

034

Scotland and
Northern Ireland
Branch of the
AEA

Agree

035

Jeff Jacobs (GLA
RO)

Agree

038

David Hughes
(Electoral
Registration
Officer and
Returning Officer
for Gravesham
BC)

Agree

041

Timothy Straker
QC

Agree

044

Ian Miller
(Returning Officer
for Wyre Forest)

Disagree

For consistency, I would argue either that the poll should be re-run or, as a minimum, that it should certainly be re-run if a dead
independent candidate is elected – the result demonstrates that there was strong support for such a candidate and it would be entirely
inappropriate that the will of the people should be ignored and the seat given (probably) to a party list candidate instead. While it may
be inconvenient and cause delay, the correct approach is to hold a fresh poll and allow for potential alternative independent
candidate(s) to enter the race as electors might back one of them.
The proposal is inconsistent with the approach advocated by the Commissions in doing away with “votes thrown away” (provisional
proposal 13-1), which seeks to give value to the votes that have been cast for a disqualified candidate. It is not apparent why votes
cast for a dead candidate should be treated more lightly.

046

Wyre Forest DC

Disagree

As for EL044

049

West Lancashire
BC

Agree

052

SDLP

Agree

054

Darren Whitney
(Stratford on
Avon DC)

Agree

055

SOLAR
(endorsed by the
EMB)

Agree

Agreed there should be standardised rules for all polls.

056

Alastair Whitelaw

Agree

Agreed providing of course that the list still has enough candidates to fill places won in the poll.
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(Scottish Green
Party)
057

Colin Everett
(Returning
Officer)

Agree

058

Alan Mabbutt
OBE
(Conservative
Party)

Agree

067

Labour Party

Agree

070

Richard Mawrey
QC

Agree

072

Dr Heather Green
(Aberdeen
University)

Agree

074

Scott Martin
(Scottish National
Party)

Agree

I support this proposal. Paragraph 8.105 talks about the unlikely event that a death left a party without enough list candidates to fill.
This is indeed an unlikely event in the course of an election, but not in the lifetime of a parliamentary term. The Central Scotland list for
the SNP for the Scottish Parliament is currently exhausted meaning that if the seat of any current MSP elected from that list is
vacated, there will be no replacement. This is because the SNP did not submit a full list of twelve persons, listing nine instead, six of
whom won constituency seats. There is an argument that in the scenario of an exhausted list, parties should be able to nominate
additional candidates to ensure the continued proportionality of the chamber. It is appreciated that this matter is probably more one of
“parliamentary law” than “election law”.
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Consultation Question 8-14
At local government elections, should the death of an independent candidate result in the abandonment of the poll?
Total responses: 34
Statistics:
Should - 9
Should not - 21
Conditional - 2
Comment only - 2
Sub

Respondent

Response to PP 8-14

002

Robin Potter
(Liberal Democrat
Councillor)

Should

003

Paul Gribble CBE

Should not

005

Gifty Edila (ERO
and RO for
Hackney BC)

Conditional

If the party list voting system is used, we take the view that the death of an independent candidate should not result in abandonment
of the poll. If, however, that system is not used, then the poll would need to be abandoned.

006

Mark Heath

Should

On balance, and it is a balance, we concur with the factors both for and against set out in paragraphs 8.106 - 8.111 in the consultation
paper. We err in favour of the death of an independent candidate resulting in the abandonment of the poll.

DEFINITELY YES

Whilst this may mean there are additional new nominations, this may be because the independent candidate was, for example,
standing as an independent, albeit on a single-issue ticket but without being a registered political party.
There may be considerable support in relation to this issue, albeit they were an “independent”. Such matters should not, in our view,
be treated differently in the interests of democracy from the interests of those representing a registered political party, even in a local
government poll.
To that end the best interests of democracy would demand, albeit in these very rare occurrences, that the poll is abandoned and that
a fresh poll is undertaken, with the right of anyone wishing to stand to be nominated, including potentially new candidates.
009

NI Office

Comment
only

We welcome consideration of the law with regards to the parity of rules governing the death of party and independent candidates at
elections using STV.

012

Southern Branch
of the AEA

Should not

In our opinion the death of an independent candidate shouldn’t result in the abandonment of the poll as other candidates had the
opportunity to stand when it was originally called. This is also backed by the number of independents standing being low at most
elections.
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014

AEA (National)

Should not

In the case of the death of an independent candidate, the poll should not be abandoned. Notices can be placed in the polling station
and electors also advised on the receipt of their ballot paper.
The AEA agrees that there should be consistency of the law on this point including for parish and community councils. This is
particularly important given the number of independent candidates at these elections.

015

Eastbourne
Electoral
Services

Should not

In the case of the death of an independent candidate, the poll should not be abandoned. Notices can be placed in the polling station
and electors also advised on the receipt of their ballot paper.

016

Phil Hardy
(Sandwell
Council)

Should not

Having had this happen the poll should not be abandoned – ways to manage it as suggested by the AEA.

017

Joyce White
(Returning Officer
for West
Dunbartonshire)

Should not

In the case of the death of an independent candidate, the poll should not be abandoned. Notices can be placed in the polling station
and electors also advised on the receipt of their ballot paper.

Eastbourne Electoral Services agrees that there should be consistency of the law on this point including for parish and community
councils. This is particularly important given the number of independent candidates at these elections.

There should be consistency of the law on this point.
021

Crawford Langley

Should

While I am not qualified to comment on English and Welsh Local Government elections, the specific case of elections conducted on
the Single Transferable vote system requires to be considered in some detail, particularly if the candidate (whether independent or
otherwise) dies after polling has commenced since votes cast for the deceased candidate will have an effect on transfers and
ultimately on the result of the election.
Even when the candidate dies before the poll, the manner of campaigning in an STV poll where parties who are not confident of
winning all the seats may advise their supporters of a suggested order of preference in ranking their opponents (and particularly the
position of independent candidates) suggests that it may be appropriate to abandon the poll on the death of any candidate.

022

New Forest DC

Should not

We consider that the death of an independent candidate shouldn’t result in the abandonment of the poll as other candidates had the
opportunity to stand when the election was originally proposed.

025

Matthew Box
(Malvern Hills
DC)

Should not

Supports response of National AEA

026

Eastern Branch
of the AEA

Should not

Eastern Branch agrees that the death of an independent candidate should not result in the abandonment of the poll. This would bring
legislation in line with that at UK Parliamentary elections.

027

Senators of the
College of Justice

Should not

The death of an independent candidate at a local government election just before the poll should not result in abandonment of the poll.
A death during the poll should result in abandonment, as some electors may have voted for the deceased and should be allowed not
to waste their vote.
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029

Electoral
Commission

Should not

We suggest that, the death of an independent candidate at (England and Wales) local government elections should not trigger a new
election unless they gain enough votes to be elected.

031

Sir Howard
Bernstein

Comment
only

No view as to whether the death of an independent candidate should or should not result in the abandonment of the poll at a local
government election is offered.
It is the case that adopting at local government elections in England and Wales the approach taken at parliamentary elections to the
death of an independent candidate could result in a reduction in the administrative burden on returning officers. However, it appears
possible (although not entirely clear) that the rules relating to abandonment of the poll on the death of an independent candidate at a
local government election reflect a political policy position (perhaps the view that in the context of a local government election there is
not the same degree of primacy of party affiliation as at parliamentary elections). In the circumstances therefore, no view is given as to
change in this area.

033

Ian White
(Kettering BC)

Conditional

I believe that it would be appropriate to specify a statutory deadline of, say, 5 working days so that any deaths before the deadline
would mean the election continues and any death on or after would mean an abandonment of the poll. My main driver for this is the
need to notify voters in sufficient time.

034

Scotland and
Northern Ireland
Branch of the
AEA

Should not

If any candidate dies the poll dies. Scotland and Northern Ireland have the complication of STV and running the poll but removing a
candidate could have a significant effect on the outcome. In England this may not be as big an issue.

035

Jeff Jacobs (GLA
RO)

Should not

038

David Hughes
(Electoral
Registration
Officer and
Returning Officer
for Gravesham
BC)

Should not

041

Timothy Straker
QC

Should

044

Ian Miller
(Returning Officer
for Wyre Forest)

Should

046

Wyre Forest DC

Should

049

West Lancashire
BC

Should not

052

SDLP

Should not

We agree that the current provisions, including the distinction between the death of party and independent candidates, should be
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retained as regards parliamentary elections and that in a situation at local government elections, where the death occurs of an
independent candidate we feel the poll should continue with that candidates votes distributed according to preference.
054

Darren Whitney
(Stratford on
Avon DC)

Should not

Support the response of the National AEA

055

SOLAR
(endorsed by the
EMB)

Should

Agreed the death of all candidates, including independent candidates, should be treated the same for all polls since the approach of
disregarding the votes of a deceased independent candidate disenfranchises those voters and gives an unfair advantage to party
candidates and their voters.

056

Alastair Whitelaw
(Scottish Green
Party)

Should

There is a case for following the parliamentary model here, i.e. delaying the election and reopening nominations on the death of any
candidate.
There are cases where independents have stood on the basis of organised campaigns which might not be registered as political
parties. In the event of the death of a candidate in these circumstances it is likely that someone else from the campaign would stand.
For the same reason it would be appropriate to permit independents to use a brief description subject to the usual restrictions.

057

Colin Everett
(Returning
Officer)

Should not

We believe the approach should be extended beyond Parliamentary Elections to the Local Government Elections.

058

Alan Mabbutt
OBE
(Conservative
Party)

Should not

067

Labour Party

Should not

072

Dr Heather Green
(Aberdeen
University)

Should

The democratically undesirable phenomenon of uncontested local elections is increasing. In light of that, it would seem preferable to
adopt a law that counteracts that possibility in cases where the death of a candidate might otherwise lead to the only remaining
candidate being elected unopposed.

074

Scott Martin
(Scottish National
Party)

Should not

Death of Independent Candidates – General
I agree with the current position in relation to local government elections in Scotland that the death of an independent candidate
should not result in the poll being automatically abandoned. Rule 62 of the Scottish Local Government Election Rules was a departure
from the previous rule which applied at local government elections in Scotland – the same rule as still applies in England and Wales. I
express no view in relation to the elections to local government in England and Wales, but do wish to comment on the provisional view
contained in paragraph 8.111 of the discussion paper that the law ought to be uniform throughout the United Kingdom and suggest
possible changes to the existing position with the death of an independent candidate at a local government election in Scotland.
Death of Independent Candidates – Elections under STV in Scotland
The use of the Single Transferrable Vote provides a good basis (if one is needed) for operating a different rule in Scotland. There is a
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very good argument that when an independent candidate dies, it should not just be a matter of abandoning the election if the
deceased independent candidate is elected. Counting using STV would allow first and later preference votes for a deceased
independent candidate to be transferred to candidates who are still in contention, with the quota being calculated after this
redistribution of votes.
The Scottish Local Government Elections Order 2011 does not currently provide for a redistribution of votes in this manner. It simply
follows the parliamentary election model in relation to the death of candidates. As with other aspects of the Scottish Local Government
Elections Order (such as re-counts highlighted in the research paper), there is an issue with rules designed for first past the post
elections being copied over to STV rules without being adequately adapted to the different electoral system.
Under the current rules, a scenario exists under which the counting process could be run with the deceased independent candidate
included and the three or four seats filled with no need for the election to be commenced afresh because the deceased candidate was
not elected, but a different set of councillors could be elected if the deceased candidate’s votes were actually redistributed according
to their second preferences. This is because the second and later preferences for the deceased candidate will not exactly match the
distribution of preferences in relation to the other candidates. They may be radically different.
The reality is that independent candidates are quite frequently candidates who were previously members of a political party and who
would be expected to obtain support from voters with an affinity to that political party. In this situation, it is very likely that the second
preferences for the deceased candidate contain a high proportion of votes for the candidate or candidates drawn from the former
party. The deceased independent candidate may not have sufficient votes to be elected and therefore cause a postponed poll under
the current rules, but if their second and other preferences are redistributed a different set of candidates could be elected. In the
former party example, that is likely to mean a candidate from the independent’s former party. This scenario is a real one when an
independent candidate dies.
The actual process for withdrawing a candidate is simple under STV. For a manual count, the process is the same as carried out
when excluding a candidate. The only other difference is that the calculation of the quota would take place after the votes are
excluded to deal with ballot papers containing a single valid preference for the deceased candidate. Electronic counting systems are
likely to already have the facility for withdrawing candidates already coded in to them.
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Provisional Proposal 8-15
The existing rule, requiring the presiding officer to adjourn a poll in cases of rioting or open violence, should be abolished.
Total responses: 35
Statistics:
Agree – 31
Disagree – 3
Unsure – 1
Sub

Respondent

Response to PP 8-15

002

Robin Potter
(Liberal Democrat
Councillor)

Disagree

003

Paul Gribble CBE

Agree

005

Gifty Edila (ERO
and RO for
Hackney BC)

Agree

We agree that the existing rule, requiring the PO to adjourn a poll in cases of rioting or open violence, should be abolished.

006

Mark Heath

Agree

This power should be vested in Returning Officers. This would clearly be a unique and rare circumstance. The Returning Officer
would probably be in the polling station with the presiding officer, and/or in direct contact with them. However, it is clear that it is the
Returning Officer who is best placed to assess what happens next, and this should not be a decision of the presiding officer.

012

Southern Branch
of the AEA

Agree

014

AEA (National)

Agree

015

Eastbourne
Electoral
Services

Agree

016

Phil Hardy
(Sandwell
Council)

Agree

017

Joyce White
(Returning Officer
for West
Dunbartonshire)

Agree

POSSIBLY, but only if it replaced by a rule allowing the PO to do so
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021

Crawford Langley

Agree

The existing formulation of the rule, referring to riot with connotations of the Riot Act and calling out the militia (and the old rule
whereby the militia was to be confined to barracks on polling day) is outmoded.
There must, however be a power to postpone a poll which has not started or abandon one which is already underway where there are
substantial local or national circumstances which would affect the ability of voters to attend their polling stations. Recent incidents
which come to mind are the Foot and mouth Disease outbreak, the Icelandic ash cloud, the terrorist attacks on transport in London
and major flooding.

022

New Forest DC

Agree

024

London Branch
AEA

Agree

We consider that the decision as to whether to abandon or countermand a poll should be that of the returning officer, not the presiding
officer, and should remain.

025

Matthew Box
(Malvern Hills
DC)

Agree

Supports response of National AEA

026

Eastern Branch
of the AEA

Agree

027

Senators of the
College of Justice

Agree

029

Electoral
Commission

Agree

031

Sir Howard
Bernstein

Agree

This provisional proposal is supported, subject to the introduction of a power to deal with obstructions to polling generally.

033

Ian White
(Kettering BC)

Agree

Not sure about this. It’s a little anachronistic, but in certain areas, you could see it happening (Tower Hamlets?) and you would want to
give Presiding Officers and Returning Officers the facility to make a decision on the basis of the health and safety of the polling station
staff and any other people on site.

034

Scotland and
Northern Ireland
Branch of the
AEA

Agree

035

Jeff Jacobs (GLA
RO)

Agree

038

David Hughes
(Electoral
Registration
Officer and

Agree

A generally-worded power (rather than a list of specific situations) would seem preferable as a response to a perceived risk that
polling would be significantly affected.
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Returning Officer
for Gravesham
BC)
041

Timothy Straker
QC

Disagree

There is no rationale for this proposal.

044

Ian Miller
(Returning Officer
for Wyre Forest)

Agree

046

Wyre Forest DC

Agree

049

West Lancashire
BC

Agree

052

SDLP

Agree

054

Darren Whitney
(Stratford on
Avon DC)

Agree

055

SOLAR
(endorsed by the
EMB)

Agree

Agreed – but power to abandon poll should be reserved to ROs.

056

Alastair Whitelaw
(Scottish Green
Party)

Disagree

One can conceive of circumstances in which there is disruption requiring an adjournment, though (one hopes) extremely rare.

057

Colin Everett
(Returning
Officer)

Agree

058

Alan Mabbutt
OBE
(Conservative
Party)

Unsure

067

Labour Party

Agree

070

Richard Mawrey
QC

Agree

072

Dr Heather Green
(Aberdeen
University)

Agree

I agree. As currently expressed this power is outdated, and this issue does not require distinct treatment.
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074

Scott Martin
(Scottish National
Party)

Agree

This is agreed. The discussion paper noted that there is very little academic discussion of this provision – presumably because there
have been no recent instances of its use. The Commissions will find some discussion about the effect of the predecessor provision,
which dates to 1832 in the Roxburgh case, Case XVI in Falconer and Fitzherbert.
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Provisional Proposal 8-16
Returning officers should have power to alter the application of electoral law in order to prevent or mitigate the obstruction or frustration
of the poll by a supervening event affecting a significant portion of electors in their area, subject to instruction by the Electoral
Commission in the case of national disruptions. Presiding officers should only have a corresponding power in circumstances where they
are unable to communicate with their returning officer.
Note: For ease of analysis, this proposal has been divided into three propositions.
8-16(a): Returning officers should have power to alter the application of electoral law in order to prevent or mitigate the obstruction or frustration of
the poll by a supervening event affecting a significant portion of electors in their area.
8-16(b): This power should be subject to instruction by the Electoral Commission in the case of national disruptions.
8-16(c): Presiding officers should only have a corresponding power in circumstances where they are unable to communicate with their returning
officer.
Total responses: 35
Statistics:
Agree total (in whole or in part) – 33
Agree with 8-16(a) – 33
Agree with 8-16(b) – 31
Agree with 8-16(c) – 20
Agree all – 18
Disagree – 1
Unclear – 1
Alternate cut of statistics:
Agree all – 18
Agree with (a) and (b) - 13
Agree with (a) and (c) - 2
Disagree - 1
Unclear - 1
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Sub

Respondent

Response to PP 8-16

002

Robin Potter
(Liberal
Democrat
Councillor)

Agree all

YES

003

Paul Gribble
CBE

Agree all

005

Gifty Edila (ERO
and RO for
Hackney BC)

Agree all

We agree the proposed power for ROs and POs to act to prevent or mitigate the obstruction or frustration of a poll by a supervising event
affecting a significant portion of electors in their area.

006

Mark Heath

Agree all

In the context of our answer to 8-15 above, agreed.

012

Southern
Branch of the
AEA

Agree all

The AEA Southern Branch agrees with this proposal. We like the points in 8.118 in the paper giving outlining the actual events when a poll
could be suspended by a PO, this then leaves less down to interpretation by officers and potentially reduces the case for a challenge.

014

AEA (National)

Agree
with 816(a) and
(b)

The AEA supports this provisional proposal in respect of the proposed power for returning officers. However, it does not support the
granting of the same power to presiding officers.
The power is too widely drawn and could result in undue pressure being applied to a presiding officer and/or inconsistency in its
application. From a practical perspective, it is difficult to imagine a situation where it was not possible for a presiding officer to be able to
communicate with the returning officer given the advances in the use of mobile and similar technologies.

015

Eastbourne
Electoral
Services

Agree
with 816(a) and
(b)

Eastbourne Electoral Services supports this provisional proposal in respect of the proposed power for returning officers. However, it does
not support the granting of the same power to presiding officers. The power is too widely drawn and could result in undue pressure being
applied to a presiding officer and/or inconsistency in its application. From a practical perspective, it is difficult to imagine a situation where
it was not possible for a presiding officer to be able to communicate with the returning officer given the advances in the use of mobile and
similar technologies.

016

Phil Hardy
(Sandwell
Council)

Agree
with 816(a) and
(b)

Supports response of the National AEA

017

Joyce White
(Returning
Officer for West
Dunbartonshire)

Agree
with 816(a) and
(b)

I support this provisional proposal in respect of the proposed power for returning officers. However, I do not support the granting of the
same power to presiding officers. The power is too widely drawn and could result in undue pressure being applied to a presiding officer
and/or inconsistency in its application.
From a practical perspective, it is difficult to imagine a situation where it was not possible for a presiding officer to be able to communicate
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with the returning officer given the advances in the use of mobile and similar technologies.
020

ASSOCIATION
OF CHIEF
POLICE
OFFICERS

Agree all

We welcome the proposal for the Electoral Commission to instruct where there is a national disturbance to the poll, but suggest there may
be a role for Law Enforcement Agencies in this decision. We would not seek to put ourselves in a position to cancel elections, but with
some security issues there may be occasions where information is classified as secret and would not be available to the EC to inform this
decision.

021

Crawford
Langley

Agree
with 816(a) and
(b)

While I doubt if the power of a Presiding Officer to abandon the poll in case of riot has been used in living memory, the existence of such a
power in the hands of an individual who has not been appointed for his/her ability to think strategically, gives rise to dangers.
If the power exists in the hands of a Presiding Officer and is not used when there is some sort of a scuffle outside the polling station which
MAY have dissuaded voters from entering, is a charge of Breach of Statutory Duty appropriate?

022

New Forest DC

Agree all

We support the points in 8.118 in the paper outlining the events when a poll could be suspended by a PO, this leaves less down to
interpretation by officers and potentially reduces the case for a challenge.

024

London Branch
AEA

Agree
with (a)
and (c)

We believe that an additional power be introduced to permit the returning officer discretion to postpone a poll in advance and on polling
day in the case of extreme circumstances, e.g. extreme bad weather, foot and mouth, civil disturbance, etc. We do not however believe
that the Electoral Commission should have the right to be involved in such decision-making as any such decision must remain the
responsibility of the local returning officer, even in the case of a national poll.

025

Matthew Box
(Malvern Hills
DC)

Agree
with 816(a) and
(b)

Supports response of the National AEA

026

Eastern Branch
of the AEA

Agree
with 816(a) and
(b)

Supports response of the National AEA. The branch would further comment that guidance on the steps to be taken in such an event would
need to be clearly stated so that such a decision was clearly auditable and not open to pressure from political parties or candidates.

027

Senators of the
College of
Justice

Agree all

Yes, the returning officers, supported by the Electoral Commission, should have the power to cater for supervening events which put the
poll at risk. (The presiding officer should have the power only if unable to communicate with his/her returning officer.)

029

Electoral
Commission

Agree all

We agree that returning officers should have a power to alter the application of electoral law in order to prevent or mitigate the obstruction
or frustration of the poll by a supervening event affecting a significant portion of electors in their area. However the final decision would be
for returning officers, who have local knowledge of their own areas, to make. In the case of unforeseen national disruptions we could offer
advice so that ROs could evaluate the situation in their own areas and then make an informed decision.
Currently returning officers, as part of their election planning, compile risk registers detailing the arrangements that they have in place for
alternative polling and count venues should a polling place or count venue become unexpectedly unavailable due to unforeseen
circumstances. These should be sufficient to deal with a local emergency. A prescribed list of supervening events which would justify the
use of emergency powers is not supported.
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031

Sir Howard
Bernstein

Agree
with (a)
and (c)

This provisional proposal is supported in part.
The power described should be vested in returning officers and presiding officers (where it proves impossible for the latter to contact the
former). In respect of a presiding officer exercising this power, it is suggested that it should be explicitly provided that the presiding officer
must exhaust all possible means of contacting the returning officer before exercising the power and that a non-exhaustive list of particular
steps that the presiding officer should take to attempt to communicate with the returning officer is set out.
To give, as suggested in the consultation paper, the Electoral Commission the power to instruct returning offers to alter the application of
electoral law in the case of national obstructions would, it is suggested, mark a significant departure from the principle of returning officer
autonomy. It is suggested that returning officers may be best placed to determine the impact of national disruptions on their locality and to
determine what preventative or mitigating steps to take (although perhaps with an obligation to take into account any guidance issued by
the Electoral Commission).

033

Ian White
(Kettering BC)

Agree all

Agreed. It would be useful to know what sort of ‘supervening events’ are envisioned as falling into this category.

034

Scotland and
Northern Ireland
Branch of the
AEA

Agree
with (a)
and (b)

The SCOTLAND AND NORTHERN IRELAND BRANCH OF THE AEA supports this provisional proposal in respect of the proposed power
for returning officers. However, it does not support the granting of the same power to presiding officers. The power is too widely drawn and
could result in undue pressure being applied to a presiding officer and/or inconsistency in its application. From a practical perspective, it is
difficult to imagine a situation where it was not possible for a presiding officer to be able to communicate with the returning officer given the
advances in the use of mobile and similar technologies.

035

Jeff Jacobs
(GLA RO)

Agree all

038

David Hughes
(Electoral
Registration
Officer and
Returning
Officer for
Gravesham BC)

Agree
with (a)
and (b)

Supports response of the National AEA

041

Timothy Straker
QC

Disagree

This would put returning officers into the world of discretion and politics.

044

Ian Miller
(Returning
Officer for Wyre
Forest)

Agree all

046

Wyre Forest DC

Agree all

049

West
Lancashire BC

Agree
with (a)

Supports response of the National AEA
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and (b)
052

SDLP

Comment

The SDLP agrees with the proposed abolition of the rule requiring the presiding officer to adjourn a poll in cases of rioting or open
violence. However we reiterate the role of the Police service in ensuring an open and accessible route to and from polling places free from
intimidation.

054

Darren Whitney
(Stratford on
Avon DC)

Agree
with (a)
and (b)

Supports response of the National AEA

055

SOLAR
(endorsed by
the EMB)

Agree all

Agreed in principle, subject to this power being used only in extreme circumstances. Clarification is required in relation to the extent of
events required before this power could be exercised, and by whom. The detail of the required rules will be important - SOLAR will be
happy to offer comments.

056

Alastair
Whitelaw
(Scottish Green
Party)

Agree all

Would this include extending the voting hours if for instance unused ballot papers are damaged (e.g. by a water leak) and further supplies
have to brought in? In the case of intending voters queuing as the deadline draws near, the writer favours bringing them into the polling
place as much as space allows, and issuing ballot papers up the close.

057

Colin Everett
(Returning
Officer)

Agree
with (a)
and (b)

Supports response of the National AEA

067

Labour Party

Agree all

070

Richard Mawrey
QC

Agree all

072

Dr Heather
Green
(Aberdeen
University)

Agree all

I agree, and prefer the threshold suggestion relating to 'polling risks being significantly affected' (para.8.121). This reform would offer
desirable flexibility to respond to crisis events.

074

Scott Martin
(Scottish
National Party)

Agree
with 816(a) and
(b)

Agreed. I favour a broad power over a narrow power – particularly in relation to national issues. The Scottish Independence Referendum
Act 2013 gave Scottish Ministers the power to appoint a later date for the referendum if satisfied that it was impossible or impracticable for
the poll to be held on 18 September 2014 or that it could not be conducted properly if held on that date. There may also be scope for a
power being vested in the Convener of the Electoral Management Board for Scotland.
Any new provision might be tested against what might have happened if the Foot and Mouth outbreak had started after writs had been
issued / notices of election published. It was right to delay elections in 2001. The circumstances of the delay, arguably, would not have met
the higher threshold mentioned in the discussion paper “that a majority of electors will be prevented from voting”, but it would clearly have
a significant effect on elections in rural areas. Holding the election on 3 May rather than 7 June 2001 would have meant a democratically
unacceptable turnout differential between the general population and farm workers and others living and working in and around the
designated areas. Any power dealing with longer term issues, should expressly be a power to be exercised only in exceptional conditions
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and after as much consultation as is possible in the circumstances with the parties representing the candidates at the election.
On more local matters, in agreement with the Association of Electoral Administrators, I do question if the power should be given to
presiding officers. It would only be if they were in a location with no working landline and in a mobile phone black spot that they would be
unable to make contact with their elections office.
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CHAPTER 9: THE COUNT AND DECLARATION OF THE RESULT
Provisional Proposal 9-1
A single standard set of rules should govern the count at all elections.
Total responses: 37
Statistics:
Agree – 36
Disagree – 1
Sub

Respondent

Response to PP 9-1

001

Liam Pennington

Agree

I agree that it seems unusual to have varied rules about the counting of votes spread across different elections and within different
pieces of legislation.

002

Robin Potter (Liberal
Democrat Councillor)

Agree

PROBABLY. There should be, however, room for different ways of counting multiple-seat elections, of which there are many and
varied varieties in local elections.

003

Paul Gribble CBE

Agree

005

Gifty Edila (ERO and
RO for Hackney BC)

Agree

006

Mark Heath

Agree

012

Southern Branch of
the AEA

Agree

AEA (National)

Agree

The AEA supports this provisional proposal if it can be achieved with the different voting systems.

015

Eastbourne Electoral
Services

Agree

Endorses National AEA response

016

Phil Hardy (Sandwell
Council)

Agree

Endorses National AEA response

017

Joyce White
(Returning Officer for
the West
Dunbartonshire
County)

Agree

Endorses National AEA response

014

We agree that for reasons of consistency and clarity for observers, standard rules should govern the count.
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021

Crawford Langley

Agree

Endorses National AEA response

New Forest DC

Agree

Endorses National AEA response

024

London Branch of the
AEA

Agree

025

Matthew Box (Malvern
Hills DC)

Agree

Endorses National AEA response

026

Eastern Branch of the
AEA

Agree

Endorses National AEA response

027

Senators of the
College of Justice

Agree

029

Electoral Commission

Agree

022

This would provide greater simplicity and clarity for returning officers and candidates and their agents.
We acknowledge the need, identified in the consultation paper, for a standard set of rules to account for justifiable differences in the
administration of the count system to reflect different electoral systems but this should be consistent with the UK’s devolution
framework.

031

Sir Howard Bernstein

Agree

033

Ian White (Kettering
BC)

Agree

Agreed providing there is flexibility for Returning Officers as to how they conduct the process within the single standard set of rules.

034

Scotland and Northern
Ireland Branch of the
AEA

Agree

Endorses National AEA’s response

035

Jeff Jacobs (Greater
London Authority)

Agree

I agree with this provisional proposal subject to 9-2 also being implemented.

David Hughes
(Electoral Registration
Officer and Returning
Officer for Gravesham
BC)

Agree

Endorses National AEA resposne

040

David Boothroyd
(Labour Councillor)

Agree

041

Timothy Straker QC

Agree

Ian Miller (Returning
Officer for Wyre

Agree

038

044

This would allow removal of the anomaly that Parliamentary counts must continue on a Saturday or Sunday when for other elections it
is discretionary. I would go further and argue that no counting should be allowed on a non-working day.
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Forest)

The requirement to verify ballot papers that have not been issued should be removed. It is unnecessary. If the number of ballot papers
in a box matches (or nearly so) the ballot paper account, it is not necessary to prove the positive from the negative.

046

Wyre Forest DC

Agree

As above for EL044

049

West Lancashire BC

Agree

Endorses National AEA’s response

052

SDLP

Agree

Darren Whitney
(Stratford on Avon
DC)

Agree

Endorses National AEA’s response

054

SOLAR (endorsed by
the EMB)

Agree

These rules should reflect the key principles upon which each count should be organised and conducted, ie designed to achieve
accuracy, transparency and then efficiency, in that order of importance.

055

These rules should set out clearly the key elements of both a manual and electronic count.
056

Alastair Whitelaw
(Scottish Green Party)

Agree

057

Colin Everett
(Returning Officer)

Agree

Alan Mabbutt OBE
(Conservative Party)

Agree

067

Labour Party

Agree

070

Richard Mawrey QC

Agree

072

Dr Heather Green
(Aberdeen University)

Agree

074

Scott Martin (Scottish
National Party)

Disagree

058

This is an ideal.

Obviously the exact details should remain with Electoral Commission guidance

[Mr Martin responded to provisional proposal 9-1 and 9-2 together]
There is a compromise to be made between the aims of reducing the absolute page count of the statute book and having easy to read
rules. I would much prefer to pick up a set of rules specific to the election than to have to wade through provisions dealing with
applications and disapplications to get to the relevant rules.
To take the Scottish elections, counting rules would require to cater for the following:
Scottish Parliament Constituency Elections and By-Elections:
Counted manually as a First Past the Post election.
Scottish Parliament Regional Elections:
Counted manually by constituency returning officers with allocation of seats by regional returning officers using the d’Hondt method.
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Scottish Local Authority General Election:
Counted electronically using a form of STV (Weighted Inclusive Gregory) rules.
Scottish Local Authority By-Elections (Single Vacancy):
Counted either manually or electronically using a form of STV (Weighted Inclusive Gregory) rules.
Scottish Local Authority By-Elections (Multiple Vacancies):
Likely to be counted electronically using a form of STV (WIG) rules.
National Park Authority Elections:
Counted manually as a First Past the Post election.
Crofting Commission Elections:
Counted electronically using the Alternative Vote.
Looking to other elections in Scotland where the UK Parliament has legislative authority and to other elections across the UK, the
Block Vote, Supplementary Vote, Closed List d’Hondt and Northern Ireland STV would all have to be covered under the rules. Other
voting methods could well emerge.
Consistency when consistency is required can be achieved in ways other than having a core set of rules with sections turned on and
off depending on the type of election, whether it is a by-election and if the counting method is manual or electronic. There can simply
be parallel legislative provision. That is a compromise on reducing the statute book page count, but I do consider that in such an
essential matter as the count rules, clarity and ease of reading are king.
The core proposal would be much more workable if there was a requirement for election-specific versions of the count rules to be
made continuously publicly available. This could be done for each possible combination as well. We should be thinking of ways of
using ICT to make these rules, which after all underpin the legitimacy of all state action, accessible to campaigners, administrators
and the public as a whole. The core technology is there with the UK Statute Law Database. There is no reason why legislators could
not make laws in a way that would translate into a set of relevant rules for a particular election by a check box process for election
type and combination. This would not be too far away in a technical sense to the creation of “Scotland” and “England and Wales”
versions of sections currently provided with the online database.
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Provisional Proposal 9-2
The standard counting rules should cater for differences between elections as regards their voting system and how their counts are
managed.
Total responses: 36
Statistics:
Agree – 34
Disagree – 1
Unsure – 1

Sub

Respondent

Response to PP 9-2

002

Robin Potter (Liberal
Democrat Councillor)

Agree

003

Paul Gribble CBE

Agree

005

Gifty Edila (ERO and RO
for Hackney BC)

Agree

006

Mark Heath

Agree

012

Southern Branch of the
AEA

Agree

014

AEA (National)

Agree

015

Eastbourne Electoral
Services

Agree

016

Phil Hardy (Sandwell
Council)

Agree

017

Joyce White (Returning
Officer for the West
Dunbartonshire County)

Agree

021

Crawford Langley

Agree
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022

New Forest DC

Agree

024

London Branch of the
AEA

Agree

025

Matthew Box (Malvern
Hills DC)

Agree

026

Eastern Branch of the
AEA

Agree

027

Senators of the College
of Justice

Agree

029

Electoral Commission

Agree

This, and provisional proposal 9-1, would provide greater simplicity and clarity for Returning Officers and candidates and their agents.
We acknowledge the need, identified in the consultation paper, for a standard set of rules to account for justifiable differences in the
administration of the count system to reflect different electoral systems but this should be consistent with the UK’s devolution
framework.

031

Sir Howard Bernstein

Agree

033

Ian White (Kettering BC)

Agree

034

Scotland and Northern
Ireland Branch of the
AEA

Agree

035

Jeff Jacobs (Greater
London Authority)

Agree

David Hughes (Electoral
Registration Officer and
Returning Officer for
Gravesham BC)

Agree

040

David Boothroyd (Labour
Councillor)

Agree

041

Timothy Straker QC

Agree

044

Ian Miller (Returning
Officer for Wyre Forest)

Agree

046

Wyre Forest DC

Agree

038

Agreed providing there is flexibility for Returning Officers as to how they conduct the process within the single standard set of rules.
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049

West Lancashire BC

Agree

052

SDLP

Agree

054

Darren Whitney
(Stratford on Avon DC)

Agree

055

SOLAR (endorsed by
the EMB)

Agree

…particularly regarding a STV count.

056

Alastair Whitelaw
(Scottish Green Party)

Unsure

It is not clear that this can be done given the diversity of electoral systems now in use.

057

Colin Everett (Returning
Officer)

Agree

058

Alan Mabbutt OBE
(Conservative Party)

Agree

067

Labour Party

Agree

070

Richard Mawrey QC

Agree

072

Dr Heather Green
(Aberdeen University)

Agree

074

Scott Martin (Scottish
National Party)

Disagree

[Mr Martin responded to provisional proposal 9-1 and 9-2 together. See his response on page]
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Provisional Proposal 9-3
The rules should empower returning officers to determine the earliest time at which it is practicable to start a count, and to pause one
overnight, subject to the duty to commence counting at UK Parliamentary elections within four hours and the requirement to report any
failure to do so.
9-3(a): The rules should empower returning officers to determine the earliest time at which it is practicable to start a count, and to pause one
overnight.
9-3(b): This should be subject to the duty to commence counting at UK Parliamentary elections within four hours and the requirement to report any
failure to do so.
Total responses: 38
Statistics:
Agree total (in whole or in part) – 34
Agree with whole proposal – 29
Agree with 9-3(a) only – 5
Disagree – 3
Comment – 1
Sub
001

Respondent
Liam Pennington

Response to PP 9-3
Disagree

The issue of when to count (such as soon after close of poll at 10pm as possible) has been used as a form of symbol by politicians
and journalists to represent British ‘tradition’. In the run-up to the 2010 general election the issue of counting of the votes became a
minor controversy between politicians, local authorities and campaigners.
As convention now seems to have created the permanent coupling of elections on the same polling day (general and local; local
and referendum; and so on), it now seems necessary to ensure counting of the votes happens as soon as possible after close of
poll. Individual returning officers must be confident that counting staff are able to count votes accurately and promptly.
Prescribing hard and fast rules for counting of the votes might bind the hands of returning officers behind their backs: what is
acceptable for a constituency with just four general election candidates and no local elections might not be the right fit for the 15strong ballot paper of the Prime Minister’s constituency with local elections happening on the same day.
If the country is going to continue with multiple elections on the same polling day, the law must ensure that returning officers can
oversee counts in their own constituencies which do the best for electors as much as political parties.

002

Robin Potter (Liberal
Democrat Councillor)

Agree with
9-3(a) only

003

Paul Gribble CBE

Agree

I am not convinced this latter duty is necessary, when some constituencies have far-flung electorates (E.g. Scilly Isles, Scottish
Islands, Gibraltar in European elections)
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005

Gifty Edila (ERO and
RO for Hackney BC)

Agree with
9-3(a) only

Recruiting count staff can be challenging. Senior elections staff also work on both polling and count.
Rules that require the count to take place shortly after close of poll, does not take cognisance of the European Working Time
Directive and the sheer human ability to work 48 hours without sleep and rest. The proposal to empower presiding officers to
determine the earliest time at which to start the count is supported and welcomed. We would propose that even the UK
Parliamentary elections 4 hour rule should be reviewed and abolished.
Supports empowerment, disagrees with duty.

006

Mark Heath

Agree with
9-3(a) only

012

Southern Branch of
the AEA

Agree

014

AEA (National)

Agree

015

Eastbourne Electoral
Services

Agree

016

Phil Hardy (Sandwell
Council)

Agree

017

Joyce White
(Returning Officer for
the West
Dunbartonshire
County)

Agree

021

Crawford Langley

Disagree

We agree, save that we remain concerned, particularly in a combined poll, at the current legislative regime requiring counting to
commence at any UK Parliamentary General Election within four hours of the close of poll. In multiple polls, the need to pause
more than one, and for longer than overnight should be included.

While I accept that Parliament has recently made provision anent the timing of counts for Parliamentary elections, no review of
electoral law can sidestep consideration of an aspect which has been repeatedly criticised, most notably in the Gould Report, viz.,
overnight counts.
Under the current structure in GB (the position may be more manageable in Northern Ireland) Returning Officers are personally
responsible for the conduct of the election, supported by a very small corps of senior staff to whom they have entrusted wide
powers. These staff have effectively to oversee every stage of the polling process from the opening of the polling stations until the
conclusion of the final count in the case of a combined poll
I have personally worked 37 hours without a break in these circumstances yet in the last few hours of that period I was expected (as
are all returning officers and DROs) to take some of the most difficult decisions on the adjudication of doubtful votes indeed, it was
during that count that I had to take the decision adverted to in my comments on Provisional proposal 3-4.
Misadjudication can, of course imperil the whole conduct of the Poll. Again from personal experience, I would cite one overnight
count where the seat changed hands on a majority of one where that majority was represented by a paper which I had adjudicated
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as good for the winning candidate. While my adjudication was accepted as correct it was not a happy experience and I would fully
endorse Gould’s recommendations that overnight counts have had their day.
Notions that rotas of staff might be employed do not reflect the realities in most election teams and the element of personal liability.
022

New Forest DC

Agree

024

London Branch of the
AEA

Agree

025

Matthew Box (Malvern
Hills DC)

Agree

026

Eastern Branch of the
AEA

Agree

027

Senators of the
College of Justice

Agree

029

Electoral Commission

Agree

031

Sir Howard Bernstein

Agree

033

Ian White (Kettering
BC)

Agree

034

Scotland and Northern
Ireland Branch of the
AEA

Agree

035

Jeff Jacobs (Greater
London Authority)

Agree

David Hughes
(Electoral Registration
Officer and Returning
Officer for Gravesham
BC)

Agree

040

David Boothroyd
(Labour Councillor)

Agree

041

Timothy Straker QC

Agree

044

Ian Miller (Returning
Officer for Wyre

Agree with
9-3(a) only

038

We support this proposal, which would make clear that returning officers are both responsible and accountable for important
decisions about the effective administration of the count process.
Agreed providing there is flexibility for returning officers as to how they conduct the process within the single standard set of rules.

This is strongly supported. However the Commissions should challenge the legislation introduced in 2010 about start time of
Parliamentary counts. There needs to be consideration of a range of different measures that would allow counting for all elections to
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Forest)

be undertaken at sensible hours i.e. not proceeding through the night when the propensity of staff to make mistakes is likely to be
highest (human beings are meant to sleep at night, not be working in highly pressured environments where accuracy is at a
premium).
Alternatives include;


Changing the date on which MPs take office following an election.

As we saw in 2010, coalitions at Westminster do not form instantly and thus there is no reason why – for example – MPs should not
take office one week after the day of the poll, thus removing the need for votes to be counted into the early hours of Friday. Indeed
in 2015 Parliament does not sit until 18 May, undermining the need for an overnight count on 7/8 May. Counts could commence
instead at 9am on a Friday. This would have the advantage that results would begin to filter through for the news bulletins at
lunchtime and the full picture would most likely be known by the 6pm news or certainly by the late evening. This would improve
engagement of the public in the results process (which at the moment is confined to a relatively small proportion who sit up
watching television through the night), or


Changing the time of polling itself.

There is no reason why polling has to be confined to a single day for those voting at polling stations.
Providing that it is for the returning officer alone to determine when the verification and count for any election is to be held subject
only to there being no delay in start of verification beyond 12 noon on the working day following the poll.
Disagree

There should be challenge of the current arrangements for elections to be held from 7am to 10pm on one day, with the consequent
pressure (including statutory provisions) for counting to be conducted overnight and well into the early hours of the morning.

Wyre Forest DC

Agree with
9-3(a) only

As above for EL044

West Lancashire BC

Agree

SDLP

Agree

Darren Whitney
(Stratford on Avon
DC)

Agree

055

SOLAR (endorsed by
the EMB)

Agree

Agreed that ROs should have the flexibility to determine the earliest start time for counts because of the varied nature of the
logistics of the counting of votes inn different counting areas and at different types of poll.

056

Alastair Whitelaw
(Scottish Green Party)

Agree with
9-3(a) only

It is questionable why there should be a requirement to start a Westminster parliamentary election count within four hours of close
of poll. The present writer favours dropping the requirement to start Westminster counts within four hours of the close of poll.

045

SOLACE

046
049
052

054

Allowing for security considerations we agree in principle that the rules should empower returning officers to determine the earliest
time at which it is practicable to start a count, and to pause one overnight, subject to the duty to commence counting at UK
Parliamentary elections within four hours and the requirement to report any failure to do so.

A shift in emphasis from a presumption of speed to a requirement to place absolute accuracy first, is indicated. Traditionally the
emphasis has been on speed and an atmosphere of a race has been generated by the news media to find which constituency is
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first to declare. With a largely 24 hour “news cycle” there is nowadays no particular reason for running the count overnight.
The present writer firmly supports counting within normal working hours to ensure all the relevant staff can perform optimally. With
overnight counts many staff, particularly senior members who may have to make the most sensitive decisions) will have been on
duty from 06.00 on polling day.
057

Colin Everett
(Returning Officer)

Agree

058

Alan Mabbutt OBE
(Conservative Party)

Agree

067

Labour Party

Agree

070

Richard Mawrey QC

Agree

072

Dr Heather Green
(Aberdeen University)

Agree

074

Scott Martin (Scottish
National Party)
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Provisional Proposal 9-4
Candidates may be represented at the count by their election agents or counting agents, who should be able to scrutinise the count in the
way the law currently envisages. At party list elections, parties may appoint counting agents. Election agents and counting agents should
be able to act on a candidate’s behalf at the count, save that a recount may only be requested by a candidate, an election agent or a
counting agent specifically authorised to do so in the absence of the candidate or election agent.
Total responses: 37
Statistics:
Agree - 35
Disagree - 0
Conditional - 0
Comment only – 2
Sub

Respondent

Response to PP 9-4

002

Robin Potter (Liberal
Democrat Councillor)

Agree

003

Paul Gribble CBE

Agree

005

Gifty Edila (ERO and
RO for Hackney BC)

Agree

006

Mark Heath

Agree

Agreed, save that where there is a particular role to be undertaken in relation to the count by those who represent candidates, it
should be clear in whom that is vested.
In, for example, local election counts, it is important to understand who has the right to request a re-count and who does not
(between the scrutineers) particularly when such counts maybe devolved and, therefore, to some extent practically distant from
Returning Officers’ gaze.
There needs to be clarity as to the roles and responsibilities of all those players within a count, and this includes those representing
candidates, parties, etc.

009

Northern Ireland
Electoral Office

Comment
only

We are of the view that it is not practical for a manual recount to go beyond the last stage. The legislation on recounts in general
could benefit from more detailed rules to assist electoral administrators.

012

Southern Branch of
the AEA

Agree /
conditional
(?)

We agree in principle; however the standing of sub agents has been overlooked with respect to the party list.
We all felt that we would not accept a recount from a counting agent but only a duly appointed sub agent in the absence of both the
candidate and election agent.
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014

AEA (National)

Agree

015

Eastbourne Electoral
Services

Agree

016

Phil Hardy (Sandwell
Council)

Agree

017

Joyce White
(Returning Officer for
the West
Dunbartonshire
County)

Agree

021

Crawford Langley

Agree

022

New Forest DC

Agree /
conditional
(?)

We agree in principle; however there is no mention of the roles of sub agents with respect to party lists.
We would not accept a request for a recount from a counting agent but only a duly appointed sub agent in the absence of both the
candidate and election agent.

024

London Branch of the
AEA

Agree

025

Matthew Box (Malvern
Hills DC)

Agree

026

Eastern Branch of the
AEA

Agree

027

Senators of the
College of Justice

Agree

029

Electoral Commission

Agree

031

Sir Howard Bernstein

Agree

033

Ian White (Kettering
BC)

Agree

034

Scotland and Northern
Ireland Branch of the
AEA

Agree

We support this proposal, which reflects rather than alters current practice.
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035

Jeff Jacobs (Greater
London Authority)

Agree

038

David Hughes
(Electoral Registration
Officer and Returning
Officer for Gravesham
BC)

Agree

040

David Boothroyd
(Labour Councillor)

Agree

041

Timothy Straker QC

Agree

044

Ian Miller (Returning
Officer for Wyre
Forest)

Agree

The discretion of a returning officer to accept or reject a request for a recount should be maintained.

046

Wyre Forest DC

Agree

As above for EL044

049

West Lancashire BC

Agree

052

SDLP

Agree

054

Darren Whitney
(Stratford on Avon
DC)

Agree

055

SOLAR (endorsed by
the EMB)

Agree

056

Alastair Whitelaw
(Scottish Green Party)

Agree

057

Colin Everett
(Returning Officer)

Agree

058

Alan Mabbutt OBE
(Conservative Party)

Agree

067

Labour Party

Agree

070

Richard Mawrey QC

Agree

072

Dr Heather Green
(Aberdeen University)

Agree

No significant change
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074

Scott Martin (Scottish
National Party)

Comment
only

Counting Agents – Rights at the Count
The rights of counting agents at the count should be better defined. There is a general obligation on the returning officer to “give the
counting agents all such reasonable facilities for overseeing the proceedings, and all such information with respect to them, as he
can give them consistently with the orderly conduct of the proceedings and the discharge of his duties in connection with them”, but
that leaves much to the discretion of the returning officer.
There is also a more specific right for counting agents to be entitled “to satisfy themselves that the ballot papers are correctly sorted”,
but many returning officers incorrectly associate this with an actual re-count rather than a right independent of a formal re-count. At
one time, the right for a counting agent to be satisfied about the sorting of the ballot papers may have meant actually being given the
ballot papers by the returning officer to check their tally. It is now taken to mean that agents are entitled to insist on observing election
staff carrying out a “bundle check” or “flip check”.
The proposal at paragraph 9.62 of the discussion paper that the candidate and agent should expressly be given the opportunity to
observe and comment on the adjudication of doubtful ballots is a good one, but other aspects should be added – such as the right to
tally votes and be given specific observation facilities, such as a table to sit with a laptop near to a power point to allow for ballot box
sample collation. These issues could all properly be covered in a statutory code drawn up by parties and administrators.
Number of Counting Agents at the Count
Rule 30(2)(b) of the UK Parliamentary Election rules provides that the returning officer may limit the number of counting agents which
can be appointed at the count but that “the number allowed to a candidate shall not (except in special circumstances) be less than
the number obtained by dividing the number of clerks employed on the counting by the number of candidates.”
When the rule was originally introduced, it ensured that more counting agents were allowed in to the count by setting an absolute
minimum requirement. It should be recalled that until around the middle of last century most contested elections involved only two
candidates. Three candidates contesting an election was uncommon and four candidates very much a rarity. If the votes were
counted at tables with four counters, then there would be guaranteed coverage of the table with some spare capacity.
The rule now works against transparency because far too many returning officers simply take the option of applying the minimum
counting agent formula as a means of calculating the number of agents to admit to the count. In cases where there are more than a
few candidates, this is not at all helpful. I have personally been in counting halls where agents have been restricted according to the
formula, but where many extra agents could have been accommodated. The principal repeated by electoral administrators that they
“will deliver a result that will be trusted as accurate”48 is entirely inconsistent with limiting counting agents to the point that there are
less counting agents than tables to observe at the count.
The only reason for restricting the number of agents should be on genuine health and safety grounds or because allowing more
agents would actually impede the progress of the count. If there is to be a minimum requirement set out, then it should be based on
there being a counting agent permitted for every four actual counters at a table. I am aware that some more enlightened returning
officers adopt this as the appropriate measure.
There is a general issue with the practice in most local authorities of inviting local councillors and parliamentarians to the count as
guests of the returning officer. In calculating the limitation to be put on the number of counting agents, it is usually assumed that
these councillors and others will come along to the count. It is very rare indeed for a full complement of those invited by the returning
officer to appear at the count. I am aware of counts taking place with 60+ elected politicians invited but with only three counting
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agents allowed for each candidate to observe the process. There is a potential issue with equality of arms at the count in that most
election staff do not take any issue with these guests acting as if they had the full powers of a counting agent appointed by a
candidate. The political composition of the council will never proportionately match the candidates standing at any election.
The best approach is for this practice to cease and for the spaces reserved for councillors and parliamentarians at the count
effectively to go to the election agent. If they wish to appoint a local councillor or parliamentarian to act as one of their counting
agents, they can do so. Alternatively (and perhaps more palatably), the councillors and parliamentarians should have to formally
confirm some time in advance that they are going to attend so that the numbers allowed to candidates can be adjusted upwards.
Unless confirmation has been received, admission should be refused.
Verification Sheet
Under Rule 45(5) of the UK Parliamentary Election Rules, the returning officer “shall draw up a statement as to the result of the
verification, which any election agent may copy.” The rules date from when verification sheets were completed manually. In practice,
verification figures are now entered into spreadsheets on laptops on the count floor. In the interests of transparency, the rule should
be brought up to date and in line with best practice by requiring copies of the result of the verification to be available to candidates,
election agents and counting agents at the count and for public notice to be given of the sheet after the conclusion of the count
(again, this already in line with best practice).
Re-counts
Without any statutory authority, or discussion with parties and candidates, certain electoral administrators appear to have adopted
the view that the closeness of the result is not a ground on its own for a re-count. Given that this view appears to persist, legislation
should explicitly state that the closeness of the result is grounds for a re-count. It would make some sense to set out a “closeness
formula” which automatically resulted in a re-count. This would remove the uncertainty that currently surrounds the issue.
The Canadian approach of an automatic judicial re-count when the result is within 0.1% has much to recommend it. There is a
separate question of the availability of re-counts for elections conducted on a regional basis, such as for Scottish Parliament regions
and the European Parliament where the closeness of the result is not known until the last result is transmitted. Basic principles of
democracy and the requirement for confidence in the final result, means that re-counts at a regional level must be introduced for the
elections.
The Electoral Commission in its report into the 2003 Scottish Parliament election recommended that consideration should be given to
introducing the possibility of re-counts at Scottish Parliament elections at the regional level. The issue here is that it is not known how
close an election will be until the regional vote for the last constituency is counted.
In the Lothian Region in 2003, there were only 202 list votes separating the two parties in contention for the last seat out of 265,665
valid votes cast – that is 0.076%.50 If this had been a constituency contest, the returning officer is very likely to have acceded to a
request for a re-count. If viewed from the fact that there were nine constituencies in the Lothians Region, then this is like a
constituency contest where the majority was only 23 votes – a situation where there certainly would have been a re-count. If the
election has been in Canada, the re-count would have been a judicial one.
The final Electoral Commission recommendations in their Review of re-counts at elections to Scottish Parliamentary regions,
produced in January 2006, accepted that “it was reasonable for political parties, individual candidates and elections agents to request
re-counts at the regional level at elections to the Scottish Parliament regions”. This remains a reasonable request, and the law should
facilitate it.
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Provisional Proposal 9-5
Save for differences in the transfer value, the same detailed rules should govern all STV counts.
Total responses: 35
Statistics:
Agree - 34
Disagree - 1
Conditional - 0

Sub
002

Respondent
Robin Potter (Liberal
Democrat Councillor)

0 Paul Gribble CBE

Response to PP 9-5
Agree
Agree

03
005

Gifty Edila (ERO and
RO for Hackney BC)

Agree

006

Mark Heath

Agree

012

Southern Branch of
the AEA

Agree

014

AEA (National)

The AEA Southern Branch agrees with this proposal, however we have limited knowledge of running STV counts.

ree
015

Eastbourne Electoral
Services

Agree

016

Phil Hardy (Sandwell
Council)

Agree

017

Joyce White
(Returning Officer for
the West
Dunbartonshire
County)

Agree
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021

Crawford Langley

Agree

022

New Forest DC

Agree

024

London Branch of the
AEA

Agree

025

Matthew Box (Malvern
Hills DC)

Agree

026

Eastern Branch of the
AEA

Agree

027

Senators of the
College of Justice

Agree

029

Electoral Commission

Agree

We support this proposal, which would help to ensure consistency in the administration of count processes, while continuing to allow
flexibility for policymakers and legislators.

031

Sir Howard Bernstein

Agree

This provisional proposal is supported, subject to it also being supported by returning officers with more direct experience of
administering STV counts.

033

Ian White (Kettering
BC)

Agree

Agreed providing there is flexibility for Returning Officers as to how they conduct the process within the single standard set of rules.

034

Scotland and Northern
Ireland Branch of the
AEA

Agree

035

Jeff Jacobs (Greater
London Authority)

Agree

037

McDougall Trust

Agree

038

David Hughes
(Electoral Registration
Officer and Returning
Officer for Gravesham
BC)

Agree

040

David Boothroyd
(Labour Councillor)

Agree

041

Timothy Straker QC

Agree

We agree with the principle, although we have limited knowledge of running STV counts.

We agree that, STV counting rules should continue to be detailed and, ideally, structured to apply to all elections, (save for different
methods of calculation transfer values), using that system (Full report 9.77) – but only if the differences in procedure make it a practical
proposition.
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044

Ian Miller (Returning
Officer for Wyre
Forest)

Agree

046

Wyre Forest DC

Agree

049

West Lancashire BC

Agree

054

Darren Whitney
(Stratford on Avon
DC)

Agree

055

SOLAR (endorsed by
the EMB)

Agree

056

Alastair Whitelaw
(Scottish Green Party)

Agree

057

Colin Everett
(Returning Officer)

Agree

058

Alan Mabbutt OBE
(Conservative Party)

Agree

067

Labour Party

Agree

070

Richard Mawrey QC

Agree

072

Dr Heather Green
(Aberdeen University)

Agree

074

Scot Martin (Scottish
National Party)

Disagree

Agreed but provision should be made for electronic scanning and calculation, already in use in Scotland.
Ideally all papers should be scanned twice, through different machines, to ensure absolute accuracy. If different results are obtained
then further checking would be needed.

[See excerpt from Scott Martin’s response on the following page]
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Scott Martin (Scottish National Party) response extract (footnotes omitted):
“STV Election Rules in Scotland and Northern Ireland – Background
140. The general argument in the discussion paper for aligning election rules has much less cogency in the case of rules for counting votes under
STV. Under the existing law, there are the very similar rules used in three levels of election in Northern Ireland and there are the quite different rules
used in local government elections in Scotland. No returning officer will need to deal with the rules as they apply in Northern Ireland and as they
apply in Scotland. No party has representatives in bodies elected by STV in both Scotland and Northern Ireland. The number of voters validly dual
registered in Scotland and Northern Ireland will be very small indeed. In any event, very few voters, certainly in Scotland, know anything about the
intricacies of counting the votes – all they need to know being contained in the instructions on the ballot paper.
141. There is a very clear historic and practical reason for the difference between the two sets of rules, which is not mentioned in either the
discussion paper or the research papers. The rules for election in Northern Ireland are what have been described as the classical UK STV counting
rules. They were designed when the only form of counting was counting by hand and look relatively familiar sat beside The University Elections
(Single Transferable Vote) Regulations 1918. They also look familiar against the Local Governance (Scotland) Bill, as originally introduced into the
Scottish Parliament in 2003.
142. The detailed rules on the conduct of the count were removed from the Local Governance (Scotland) Bill during Stage 2. The reason for this was
that an electronic counting system was to be procured for the 2007 elections, but it was not certain when the bill was passed in 2003 that this would
be in place for the elections. If ballot papers were going to be counted electronically, a more sophisticated system of counting would be possible.
The then Scottish Executive therefore laid amendments to the bill to remove the detailed count provisions, which were geared for a manual count
using more simplified processes and including optimisations to ensure that the count would be completed in a reasonable time. In the end, electronic
counting was used and the more sophisticated count method was placed in secondary legislation.
143. In practice, electronic counting is used at Scottish local government elections where there are two or more seats to fill in a ward. The Scottish
rules are designed for electronic counting. The rules in Northern Ireland date from a time when manual methods were the only ones available.
Equality of Votes under STV
144. The discussion paper and the research documents do not appear to have correctly interpreted the local government rules in Scotland when
there is an equality of votes at any stage in the count. Paragraph 9.72(1) of the discussion paper states that at Scottish local government elections
the returning officer will decide by lot which candidate’s surplus is transferred if the surplus is equal at the previous stage (in the singular). It is clear
from the rules that it will only be necessary to draw lots if two or more candidates have equal votes at all stages. This misunderstanding is confirmed
in the following paragraph, which notes that the Northern Irish approach reduces the scope for the chance element of deciding surplus distributions
and exclusions, by lot.
145. Rule 50(2) of the Scottish Local Government Election Rules provides that “If the surpluses determined in respect of two or more candidates are
equal, the transferable papers of the candidate who had the highest number of votes at the end of the most recent preceding stage at which they
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had unequal numbers of votes shall be transferred first.” Rule 50(3), which deals with the drawing of lots, only applies where “the number of votes
credited to two or more candidates were equal at all stages of the count”.
146. The rules in Scotland provide for a “count back” provision which looks, not just to the last stage of the count to see if there is an equality of
votes, but all the way back to the first preference count. It is only if the votes are equal at all stages that lots are drawn. In Northern Ireland, all of the
sets of rules use a different provision – a “count forward” provision. Under these rules, rather than looking first at the previous stage of the count and
working back to the initial counting, the first preference votes are examined followed by the preferences at second stage and so on.
147. The “chance element” is on this basis for the Scottish rules similar to the Northern Irish rules, in that lots are only drawn if the votes are the
same at each stage. In practice, it is more likely that lots will require to be drawn under the Northern Ireland counting rules. As a counting method
designed for manual counts, the rules in Northern Ireland provide for the exclusion of more than one candidate at the same stage. By reducing the
number of stages in a count, the prospect of ties at all stages emerging later on in the count increases. Under the Scottish rules, there are no
multiple exclusions and therefore more chance of there being differences between votes at different stages for the simple reason that there may be
more stages. In addition, votes are transferred in the Scottish rules at a variety of transfer values, reflecting the votes on the ballot paper at previous
stages – not just the votes in the last transferred sub-parcel. This reduces the statistical likelihood of ties further. Finally, transfer calculations in
Scotland are to five decimal places – rather than two as in Northern Ireland. This all makes it much more likely that there will be a need to draw lots
in Northern Ireland, than there will be in Scotland. In practice, for both the greatest likelihood by far remains when there are candidates with low
levels of support at first preference stage.
148. That all said, the paper is useful in highlighting that there are a number of ways to break a tie before lots have to be drawn. Most voters would
expect the candidate with the greater number of first preferences to prevail over the candidate with the greater number of transferred votes. There
[sic] argument that the Scottish STV rules should be changed from a “count backwards” to a “count forwards” approach is difficult to fault from this
perspective.
Possible Technical Change to Scottish Rules – 50% Rule
149. Rule 53(1A) of the Scottish Local Government Election Rules, which applies when the counting of votes occurs by means other than electronic
counting under Rule 55(c), allows a candidate to be declared elected when the votes credited to one candidate “is equal to or greater than the total
number of votes then credited to all the other continuing candidates”.
150. There is no reason why this rule should not also apply when the votes are being counted electronically. The benefit of including it in the manual
rules was greater in that it means that there is no need to delay the result by requiring a counting stage where it is mathematically impossible for any
other candidate to win. There is no time benefit to include this rule in the electronic version as the counting takes places very quickly, but it would
make the printouts look more coherent. In all likelihood, it was not included for electronic counts as part of the 2011 rules because there would have
been a need to re-certify the electronic counting system to ensure compliance with the new rule.
Possible Technical Change to Scottish Rules – Beyond the 50% Rule and Reducing Quota
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151. The 50% rule is a particular instance of the rule that when a candidate’s votes equate with or exceed quota, they are guaranteed to be elected.
Quota is the minimum number to mathematically guarantee election while ensuring that there are no more candidates elected than there are seats to
fill. At a first past the post election, getting more than 50% of the votes guarantees election. Where there are two seats to be filled and a candidate
has more than one third of the votes, they are also guaranteed election because there are not enough votes left for there to be two candidates
capable of beating them.
152. At any stage in a count using fixed precision arithmetic, quota is:
–

−

−
+ 10—p

+1
Where t is the total valid vote
e is the vote with elected candidates
n is the non-transferrable vote
r is the votes lost to truncation58
s is the number of seats left to fill
p is the decimal precision
153. Under Rule 47 of the Scottish local government election rules, the quota is calculated once and once only. It does not change at subsequent
stages to recognise ballot papers becoming non-transferrable.61 Re-calculating the quota at each stage would properly reflect the purpose of setting
a quota. The quota should be based on the votes as they are “stacking up” at a particular stage – not a number artificially based on the number of
votes after first preferences are counted.
154. Even more helpfully, if quota were recalculated at each stage, this would ensure that as soon as a candidate has reached the point that they
are mathematically guaranteed to be elected, they are accorded this status.62 It would allow last vacancies to be filled quicker in some
circumstances and without there being a need to revert to the “last person standing” long-stop rule. It would also ensure that candidates are elected
when they are mathematically guaranteed to be elected – the basic purpose of the quota.
Possible Technical Change to Scottish Rules – Order of Surplus Distribution
155. Under the current Scottish Local Government rules, there is a relatively common situation in four ward seats where:
Stage 1 – Candidate A and B are elected based on achieving quota. Candidate C had not achieved sufficient first preferences to be elected at this
stage. Other candidates remain in contention.
Stage 2 – The surplus of Candidate A exceeds that of Candidate B. Candidate A’s surplus is therefore distributed first. This results in Candidate C
also being elected based on achieving quota.
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Stage 3 – Candidate C at this stage can have a higher number of votes than Candidate B. There will be no votes distributed to Candidate B at Stage
2 as Candidate B has already been elected. The second preferences on ballot papers with first preference votes for Candidate A may be
overwhelmingly for Candidate C, particularly when they are from the same party. The rules provide that the candidate with the largest surplus should
have their votes distributed first. No account is taken of the stage at which the candidate was elected. Candidate C’s surplus is therefore distributed.
156. The way the rules work does look very odd in this situation. The expectation of an informed member of the public is likely to be that Candidate
B’s surplus should be distributed over Candidate C’s surplus at Stage 3 because Candidate B had more first preference votes than Candidate C. It is
counterintuitive for the distribution of Candidate B’s surplus to effectively have been delayed by the fact that Candidate B was elected at an earlier
stage than Candidate C, therefore depriving Candidate B of the benefit of gaining votes from Candidate A’s surplus. Indeed, there is the odd
consequence that more weight may be given to the second and later preferences on ballots with first preference votes for Candidate B, if Candidate
B fell just short of quota on first preferences – thereby benefiting from Candidate A’s surplus votes at Stage 2 and being in a better position to have
later preferences brought into consideration earlier than under the current scenarios.
157. It is possible for seats to be filled immediately following the distribution of the surplus of the votes of Candidate C before the surplus of
Candidate B is reallocated. That would seem to be inherently wrong. It would seem much more appropriate for the rules to provide for Candidate B’s
surplus to be distributed at Stage 3 rather than Candidate C’s surplus. That could be done by prioritising the distribution of the surplus of candidates
elected at an earlier stage over candidates elected at the current stage. It would not require a radical re-writing of the rules, but would remove this
commonly occurring anomalous scenario.
158. In real elections, Candidate A and Candidate C are quite likely to be of the same political party. The result is a potential skewing of the result
because the surplus of two candidates from the same political party are distributed before that of Candidate B, despite Candidate B having a higher
level of support and therefore a better claim to have their surplus distributed first.
Doubtful Ballots
159. It is agreed that the specific rule in relation to the Scottish Parliament elections that a numbered sequence on the ballot paper starting with “1”
should be treated as a vote for the candidate against which the “1” could be dealt with through guidance on adjudication – although it is submitted
that any guidance should have a statutory status and only be finalised after proper consultation with interested parties.
160. There was a very good rationale for setting this rule out in the Scottish Parliament (Elections, Etc.) Order 2007. In Cornwell v Marshall (1977)
75 LGR 676, a decision on a local government election petition from Richmond upon Thames, the court had held that when a ballot paper was
marked with a numbered sequence as though the voter appeared to think they were dealing with a proportional representation system, it was to be
treated as a ballot paper with a vote for more than one candidate and therefore fell to be rejected at the count. The way these ballot papers were
dealt with in Cornwell had been described in 2001 in what was then the leading guide on the subject as reflecting “the basic law”.64 Setting out a
contrary rule in legislation means that no returning officer at a Scottish Parliament election need to consider whether they should apply Cornwell v
Marshall. The rule effectively ensured that Cornwell had no application to these elections.
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161. There is no equivalent rule in the European Parliament election rules. As voters used STV in the local government elections in 2007, it was
thought that voters may also use a numbered sequence at the 2009 European Elections. The regional returning officer for Scotland therefore agreed
with individual returning officers that ballot papers in this category should be adjudicated to allow a vote for the party against which the “1” appeared.
By the time of the 2014 European Parliament elections, it is understood that election officials across the UK had by then all agreed on the way that
ballot papers in this category were to be dealt with. It was also understood that returning officers out with Scotland were less inclined to apply the
logic of that part of the Cornwell case anyway.
162. In elections where the Electoral Management Board for Scotland has a responsibility, the guidance should come from that body. The guidance
on adjudication of doubtful ballot papers for the referendum used the Electoral Commission booklet as a starting point, but considerably improved on
the product by including a stated rationale for adjudication in relation to a number of examples, which proved helpful at the referendum count itself.”
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Provisional Proposal 9-6
A standard set of counting rules and subset of counting rules for electronic counting should apply to all elections. Which elections are
subject to electronic counting should be determined by statutory instrument.
Total responses: 36
Statistics:
Agree - 34
Disagree - 2
Sub

Respondent

002

Robin Potter (Liberal
Democrat Councillor)

Agree

003

Paul Gribble CBE

Agree

005

Gifty Edila (ERO and RO for
Hackney BC)

Agree

006

Mark Heath

Agree

012

Southern Branch of the AEA

Agree

AEA (National)

Agree

015

Eastbourne Electoral Services

Agree

016

Phil Hardy (Sandwell Council)

Agree

017

Joyce White (Returning
Officer for the West
Dunbartonshire County)

Agree

021

Crawford Langley

Agree

014

Response to PP 9-6
Which elections may be counted electronically should be decided for a complete set of elections (e.g. a whole parish or all
parliamentary at a General election) but can be decided locally so that e.g. East Canterbury can be electronic while West
Canterbury is not

Having , many years ago, (prior to the advent of STV and electronic counting) had a significant difference of opinion with
both the Electoral Commission and the (then) Scottish Executive on the question of whether the direction in the legislation
to “count” necessarily required a manual count when I wanted to conduct an electronic count, it would be useful to have a
rule specifying the circumstances in which electronic counting may be used and, if there is a choice to be made between
electronic and manual, who makes that choice. Currently I would argue, as in the past, that if the method is not specified by
legislation the choice lies with the returning officer.
In any event the returning officer must have the option to revert to a manual count where there is a failure of an electronic
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system or he is not satisfied that the electronic system will provide an accurate result.
022

New Forest DC

Agree

024

London Branch of the AEA

Agree

025

Matthew Box (Malvern Hills
DC)

Agree

026

Eastern Branch of the AEA

Agree

027

Senators of the College of
Justice

Agree

029

Electoral Commission
gree

031

Sir Howard Bernstein

Agree

033

Ian White (Kettering BC)

Agree

034

Scotland and Northern Ireland
Branch of the AEA

Agree

035

Jeff Jacobs (Greater London
Authority)

Agree

037

McDougall Trust
gree

038

David Hughes (Electoral
Registration Officer and
Returning Officer for
Gravesham BC)

We support these proposals, which would help to simplify and bring appropriate consistency between the different methods
of counting. While we agree that a separate power to provide by statutory instrument which elections may be subject to
electronic counting, we suggest that such secondary legislation should be subject to an affirmative Parliamentary
procedure, so that legislators are given appropriate opportunities to debate and approve any change.
Agreed providing there is flexibility for Returning Officers as to how they conduct the process within the single standard set
of rules.

I agree with this provisional proposal, provided that it remains clear that GLA counts can continue to be electronic or
manual at the determination of the GLRO.
We also agree that which elections are subject to electronic counting should be determined by statutory instrument but,
subject to whatever the specific rules are used, the electronic count results should fully replicate (and vice versa) the
manual count results in accord with the rules set down in statutory instruments.

gree

040

David Boothroyd (Labour
Councillor)

Agree

041

Timothy Straker QC

Agree

044

Ian Miller (Returning Officer
for Wyre Forest)

Agree

046

Wyre Forest DC

Agree
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049

West Lancashire BC
gree

054

Darren Whitney (Stratford on
Avon DC)

Agree

055

SOLAR (endorsed by the
EMB)

Agree

056

Alastair Whitelaw (Scottish
Green Party)

Agree

Qualified agreement. There was a case in which the counting system employed was marketed by a company whose
directors included at the time the former leader of a major party.
Procurement of systems must be strictly neutral and the software available for audit by a disinterested party.
On previous occasions we have been told that software absolutely could not be audited because of “commercial
confidentiality”. This is not a transparent system and is unacceptable.

057
058

Colin Everett (Returning
Officer)

Disagree

Alan Mabbutt OBE
(Conservative Party)

gree

067

Labour Party

Agree

070

Richard Mawrey QC

Agree

072

Dr Heather Green (Aberdeen
University)

Agree

074

Scott Martin (Scottish National
Party)

Disagree

We would favour having the enabling power for electronic counting of all types of Elections rather than it being determined
by statutory instrument for those Elections are considered to be suitable for electronic counting.

The electronic counting of votes from a plurality election as opposed to an STV election counted using the Weighted
Inclusive Gregory method is very different, with the exception of the verification process.
The discussion paper mentions the prospect of elections in Northern Ireland being counted electronically. That would be
entirely a matter for the political process there, but as can be seen from the previous discussion, it may well be that a move
to electronic voting would be accompanied by changes to the count method, given that many aspects of the current system
in both Ireland and Northern Ireland are based on processes and policy choices applicable where the ballot papers are to
be counting by hand. That would be likely to happen unless one of the main political actors thought that there was
advantages or disadvantages to them in one particular counting method.
On this basis, counting by hand or electronically is not a simple process, which could be switched on or off by a statutory
instrument. There are other issues to consider. The use of electronic voting opens up the possibility of sub-result data
being made available. There was a significant release of polling station level data after the Scottish Parliament elections in
2007 in response to a Freedom of Information Act request. The rules for the London Mayoral and Assembly elections as
well as the elections to Scottish local authorities provide for release of sub-result data. There may be different policy
requirements for different elections. Different legislatures may choose to set policy as a result of the own political
considerations. For instance, there may be particular sensitivities about releasing polling station level data in Northern
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Ireland given the historic divides in certain communities – something which is much less likely to be necessary in an
election to the London Assembly.
Although ideally the legislation is put in place and a particular e-Counting solution is procured to deliver the requirements of
the legislation, this situation does not necessarily arise in practice. The Scottish Local Government Elections Amendment
Order 2012 SSI 60 was needed because the Opt2Vote system was not capable of outputting as post-election data what the
original order had required.
These issues would all go against the likelihood that systems could reach the stage where there is a general e-counting
template with a statutory instrument saying which elections are to be counted electronically.
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Consultation Question 9-7
Should electronic counting systems be subject to a certification requirement, a requirement of a prior demonstration to political parties
and/or the Electoral Commission, or should there be no change in the current law?
9-7(a): Electronic counting systems should be subject to a certification requirement.
9-7(b): Electronic counting systems should be subject to a requirement of a prior demonstration to political parties and/or the Electoral Commission.
9-7(c): There should be no change in the current law.
Total responses: 34
Statistics:
9-7(a) only (certification requirement) – 9
9-7(b) only (prior demonstration) – 5
Agree with both 9-7(a) and (b) (certification requirement and prior demonstration) – 16
9-7(c) only (no change) – 3
Other way forward – 1
Sub
002

Respondent

Response to Q 9-7

Robin Potter (Liberal
Democrat Councillor)

Agree with
9-7(c) only

The returning officer can decide unless there is objection from any candidate or party. If there are such objections, the Electoral
Commission will adjudicate.

003

Paul Gribble CBE

Agree with
9-7(a)

No doubt that there should be a certification requirement

005

Gifty Edila (ERO and RO
for Hackney BC)

Agree with
9-7(c) only

There should be no change to the current law

006

Mark Heath

Other way
forward

The choice and operation of electronic systems should be a matter for Returning Officers. The law should allow different
approaches to counting to be included. Legally this should be the responsibility of the Returning Officer. There is an issue
about individual certification process for individual systems for individual Returning Officers and the cost of that being
prohibitive.
A better approach might be to develop one or more electronic counting systems, either via the Government’s own IT /
procurement service, or through a framework agreement, any / all of which would require certification which then makes them
available for Returning Officers to use or not, as they see fit.

012

Southern Branch of the

Agree with

From a councils experience in 2007 on electronic counting, they agree that any electronic counting system should be subject to
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AEA

9-7(a) and
(b)

a certification requirement and be set down in statue to ensure uniformity across the country. The requirements could also
include a prior demonstration to any interested parties (political parties/EC). This would give confidence of the process to
Candidates/political parties who might be suspicious of any new processes. If they are not satisfied with the assurances they
are given – should there be an appeal mechanism e.g. who do they appeal to?
In the pilot the Council had to pass a certification requirement which was verified by the Cabinet Office, the question would be
who would sign off the certification requirement, or would it fall to the RO to ensure he/she were satisfied that the checks had
been carried out as set out in the legislation?

014

AEA (National)

Agree with
9-7(a) and
(b)

The AEA supports the provisional proposal of a prior demonstration to political parties and/or the Electoral Commission but
believes that the issue of a certification requirement would need further examination and consideration.
As part of good practice arrangements, the GLA already demonstrate the ecounting system to political parties and many local
authorities already hold election agent briefings closer to the election. These will includes details of the count arrangements and
count methods along with the determination of doubtful papers.

015

Eastbourne Electoral
Services

Agree with
9-7(a) and
(b)

Endorses response of the National AEA

016

Phil Hardy (Sandwell
Council)

Agree with
9-7(a) and
(b)

Endorses response of the National AEA

017

Joyce White (Returning
Officer for the West
Dunbartonshire County)

Agree with
9-7(b)

Disagree with requirement for certification. However, no objection to local political parties being invited to a test demonstration
of the equipment in advance of the Count.

021

Crawford Langley

Agree with
9-7(b) +
additional
comment

While specification and testing of electronic systems is critical for the transparency of the process, experience of nationally
specified counting equipment for Scottish Local Government elections suggests that a national specification sits uneasily with
the responsibility of the individual Returning Officer for the conduct of a particular count.

Fully support a change in the law to move to a more modern style of counting for al polls but will need a buy in by certification
and demonstrations.

In particular, I would have welcomed the power to pass papers through the system at a different level of sensitivity to convince
candidates and agents of the accuracy of the system.
I would, therefore, instinctively support the suggestion in the Consultation paper of a prior (local) demonstration to candidates
and agents.
The practical difficulty with this would be the fact that most electronic counting equipment is owned and often operated by
contractors who set it up a day or two before the count. On grounds of cost, any demonstration would, of necessity, be at the
last minute.
Furthermore, would an objection by a candidate to what she sees at such a demonstration have any effect on the choice of a
system, particularly if that system has been used successfully in the past or elsewhere?

022

New Forest DC

Agree with

We agree that any electronic counting system should be subject to a certification requirement and be set down in statue to
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9-7(a) and
(b)

ensure uniformity across the country.
The requirements could also include a prior demonstration to any interested parties (political parties/EC). This would give
confidence in the process.
We question what action would be proposed if they are not satisfied with the assurances they are given – should there be an
appeal mechanism and to whom should they appeal?

025

Matthew Box (Malvern
Hills DC)

Agree with
9-7(a) and
(b)

Endorses response of the National AEA

026

Eastern Branch of the
AEA

Agree with
9-7(a) and
(b)

Endorses response of the National AEA

027

Senators of the College
of Justice

Agree with
9-7(a) and
(b)

029

Electoral Commission

Agree with
9-7(a)

We support a certification requirement to provide independent quality assurance and ensure a minimum standard for electronic
counting systems.
Previous evaluations of e-counting pilot schemes by the Commission have highlighted that effective implementation of ecounting requires fully tested solutions and sufficient time to implement them. We have previously recommended that an
accreditation and certification scheme is required to provide independent quality assurance of e-counting solutions before they
are made available for use at elections, including to support the use of e-counting outside a piloting framework.
It will be important to ensure that any accreditation and certification scheme has appropriate characteristics, including a set of
requirements for e-counting covering usability, availability, security and transparency.
Buy-in from political parties and other stakeholders will be important, so any accreditation and certification scheme must be
suitably transparent. This will include the publication of the e-counting requirements and of the certification process that will be
undertaken as well as transparent reporting for each certified product outlining the results of the certification process.
Further consideration should be given to identifying a suitable body to take on responsibility for confirming the certification or
signing off on the process. The Electoral Commission, together with the UK Electoral Advisory Board, could play a key role in
provide a suitable level of oversight of any certification process.

031

033
034

Sir Howard Bernstein

Agree with
9-7(a) and
(b)

It is suggested that the current law is unsatisfactory in this area. Merit is seen in both the option of a certification requirement
and that of prior demonstration to political parties and/or the Electoral Commission.
Given that these options are not mutually exclusive, there could be both a certification and a demonstration requirement.

Ian White (Kettering BC)

Agree with
9-7(b)

Electronic counting systems should be demonstrated to election agents/candidates prior to the count.

Scotland and Northern

Agree with

Endorses response of the National AEA
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035

Ireland Branch of the
AEA

9-7(a) and
(b)

Jeff Jacobs (Greater
London Authority)

Agree with
9-7(b)

I am concerned that a certification requirement might limit the ability to take advantage of technological advances that would
assist the accuracy, speed and transparency of electronic counting.
Building trust and understanding of the counting system amongst all those involved in an election is vital and for GLA elections
we have always made significant provisions to demonstrate the systems and how they work.
I therefore support the provisional proposal of a prior demonstration of e counting systems to political parties and/or the
Electoral Commission, provided that the requirements do not increase the amount of proving work required of the GLRO in
relation to such systems.

037

McDougall Trust

Agree with
9-7(a) and
(b)

We agree that the electronic systems should be subject to a certification requirement process which should include prior
demonstration to the Electoral Commission and to accredited representatives of the political parties in order to demonstrate
transparency in the electronic counting system and to maintain confidence in the validity of the outcomes ‒ thus allaying any
impression that the results may have been produced by a ‘black box’ process.

038

David Hughes (Electoral
Registration Officer and
Returning Officer for
Gravesham BC)

Agree with
9-7(a) and
(b)

Endorses response of AEA (National)

David Boothroyd (Labour
Councillor)

Agree with
9-7(a)

As a member of the General Purposes Committee, I was involved in assessing Westminster CC's electronic counting system
used in 2002 and 2006, and can remember receiving rival proposals which it was very difficult to assess.

040

For that reason I would prefer to see electronic counting systems certified by some national body (probably the Electoral
Commission) as being proven to be reliable and fair.
041
044

Timothy Straker QC

Agree with
9-7(c)

Ian Miller (Returning
Officer for Wyre Forest)

Agree with
9-7(a)

I prefer a certification requirement. This could be undertaken centrally by the Electoral Commission which would certify that a
number of different providers’ electronic systems are suitable for use. The selection of which system actually to use would be a
matter for local discretion, in the same way as there is discretion now on the electoral software that is used.
Central certification is preferable as the systems have to be “approved” only once whereas a system of local demonstrations
would involve multiple “approval” of the same system(s).
It is also not clear what would happen if the returning officer was satisfied with the system but local political parties were not –
whose view would prevail and would there be time to organise any alternative?

046

Wyre Forest DC

Agree with
9-7(a)

Certification preferred, see above response to EL044
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049

West Lancashire BC

Agree with
9-7(a) and
(b)

Endorses response of AEA (National)

054

Darren Whitney
(Stratford on Avon DC)

Agree with
9-7(a) and
(b)

Endorses response of AEA (National)

055

SOLAR (endorsed by the
EMB)

Agree with
9-7(a)

Agreed that there should be certification of electronic counting systems, and that the requirement for such certification should
rest with the Electoral Commission who should require to appoint a suitably qualified independent person to provide such
certification.

056

Alastair Whitelaw
(Scottish Green Party)

Agree with
9-7(a) and
(b)

There definitely should be a certification requirement, and prior demonstration to political parties and the Electoral Commission.
It is essential that independent auditing of software allowed.

057

Colin Everett (Returning
Officer)

Agree with
9-7(a)

Alan Mabbutt OBE
(Conservative Party)

Agree with
9-7(b)

067

Labour Party

Agree with
9-7(a)

A certification requirement should be in legislation. An additional demonstration requirement should be in Electoral Commission
guidance.

072

Dr Heather Green
(Aberdeen University)

Agree with
9-7(a) and
(b)

I agree there should be a certification requirement and a rule mandating prior demonstration to parties and to the Electoral
Commission. Such requirements would help to increase public confidence and trust in such counting methods, and standardise
and foster good practice. The breakdown of counting technology during the 2007 Scottish Parliament elections caused
significant problems which could perhaps be prevented by the introduction of such a requirement.

074

Scott Martin (Scottish
National Party)

9-7(a) only

In his response, Mr Martin highlighted that the certified version of the software must be the version actually deployed. He also
noted his strong opposition to the proposal that the Electoral Commission take the lead in the certification process.

058
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CHAPTER 10: TIMETABLES AND COMBINATION OF POLLS
Provisional Proposal 10-1
The UK Parliamentary election timetable should be oriented so that steps count back from polling day.
Total responses: 31
Statistics:
Agree - 31
Disagree - 0

Sub

Respondent

Response to PP 10-1
Observes that candidates are more likely to get things wrong because election timetables are so confusing and muddled.

01

Liam Pennington
(Local government
candidate)

Agree

002

Robin Potter (Liberal
Democrat Councillor)

Agree

003

Paul Gribble CBE

Agree

005

Gifty Elida (Electoral
registration officer and
returning officer for
Hackney)

Agree

This would minimise the risk of miscalculating a date for any of the different steps.

006

Mark Heath (returning
officer, Southampton
CC)

Agree

Agreed, though we would prefer that that should be structured so that polling day is never less than 25 days after the warrant is issued.

012

Southern Branch of
AEA

Agree

But if 28 days as in proposal 10-5 this should be increased accordingly.

013

Association of Electoral
Administrators

Agree

015

Eastbourne Electoral
Services

Agree
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016

Sandwell Electoral
Services

Agree

021

Crawford Langley
(Aberdeen CC)

Agree

022

New Forest DC

Agree

026

Eastern Branch of AEA

Agree

027

Senators of the
College of Justice
(Scottish Judiciary)

Agree

Yes, the UK parliamentary election timetable should count back from polling day.

029

Electoral Commission

Agree

Would be consistent with the method of calculating timetables for other elections, and would allow better alignment of voter/candidate
facing deadlines and electoral administration processes where polls are combined or held on the same day.

031

Sir Howard Bernstein
(Manchester CC)

Agree

033

Ian White (Kettering
BC)

Agree

034

Scotland and Northern
Ireland branch of AEA

Agree

035

Jeff Jacobs (Greater
London Returning
Officer)

Agree

038

David Hughes
(Gravesham BC)

Agree

041

Timothy Straker QC

Agree

044

Ian Miller (Wyre Forest
DC)

Agree

Supports national AEA view

At the 2015 election, because of the process of issuing a writ for the Parliamentary election, the notice of election could not be issued
until 1 April. This was after the last date for issue of the notice of election for the local government elections (30 March) which are being
held on the same day. The consequence is that different editions of the electoral register have to be issued for local government
candidates compared to Parliamentary candidates.
The following suggestions are raised:
1) minimise the combination of polls by providing for local elections to be every 5 years (see below); and/or
2) end the process of issuing and returning writs altogether. The Commissions should be bold and not fear to look at this question.
Writs are archaic. While traditional, they should have no part in modern electoral processes. We have fixed 5 year Parliaments so the
process of writs is even more anomalous; or
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3) if the process of writs is retained, provide for the writs to be issued even earlier so that notice of Parliamentary elections can be
issued on the same day as the last day for issuing a notice in respect of local elections.
046

Wyre Forest DC
elections team

Agree

See 044

049

West Lancashire DC

Agree

Supports national AEA view

053

Scottish Assessors’
Association

Agree

054

Darren Whitney
(Stratford on Avon DC)

Agree

Supports national AEA view.

055

Society of Local
Authority Lawyers and
Administrators in
Scotland (SOLAR)

Agree

Agreed, since there is now a fixed term of office for MPs.

056

Alastair Whitelaw
(party campaigner)

Agree

058

Alan Mabbut OBE
(Conservative party)

Agree

067

Mike Creighton
(Labour party)

Agree

072

Dr Heather Green
(Aberdeen University)

Agree

074

Scott Martin (Scottish
National Party)

Agree
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Provisional Proposal 10-2
A separate rule should state that, for by-elections, polling day is on the last Thursday occurring between days 23 and 27 after the warrant
for the writ of by-election is issued (this is based on the current 25 day timetable length).
Total responses: 30
Statistics:
Agree – 26
Unsure – 1
Unclear – 2
Comment only – 1
* Due to an oversight, this response is not referred to in the text of the report.
Sub

Respondent

Response to PP 10-2
Argues that the convention that polling days must be Thursdays should be placed in law.

01

Liam Pennington
(Local government
candidate)

Agree

002

Robin Potter (Liberal
Democrat Councillor)

Agree

003

Paul Gribble CBE

Agree

005

Gifty Edila (ERO and
RO for Hackney BC)

Agree

006

Mark Heath (RO,
Southampton CC)

Agree

012

Southern Branch of
AEA

Agree

013

Association of
Electoral
Administrators

Agree

015

Eastbourne Electoral
Services

Agree

016

Sandwell Electoral

Agree
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Services
021

Crawford Langley
(Aberdeen CC)

Agree

022

New Forest DC

Agree

026

Eastern Branch of AEA

Agree

027

Senators of the
College of Justice
(Scottish Judiciary)

Agree

029

Electoral Commission

Agree

Would be consistent with the method of calculating timetables for other elections, and would allow better alignment of voter/candidate
facing deadlines and electoral administration processes where polls are combined or held on the same day.

031

Sir Howard Bernstein
(Manchester CC)

Agree

An absolute requirement for a by-election to be held on the Thursday (as opposed to another day) between days 23 and 27 after
warrant for the writ of by-election is issued may be unduly restrictive in exceptional circumstances. In practice it will usually be
appropriate for a parliamentary by-election to be scheduled for a Thursday due to voter familiarity with elections being held on that day,
but there may nonetheless be rare occasions where holding the poll on that day would significantly impact on the delivery of the
election. It is suggested therefore that a Thursday be specified as being the day of the poll, except where the returning officer
determines that exceptional circumstances mean that the poll cannot be effectively delivered on that day and can be better delivered on
another day within the 23 to 27 day window referred to above.

033

Ian White (Kettering
BC)

Agree

034

Scotland and Northern
Ireland branch of AEA

Agree

038

David Hughes
(Gravesham BC)

Agree

041

Timothy Straker QC

Agree

044

Ian Miller (Wyre Forest
DC)

Unclear

The system of writs should be abolished, as noted above. By-elections are held without them for councils and other bodies, so it is not
apparent why they need to be retained for Parliament.

046

Wyre Forest DC
elections team

Unclear

See 044

049

West Lancashire DC

Agree

Supports national AEA view

054

Darren Whitney
(Stratford on Avon DC)

Agree

Supports national AEA view. With fixed term Parliaments, is there any need for a writ?

055

Society of Local
Authority Lawyers and

Agree

Supports national AEA view
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Administrators in
Scotland (SOLAR)
056

Alastair Whitelaw
(party campaigner)

Agree

Reluctantly agreed. It is purely custom and practice that elections fall on Thursdays and there may be a call for at least an experiment
of voting at a weekend or voting over two days (or indeed both) to find out of this improves turnout. The law should allow for this with
minimal additional secondary legislation.

057

Colin Everett
(Flintshire County
Council)

Unsure

Asks what happens if there isn’t a Thursday in the timeframe

058

Alan Mabbut OBE
(Conservative party)

Agree

067

Mike Creighton
(Labour party)

Agree

072

Dr Heather Green
(Aberdeen University)

Agree

074

Scott Martin (Scottish
National Party)

Comment
only

075

George Cooper

*

However there should be separate consultation on the final day to be used for polling day, and whether the polling period should be
extended forwards for more than one day.

It would be much easier if when moving the writ for a UK Parliamentary election the date for the election is set out in the writ – in the
same way that the presiding officer of the Scottish Parliament or the returning officer for a local authority simply sets the date for the
election. Particularly with fixed term parliaments, the UK Parliament should move to a similar model, as has been recommended by the
Electoral Commission. It is appreciated that the general issue over by-election timing is outwith the scope of the project, as being a
matter of parliamentary law, but it is a point very much worthwhile making and it is only because of the perceived political advantage
that the current arrangements have persisted, despite recommendations for reform coming out of Speaker’s Conferences on Electoral
Law in 1973.
The 35 working day period within which certain by-elections must be held should be extended to 40 days. There would be
three advantages to this.
Firstly, it allows greater time for arrangements to be made and in the context of a possible by-election for Mayor of London,
every minute would count. But it is not our main consideration.
Secondly, it would do much to avoid overlapping processes (such as the production and dispatch of poll cards,
applications for postal votes) where a by-election occurs within the timetable period of an existing election. This is not
simply administratively challenging and irksome for campaigners but potentially very, very confusing for electors. Thus,
when a vacancy arises within the first week of an existing election timetable ( say around D-23) it is unavoidable that key
processes will overlap. An extra five days does not necessarily solve this but would be a very helpful ameliorating factor.
Thirdly, whilst Returning Officers may appear to have reasonable discretion in choosing a by-election, but in practice the
35 forwards, 25 back rules can, in a context where registration process timetables may be being balanced with the
tradition of elections on a Thursday and collide with days of religious significance that are not dies non ( Maundy Thursday,
Yom Kippur etc.) it can be that the RO’s room for discretion is very limited.
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In 2009 we were effectively boxed into a Yom Kippur by-election. In a highly diverse area such as ours, some very
uncomfortable discussions took place including with a leading local QC and “The Jewish Chronicle” who eventually went
away satisfied that we were acting in good faith and with the best of intentions, but with genuinely limited options. That was
very nearly a by-election on a Tuesday. I recall promising that if I ever had the chance to influence change, I would. Hence
our individual emphasis on this matter.
The incident highlighted the need either to create more dies non of other faiths, or to extend the timetable options.
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Provisional Proposal 10-3
The writ should be capable of communication by electronic means.
Total responses: 29
Statistics:
Agree - 28
Disagree – 1
Sub

Respondent

Response to PP 10-3

002

Robin Potter (Liberal
Democrat Councillor)

Agree

003

Paul Gribble CBE

Agree

005

Gifty Edila (ERO and
RO for Hackney BC)

Agree

006

Mark Heath (RO,
Southampton CC)

Agree

012

Southern Branch of
AEA

Agree

014

Association of
Electoral
Administrators

Agree

015

Eastbourne Electoral
Services

Agree

We agree that in this age of extensive use of technology for communicating, the Writ should be issued by email.

Though it is part of the tradition it is another thing to worry about i.e. to keep safe, fill in by hand – needs to be sent by email and be
completed and emailed back.
016

Sandwell Electoral
Services

Agree

021

Crawford Langley
(Aberdeen CC)

Disagree

022

New Forest DC

Agree

Opposes any suggestion that the writ is transmitted solely by electronic means. On the other hand, having had to travel to London to
take delivery of a writ for a bye-election during a postal strike, I would wholeheartedly support a proposal that the writ may be
transmitted by any means which will ensure that it is received by the RO to enable her to comply with the election timetable.
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026

Eastern Branch of AEA

Agree

027

Senators of the
College of Justice
(Scottish Judiciary)

Agree

029

Electoral Commission

Agree

031

Sir Howard Bernstein
(Manchester CC)

Agree

033

Ian White (Kettering
BC)

Agree

034

Scotland and Northern
Ireland branch of AEA

Agree

035

Jeff Jacobs, Greater
London Returning
Officer

Agree

038

David Hughes
(Gravesham BC)

Agree

041

Timothy Straker QC

Agree

044

Ian Miller (Wyre Forest
DC)

Agree

If writs are retained, this suggestion is supported.

046

Wyre Forest DC
elections team

Agree

See 044

049

West Lancashire DC

Agree

Supports national AEA view

054

Darren Whitney
(Stratford on Avon DC)

Agree

Supports national AEA view.

055

Society of Local
Authority Lawyers and
Administrators in
Scotland (SOLAR)

Agree

056

Alastair Whitelaw
(party campaigner)

Agree

Would reflect the accepted way most business processes are now conducted by public bodies. However it should be considered
whether the issue of a writ is necessary, particularly in the light of changes introduced by the Fixed Term Parliaments Act which mean
that polling day is now set in law.

Supports national AEA view

No couriers on horseback.
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058

Alan Mabbut OBE
(Conservative party)

Agree

067

Mike Creighton
(Labour party)

Agree

072

Dr Heather Green
(Aberdeen University)

Agree

074

Scott Martin

Agree

Agreed. In practice, the writ is anticipated by returning officers anyway so its communication is, in practice, all rather irrelevant to the
process, at least until it is actually returned (a number of days after the results have been seen on TV, the internet and in the papers by
the Clerk to the Crown in Chancery).
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Provisional Proposal 10-4
A standard legislative timetable should apply to all UK elections, containing the key milestones in electoral administration, including the
deadlines for registration and absent voting.
Total response: 32
Statistics:
Agree - 32
Disagree - 0

Sub

Respondent

Response to PP 10-4
Notes the particular confusion that arises when polls are combined.

01

Liam Pennington
(Local government
candidate)

Agree

002

Robin Potter (Liberal
Democrat Councillor)

Agree

003

Paul Gribble CBE

Agree

005

Gifty Edila (ERO and
RO for Hackney BC)

Agree

006

Mark Heath (RO,
Southampton CC)

Agree

012

Southern Branch of
AEA

Agree

Retain deadlines expressed as “not later than”, such as notice of election.

013

Association of Electoral
Administrators

Agree

Retain deadlines expressed as “not later than”, such as notice of election.

015

Eastbourne Electoral
Services

Agree

Retain deadlines expressed as “not later than”, such as notice of election.

016

Sandwell Electoral
Services

Agree

017

Jocelyn White (RO
West Dunbartonshire)

Agree

Adopting a standard legislative timetable for all UK elections would simplify the process and avoid confusion

I support the 28 day timetable
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021

Crawford Langley
(Aberdeen CC)

Agree

I would support the AEA view.

022

New Forest DC

Agree

Retain deadlines expressed as “not later than”, such as notice of election.

025

Matthew Box (Malvern
Hills DC)

Agree

Supports AEA view but adds:

026

Eastern Branch of AEA

Agree

Supports AEA view

027

Senators of the
College of Justice
(Scottish Judiciary)

Agree

A standard legislative timetable should apply to all UK elections, with key milestones including deadlines for registration and for absent
voting.

029

Electoral Commission

Agree

We agree that it is important that the timetable includes the key milestones in electoral administration, including registration, and that
these should be the same for each election to assist those involved in the election. Deadlines requiring steps to be taken ‘not later than’
a specified date (for example, publishing the notice of election for some elections) should be retained, so that returning officers may
begin activities earlier, particularly where it would allow candidates or electors more time to meet other deadlines. Deadlines for
registration and absent voting applications should use consistent timings; we suggest that midnight on the specified day would best
reflect and meet legitimate customer service expectations.

031

Sir Howard Bernstein
(Manchester CC)

Agree

Retain deadlines expressed as “not later than”, such as notice of election.

033

Ian White (Kettering
BC)

Agree

034

Scotland and Northern
Ireland branch of AEA

Agree

035

Jeff Jacobs, Greater
London Returning
Officer

Agree

Any amendments to electoral timetables should prioritise bringing forward the nomination process for all elections. We would then be in
a position where we could issue poll cards after the candidates are known so that the electorate, upon receipt of their poll card, can
immediately confirm who is standing for that particular contest. For me, whilst poll cards play an essential legal role by informing
electors of an upcoming poll, they are also something of a “marketing” campaign for that particular poll. The widespread use of the
Internet and associated mobile technology has precipitated a desire for instant information access by all of us in the UK, yet our current
voting system remains fixed in a state whereby we issue poll cards 2-3 weeks before any real information is available, expecting the
electorate to keep it on a shelf for 2-3 weeks and then log on to see who is standing. Having worked at the front line of elections for 10
years, I strongly believe that we lose the interest of many younger voters (e.g. 18 – 35 year olds) right at that point because from their
perspective they perceive that (a) there is no information available, (b) the information is being concealed from them, and/or (c) the
administration of the election is disorganised.

Retain deadlines expressed as “not later than”, such as notice of election.
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038

David Hughes
(Gravesham BC)

Agree

Supports national AEA view:

041

Timothy Straker QC

Agree

044

Ian Miller (Wyre Forest
DC)

Agree

046

Wyre Forest DC
elections team

Agree

049

West Lancashire DC

Agree

Supports national AEA view: Retain deadlines expressed as “not later than”, such as notice of election.

053

Scottish Assessors’
Association

Agree

Define deadlines in terms of date and time, with all times consistent – such as noon. At present registration deadlines are midnight,
absent vote application deadlines 5pm and nomination deadlines 4pm. The interaction between registration deadlines, absent vote
application deadlines, registration determination dates and the issue of postal ballot packs/poll cards requires careful scrutiny
particularly in view of the introduction of IER and the impact elector verification may have prior to determination.

054

Darren Whitney
(Stratford on Avon DC)

Agree

Supports national AEA view. Retain deadlines expressed as “not later than”, such as notice of election.

055

Society of Local
Authority Lawyers and
Administrators in
Scotland (SOLAR)

Agree

058

Alan Mabbut OBE
(Conservative party)

Agree

067

Mike Creighton
(Labour party)

Agree

072

Dr Heather Green
(Aberdeen University)

Agree

074

Scott Martin (Scottish
National Party)

Agree

This is agreed in principal but subject clearly to the right of each respective parliament to determine for itself what timetable is
appropriate for elections covered by its own legislative competence and incorporated into its own legislation. Both the Scottish
Government and the UK Government agreed to timetable change for the Scottish Parliament elections after the 2007 elections. Any
legislation which comes out of the Law Commissions review should allow for policy change to be easily made.
The report is correct at paragraph 10.31 in highlighting the fact that the timetable does not include key dates for administrators,
including the deadlines for registration as an elector. Moving the dates for registration into the same framework for the computation of
time for UK-wide electoral events would mean that the registration dates would be the same throughout the UK, assisting registration
campaigns by the Electoral Commission, local authorities and others.
Easter Monday caused an issue for elections and referendums in 2011. The date for registration as an elector for the UK-wide AV
referendum was 15 April 2011 in Scotland but 14 April 2011 elsewhere because Easter Monday is not a Bank Holiday in Scotland. As it
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is generally observed as a public holiday, including by local authorities, it should be specifically written into the electoral timetable. It is a
dies null for Scottish Parliament and local government elections in Scotland, but not for UK Parliamentary by-elections or for registration
in relation to any election.
More generally, it would be helpful if timetables included materials of use to both administrators and campaigners – the current
timetable is oriented towards the administrator. Timetables produced by returning officers tend to include the date for delivery of the
election expenses return to them, but not the last date for the election agent to receive invoices and to pay expenses, because that is
not something of direct concern to the returning officer. It would be possible to draw all of the dates in the legislation into a table. It
would also not be difficult for the Electoral Commission or others to make a Microsoft Excel spreadsheet available, which just required
the dates for Bank holidays to be inserted to calculate the whole timetable.
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Provisional Proposal 10-5
The timetable should be 28 days in length.
Total responses: 31
Statistics:
Agree – 27
Disagree – 2
Unsure – 1
Comment only - 1
Sub

Respondent

Response to PP 10-5
Avoids confusion and the risk of mistakes.

001
002

Liam Pennington
(Local government
candidate)

Agree

Robin Potter (Liberal
Democrat Councillor)

Disagree

003

Paul Gribble CBE

Agree

005

Gifty Edila (ERO and
RO for Hackney BC)

Agree

006

Mark Heath (RO,
Southampton CC)

Agree

012

Southern Branch of
AEA

Agree

014

Association of
Electoral
Administrators

Agree

015

Eastbourne Electoral
Services

Agree

016

Sandwell Electoral
Services

Agree

017

Jocelyn White (RO

Agree

NO - 42 PREFFERED

We agree that a 28 day timetable would be ideal.

The AEA supports the 28 day timetable proposal.

I support the 28 day timetable
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West
Dunbartonshire)
021

Crawford Langley
(Aberdeen CC)

Agree

022

New Forest DC

Agree

026

Eastern Branch of
AEA

Agree

027

Senators of the
College of Justice
(Scottish Judiciary)

Agree

029

Electoral Commission

Unsure

The timetable for UK Parliamentary elections was changed from 17 working days to 25 working days in 2103, and the 2015 UK
Parliamentary general election will be the first at which the new longer timetable will apply. While we can see that there may be
advantages for electoral administration in a longer timetable, we suggest that the Law Commissions consider the experience of
returning officers, campaigners and electors using the new timetable at the May 2015 elections before reaching firm conclusions on
the merits of further extending the timetable to 28 days. We will consider the impact of the new timetable in our own reporting on the
May 2015 elections.

031

Sir Howard Bernstein
(Manchester CC)

Agree

For most elections this would represent an extension of the timetable and thus reduce the administrative burden on those responsible
for their administration.

033

Ian White (Kettering
BC)

Agree

034

Scotland and
Northern Ireland
branch of AEA

Agree

035

Jeff Jacobs, Greater
London Returning
Officer

Disagree

The timetable should be longer if a booklet requirement were to remain at GLA ordinary elections. Sending a booklet to 5.8 million
registered electors in London including over 800,000 postal voters before they receive their postal votes is a huge task. Even with
the two extra working days that are gained by moving away from the local government nominations model, 28 days would be a risk.
At Police and Crime Commissioners elections candidate “addresses” must be published online by the
returning officer. My personal view is that were similar arrangements to apply to GLA elections, with the expensive and outdated
requirement for the physical delivery of 5.8 million (or so) booklets removed, but "hard" copies of the booklet being available on
request, then it would be possible to reduce the time to the 28 days proposed.

038

David Hughes
(Gravesham BC)

Agree

041

Timothy Straker QC

Agree

Supports national AEA view
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044

Ian Miller (Wyre
Forest DC)

Agree

046

Wyre Forest DC
elections team

Agree

049

West Lancashire DC

Agree

Supports national AEA view

054

Darren Whitney
(Stratford on Avon
DC)

Agree

Supports national AEA view.

055

Society of Local
Authority Lawyers
and Administrators in
Scotland (SOLAR)

Agree

So long as the legislation in setting the last date for publication of the notice of election allows an earlier date for such publication in
order to allow a longer period for delivery of nomination papers, particularly for council elections in large authorities due to the high
volume of candidates.

056

Alastair Whitelaw
(party campaigner)

Agree

Agreed as a minimum. The writer has experience of the 35 day timetable which is easier.

058

Alan Mabbut OBE
(Conservative party)

Agree

067

Mike Creighton
(Labour party)

Agree

072

Dr Heather Green
(Aberdeen University)

Agree

074

Scott Martin (Scottish
National Party)

Comment
only

We would welcome further consultation on the timetable and extended polling hours. We are not opposed to a 28 day standard
timetable.

Paragraph 10.35 of the discussion paper indicates an uncertainty over why there is a different timetable applicable in Scotland for
local government and Scottish Parliament elections. This was because the UK Government (in relation to the Scottish Parliament
elections) and the Scottish Government (in relation to the local authority elections) chose to implement the recommendation
contained on page 68 of the Gould Report that the timetable should be extended to allow more time for the issuing of postal ballot
packs.
For Scottish Parliament elections, and from a campaigner’s perspective, the timetable is not viewed as one between 28 and 35 days.
The most important date is the “minimum period” between dissolution and the election under Section 2(3) of the Scotland Act 1998,
which is set at 28 days computed in accordance with the rules applying to proceedings before the poll. This was 25 days for the 1999
election82, 21 days for the 200383 and 2007 elections, finally moving to 28 days for the 2011 elections in consequence of the
timetable changes following the Gould Report.
The experience of the 2011 election was that from a campaigning perspective the period was rather long. This was partly a result of
the Royal Wedding and the incidence of Easter and the May Day Bank holiday meaning that there were four dies null during the
election period – Polling Day minus 28 for the election timetable actually being Polling Day minus 44 according to the calendar.
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Provisional Proposal 10-6
The law governing combination of coinciding polls should be in a single set of rules for all elections.
Chapter 10 – Paragraph 10.104 “… and it is not clear how frequent non-combined but coinciding polls have been, or how returning officers have
approached and run them. We would welcome responses from those who have any experience of the matter”.
Total responses: 30
Statistics:
Agree - 28
Disagree - 0
Unclear – 1
Comment only - 1
Sub
002

Respondent

Response to PP 10-6

Robin Potter (Liberal
Democrat Councillor)

Agree

003

Paul Gribble CBE

Agree

005

Gifty Edila (ERO and
RO for Hackney BC)

Agree

006

Mark Heath (RO,
Southampton CC)

Agree

012

Southern Branch of AEA

Agree

014

Association of Electoral
Administrators

Agree

015

Eastbourne Electoral
Services

Agree

016

Sandwell Electoral
Services

Agree

Local polls conducted under Local Government Act 2003 s 106 are incapable of combination because the rules are not prescribed
and such a poll could be conducted without a reference to “normal” electoral practices and procedures. However, on occasion,
such polls are conducted fully in accordance with “normal” electoral law and practice, but remain incapable of combination. These
might be conveniently combined but not be covered by the proposed rules. There needs to be consideration about how noncombinable polls can be built into the thought process of decision-making as to the maximum number of polls.

I agree and support the response of the AEA.
Speaking from someone who has run combined and coinciding polls it is generally easier to administer and easier for the public (as
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our custom) to have a combined poll and the issue of public money as it is cheaper does need to be taken in to account.
021

Crawford Langley
(Aberdeen CC)

Agree

022

New Forest DC

Agree

026

Eastern Branch of AEA

Agree

027

Senators of the College
of Justice (Scottish
Judiciary)

Agree

029

Electoral Commission

Agree

The ensuing simplification would help ensure more effective administration of polls which are, or may be, combined.
Consider further how these rules can best reflect the devolution of policy responsibility within and between the UK’s legislatures.
For example, if it is possible for the poll for a UK Parliamentary election to be held on the same day and combined with the poll for
a Scottish local government election, two separate sets of rules emanating from two different legislatures would need to be
accommodated, without constraining the implementation of different policy choices by those legislatures.

031

Sir Howard Bernstein
(Manchester CC)

Agree

033

Ian White (Kettering BC)

Agree

034

Scotland and Northern
Ireland branch of AEA

Agree

035

Jeff Jacobs, Greater
London Returning
Officer

Agree

However proper account needs to be taken of the scale of the GLA elections if they are combined with, say, a General Election, as
could happen in May 2020.

038

David Hughes
(Gravesham BC)

Agree

Supports national AEA view

041

Timothy Straker QC

Agree

044

Ian Miller (Wyre Forest
DC)

Agree

Providing there is clarity relating to combined elections using different voting systems.

The Commissions are encouraged to be bolder and recommend that electoral cycles should be changed in order to minimise
combinations that will be required. Combination adds complexity – even if identical rules are being followed – and should thus be
avoided to the maximum extent possible. In the next 6 year election span, there will be three coincidences of local and national/EU
elections.
The solution is to implement electoral cycles for all bodies that are based on 5 years. This could be organised so as to avoid any
coincidence of elections to the devolved Parliaments and Assemblies with elections to the UK or EU Parliament.
Even if the current mixture of electoral cycles is retained, the Commissions should recommend removing choice for DCs in England
about their electoral cycle. Every other elected body has a fixed term, whether of 4 or 5 years. It is time that the strategic and
financial benefits of whole council elections became mandatory, and that DCs should have whole council elections once every 4
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years.
I do not have experience of running elections that are not formally combined.
However I am at present running a local advisory poll that will be held on the same day as the general and local elections on 7
May, but is not formally combined with them. This has involved creation of separate (simpler) rules for the poll with separation of
activities so far as possible – for example, postal voting papers for the polls will be dispatched separately from those issued for the
elections; and the verification and count will happen on a different day. However because the same polling stations are being used,
and even though there will be a separate ballot box for the poll, there has to be provision for the ballot boxes for the poll to be
opened on the night of 7 May. This is in case a voter has placed ballot papers for the General or DC elections in the wrong box.
A copy of the rules for the poll in Kidderminster can be provided if required.
045

Society of Local
Authority Chief
Executives (SOLACE)

Unclear

Electoral cycles should be aligned to minimise the occasions on which combination of elections would be required. Combination
should occur only as a result of ad hoc events (such as a byelection or a need to hold a referendum on council tax increases)
rather than be routine. This response proposes moving local elections to a 5 year cycle that would not clash with elections to
Parliament or the European Parliament.

046

Wyre Forest DC
elections team

Agree

See 044

049

West Lancashire DC

Agree

Supports national AEA view

054

Darren Whitney
(Stratford on Avon DC)

Agree

Supports national AEA view.

055

Society of Local
Authority Lawyers and
Administrators in
Scotland (SOLAR)

Agree

056

Alastair Whitelaw (party
campaigner)

Agree

058

Alan Mabbut OBE
(Conservative party)

Agree

067

Mike Creighton (Labour
party)

Agree

072

Dr Heather Green
(Aberdeen University)

Agree

074

Scott Martin (Scottish

Comment

As a matter of principle combined polls should not be permitted. The Gould Report on the 2007 Scottish elections commented on
this issue and made it clear that it is at the very least bad practice to combine elections at national level, both for administrative
reasons and because in practice campaigning for parliament tends to swamp interest in council elections. The occasional local byelection coinciding with a general election is another matter but essentially we favour the Scottish model of actively avoiding
combined polls.

The difficulty with this proposal is how it can be easily implemented within the current devolved arrangements across the UK.
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National Party)

only
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Provisional Proposal 10-7
Any elections coinciding in the same area on the same day must be combined.
Total responses: 29
Statistics:
Agree - 26
Disagree - 2
Unsure – 1
Sub

Respondent

Response to PP 10-7

002

Robin Potter (Liberal
Democrat Councillor)

Disagree

003

Paul Gribble CBE

Agree

005

Gifty Edila (ERO and
RO for Hackney BC)

Agree

006

Mark Heath (RO,
Southampton CC)

Agree

012

Southern Branch of
AEA

Agree

013

Association of
Electoral
Administrators

Agree

There must be an upper limit on the number of polls being allowed to take place on any one day. On such a basis, if that limit had
already been met in relation to other polls taking place on a particular day, the further poll should be held on a separate day at a date
to be fixed by the returning officer.

015

Eastbourne Electoral
Services

Agree

Supports national AEA

016

Sandwell Electoral
Services

Agree

Supports national AEA

021

Crawford Langley
(Aberdeen CC)

Unsure

While generally favouring the combination of polls whenever practical, I am concerned that the differences between a poll which is to
be counted electronically and one which is not, in relation to ballot box design, retrieving papers put into the wrong box and count
process and layout are such as to create more problems than benefits.

022

New Forest DC

Agree

026

Eastern Branch of
AEA

Agree

No -It would be a good idea so to do, but there may be reasons against. Elections should, if possible, be combined.

Supports national AEA
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027

Senators of the
College of Justice
(Scottish Judiciary)

Agree

029

Electoral Commission

Agree

If policy makers and legislators have agreed that elections may coincide, we agree that the polls for those elections should always be
combined. It would not be in the best interests of voters, or returning officers, to have separate polls for elections held on the same
day. Administering them separately could create significant problems, as we understand has happened in the past.
However, there is a question as to whether there is merit in having discretion as to whether or not certain parts of combined elections
should be combined. For example currently there is discretion as to whether the issue and receipt of postal votes should be
combined.
If policy makers and legislators decide that two polls should not be combined, for example because of the risk of voter confusion, they
should be held on different days rather than be held on the same day but run separately.

031

Sir Howard Bernstein
(Manchester CC)

Agree

033

Ian White (Kettering
BC)

Disagree

034

Scotland and
Northern Ireland
branch of AEA

Agree

035

Jeff Jacobs, Greater
London Returning
Officer

Agree

038

David Hughes
(Gravesham BC)

Agree

041

Timothy Straker QC

Agree

044

Ian Miller (Wyre
Forest DC)

Agree

046

Wyre Forest DC
elections team

Agree

049

West Lancashire DC

Agree

Supports national AEA view

054

Darren Whitney
(Stratford on Avon
DC)

Agree

Supports national AEA view.

055

Society of Local

Agree

Legislators should determine as a matter of policy whether any particular types of poll should not be held on the same day, and where

This could turn into an administrative nightmare, and if there are different voting systems it is not voter-friendly.

Supports national AEA view
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Authority Lawyers
and Administrators in
Scotland (SOLAR)

polls are held on the same day, which functions of those polls, if any, must be combined, eg same polling stations (where the booths
and ballot boxes are), issue and receipt of postal votes or issue of poll cards.
The rules setting out the above policy issues should be clearly stated, and should reflect a degree of discretion for ROs to determine
the best ways of organising, in the interests of the voters, the logistics of different polls being run on the same day. These rules
should also make clear which RO is to be responsible for the conduct of combined functions.

056

Alastair Whitelaw
(party campaigner)

Agree

058

Alan Mabbut OBE
(Conservative party)

Agree

067

Mike Creighton
(Labour party)

Agree

072

Dr Heather Green
(Aberdeen University)

Agree

074

Scott Martin (Scottish
National Party)

Agree

Reluctantly agreed.
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Consultation Question 10-8
Should the returning officer have a power to defer a fourth coinciding poll in the interests of voters and good electoral administration?
What safeguards might sensibly apply to the exercise of the power?
Total responses: 30
Statistics:
Yes - 14
Qualified yes – 7
No – 8
Comment only – 1
Sub

Respondent

Response to Q 10-8

002

Robin Potter (Liberal
Democrat Councillor)

Yes

003

Paul Gribble CBE

Yes

005

Gifty Edila (ERO and
RO for Hackney BC)

Yes

Safeguards could be an appeal to the Electoral Commission

We are unclear what safeguards are needed to exercise such discretion.
The opportunity should be available as soon as a fourth coinciding poll is proposed. The returning officer
Should be free to consider the nature and complexity of the other three polls and the capacity of the electorate to manage four polls.
The decision should then be final with no right of appeal.

006

Mark Heath (RO,
Southampton CC)

Yes

Such a decision would have to be absolute.

012

Southern Branch of
AEA

Yes

This is a good additional power for the returning officer to use if required. However, it was discussed that the current deferral period of
three weeks isn’t always adequate so could the period of deferral be looked at being extended within this project?

013

Association of
Electoral
Administrators
(national AEA)

Qualified
yes

Concern that the returning officer may, for financial reasons, be under extreme pressure from the local authority, public organisation
or parish council and others to combine the poll, if the timing allows, no matter how many polls are already scheduled to take place on
that day. The current hierarchy of polls should be clearly set out in legislation.
Propose an absolute upper limit. Given the likelihood of combined polls arising from the number of scheduled elections for 2019 and
2020, we suggest the following formula in relation to the upper limit on the number of polls being combined on any one day:
Up to 4 elections - No discretion
5 elections - Discretion of RO
6 elections - Cannot combine so no discretion for the RO
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015

Eastbourne Electoral
Services

Qualified
yes

Supports national AEA

016

Sandwell Electoral
Services

Yes

I agree and support the response of the AEA. 4 polls on the same day is too many. Should set a statutory limit such as 3.

021

Crawford Langley (RO
for Aberdeen CC)

No

The current legislative framework renders it highly unlikely that there will be a significant co-incidence of polls on a single day in
Scotland
As a matter of principle, however, I would, in line with my response to the previous question, favour combination where this is
practical. I take the view that the number of polls is less significant than the method of voting. It is likely to be much less confusing to
give a voter a sheaf of ballot papers and say “put a single cross against a single option on each paper” than say “put a cross against a
single candidate on the white paper: rank the candidates on the purple paper in order of preference: put a cross against a single party
or independent candidate on the peach paper and put a cross against one of the party lists on the grey paper” Convenience of voters
must be the guiding principle.

022

New Forest DC

Yes

We agree that this is a useful additional power for the Returning Officer in case it is required. . However, our view is that the current
deferral period of three weeks isn’t always adequate to facilitate another election being arranged, so we would support the deferral
period being extended.

024

London Branch AEA

No

We do not believe this proposal is workable, e.g. in the case of a GLA election, this would mean the RO having the ability to not
combine a local casual vacancy election, which would not necessarily be appropriate. We believe this is a wider area of debate in
that those bodies to whom elections are made (and their sponsoring government departments) need to understand the implications of
combined polls and therefore consider within their own jurisdictions when their planned polls will normally occur. We also believe that
referendums should not be combined with election polls, but administered on separate days.

026

Eastern Branch of
AEA

Qualified
yes

Supports national AEA

027

Senators of the
College of Justice
(Scottish Judiciary)

Qualified
yes

It is suggested that a combination of more than 2 polls (coinciding on the same day in the same place) should be avoided, as there is
potential for voter confusion. The returning officer should have power to defer a third coinciding poll. A hierarchy of elections for the
purpose of deferral should be set out. The only safeguard would be the exercise of the returning officer’s judgement.

029

Electoral Commission

No

Such a power would be a significant extension of returning officers’ powers, the use of which could leave them open to pressure or
suggestions of impartiality.
The date of future UK Parliamentary general elections is now fixed in legislation as the first Thursday in May every five years from
May 2015 (subject to provisions allowing an earlier general election in specific conditions). As such, it is now possible for policy
makers and legislators to anticipate the scale of possible coinciding polls which are scheduled to be held in any given year, and to
take into account the impact on voters, campaigners and Returning Officers of decisions about the timing of elections. It should be for
policymakers and legislators – rather than returning officers – to decide whether or not there should be a maximum limit on the
number of polls which should be held on the same day, taking into account evidence about the practical impact of proposals on
voters, campaigners and Returning Officers. It may also be difficult in some circumstances to identify appropriately and consistently
how many polls are likely to be held in any given year. By-elections or referendums (including local referendums on council tax
increases or neighbourhood planning proposals) are less predictably scheduled, and may not be known until relatively close to the
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date of the poll. There may also be different numbers of polls taking place within any single electoral area: across a Police Area, for
example, the pattern of local and parish council elections may vary between different local authorities. The experience of the multiple
combinations of polls which are expected to take place in May 2015 will be instructive.
031

Sir Howard Bernstein
(Manchester CC)

Yes

A sensible safeguard would be that only the coinciding poll(s) lower down a “hierarchy of non-deferral” than the 3 highest ranking
coinciding polls should be deferred. This hierarchy could potentially be same as a reviewed hierarchy of elections (see response to
consultation question 3-4).

033

Ian White (Kettering
BC)

Yes

Where they are local polls this should be left to the returning officer’s discretion, where they are a mixture of local and national polls
then the Electoral Commission could be consulted.

034

Scotland and Northern
Ireland branch of AEA

Qualified
yes

Supports AEA view. In Scotland it may not be as much of an issue, but fully support the principle if it were to occur in Scotland and
fully support this proposal for colleagues in other parts of the UK.

035

Jeff Jacobs, Greater
London Returning
Officer

Yes

Given that GLA elections already involve 3 ballot papers I consider there needs to be a limit on the number of polls that must take
place on the same day and the returning officer needs to have the power to defer polls above this limit to another day.

038

David Hughes
(Gravesham BC)

Qualified
yes

Supports national AEA view

041

Timothy Straker QC

No

No, this gives too big a discretion to returning officers.

044

Ian Miller (returning
officer at Wyre Forest
DC)

No

With electoral cycles of 5 years for all bodies, the number of coinciding polls would be significantly reduced. Even without that, the
ability to run multiple polls on the same day is not so limited that returning officers and their staff could not cope with 4 or even more
events.

046

Wyre Forest DC
elections team

No

See 044

049

West Lancashire DC

Qualified
yes

Supports national AEA view

054

Darren Whitney
(Stratford on Avon
DC)

Yes

Should set a statutory limit of 3, any higher to be at RO discretion.

055

Society of Local
Authority Lawyers and
Administrators in
Scotland (SOLAR)

Yes

The legislation should set out the different types of poll which could be held on the same day, and identify them in order of priority so
as to enable the RO to identify impartially the fourth coinciding poll., eg number of electors affected by each poll.

056

Alastair Whitelaw
(party campaigner)

Yes

057

Colin Everett
(Flintshire County

Yes

Yes, the Returning Officer should have such a power
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Council)
058

Alan Mabbut OBE
(Conservative party)

No

There is insufficient evidence as to what effect this would have on voter engagement, but in the past when parish polls were deferred
the turnout was pitifully low suggesting voters were less engaged. I appreciate the administrative issues, but would prefer the polls to
take place at the same time.

067

Mike Creighton
(Labour party)

No

No – all elections should be combined as above.

074

Scott Martin (Scottish
National Party)

Comment
only

This situation is unlikely to emerge in Scotland because certain types of polls – e.g. parish council elections do not exist and the
political consensus following the 2007 elections has been to restrict the number of coinciding polls. Referendums aside, the only way
you could get to four polls would be if a UK General Election were held on the same day as a European Parliament Election, with byelections to the Scottish Parliament and a local authority. The returning officer would have power to fix the date anyway for the ward
by-election and in practice is consulted by the presiding officer in relation to the fixing of the Scottish Parliament election.
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Provisional Proposal 10-9
The lead returning officer and their functions should be determined by a single set of rules according to the existing hierarchy for
mandatory combinations, with some discretionarily combinable functions.
Total responses: 27
Statistics:
Agree - 27
Sub

Respondent

Response to PP 10-9

002

Robin Potter (Liberal
Democrat Councillor)

Agree

003

Paul Gribble CBE

Agree

005

Gifty Edila (ERO and
RO for Hackney BC)

Agree

006

Mark Heath (RO,
Southampton CC)

Agree

012

Southern Branch of
AEA

Agree

013

Association of Electoral
Administrators

Agree

015

Eastbourne Electoral
Services

Agree

021

Crawford Langley
(Aberdeen CC)

Agree

022

New Forest DC

Agree

026

Eastern Branch of AEA

Agree

027

Senators of the
College of Justice
(Scottish Judiciary)

Agree

029

Electoral Commission

Agree

We agree that a single set of rules for the Lead RO, with some discretionarily combinable functions would assist Lead ROs and those
involved in elections.

This would enable better planning and coordination between returning officers, including for elections where there is a coordinating
Returning Officer such as Regional Returning Officers for European Parliament elections. Policymakers and legislators considering
scheduling or allowing polls to be held on the same day and combined would, however, need to consider carefully how the functions of
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returning officers for the different polls should be determined in each instance. Question whether the existing ‘hierarchy’ is appropriate;
for example, we wonder whether it is right that a Regional Returning Officer for European Parliamentary elections is at the bottom of the
list, below parish council elections.
031

Sir Howard Bernstein
(Manchester CC)

Agree

033

Ian White (Kettering
BC)

Agree

034

Scotland and Northern
Ireland branch of AEA

Agree

035

Jeff Jacobs, Greater
London Returning
Officer

Agree

038

David Hughes
(Gravesham BC)

Agree

041

Timothy Straker QC

Agree

044

Ian Miller (Wyre Forest
DC)

Agree

049

West Lancashire DC

Agree

Supports national AEA view

054

Darren Whitney
(Stratford on Avon DC)

Agree

Supports national AEA view.

055

Society of Local
Authority Lawyers and
Administrators in
Scotland (SOLAR)

Agree

056

Alastair Whitelaw
(party campaigner)

Agree

058

Alan Mabbut OBE
(Conservative party)

Agree

067

Mike Creighton
(Labour party)

Agree

072

Dr Heather Green
(Aberdeen University)

Agree

074

Scott Martin (Scottish

Agree

Supports national AEA view

One qualification: the selection of the lead returning officer should be a matter for the Electoral Commission following consultation.

Agreed in principal. Combined elections do cause difficulties when the legislative responsibility for the election is not the same. The
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National Party)

Scotland Act 1998 retains a reservation in relation to the combination of Scottish Parliament elections with UK elections. That may sit
oddly with a hierarchy placing elections to the European Parliament at the bottom.
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Provisional Proposal 10-10: A single set of adaptations should provide for situations where a combined poll involves several ballot papers.
Total responses: 28
Statistics:
Agree - 26
Disagree – 1
Comment only - 1
Sub
002

Respondent

Response to PP 10-10

Robin Potter (Liberal
Democrat Councillor)

Disagree

003

Paul Gribble CBE

Agree

005

Gifty Edila (ERO and
RO for Hackney BC)

Agree

006

Mark Heath (RO,
Southampton CC)

Agree

012

Southern Branch of
AEA

Agree

013

Association of
Electoral
Administrators

Agree

015

Eastbourne Electoral
Services

Agree

021

Crawford Langley
(Aberdeen CC)

Agree

022

New Forest DC

Agree

026

Eastern Branch of AEA

Agree

027

Senators of the
College of Justice
(Scottish Judiciary)

Agree

029

Electoral Commission

Agree

No local discretion can apply

Aim to simplify the practical administrative implications of holding combined polls, although it may be challenging to identify and deal
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with all possible permutations of combined polls.
031

Sir Howard Bernstein
(Manchester CC)

Agree

033

Ian White (Kettering
BC)

Agree

034

Scotland and Northern
Ireland branch of AEA

Agree

035

Jeff Jacobs, Greater
London Returning
Officer

Agree

038

David Hughes
(Gravesham BC)

Agree

041

Timothy Straker QC

Agree

044

Ian Miller (Wyre Forest
DC)

Agree

046

Wyre Forest DC
elections team

Agree

049

West Lancashire DC

Agree

Supports national AEA view

054

Darren Whitney
(Stratford on Avon DC)

Agree

Supports national AEA view.

055

Society of Local
Authority Lawyers and
Administrators in
Scotland (SOLAR)

Agree

056

Alastair Whitelaw
(party campaigner)

Agree

058

Alan Mabbut OBE
(Conservative party)

Agree

067

Mike Creighton
(Labour party)

Agree

072

Dr Heather Green
(Aberdeen University)

Agree

If the desired outcome is simplicity then this is agreed.

Supports national AEA view
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074

Scott Martin (Scottish
National Party)

Comment
only

This is likely to be difficult with current devolved responsibilities and the possibility of different policy choices being taken. It would be
easier if the adaptations were expressed in broad terms, rather than proceeding through exact textual amendments to the individual
rules. I have little doubt that if returning officers were simply told to combine the elections, including combining the issue of postal
ballot papers and ballot papers on polling day then no particular issue would arise – they would just make it happen and any matter
of difficulty could be resolved by discussion and, if necessary, direction.
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CHAPTER 11: ELECTORAL OFFENCES
Provisional Proposal 11-1
A single set of electoral offences should be set out in primary legislation which should apply to all elections.
Total responses: 38
Statistics:
Agree - 38
Disagree - 0
Conditional – 0
Comment only – 1*
* The comment was not counted in final tally of responses as it did not directly relate to the provisional proposal.

Sub

Respondent

Response to PP 11-1

002

Robin Potter (Liberal
Democrat Councillor)

Agree

003

Paul Gribble CBE

Agree

005

Gifty Edila (ERO and RO for
Hackney BC)

Agree

006

Mark Heath

Agree

012

Southern Branch of the AEA

Agree

014

AEA (National)

Agree

015

Eastbourne Electoral
Services

Agree

016

Phil Hardy (Sandwell
Council)

Agree

017

Joyce White (Returning
Officer for the West
Dunbartonshire County)

Agree

We agree that the types of electoral offences that could be committed should apply to all elections.
It will therefore be helpful to have a single set of electoral offences in primary legislation which should apply to all elections.

Agree with retention of current scheme (of corrupt and illegal practices – raised 11.23) subject to comments made at 13 – 10.

Endorses comments of the National AEA
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019

Prof Bob Watt (University of
Buckingham)

Agree

020

ASSOCIATION OF CHIEF
POLICE OFFICERS

Agree

021

Crawford Langley

Agree

022

New Forest DC

Agree

024

London Branch of the AEA

Agree

025

Matthew Box (Malvern Hills
DC)

Agree

026

Eastern Branch of the AEA

Agree

027

Senators of the College of
Justice

Agree

028

Public Prosecution Service
(NI)

Agree

029

Electoral Commission

Agree

The current classification of electoral offences into corrupt and illegal practices seems to us to add unnecessary complexity to
the law. The use of such terminology appears to be outdated; as is recognised elsewhere in this chapter of the consultation
paper, ‘corrupt’ is a vague and archaic term. If references to ‘corruptly’ are removed in the substance of electoral offences, it
seems appropriate also to remove such language in the classification of the offences.
We also consider that there is a risk that the terminology of ‘corrupt and illegal practices’ suggests to a lay reader that these
are not full criminal offences (an ‘illegal practice’ may not be seen to be as serious a matter as an ‘offence’). It is also unlikely
to be obvious to a non-expert reader that a ‘corrupt’ practice is viewed more seriously under electoral law than an ‘illegal’
practice (this distinction is further flawed by the fact that all such practices are illegal, insofar as they are breaches of the law).
Our view is that this distinction between ‘corrupt and illegal practices’ should be removed, so that electoral law describes them
simply as ‘offences’.
Consideration should then be given to how to provide for the special consequences that currently attach to these practices (for
example, they lead to the vacation of a candidates’ seat and constitute grounds for annulling the election).

031

Sir Howard Bernstein

Agree

033

Ian White (Kettering BC)

Agree

034

Scotland and Northern
Ireland Branch of the AEA

Agree

035

Jeff Jacobs (Greater London

Agree
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Authority)
David Hughes (Electoral
Registration Officer and
Returning Officer for
Gravesham BC)

Agree

040

David Boothroyd (Labour
Councillor)

Agree

041

Timothy Straker QC

Agree

044

Ian Miller (Returning Officer
for Wyre Forest)

Agree

046

Wyre Forest DC

Agree

049

West Lancashire BC

Agree

052

SDLP

Agree

053

Scottish Assessors
Association

Agree

054

Darren Whitney (Stratford on
Avon DC)

Agree

055

SOLAR (endorsed by the
EMB)

Agree

056

Alastair Whitelaw (Scottish
Green Party)

Agree

057

Colin Everett (Returning
Officer)

Agree

058

Alan Mabbutt OBE
(Conservative Party)

Agree

067

Labour Party

Agree

070

Richard Mawrey QC

Agree

I agree (and have publicly argued for) electoral offences to be codified and simplified. They should form a single part of any
Act and not, as now, be dotted around the legislation piecemeal.

074

Scott Martin (Scottish
National Party)

Comment
only

[See excerpt of Scott Martin’s response below]

038
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Scott Martin (Scottish National Party) response extract, paras 193 to 205:
“Corrupt and Illegal Practices
193. Paragraph 11.14 of the discussion paper proceeds on the basis that under the current law it is necessary for an offence to be explicitly labelled
as either a “corrupt practice” or an “illegal practice” for there to be consequences in “public law terms”, including vacation of seats, inability to stand
for election and to be registered as an elector. That would appear to be correct in that a candidate should not face the serious consequence of a
finding by the court that an illegal practice has taken place unless the offence has explicitly been stated to be an illegal practice by the appropriate
legislature. It is noted, however, that this was not the approach taken by Commissioner Mawrey in the Slough case.
194. The original reason for the introduction of the distinction in the Corrupt and Illegal Practices Act 1883 between the two types of offence was so
that the penalties for the commission of corrupt practices could be increased.
195. It would not be difficult to see incapacities as simply an aspect of sentence, in the same way as a recommendation for deportation is part of the
sentence – albeit that the court would be going beyond a simple recommendation.
Availability of Relief
196. Paragraph 11.23 of the discussion paper welcomes views on removing the current labelling of offences as “corrupt” or “illegal”. I would remove
the labelling and simply have offences. It is not clear to me that it is necessary, for example, to retain the distinction between corrupt and illegal
practices in relation to the provisions on relief. It is difficult to conceive of a set of facts resulting in a finding that a candidate was personally guilty of
bribery but nevertheless still entitled to relief from the courts for the commission of the offence. It would, of course, be possible to include in the
section on relief a list of offences in relation to which relief was not available, without having to resort to use of the terms “illegal practice” and
“corrupt practice”, as suggested in the discussion on the creation of an ancillary order. Equally, it would be perfectly legitimate not to have a list of
offences but to leave it to the court to decide, on the whole merits of a particular case, whether relief was appropriate without the need to explicitly
set out which offences were incapable of being relieved.
197. The circumstances in relation to which relief will be granted have been relatively well defined by the courts over the years and, in particular,
includes an absence of an intention to disobey the law. It is difficult to see how this could ever be established if any of the “corrupt practices” were
committed given the mental element necessary for offences currently classified this way. The distinction is therefore unnecessary to allow the relief
provisions to work properly.
General Grounds for Relief
198. I find the section on Applications for Relief in the Electoral Commission paper on legislative issues that arose in relation to their work relating to
the May 2015 elections rather astonishing. The Electoral Commission have found it appropriate to condemn a long line of case law without
apparently bothering to read it.
199. The question of relief is one best left to the discretion of the courts on relatively broad grounds. Those grounds could be clarified and improved
on as the case law is not entirely consistent and sometimes makes what would be now regarded as an inappropriate distinction between
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professional and non-professional men. The existence of freely available Electoral Commission guidance should certainly be a factor that the court
takes into account in considering whether to grant relief on the grounds of inadvertence due to a lack of attention to the requirements of law, at least
where the guidance is clear and expressed in “must” terms. It was the courts themselves that determined that inadvertence should include ignorance
of the law to allow them to do justice in the cases before them. That is a good indication that the ground should continue. I am bound to note that the
Electoral Commission itself gets the law wrong – and more often than they care to admit.
200. Under current legislation, there are rather different grounds for general relief as against the specific reliefs afforded in relation to the submission
of the election expenses return. Depending on how the view taken in the draft Bills on how these issues should be tried, there should be some scope
for bringing all of these provisions into one place in the statute.
Paid Canvassing
201. I do consider that it is would be of benefit to better define the offence of paid canvassing, particularly the difference between canvassing and
voting identification. There should be a wider discussion about the policy behind the offence, so that it can be better defined in the context of modern
political campaigning.
202. Section 111, which contains the general prohibition, simply refers to payment or promise of payment as a canvasser. Section 100, which
contains the specific provision in relation to police officers can be said to assist in the definition, but it is hardly satisfactory to define the general
offence of paying a canvasser against a rather different offence in relation to specific people voluntarily undertaking the exercise of canvassing.
There is some definitional pedigree in the older case law, but there is a general need to update the offence.
203. The original reason for making the practice illegal was to prevent bribery under the pretext of the employment of canvassers – referred to in the
older case law as “colourable employment”. As a result of the Political Parties, Elections and Referendums Act 2000, we have the odd position that
for a registered political party, “Market research or canvassing conducted for the purpose of ascertaining polling intentions” is a campaign
expenditure under the List of Matters in Schedule 8, but under Section 111 of the Representation of the People Act 1983, there is a “Prohibition on
paid canvassing”. The campaign expenditure matter under the 2000 Act was specifically included to deal with telephone call centres, but the use of
“canvassing” in a looser sense (in the 2000 Act) and a stricter sense (in the 1983 Act) is less than helpful.
204. The distinction between voting identification and canvassing can be a subtle one – particularly when the voter themselves draws someone from
simple voting identification to canvassing by asking questions of the person who has contacted the voter with a view to simple voting identification
and who can effectively be turned by the voter into someone trying to actively persuade them to vote for a particular candidate.
205. At by-elections, it is normal for the main political parties to provide food, and occasionally other entertainment, for volunteers to encourage them
to make their way to the by-election. It is not unknown for accommodation to be provided or for travel expenses to be reimbursed or travel facilities
provided by the party. Although I am not aware of these practices being challenged, it may be helpful if the revised definition could make it clear that
some of these modern practices do not breach the section.
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Provisional Proposal 11-2
The offence of bribery should be simplified, with its mental element stated as intention to procure or prevent the casting of a vote at
election.
Total responses: 35
Statistics:
Agree - 35
Disagree - 0
Conditional - 0

Sub

Respondent

Response to PP 11-2

002

Robin Potter (Liberal
Democrat Councillor)

Agree

003

Paul Gribble CBE

Agree

005

Gifty Edila (ERO and RO
for Hackney BC)

Agree

006

Mark Heath

Agree

012

Southern Branch of the
AEA

Agree

014

AEA (National)

Agree

015

Eastbourne Electoral
Services

Agree

016

Phil Hardy (Sandwell
Council)

Agree

017

Joyce White (Returning
Officer for the West
Dunbartonshire County)

Agree

019

Prof Bob Watt (University of
Buckingham)

Agree

Need to use simpler and more modern language.
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020

ASSOCIATION OF CHIEF
POLICE OFFICERS

Agree

021

Crawford Langley

Agree

022

New Forest DC

Agree

024

London Branch of the AEA

Agree

025

Matthew Box (Malvern Hills
DC)

Agree

026

Eastern Branch of the AEA

Agree

027

Senators of the College of
Justice

Agree

The offence of “bribery” should be simplified, and the mental element stated as “intention to procure or prevent the casting of a
vote at election”.

029

Electoral Commission

Agree

The drafting of section 113 RPA (bribery) seems to be unnecessarily complex and capable of being significantly simplified.

031

Sir Howard Bernstein

Agree

033

Ian White (Kettering BC)

Agree

034

Scotland and Northern
Ireland Branch of the AEA

Agree

035

Jeff Jacobs (Greater
London Authority)

Agree
Agree

038

David Hughes (Electoral
Registration Officer and
Returning Officer for
Gravesham BC)

041

Timothy Straker QC

Agree

044

Ian Miller (Returning Officer
for Wyre Forest)

Agree

046

Wyre Forest DC

Agree

049

West Lancashire BC

Agree

054

Darren Whitney (Stratford
on Avon DC)

Agree
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055

SOLAR (endorsed by the
EMB)

Agree

056

Alastair Whitelaw (Scottish
Green Party)

Agree

057

Colin Everett (Returning
Officer)

Agree

058

Alan Mabbutt OBE
(Conservative Party)

Agree

067

Labour Party

Agree

070

Richard Mawrey QC

Agree

074

Scott Martin (Scottish
National Party)

Agree

I am in favour of bribery being simplified but it should continue to include the kind of misuse of public money to target groups of
potential voters that was present at Tower Hamlets. We must avoid going back to an over-simplified view of bribery as being
confined to money paid to individual voters.
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Provisional Proposal 11-3
The electoral offence of treating should be abolished and the behaviour that it captures should where appropriate be prosecuted as
bribery.
Total responses: 35
Statistics:
Agree - 34
Disagree - 1

Respondent

Response to PP 11-3

Sub
002

Robin Potter (Liberal
Democrat Councillor)

Agree

003

Paul Gribble CBE

Agree

005

Gifty Edila (ERO and
RO for Hackney BC)

Agree

006

Mark Heath

Agree

012

Southern Branch of
the AEA

Agree

014

AEA (National)

Agree

015

Eastbourne Electoral
Services

Agree

016

Phil Hardy (Sandwell
Council)

Agree

017

Joyce White
(Returning Officer for
the West
Dunbartonshire
County)

Agree

We agree that the electoral offence of treating is unclear and should be abolished.
The offence of bribery should suffice where all the elements of bribery exist in a particular situation.
Agreed, provided that the issue of how to address senders of persons intended to intimidate other votes does need to be addressed.

Need for simpler and more modern language.
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019

Prof Bob Watt
(University of
Buckingham)

Disagree

There are significant difference between bribing and treating. The essence of the offence of treating is that it is wider than bribing. It
involves not only bribing by means of gifts of food, drink, etc but also placing people in social contexts where they might be
especially susceptible to influence.
It acts as a bridge between bribery and the (correctly redefined as trickery, pressure and duress) offence of exerting undue
influence. The point being that the cash value of food, drink, entertainment etc might well be de minimis, but the unfairness is
manifest and exerted by means of culture.

020

ASSOCIATION OF
CHIEF POLICE
OFFICERS

Agree

021

Crawford Langley

Agree

022

New Forest DC

Agree

024

London Branch of the
AEA

Agree

025

Matthew Box (Malvern
Hills DC)

Agree

026

Eastern Branch of the
AEA

Agree

027

Senators of the
College of Justice

Agree

029

Electoral Commission

Agree

We have no objection to treating being incorporated into the offence of bribery. It would appear to make more sense to deal with this
in bribery than in a separate section on ‘treating’, which now appears to be an old-fashioned concept.
It is important to ensure, if this approach is adopted, that this does not lead to a substantive change in the law, i.e. that behaviour
that is now prohibited remains so. As the Law Commissions note, bribery tends to involve a one to one arrangement; a single person
makes the bribe and a single person accepts it. On the other hand, treating is aimed at more indirectly influencing a group through
largesse. Although the offence of treating was created when using largesse to influence voters may have been a more widespread
problem than it is today, our experience is that there are still allegations of treating, as shown for example in the ongoing Tower
Hamlets election petition. Also, we think that the existence of the offence of treating has some effect in deterring this behaviour. We
think that using largesse to influence voters should still be prohibited in electoral law.
We note that the Law Commissions provisionally propose that ‘the provision of gifts or hospitality with intent to influence voting
should be subsumed into bribery’ (paragraph 11.43). This appears to meet our concerns set out in the preceding paragraph. We
therefore would support this proposal; any provision of gifts or hospitality that is intended to influence voting, should be part of the
offence of bribery (meaning that the offence of treating can be abolished). We would add that as with all other electoral offences, it is
important that the reformed law is clear as to what behaviour is an offence.
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031

Sir Howard Bernstein

Agree

033

Ian White (Kettering
BC)

Agree

034

Scotland and Northern
Ireland Branch of the
AEA

Agree

035

Jeff Jacobs (Greater
London Authority)

Agree

038

David Hughes
(Electoral Registration
Officer and Returning
Officer for Gravesham
BC)

Agree

041

Timothy Straker QC

Agree

044

Ian Miller (Returning
Officer for Wyre
Forest)

Agree

046

Wyre Forest DC

Agree

049

West Lancashire BC

Agree

052

SDLP

Agree

054

Darren Whitney
(Stratford on Avon DC)

Agree

055

SOLAR (endorsed by
the EMB)

Agree

056

Alastair Whitelaw
(Scottish Green Party)

Agree

057

Colin Everett
(Returning Officer)

Agree

058

Alan Mabbutt OBE
(Conservative Party)

Agree

067

Labour Party

Agree
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074

Scott Martin (Scottish
National Party)

Agree

I agree with this proposal, which reverts to the position that applied at least in England and Wales before the Treating Act 1696,
where treating was captured as a species of common law bribery rather than a distinct offence in itself.
The difficulty with treating in the modern political era has been that many more activities are thought of as treating or can be “spun”
by rivals to journalists as treating as actually are. It may be helpful in drafting the new bribery offence to lay out what cannot amount
to bribery of this nature – this would include, for example, the non-lavish provision of food and drink at meetings or free musical
events.
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Provisional Proposal 11-4
Undue influence should be restated as offences of trickery, pressure and duress.
Total responses: 37
Statistics:
Agree - 37
Disagree - 0
Conditional - 0

Sub

Respondent

Response to PP 11-4

002

Robin Potter (Liberal
Democrat Councillor)

Agree

003

Paul Gribble CBE

Agree

005

Gifty Edila (ERO and
RO for Hackney BC)

Agree

006

Mark Heath

Agree

012

Southern Branch of
the AEA

Agree

014

AEA (National)

Agree

015

Eastbourne Electoral
Services

Agree

016

Phil Hardy (Sandwell
Council)

Agree

017

Joyce White
(Returning Officer for
the West
Dunbartonshire
County)

Agree

019

Prof Bob Watt
(University of
Buckingham)

Agree

Undue influence is difficult to prove in certain paternalistic societies, but very necessary.

Agreed, provided the revised or restated definitions are sufficiently clear to enable prosecution but also broad enough to capture the
potential mischiefs likely to be faced.
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020

ASSOCIATION OF
CHIEF POLICE
OFFICERS

Agree

021

Crawford Langley

Agree

022

New Forest DC

Agree

024

London Branch of
the AEA

Agree

025

Matthew Box
(Malvern Hills DC)

Agree

026

Eastern Branch of
the AEA

Agree

027

Senators of the
College of Justice

Agree

The offence of “treating” should be abolished and the offence prosecuted as “bribery”. The concept of “undue influence” should be
retained, as it is flexible and useful.

029

Electoral
Commission

Agree

Section 115 (undue influence) perhaps contains the most complex drafting of all the electoral law offences and we support the Law
Commissions’ work in simplifying and modernising it. We agree that this offence should cover pressure / duress and trickery. More
detailed consideration will be needed to further define these aspects, whilst avoiding the complicated drafting that is currently used in the
law.

031

Sir Howard Bernstein

Agree

033

Ian White (Kettering
BC)

Agree

034

Scotland and
Northern Ireland
Branch of the AEA

Agree

035

Jeff Jacobs (Greater
London Authority)

Agree

038

David Hughes
(Electoral
Registration Officer
and Returning Officer
for Gravesham BC)

AGREE

041

Timothy Straker QC

Agree

044

Ian Miller (Returning

Agree

But are there any links that are relevant to postal voting fraud and personation that could be captured within this terminology?
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Officer for Wyre
Forest)
046

Wyre Forest DC

Agree

049

West Lancashire BC

Agree

052

SDLP

Agree

054

Darren Whitney
(Stratford on Avon
DC)

Agree

055

SOLAR (endorsed by
the EMB)

Agree

Agreed generally that the offence of undue influence, while requiring to be defined with sufficient precision to enable a successful
prosecution, should be stated as broadly as possible to cover any measure by which a person influences another to vote for an outcome
which they would not otherwise have supported. Such measures should include pressure, duress and trickery.

056

Alastair Whitelaw
(Scottish Green
Party)

Agree

Though this seems a play on words.

057

Colin Everett
(Returning Officer)

Agree

058

Alan Mabbutt OBE
(Conservative Party)

Agree

067

Labour Party

Agree

Agreed assuming that these are terms which can be identified and defined either within this legislation or by other legislation or by case
law.

070

Richard Mawrey QC

Agree

The proposed offences of trickery, pressure and duress should be widely drawn. It was scandalous that people calling themselves ‘Literal
Democrats’ should have got away with it when it operated to the detriment of the Liberal Democrats. Duress should be reduced to include
any form of physical intimidation or harassment. Aggressive buttonholing of voters outside polling stations should be criminalised.

072

Dr Heather Green
(Aberdeen
University)

Agree

“yes”

074

Scott Martin (Scottish
National Party)

Agree

Like the traditional English law doublets, the concepts of “pressure” and “duress” appear insufficiently distinguishable to have them as
separate possibilities for the offence.
There is certainly scope for expansion or at least better definition of the “trickery” element of the offence. The use of “fraudulent device”
has been read by the courts as including a “fraudulent scheme”,93 but this is not entirely obvious from the current drafting of the offence.
Some readers would expect “device” to require a physical object.
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Consultation Question 11-5
Should the law regulate the exercise of abuse of influence, religious or otherwise, by a person over a voter which does not amount to an
existing electoral offence?
Total responses: 36
Statistics:
Yes - 31
No – 3
Unsure – 2
Sub

Respondent

Response to Q 11-5

002

Robin Potter (Liberal
Democrat Councillor)

Yes

003

Paul Gribble CBE

Yes

I particularly approve the suggestion that the law should regulate the exercise of abuse of influence religious or otherwise which
at present doesn’t amount to an existing offence.

005

Gifty Edila (ERO and
RO for Hackney BC)

Yes

For an offence of abuse of influence, finding the evidence for a successful prosecution could prove to be challenging.

Mark Heath

Unsure

006

That said only experience will tell and we support any proposal to add this offence to statute.
In principle, this seems a sensible step. However, the ability to define it, prove it and ultimately prosecute it, in our view means
that this matter needs further consideration and testing.
However, if these issues can be addressed, we feel that having such a provision would be helpful to give a clear indication that
such an approach is not considered acceptable within an electoral campaign.

012

Southern Branch of the
AEA

Yes

014

AEA (National)

Yes

015

Eastbourne Electoral
Services

Yes

016

Phil Hardy (Sandwell
Council)

Yes

017

Joyce White (Returning
Officer for the West

Yes
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Dunbartonshire County)
019

Prof Bob Watt
(University of
Buckingham)

Yes

The proposals 11.2, 11-4 and 11-5 together with the rejection of 11-3 (ie the retention of treating) represent a modernisation of
the law of electoral offences. Candidates must be free to persuade voters to support them, but there seems to be a line
between fair and unfair practices.
The behaviour (or actus reus) is immaterial but the mens rea (unfairly, dishonestly or corruptly to procure or prevent the casting
of a vote , at all, or for or against a particular candidate) is the essence of the offence. Courts and judges are well placed to try
questions of this sort.

020

ASSOCIATION OF
CHIEF POLICE
OFFICERS

Yes

021

Crawford Langley

Yes

There is anecdotal evidence that influence, customary, religious or familial is widespread in certain sections of the population. If
proved, this should be punished in the same way as, for example, influence by the provision of a bribe.
Proof may be difficult, particularly in drawing a line between genuine assistance to a voter who is unfamiliar with the system but
remains free to cast an independent vote, and undue pressure to vote in a particular way.

022

New Forest DC

Yes

024

London Branch of the
AEA

Yes

025

Matthew Box (Malvern
Hills DC)

Yes

026

Eastern Branch of the
AEA

Yes

027

Senators of the College
of Justice

Yes

If the concept of “undue influence” is retained, behaviour such as wrongful abuse of authority (whether as a result of religion,
family pressure etc) is covered, and can be prosecuted as an offence.

029

Electoral Commission

Unsure

Our view is that the law should regulate the exercise of abuse of any position of influence to persuade a person to vote for a
particular candidate or to not vote at all. However, we wonder whether the exercise of abuse of influence, religious or otherwise,
by a person over a voter would fall within the pressure / duress element of the proposed undue influence offence, rather than it
requiring separate provision.
It seems to us that anyone abusing a position of influence to seek to persuade someone to vote or not vote would be placing
pressure / duress on that person. Therefore, we are not currently persuaded of the need to create a specific new ‘abuse of
influence’ offence but instead consider that this should form part of the pressure / duress component of the reformed undue
influence offence.
In designing a reformed undue influence offence attention will need to be given to ensuring that it does not conflict with the right
to freedom of expression. Many people will legitimately want to persuade others to vote for a certain candidate and any
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restrictions on this freedom will need careful consideration. We note here the Law Commission’s view: “we do not think the law
is, or ever was, that any kind of statement by religious authorities as to a campaign matter amounts to undue influence”.
We are conscious, however, that some electors who may be more vulnerable to pressure or undue influence because of their
personal position within a family, social group or wider community, who might benefit from greater protection, and we would
expect any modernised definition of undue influence or duress to be capable of identifying and being applied to this kind of
influence.
Yes

Yes, provided that it is possible for the law to adequately distinguish between proper and improper influence.

Ian White (Kettering
BC)

Yes

Yes and it should include attempts to influence too.

034

Scotland and Northern
Ireland Branch of the
AEA

Yes

035

Jeff Jacobs (Greater
London Authority)

Yes

David Hughes
(Electoral Registration
Officer and Returning
Officer for Gravesham
BC)

Yes

David Boothroyd
(Labour Councillor)

No

031

Sir Howard Bernstein

033

038

040

I would object to the concept of “spiritual intimidation” or religious influence. It originated in Irish petitions in the latter half of the
19th century, and appears to have first been mentioned during the course of the Longford Case in 1870. The remark of Mr
Justice Fitzgerald quoted in 2 O'M & H 6 at 9 shows a very Victorian attitude:
“Undue clerical influence is so great an evil that I did not hesitate for a moment, when it was stated that the case was of
that character, to permit the amendment of the particulars, with a view to bring that case before the Court, and I offered at
any subsequent stage freely to amend the bill of particulars with a view to give an opportunity of proving any other case of
that character.”
I doubt any Judge today would make such a remark. In practice, with the sole exception of the current Tower Hamlets case,
spiritual intimidation has been confined to Roman Catholic clergy in Ireland acting in favour of Irish nationalist candidates, and it
surely is not inappropriate to comment that such an interpretation was being made by a Protestant judiciary guided by a unionist
government.
In a 21st century context where no religion predominates, and very few churches attempt to intervene directly in politics, the
idea of spiritual or religious intimidation as being in a class of its own is increasingly ludicrous.

041

Timothy Straker QC

No

No, the range of influence is so diverse and people’s beliefs so various as to render this a difficult matter, likely not to be
properly enforceable.
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049

West Lancashire BC

Yes

054

Darren Whitney
(Stratford on Avon DC)

Yes

055

SOLAR (endorsed by
the EMB)

Yes

056

Alastair Whitelaw
(Scottish Green Party)

Yes

057

Colin Everett (Returning
Officer)

Yes

058

Alan Mabbutt OBE
(Conservative Party)

Yes

067

Labour Party

Yes

069

Met Police

No

Agreed that the broad definition of undue influence described at 11-4 above should encompass abuse of influence where its
effect is to influence another person to vote for an outcome which they would not otherwise have supported.

It is too difficult to define what is or is not abuse of influence. Furthermore, without a victim willing to testify that they changed
their vote because they were influenced, and that the influence was an abuse of position.
There is also a concern that both the types of abuse, and the positions of influence, for example would this apply to
parent/family member?
To reach a criminal standard, it should be required to prove that there was some kind of direct or implied threat or action be
carried out as a consequence of the victim voting (or not voting) in a certain way. The legislation may better reflect the intended
meaning of the offence if the explicit use of the term “threat” were included rather than just the much vaguer term “influence”.

070

Richard Mawrey QC

Yes

I am strongly in support of retaining spiritual influence as a ground for avoiding an election. This practice is becoming
widespread and we have for far too long avoided tackling it because the principal offenders are Muslims and everyone is
terrified of being accused of Islamophobia. That said, it should be far better articulated in the statute.

072

Dr Heather Green
(Aberdeen University)

Yes

This question raises the neglected issue of voters with mental impairments who may be especially susceptible to abuse of
influence by carers or others. When the law was reformed in 2006 to remove the common law bar on voting with a mental
incapacity, no corresponding provision was made to change the law on election offences to protect against this risk. Given the
increasing population of older voters with dementia, who retain a right to vote, perhaps a new offence of abuse of influence
could be phrased in a way that responded to this risk.

074

Scott Martin (Scottish
National Party)

Yes

The discussion paper pre-dates the trial and decision in the Tower Hamlets case, which very much confirmed the need for an
offence of this nature to remain. I do agree that it is possible to rephrase the offence as one of the abuse of a position of
influence. This may mean that it will then be unnecessary to make specific reference to spiritual injury.
I am certainly aware of a number of incidents during the course of the Scottish independence referendum involving
inappropriate use of the landlord/tenant relationship (a tenant being advised that if they did not take down a “Yes” poster they
would be evicted) as well as the more common use of the employer/employee relationship (while it is legitimate for an employer
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to state their personal view on constitutional developments, it could never have been legitimate for an employer to tell
employees that if they voted “Yes” they would lose their job).
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Consultation Question 11-6
Is the current power to make provision concerning imprinting of “other” (including online) material sufficient, or is it desirable and
feasible, within the remit of this project, to recommend regulation of online material?
Note: some answers were phrased as if the question asked “should online material be regulated?”
Total responses: 34
Statistics:
Current power sufficient – 1
Desirable (total) – 27
Desirable and feasible – 21
Desirable, unsure about feasibility – 4
Desirable, but not feasible – 2
Not desirable – 1
Not feasible (no mention of desirability) – 1
Comment only – 4
Total responses chart
Breakdown of responses in favour of recommending regulation of online material
Responses
Sub

Respondent

Response to Q 11-6

002

Robin Potter (Liberal
Democrat
Councillor)

Desirable, not
feasible

DESIRABLE, PROBABLY YES. FEASIBLE, PROBABLY NO

003

Paul Gribble CBE

Desirable and
feasible

Traceability of literature is very important.

005

Gifty Edila (ERO and

Desirable and

We are of the view that with the increasing use of the internet, regulation of online material is timely.
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006

RO for Hackney BC)

feasible

Mark Heath

Desirable and
feasible

We believe that on-line media is the future. It, therefore, needs to be addressed within the ambit of the printed material regime,
and either the printed material regime applies to it, or it does not (in which case the regime should not apply to printed material).
We believe that it should be applied, should be applied proportionately (in the same way as letters between candidates and
individuals who contact them is not subject to the imprint regime, posts on Twitter, etc should not be) but websites promulgated
by the candidate / candidates’ agent / parties and other similar on-line material could and should be regulated in the same way as
printed material is.

012

Southern Branch of
the AEA

Desirable and
feasible

This needs to be future proofed and is an area which need to be regulated or laws laid to allow for some form of policing online
for literature. Even if it is the sites which host the literature being accountable for the content.

014

AEA (National)

Desirable and
feasible

The AEA supports the regulation of online material as introduced in the Scottish Independence Referendum Act 2013 and
outlined in paragraph 11.59.
The way people communicate and access information over recent years has changed and publicity and media campaigns have
adapted to this change to capture this vast audience via digital sources.
With the present wide use of social media and the challenges and issues that can arise as a result in terms of the conduct of an
election or referendum, there is a need for online material to be regulated.

015

Eastbourne Electoral
Services

Desirable and
feasible

Eastbourne Electoral Services supports the comments made by the AEA supports the regulation of online material as introduced
in the Scottish Independence Referendum Act 2013 and outlined in paragraph 11.59.
The way people communicate and access information over recent years has changed and publicity and media campaigns have
adapted to this change to capture this vast audience via digital sources.
With the present wide use of social media and the challenges and issues that can arise as a result in terms of the conduct of an
election or referendum, there is a need for online material to be regulated.

016

Phil Hardy (Sandwell
Council)

Desirable and
feasible

017

Joyce White
(Returning Officer
for the West
Dunbartonshire
County)

Desirable and
feasible

I agree with the regulation of online material as introduced in the Scottish Independence Referendum Act 2013 and outlined in
paragraph 11.59.
The way people communicate and access information over recent years has changed and publicity and media campaigns have
adapted to this change to capture this vast audience via digital sources.
With the present wide use of social media and the challenges and issues that can arise as a result in terms of the conduct of an
election or referendum, there is a need for online material to be regulated.

019

Prof Bob Watt
(University of
Buckingham)

Desirable and
feasible

“Yes”

020

ASSOCIATION OF

Desirable, but

Imprint offences form a large proportion of reported Electoral Offences, yet on the majority of cases it is dealt with as a local
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021

CHIEF POLICE
OFFICERS

not feasible

Crawford Langley

Comment only

resolution which is not a criminal conviction.
We understand and support the requirement for in imprint, yet cannot, at present see any feasible means of ensuring online
material is subject to the same regulations. A website could contain an imprint/declaration, but would this cover social media?
It is difficult to strike a reasonable balance in relation to imprint requirements in the light of modern communication methods.
As I understand it, the original imprint requirements were imposed for a dual purpose- they provided details of someone against
whom action could be taken in the event of defamatory or otherwise unlawful content, and they provided a limited opportunity for
checking expenditure against allowable expenses. Since printing technology required leaflets to be produced by a printer, it was
relatively easy to identify those concerned.
With the advent of desktop publishing and photocopiers, it is exceedingly difficult to identify those behind any particular leaflet or
poster. The problem increase exponentially with electronic media. There would seem to be three categories:
(1) Material genuinely issued by a candidate or his/her agent. Experience suggests that in most cases registered political parties
and serious independent candidates will readily accept responsibility for material which has genuinely emanated from them,
whether or not it carries an imprint and the imprint requirement is a technical trap for the unwary used by opponents;
(2) Material issued by a candidate’s supporters independently of the candidate. Much of this is innocuous and, given the minimal
costs involved it is likely to fall within the unregulated expenditure limits. More difficult is material of an extreme or inflammatory
nature which proves an embarrassment to the candidate. In the absence of any realistic way of identifying the perpetrator, the
only real option is for the candidate to publicly disassociate himself from it or (less likely) accept responsibility for it.
(3) Material published by opponents in the hope of discrediting the candidate. This is already struck at by electoral law but, again,
proof may be difficult.

022

New Forest DC

Desirable and
feasible

025

Matthew Box
(Malvern Hills DC)

Desirable and
feasible

Supports response of the National AEA

026

Eastern Branch of
the AEA

Desirable and
feasible

Supports response of the national AEA

027

Senators of the
College of Justice

Desirable and
feasible

Yes, some control over online information would be desirable.

029

Electoral
Commission

Desirable,
unsure
aboutfeasibility

See pages 50 to 52 of response for detail on the Electoral Commission’s concerns about the feasibility of the regulation of
imprints.

031

Sir Howard
Bernstein

Comment only

The arguments in favour of regulation of online campaign material equivalent to that applying to printed material are recognised.
However, as noted in the consultation paper the online sphere presents its own difficulties and this may mean that a direct
transposition of existing regulation of printed material may not be appropriate at this time. It is notable that the current power
under section 110(7) of the Representation of the People Act 1983 to make provision concerning imprinting of “other” (including
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online) material has not been used to date.
It is noted that there was regulation of online material under the Scottish Independence Referendum Act 2013. It is suggested
that due consideration be given to the views of those who have had direct experience of how such regulation operated during the
Scottish independence referendum.
033

Ian White (Kettering
BC)

Current power
sufficient

This is a difficult area, and depends on the perception of other people as to what purpose the on-line material seeks to serve. For
instance, should an independent Blogger who favours a particular party be expected to have an imprint? What about tweets and
Facebook posts etc? I suspect that there is potential for a minefield here, and it may be best to stick with what we have already.

034

Scotland and
Northern Ireland
Branch of the AEA

Desirable and
feasible

Supports the regulation of online material as introduced in the Scottish Independence Referendum Act 2013 and outlined in
paragraph 11.59. The way people communicate and access information over recent years has changed and publicity and media
campaigns have adapted to this change to capture this vast audience via digital sources. With the present wide use of social
media and the challenges and issues that can arise as a result in terms of the conduct of an election or referendum, there is a
need for online material to be regulated.

035

Jeff Jacobs (Greater
London Authority)

Desirable and
feasible

I think there should be some regulation of online material given its widespread use in the conduct of elections.

038

David Hughes
(Electoral
Registration Officer
and Returning
Officer for
Gravesham BC)

Desirable and
feasible

Supports response of National AEA

041

Timothy Straker QC

Not feasible

Probably not feasible

042

News Media
Association

Not desirable

Although it may not be set out in legislation, it is already the Electoral Commission’s recommended best practice that the name
and address of the promoter and the organisation on whose behalf it has been produced should be included on political adverts
appearing online. Unless there is evidence that political parties are systematically failing to adopt this approach, it may not be
necessary to introduce legislation and criminal sanctions, which should only ever be a last resort.
If there is any extension of the imprint requirements to online publishing, it is essential that there are strong safeguards for
publishers. First, as in print, the publisher’s name should not be required as part of the imprint. Secondly, as with print, there
would need to be a due diligence defence for publishers where the failure to comply lies with the agent or candidate and the
newspaper took all reasonable verify the information it was given.
This reflects the fact that newspapers rely on agents and candidates to provide full and accurate information about themselves.
However, that defence should only be the starting point of the safeguards for responsible online publishers.
There should also be legislative recognition that the ease with which online material can be communicated, re-produced and
altered means that it will be practically impossible for the publisher to retain control over it gets used by others post-publication. If
liability is to attach to anyone for imprint failure in these circumstances, it ought not be to the publisher.

044

Ian Miller (Returning

Desirable but

It seems anomalous that printed material must have an imprint if there is not a clear, similar requirement for on-line material.
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Officer for Wyre
Forest)

unsure about
feasibility

If it is to be included on line, how does this work on social media, particularly Twitter with its limit of 140 characters? Even with a
link to “imprint” information, it will take up space in tweets.
On the other hand, removal of the requirement for imprints is not sensible in that it makes it easier to identify who was
responsible for material that infringes electoral law. However with modern electronic publishing, it is easy for material to be
created with false details of who had printed, published and promoted the item. Thus does the requirement for inclusion of the
imprint actually add much value?

046

Wyre Forest DC

Desirable but
unsure about
feasibility

As above for EL044.

049

West Lancashire BC

Desirable and
feasible

Supports response of National AEA

054

Darren Whitney
(Stratford on Avon
DC)

Desirable and
feasible

Supports response of National AEA. Adds that “Imprint really needs to be considered if still necessary but material online needs
to be regulated and careful consideration given to social media.”

055

SOLAR (endorsed
by the EMB)

Desirable but
unsure about
feasibility

Agreed that it would be desirable to recommend regulation of online material, as in the Scottish Independence Referendum Act
2013, but it may not be feasible within the remit of this project. However, it should be considered under existing powers of
Ministers to extend the imprint offence to material other than printed material and newspaper advertisements under sections
110(7) and 110A(7) of the RPA 1983.

056

Alastair Whitelaw
(Scottish Green
Party)

Desirable and
feasible

The regulation of online material is essential given the speed with which it may be disseminated.

057

Colin Everett
(Returning Officer)

Desirable and
feasible

058

Alan Mabbutt OBE
(Conservative Party)

Comment only

I believe that there is a difference between material that people have to seek out and that delivered to them in any form.
However, the risk from online material is that it is difficult to check its voracity when it claims to be the view of a particular party or
candidate. It would be helpful if there was some form of system – as with twitter – where it is possible to know that the person
claiming to be author has been checked.

067

Labour Party

Desirable and
feasible

Imprints are designed essentially to enable the identification the person or organisation responsible for materials which have
been produced to procure the election of a candidate or list of candidates. The printer’s imprint is covered by separate legislation
as well as election law.
Our view is that any material including electronic material which is produced for the electoral benefit of candidates representing a
political party or independent candidates should contain either the address or a link to an address where that Party or individual
may be contacted in respect of any matters associated with the item in question. This should also apply if the item is designed to
act against the election of any candidate or list of candidates.
The requirement for a printer’s imprint should remain with the Printer’s Imprint Act, and the omission of a printer’s imprint should
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not be an election offence.
Any material which is designed for individual use – apparel, mugs, umbrellas and the like should not require any imprint.
Any false use of an imprint (forgery of another’s imprint) should be an offence.
074

Scott Martin
(Scottish National
Party)

Comment only

The experience of the Scottish independence referendum was that it is unhelpful to simply require an imprint to be included on
electronic material when “reasonably practicable”. That is leaving aside the other issue raised in the discussion paper, that it
covered informational as well as promotional materials.
Statutory guidance dealing specifically with the requirements for imprints on websites, facebook campaign pages and twitter
accounts would be necessary. Guidance would need to be properly thought out, consulted upon and be revised on a relatively
regular basis to deal with new social media platforms.
The real purpose of the requirements should be borne in mind at all times, rather than looking to the technical list currently
presented in the legislation. It may be sufficient, for example, to provide that if the promoter of the material is the person or body
identified as owner of the website in the WHOIS entry and the person on whose behalf the site is being maintained is evident
from the site, then this is all that is required to comply.
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Consultation Question 11-7
Should the illegal practice of disturbing election meetings apply only to candidates and those supporting them, and no longer be
predicated on the “lawfulness” of the meeting?
CQ 11-7, Part 1: Should the illegal practice of disturbing election meetings apply only to candidates and those supporting them?
CQ 11-7, Part 2: Should the illegal practice of disturbing election meetings no longer be predicated on the “lawfulness” of the meeting?
Total responses: 31
Statistics:
Yes (total) – 22
Yes to both (it applying only to (1) candidates and those supporting and (2) to the offence not being predicated on the meeting being “lawful”) – 19
Yes only to part 1(it applying only to candidates) – 0
Yes only to part 2 (it no longer being predicated on the “lawfulness” of the meeting”) – 3
No – 6
No, keep the offence unchanged – 2
No, remove the offence altogether – 4
Unsure – 1
Comment only – 3
Sub

Respondent

Response to Q 11-7

002

Robin Potter (Liberal
Democrat Councillor)

No

003

Paul Gribble CBE

Yes

005

Gifty Edila (ERO and
RO for Hackney BC)

Yes

In order to make disturbing a meeting unlawful, the meeting itself should be lawful and not breach any primary or secondary
legislation.
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So for example, a candidate who holds a meeting to set out their manifesto which purely advocates violence, racial or religious hatred
etc, cannot be deemed to be holding a lawful meeting.
If those opposed to such extreme views attempts to disrupt the meeting to bring the communication of such extreme views to an end,
they should not be deemed to have illegally disrupted a meeting.
Therefore political meetings should not be regulated in the way proposed but if major incidents occur, it should be left to security staff
or the police to intervene.
006

Mark Heath

Yes

012

Southern Branch of
the AEA

Unsure

014

AEA (National)

Yes

015

Eastbourne Electoral
Services

Yes

016

Phil Hardy (Sandwell
Council)

Yes

017

Joyce White
(Returning Officer for
the West
Dunbartonshire
County)

Yes

019

Prof Bob Watt
(University of
Buckingham)

Yes

021

Crawford Langley

Shouldn’t
have the
illegal
practice
at all

No-one felt strongly either way as we are not aware that this is causing an issue.

I suspect that the current offence would only be used (if at all) where the disruption is by political opponents and that a persistent
drunk heckler or disaffected youths would be charged with breach of the peace.
While it can readily be accepted that setting off a smoke grenade, playing a trumpet in the back row or setting off the fire alarm should
be punishable (and almost certainly is at common law) it must also be accepted that politics is not an activity for the faint hearted and
that robust opposition is part and parcel of election meetings. While an indefatigable questioner or a regular chorus of “rubbish” or
“hear, hear” may be off-putting to a speaker and to that extent “disruptive”, it is hardly a crime.
I would suggest that the matter be treated when necessary as breach of the peace.

022

New Forest DC

Comment
only

025

Matthew Box

Yes

Unaware of any difficulties
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(Malvern Hills DC)
026

Eastern Branch of
the AEA

Yes

027

Senators of the
College of Justice

No

The offence of “disturbing election meetings” should apply to everyone, and not just to candidates and those supporting them.

029

Electoral
Commission

Yes only
to part 2

We are not aware of any recent cases where there has been an allegation that this offence has been committed. This may be
because this offence is effective at deterring such behaviour but to our knowledge this offence is not well-known, even amongst
electoral law experts.
It should not be limited to candidates and those supported. An electoral law offence will ensure that electoral consequences flow from
a conviction (such as disqualification for holding elected office) and will also make the law more visible for campaigners, the police
and electoral administrators (it seems undesirable to leave it to a 1908 Act and non-electoral law).
Whether someone is connected to a candidate or otherwise, disturbing an election meeting is a serious matter as it frustrates the
democratic process and we would not expect there to be a different maximum penalty depending on whether someone was a
candidate / supporter or someone else. It is unlikely to be straightforward to identify whether those disturbing a meeting are
‘supporters’ of a particular candidate.
However, it should not be predicated on the meeting being “lawful”.

031

Sir Howard
Bernstein

Yes

033

Ian White (Kettering
BC)

Yes

034

Scotland and
Northern Ireland
Branch of the AEA

Yes

035

Jeff Jacobs (Greater
London Authority)

Yes

038

David Hughes
(Electoral
Registration Officer
and Returning
Officer for
Gravesham BC)

YES

041

Timothy Straker QC

Yes only
to part 2

044

Ian Miller (Returning

Shouldn’t

Yes, providing general disturbances can be dealt with under existing public order offences.

This seems an anachronistic provision that might be removed altogether. Anyone disturbing a meeting is likely to experience rapid
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Officer for Wyre
Forest)

have the
illegal
practice
at all

and widespread adverse publicity that impacts on their chances of election. And as the Commissions point out, there are other extant
powers that are available to the police to uphold the peace.

046

Wyre Forest DC

Shouldn’t
have the
illegal
practice
at all

As above for EL044

049

West Lancashire BC

Yes

054

Darren Whitney
(Stratford on Avon
DC)

Yes

055

SOLAR (endorsed
by the EMB)

Shouldn’t
have the
illegal
practice
at all

Agreed this illegal practice should be abolished and disturbance of election meetings prosecuted under existing criminal law.

056

Alastair Whitelaw
(Scottish Green
Party)

Yes only
to part 2

It is difficult to define the “lawfulness” aspect. The offence should definitely be retained but not only applying to candidates and their
supporters: vociferous pressure groups are equally likely, and perhaps nowadays are more likely, to disrupt meetings.

058

Alan Mabbutt OBE
(Conservative Party)

Yes

072

Dr Heather Green
(Aberdeen
University)

Yes

074

Scott Martin
(Scottish National
Party)

Comment
only

Paragraph 11.64 notes the availability of Section 1 of the Public Meetings Act 1908 to deal with the criminalisation of disturbing lawful
meetings. As originally enacted, this legislation did, indeed, apply to political meetings held between the issue of the writ and the
election. That was until Paragraph 1 of Schedule 8 to the Representation of the People Act 1983, disapplied Section 1 of the 1908 Act
in relation to meetings to which Section 97 of the 1983 Act applies. For the 1908 Act to apply again, it would be necessary to repeal
Section 1(4) of the Act.
If the characterisation of offences as “illegal practices” and “corrupt practices” were to be removed, there would be no particular
reason for a separate offence to be created under election law. Offences under a revised Section 1 of the 1908 Act where the
candidate is found personally guilty could trigger the vacation of their seat.
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Consultation Question 11-8
Should the offence of falsely stating that another candidate has withdrawn be retained?
Total responses: 34
Statistics:
Yes – 16
No – 3
Conditional (should be retained unless captured by undue influence by trickery) – 13
Unsure – 1
Comment only – 1
Sub

Respondent

Response to Q 11-8

002

Robin Potter (Liberal
Democrat
Councillor)

Yes

003

Paul Gribble CBE

Yes

005

Gifty Edila (ERO
and RO for Hackney
BC)

Yes

006

Mark Heath

Yes

Should be retained as a deterrent

012

Southern Branch of
the AEA

Unsure

We had no real feeling on this, How often is it done? Could be caught under proposal 11-4 trickery, what happens if this is done
over social media and it goes viral!

014

AEA (National)

Conditional

Yes, the offence should be retained unless it is legally captured as an undue influence by the trickery offence (see 11.4 above).

015

Eastbourne
Electoral Services

Conditional

Yes, the offence should be retained unless it is legally captured as an undue influence by the trickery offence (see 11.4 above).

016

Phil Hardy
(Sandwell Council)

Conditional

Yes, the offence should be retained unless it is legally captured as an undue influence by the trickery offence (see 11.4 above).

017

Joyce White
(Returning Officer
for the West
Dunbartonshire

Conditional

Yes, the offence should be retained unless it is legally captured as an undue influence by the trickery offence (see 11.4 above).

Yes we agree that this offence of falsely stating that another candidate has withdrawn should be retained.
It prevents foul play by a candidate who wishes to damage the prospects of another candidate, especially with the reach of social
media.
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County)
019

Prof Bob Watt
(University of
Buckingham)

Yes

021

Crawford Langley

Yes

The offence of falsely stating that another candidate has withdrawn should be retained although, given the limited period for
withdrawal of candidature, it is of very limited application.

022

New Forest DC

Comment only

We have no experience of this and no knowledge of the extent of the problem, if any!

025

Matthew Box
(Malvern Hills DC)

Conditional

Yes, the offence should be retained unless it is legally captured as an undue influence by the trickery offence (see 11.4 above).

026

Eastern Branch of
the AEA

Yes

027

Senators of the
College of Justice

Yes

Yes, the offence of falsely stating that another candidate has been withdrawn should be retained.

029

Electoral
Commission

Conditional

We do not consider that there is any need for this offence to be retained as a separate offence provided that the proposed new
undue influence offence will be broad enough to cover any such false statement (by trickery).

031

Sir Howard
Bernstein

Conditional

The offence should be retained, unless it is absolutely certain that the behaviour concerned would be captured by the proposed
undue influence by trickery offence.

033

Ian White (Kettering
BC)

Yes

Yes. If it is removed it increases the risk involved of this type of offence occurring.

034

Scotland and
Northern Ireland
Branch of the AEA

Conditional

Yes, the offence should be retained unless it is legally captured as an undue influence by the trickery offence (see 11.4 above).

035

Jeff Jacobs (Greater
London Authority)

Yes

038

David Hughes
(Electoral
Registration Officer
and Returning
Officer for
Gravesham BC)

CONDITIONAL

Yes, the offence should be retained unless it is legally captured as an undue influence by the trickery offence (see 11.4 above).

040

David Boothroyd

No

Singling out this statement seems anomalous. I believe it came from a time when polling was carried on in a very few locations,
and voters were conveyed to the polls by the candidates' political campaign. Also, it was common for candidates to withdraw
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before a poll.
Neither of these provisions currently applies, and any candidate who withdrew would probably still appear on the ballot paper. If
there is a malicious suggestion that a candidate has withdrawn, could it still be caught under the provisions in section 106 of the
Representation of the People Act 1983 relating to false statements of fact about a candidate's personal character or conduct?
Withdrawing from the election would be part of the candidate's conduct.
041

Timothy Straker QC

Yes

044

Ian Miller (Returning
Officer for Wyre
Forest)

Yes

046

Wyre Forest DC

Yes

049

West Lancashire BC

Conditional

Yes, the offence should be retained unless it is legally captured as an undue influence by the trickery offence (see 11.4 above).

052

SDLP

Yes

The offence of falsely stating that another candidate has withdrawn should be retained and broadened to include
misrepresentation of party’s positions on cross party electoral pacts.

054

Darren Whitney
(Stratford on Avon
DC)

Conditional

Yes, the offence should be retained unless it is legally captured as an undue influence by the trickery offence (see 11.4 above).

055

SOLAR (endorsed
by the EMB)

No

Agreed that this offence be abolished on the basis that it would almost certainly amount to undue influence by trickery.

056

Alastair Whitelaw
(Scottish Green
Party)

Yes

058

Alan Mabbutt OBE
(Conservative Party)

Yes

This is a fundamental lie that should not go unpunished.

Although a voter going to the polling station would see the name on the ballot paper and would be able to ask staff about any
withdrawals, there would be electors who would not travel to the polling station if they thought there preferred candidate had
withdrawn.
In these days of social media it is much easier to start a false rumour that spreads quickly and is believed. Even prominent news
organisation repeat tweets from random people as though they are Royal Proclamations.

067

Labour Party

No

This could be wrapped up in general false statement words.

072

Dr Heather Green
(Aberdeen
University)

Conditional

Should be trickery

074

Scott Martin
(Scottish National

Conditional

I agree that if a newly written offence of undue influence by trickery covers false statements in relation to the withdrawal of a
candidate then there is no need to retain this aspect of the offence. It does sit better under an expanded trickery offence than
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Party)

under false statements.
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Consultation Question 11-9
Should an increased sentence of ten years custody be available in cases of serious electoral fraud as an alternative to recourse to the
common law offence of conspiracy to defraud?
Total responses: 32
Statistics:
Yes - 29
No - 0
Conditional - 2
Comment only - 1
Sub

Respondent

Response to Q 11-9

002

Robin Potter
(Liberal Democrat
Councillor)

Yes

003

Paul Gribble CBE

Yes

005

Gifty Edila (ERO
and RO for
Hackney BC)

Yes

006

Mark Heath

Yes

012

Southern Branch of
the AEA

Yes

014

AEA (National)

Yes

015

Eastbourne
Electoral Services

Yes

016

Phil Hardy
(Sandwell Council)

Yes

017

Joyce White
(Returning Officer
for the West
Dunbartonshire
County)

Yes

An increased sentence of ten years’ custody in cases of serious electoral fraud will be justified and act as a deterrence to would be
offenders

Yes, this seems like a logical option rather change the charge due to the cap of the electoral fraud sentence.
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019

Prof Bob Watt
(University of
Buckingham)

Yes

The subversion of a democracy is a very serious crime and should be punished accordingly

021

Crawford Langley

Yes

022

New Forest DC

Yes

025

Matthew Box
(Malvern Hills DC)

Yes

026

Eastern Branch of
the AEA

Yes

027

Senators of the
College of Justice

Yes

An increased sentence of 10 years should be available in cases of serious electoral fraud.

029

Electoral
Commission

Conditional

It is important that there should be proportionate penalties attached to each electoral offence, ensuring that there is a sufficient
deterrent from, and punishment for, breaching the law. Such deterrents and punishments are important to secure the integrity of the
electoral process and promote public confidence in elections.

This seems like a logical option.

We understand that some cases where an allegation of an electoral offence has been made have not been prosecuted because the
prosecuting body has considered that the penalties in the event of a conviction are not great enough to merit bringing a prosecution.
Therefore, we would support such an increased sentence in principle but further consideration would need to be given to when it
would apply; it is not clear what ‘serious electoral fraud’ means.
031

Sir Howard
Bernstein

Comment
only

While it is unsatisfactory that recourse is being had to prosecution for non-election offences (because they carry higher penalties)
when arguably more suitable election-specific offences are available, it is considered that sentencing levels are essentially a political
policy matter.

033

Ian White
(Kettering BC)

Yes

Yes providing it is a 10 year maximum sentence.

034

Scotland and
Northern Ireland
Branch of the AEA

Conditional

Sentence should be increased, but the actual number should be left to the judiciary.

035

Jeff Jacobs
(Greater London
Authority)

Yes

038

David Hughes
(Electoral
Registration Officer
and Returning

YES
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Officer for
Gravesham BC)
041

Timothy Straker
QC

Yes

044

Ian Miller
(Returning Officer
for Wyre Forest)

Yes

046

Wyre Forest DC

Yes

049

West Lancashire
BC

Yes

054

Darren Whitney
(Stratford on Avon
DC)

Yes

055

SOLAR (endorsed
by the EMB)

Yes

056

Alastair Whitelaw
(Scottish Green
Party)

Yes

057

Colin Everett

Yes

067

Labour Party

Yes

072

Dr Heather
Graham

Yes

074

Scott Martin
(Scottish National
Party)

Yes

Agreed that the maximum sentence for serious electoral fraud should be significantly increased commensurate with the severity of the
offence, thus avoiding the need to have recourse to common law offences.

Electoral law should provide a comprehensive scheme of offences. It should generally be regarded as having failed in its scope if one
requires to revert to common law – particularly when that could result in different results in different UK jurisdictions. This is particularly
the case as it appears sometimes to be used as prosecutors as an attempt to circumvent the time limits set down in statute for the
election offences, due to the time taken to investigate them. I am inherently uneasy about prosecutors using common law alternatives
when election law offences are available and where parliament has fixed maximum sentences. I would hope that work with
prosecution authorities from their own experience could identify cases in the past that have had to be prosecuted using the common
law. These should be brought into the ambit of electoral law.
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CHAPTER 12: REGULATION OF CAMPAIGN EXPENDITURE
Provisional Proposal 12-1
Returning officers should publicise and make available for inspection expenses returns (as well as publicising non-receipt of a return).
Secondary legislation should prescribe in detail the process for that publicity and inspection, paving the way for publication online.
Total responses: 35
Statistics:
Agree – 32
Disagree - 2
Conditional – 1
Sub

Respondent

002

Robin Potter (Liberal
Democrat Councillor)

Conditional

003

Paul Gribble CBE

Agree

005

Gifty Edila (ERO and
RO for Hackney BC)

Agree

006

Mark Heath

Agree

It must be an absolute imperative that this regime should move to an on-line process in the interests of costs and efficiency as
rapidly as is possible.

012

Southern Branch of
the AEA

Disagree

We feel that the Returning Officer should not be the one who publicises these expenses as their main duty is to collect them. The
publication should be done by the EC as they are better placed to report on them nationally. The publication of these returns
should does have some potential for political backlash, which is another reason that it should be removed from the RO. Agree that
the submissions should be online in the future.

AEA (National)

Agree

Consideration will need to be given as to how online publication will be effected and by whom.

015

Eastbourne Electoral
Services

Agree

Supports response of AEA (National)

016

Phil Hardy (Sandwell
Council)

Agree

The issue of no returns needs to be looked at. Many candidates who do not get elected fail to return these especially at parish
level.

017

Joyce White
(Returning Officer for

Agree

014

Response to PP 12-1
NOT UNLESS THE STATED LIMIT HAS BEEN EXCEEDED
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the West
Dunbartonshire
County)
019

Prof Bob Watt
(University of
Buckingham)

Agree

021

Crawford Langley

Agree

While in the absence of an online facility, it is difficult to suggest a practical alternative, the role of the Returning Officer in
receiving and publicising expenses returns is somewhat anomalous since the RO has no locus in enforcing the expenses regime.
I would therefore support the AEA view

022

New Forest DC

Disagree

024

London Branch of the
AEA

Agree

025

Matthew Box
(Malvern Hills DC)

Agree

Supports AEA (National)’s response

026

Eastern Branch of the
AEA

Agree

Supports AEA (National)’s response

027

Senators of the
College of Justice

Agree

029

Electoral Commission

Agree
Agree

031

Sir Howard Bernstein

We feel that the Returning Officer should not be the one who publicises these expenses as their main duty is to collect them. The
publication should be the responsibility of the Electoral Commission as they are better placed to do so. Agree that the
submissions should be online in the future.

It is suggested that it is unsatisfactory that returning officers serve a role as a depository in relation to expense returns, when that
would appear to be a matter more closely aligned with election finance regulation (and therefore the remit of the Electoral
Commission) than electoral administration per se. It is noted however that the Law Commission does not consider there to be an
alternative at the present time.
A move to online publication in the future would be supported, with consideration of whether another body (perhaps the Electoral
Commission) should take responsibility for receiving expense returns at that time.

Ian White (Kettering
BC)

Agree

034

Scotland and
Northern Ireland
Branch of the AEA

Agree

035

Jeff Jacobs (Greater

Agree

033

Consideration will need to be given as to how online publication will be effected and by whom.
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London Authority)
David Hughes
(Electoral
Registration Officer
and Returning Officer
for Gravesham BC)

Agree

Supports AEA (National)’s response

David Boothroyd
(Labour Councillor)

Agree

I want to give strong support for Returning Officers publicising when they have not received a return from a candidate. At the 2014
election in Westminster CC, I asked to see the returns of election expenses a month after the deadline and discovered that a
group of 30 candidates who shared a party agent had not submitted their returns. It would have been better if the Returning
Officer had given notice of the non-return.

Ian Miller (Returning
Officer for Wyre
Forest)

Agree

This material should be published on line.

044
046

Wyre Forest DC

Agree

This material should be published on line.

049

West Lancashire BC

Agree

Supports AEA (National)’s response

052

SLDP

Agree

Darren Whitney
(Stratford on Avon
DC)

Agree

054
055

SOLAR (endorsed by
the Electoral
Management Board
for Scotland)

Agree

056

Alastair Whitelaw
(Scottish Green
Party)

Agree

057

Colin Everett
(Returning Officer)

Agree

Alan Mabbutt OBE
(Conservative Party)

Agree

067

Labour Party

Agree

072

Dr Heather Green

Agree

038

040

058

Supports AEA (National)’s response. The issue of no returns needs to be looked at. Many candidates who do not get elected fail
to return these especially at parish level.

No significant change from the status quo
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(Aberdeen University)
074

Scott Martin (Scottish
National Party)

Agree

This is agreed. In Scotland, the process of putting information online could be undertaken by the Electoral Management Board.
This would ensure a consistency of approach and allow all of the information to be available in one place rather than spread
across 32 websites. The local authority websites could either co-host the returns or simply provide an appropriate link to the
relevant section on the Elections Scotland website.
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Provisional Proposal 12-2
Provisions governing the regulation of campaign expenditure should be centrally set out for all elections.
Total responses: 34
Statistics:
Agree - 34
Disagree - 0
Conditional - 0
Other - 0
Unanimous agreement
Sub

Respondent

002

Robin Potter (Liberal
Democrat
Councillor)

Agree

003

Paul Gribble CBE

Agree

005

Gifty Edila (ERO and
RO for Hackney BC)

Agree

006

Mark Heath

Agree

012

Southern Branch of
the AEA

Agree

AEA (National)

Agree

015

Eastbourne Electoral
Services

Agree

016

Phil Hardy (Sandwell
Council)

Agree

017

Joyce White
(Returning Officer
for the West
Dunbartonshire

Agree

014

Response to PP 12-2
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County)
019

Prof Bob Watt
(University of
Buckingham)

Agree

021

Crawford Langley

Agree

New Forest DC

Agree

024

London Branch of
the AEA

Agree

025

Matthew Box
(Malvern Hills DC)

Agree

026

Eastern Branch of
the AEA

Agree

027

Senators of the
College of Justice

Agree

029

Electoral
Commission

Agree

031

Sir Howard
Bernstein

Agree

033

Ian White (Kettering
BC)

Agree

034

Scotland and
Northern Ireland
Branch of the AEA

Agree

035

Jeff Jacobs (Greater
London Authority)

Agree
Agree

038

David Hughes
(Electoral
Registration Officer
and Returning
Officer for
Gravesham BC)

044

Ian Miller (Returning
Officer for Wyre

Agree

022

Need to take account of devolution settlements.

Although it is important to make clear the differentials between expenses for different types of electoral areas and elections
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Forest)
046

Wyre Forest DC

Agree

049

West Lancashire BC

Agree

052

SLDP

Agree

Darren Whitney
(Stratford on Avon
DC)

Agree

054
055

SOLAR (endorsed
by the EMB)

Agree

056

Alastair Whitelaw
(Scottish Green
Party)

Agree

057

Colin Everett
(Returning Officer)

Agree

058

Alan Mabbutt OBE
(Conservative Party)

gree

067

Labour Party

Agree

072

Dr Heather Green
(Aberdeen
University)

Agree

074

Scott Martin
(Scottish National
Party)

Agree

Though the threshold for submitting receipts, and declaring individual donations, is lower at constituency (or ward) level compared with
national level expenditure and donations

[Mr Martin agreed with the proposal, subject to there being an Act passed by each Parliament with primary legislative responsibility for
elections]
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Provisional Proposal 12-3
A single schedule should contain prescribed expense limits and guidance to candidates as to expenditure and donations.
Total responses: 32
Statistics:
Agree - 32
Disagree Conditional Unsure - 0
Sub

Respondent

Response to PP 12-3

003

Paul Gribble CBE

Agree

005

Gifty Edila (ERO and
RO for Hackney BC)

Agree

006

Mark Heath

Agree

012

Southern Branch of
the AEA

Agree

AEA (National)

Agree

015

Eastbourne Electoral
Services

Agree

016

Phil Hardy (Sandwell
Council)

Agree

017

Joyce White
(Returning Officer for
the West
Dunbartonshire
County)

Agree

019

Prof Bob Watt
(University of
Buckingham)

Agree

021

Crawford Langley

Agree

014
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022

New Forest DC

Agree

024

London Branch of the
AEA

Agree

025

Matthew Box
(Malvern Hills DC)

Agree

026

Eastern Branch of the
AEA

Agree

027

Senators of the
College of Justice

Agree

029

Electoral Commission

Agree

031

Sir Howard Bernstein

Agree

033

Ian White (Kettering
BC)

Agree

034

Scotland and
Northern Ireland
Branch of the AEA

Agree

035

Jeff Jacobs (Greater
London Authority)

Agree
Agree

038

David Hughes
(Electoral
Registration Officer
and Returning Officer
for Gravesham BC)
Ian Miller (Returning
Officer for Wyre
Forest)

Agree

044
046

Wyre Forest DC

Agree

049

West Lancashire BC

Agree

052

SLDP

Agree

Need to make sure it’s consistent with devolution settlements.

Although it is important to make clear the differentials between expenses for different types of electoral areas and elections
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Darren Whitney
(Stratford on Avon
DC)

Agree

055

SOLAR (endorsed by
the EMB)

Agree

056

Alastair Whitelaw
(Scottish Green
Party)

Agree

057

Colin Everett
(Returning Officer)

Agree

Alan Mabbutt OBE
(Conservative Party)

Agree

067

Labour Party

Agree

072

Dr Heather Green
(Aberdeen University)

Agree

054

058

Clarity for end-users is vital.
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Provisional Proposal 12-4
Expenditure limits which are calculated according to a formula should be declared by the returning officer for the constituency or
electoral area in a notice accompanying, or immediately following, the notice of election.
Total responses: 33
Statistics:
Agree - 26
Disagree - 1
Conditional - 3
Unclear – 3
Sub

Respondent

Response to PP 12-4

002

Robin Potter (Liberal
Democrat Councillor)

Agree

003

Paul Gribble CBE

Agree

005

Gifty Edila (ERO and
RO for Hackney BC)

Agree

006

Mark Heath

Agree

012

Southern Branch of
the AEA

Conditional

It is fairly easy to communicate these expenditure limits with Candidates and it was felt that we could publish the information online
easily for the wider population.
However, publishing expenses limits in a printed form can become onerous and we often struggle for wall/ notice board space for
the printed notices at all out elections and especially combinations. At the end of the election we can be trying to publish some
200+ notices on A4 sheets of paper.

014

AEA (National)

Agree

015

Eastbourne Electoral
Services

Agree

016

Phil Hardy (Sandwell
Council)

Agree

017

Joyce White
(Returning Officer for

Disagree

This information is provided at briefings meetings and with candidates' packs. There is no need to create another notice for this
purpose.
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the West
Dunbartonshire
County)
019

Prof Bob Watt
(University of
Buckingham)

Agree

021

Crawford Langley

Agree

This proposal reflects current practice.

New Forest DC

Conditional

It is fairly easy to communicate these expenditure limits to candidates and it was felt that we could publish the information online
easily for the wider population.

022

However, publishing expenses limits in a printed form can become onerous and we often struggle for wall/ notice board space for
the printed notices at all out elections and especially combinations. At the end of the election we are sometimes publishing some
200+ notices on A4 sheets of paper.
024

London Branch of
the AEA

Unclear

025

Matthew Box
(Malvern Hills DC)

Agree

026

Eastern Branch of
the AEA

Unclear

Many Members, but not all, have reservations about this proposal. There is a school of thought that it is for candidates and agents
to determine their expenditure limits, not the returning officer. There is concern as to where the responsibility for miscalculated
expense figures will fall if this proposal is agreed.

There is a differing opinion across the branch on this proposal. Some members support the proposal on the basis it is not an
onerous task and it would assist independent and new agents who may otherwise struggle. Other members feel that the calculation
of such expenses opens the risk of challenge should the calculation prove to be incorrect.
Were this to be a requirement, it is unclear how useful the publication of a notice would be to the public and the preference would
be for the information to be provided to candidate/agents and on request.

027

Senators of the
College of Justice

Agree

029

Electoral
Commission

Agree

Evidence from previous elections, including the 2010 UKPGE, suggests that even when they are provided with this figure some
have not been able to calculate the limit properly. Giving this responsibility to the RO should ensure that there is clarity about what
the spending limit is at most of these elections and, therefore, reduce the potential for accidental non-compliance.
The provisional proposed approach would not solve the uncertainty around the exact level of the pre-candidacy ‘long campaign’
spending limits at certain UK Parliamentary general elections.

031

Sir Howard Bernstein

Agree

This provisional proposal is supported, if returning officers are to remain responsible for receipt of expenses returns.

033

Ian White (Kettering
BC)

Agree

Most agents request this information in any case so this would regularise practice.

Scotland and
Northern Ireland

Agree

034
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Branch of the AEA
035

Jeff Jacobs (Greater
London Authority)

Agree
Agree

038

David Hughes
(Electoral
Registration Officer
and Returning Officer
for Gravesham BC)
Ian Miller (Returning
Officer for Wyre
Forest)

Agree

Agreed. Compliance with this would be easier if the approach outlined in response to provisional proposal 12-3 was adopted.

044
046

Wyre Forest DC

Agree

Compliance with this would be easier if the approach outlined in response to provisional proposal 12-3 was adopted.

049

West Lancashire BC

Agree

Darren Whitney
(Stratford on Avon
DC)

Agree

054

SOLAR (endorsed by
the EMB)

Conditional

055

ROs currently deal with the receipt and inspection of returns of election expenses under section 81(1) which include the returns
under sections 75(2) [UK parliamentary elections] and 75A(6) [Scottish local government elections] for expenditure incurred by
persons authorised by the election agent. These returns cover both the long campaign (the pre-election period before a person
officially becomes a candidate) and the short campaign (after they become a candidate).
The expenditure limits for both the long and short campaigns, and also the permitted sum for third person campaigners to spend
without the authority of the election agent, are based on formulas which refer to the number of electors in the constituency or
electoral area as at the last date for publication of the notice of election.
In accordance with Electoral Commission guidance, this figure is obtained by ROs from EROs and advised informally to candidates
and agents when dealing with them as part of the nomination process.
Requiring the RO to declare these expenditure limits in a notice accompanying, or immediately following, the notice of election
would mean a change in current practice involving the RO becoming responsible for not only the accuracy of the relevant number
of electors (through the ERO) but also the correct application of the relevant formulas.
Beyond such change, ROs should not be required to become involved in the accuracy of returns of election expenses which should
otherwise remain the responsibility of candidates and their agents.

056

Alastair Whitelaw
(Scottish Green
Party)

Agree

This would be extremely useful. Basing limits on the size of the relevant electorate as on a defined date is indicated.
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057

Colin Everett
(Returning Officer)

Agree

Alan Mabbutt OBE
(Conservative Party)

Agree

067

Labour Party

Agree

072

Dr Heather Green
(Aberdeen
University)

Agree

074

Scott Martin (Scottish
National Party)

Unclear

058

Expense limits are a very inexact science. The distinction between county and burgh constituencies in parliamentary elections is a
very blunt measure to establish which areas are expensive to campaign in. The resulting expense limits work out at around two
thirds attributable to the fixed element and one third based on the variable element, despite the average breakdown in costs being
two thirds variable costs (the highest share in almost every election being unsolicited material sent to electors) and one third fixed
costs. The whole matter should be looked at afresh rather than there just being limited consultations and reports every few years
about uprating the fixed and variable elements.
Given the inexact nature of the exercise, I do not think that it is necessary for the sum to be dependent on the number of voters on
the electoral register at a particular point in time. It would be sufficient to calculate this figure once a year based on the electorate
as at 1 December, with the figures applicable for elections where the regulated period commences in the following calendar year.
The figures could then be put on a website and they would be known figures for the rest of the year. If boundary changes occurred
during the year, then the figures would be updated and based on the electorate figure when the alterations were made to the
register to accommodate the new boundaries.
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Provisional Proposal 12-5
Returning officers should receive a single set of documents containing the return of expenses and declarations by the agent and the
candidate. These should include any statement by an authorised person containing the particulars currently required to be sent to the
returning officer by section 75(2) of the 1983 Act.
Total responses: 33
Statistics:
Agree - 32
Disagree - 0
Conditional - 0
Unsure - 0
Unclear - 1
Sub

Respondent

Response to PP 12-5

002

Robin Potter (Liberal Democrat
Councillor)

Agree

003

Paul Gribble CBE

Agree

005

Gifty Edila (ERO and RO for
Hackney BC)

Agree

006

Mark Heath

Agree

012

Southern Branch of the AEA

Agree

014

AEA (National)

Agree

015

Eastbourne Electoral Services

Agree

016

Phil Hardy (Sandwell Council)

Agree

017

Joyce White (Returning Officer for
the West Dunbartonshire County)

Agree

019

Prof Bob Watt (University of

Agree
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Buckingham)
021

Crawford Langley

Agree

I support the simplification of the forms.

022

New Forest DC

Agree

We agree, but would prefer them to go to the EC.

024

London Branch of the AEA

Agree

025

Matthew Box (Malvern Hills DC)

Agree

026

Eastern Branch of the AEA

Agree

027

Senators of the College of Justice

Agree

029

Electoral Commission

Agree

031

Sir Howard Bernstein

Agree

If the returning officers are to remain the conduit through which expense returns are to be delivered, then these should be
made by the return of a single set of documents to the returning officer and include any statement required by section
75(2).

033

Ian White (Kettering BC)

Agree

Agreed, providing they are easy to understand for anyone choosing to inspect them, and state clearly what the maximum
amounts that can be spent are.

034

Scotland and Northern Ireland
Branch of the AEA

Agree

035

Jeff Jacobs (Greater London
Authority)

Agree

038

David Hughes (Electoral
Registration Officer and Returning
Officer for Gravesham BC)

Agree

044

Ian Miller (Returning Officer for
Wyre Forest)

Agree

046

Wyre Forest DC

Agree

049

West Lancashire BC

Agree

054

Darren Whitney (Stratford on Avon
DC)

Agree

055

SOLAR (endorsed by the EMB)

Agree

This would simplify the process of making returns of election expenses and help to make it more understandable, and
therefore reduce the risk of error in compliance with legal requirements.

056

Alastair Whitelaw (Scottish Green
Party)

Unclear

Does this entail combining the existing Return of Election Expenses with the Return of Candidate’s Expenses?
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057

Colin Everett (Returning Officer)

Agree

058

Alan Mabbutt OBE (Conservative
Party)

gree

067

Labour Party

Agree

072

Dr Heather Green (Aberdeen
University)

Agree

074

Scott Martin (Scottish National
Party)

Agree

There should also be provision for a single set of returns for multiple candidates in a single ward or electoral division.

In practice, the Electoral Commission gave up advising anyone about the return under section 75(2) of the 1983 Act
sometime around the 2007 elections (although this continues in some local authorities to be part of the forms given out by
returning officers in relation to Scottish local authority elections). This was understood to be on the basis that the election
agent would be disclosing the expenditure anyway in the return of election expenses. The Commission’s current position
on these forms should be formalised in law.
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CHAPTER 13: LEGAL CHALLENGE
Provisional Proposal 13-1
The doctrine of “votes thrown away” should be abolished.
Total responses: 34
Statistics:
Agree - 31
Disagree - 2
Conditional - 0
Ambivalent – 1
Sub

Respondent

Response to PP 13-1

002

Robin Potter
(Liberal Democrat
Councillor)

Agree

003

Paul Gribble CBE

Agree

006

Mark Heath

Agree

The voters, we believe, would clearly in most cases, not differentiate between the votes being “thrown away” and expecting a fresh
election.
We believe that deeming electors to have thrown their votes away without realising the consequences and without allowing those
electors an opportunity to vote for a duly qualified candidate, whether from a preferred party or an independent, sits ill as the
consultation document says, with a modern understanding of democracy.

012

Southern Branch
of the AEA

Agree

014

AEA (National)

Agree

015

Eastbourne
Electoral Services

Agree

016

Phil Hardy
(Sandwell Council)

Agree

017

Joyce White
(Returning Officer

Disagree

The AEA supports the provisional proposal for abolition for the reasons set out at paragraph 13.20.

This creates certainty and avoids the unnecessary public expenditure.
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for the West
Dunbartonshire
County)
019

Prof Bob Watt
(University of
Buckingham)

Agree

021

Crawford Langley

Agree

The doctrine of “votes thrown away” serves no practical purpose in modern times except, conceivably under the current rules as to
disqualification on imprisonment.
Would it be competent for a candidate who becomes aware that another candidate is disqualified to raise an interdict against the
Returning Officer conducting the poll albeit that it might fail on balance of convenience since a remedy exists by way of election
petition after the poll?

022

New Forest DC

Agree

024

London Branch of
the AEA

Agree

025

Matthew Box
(Malvern Hills DC)

Agree

026

Eastern Branch of
the AEA

Agree

027

Senators of the
College of Justice

Agree

029

Electoral
Commission

Agree

We would prefer a fresh election to be conducted where a winning candidate is found to be disqualified. This would ensure that the
ultimate election result accurately reflects all voters’ wishes and this argument in our view clearly outweighs any arguments about
avoiding the expense of another election.

Agree

As the Law Commission notes there are arguments both in favour of and against this change, with the balance appearing to lie in
favour of abolition. However, it is recognised that there may be policy reasons why parliament may wish to retain the current doctrine
of “votes thrown away”.
There needs to be some consideration as to how elections that would have to be re-run under this proposal would be paid for, and
by whom. It should not necessarily be out of public funds.

031

Sir Howard
Bernstein

033

Ian White
(Kettering BC)

Agree

034

Scotland and
Northern Ireland
Branch of the AEA

Agree

035

Jeff Jacobs
(Greater London

Agree
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Authority)

038

040

David Hughes
(Electoral
Registration Officer
and Returning
Officer for
Gravesham BC)

Agree

David Boothroyd
(Labour Councillor)

Disagree

It is important to stress that under the current law, votes are only “thrown away” if they are cast for a candidate whom the voters may
be presumed to know to be ineligible for election. While is it not nice to say to voters that their votes have been thrown away when
they can be presumed to have given them for a reason, it would make it impossible to resolve a situation where there is a political
dispute about eligibility and a constituency insists on returning a manifestly ineligible candidate.
It may be thought that this is unlikely, but it was also thought unlikely before 1960 that a hereditary Peer of the Realm would insist on
his right to disclaim his Peerage and then succeed in winning a byelection. As long as there are rules concerning eligibility of
candidates for election to the House of Commons, there is a possibility that a constituency will choose to challenge one of them. What
is to be done about manifestly ineligible candidates being elected again and again?

041

Timothy Straker
QC

Agree

Ian Miller
(Returning Officer
for Wyre Forest)

Agree

044
046

Wyre Forest DC

Agree

049

West Lancashire
BC

Agree

Darren Whitney
(Stratford on Avon
DC)

Agree

054
055

SOLAR (endorsed
by the EMB)

Agree

057

Colin Everett
(Returning Officer)

Agree

058

Alan Mabbutt OBE
(Conservative
Party)

Ambivalent

I do not see the need for this, but I don’t object either.

067

Labour Party

Agree

If a disqualified candidate is elected a new election should be held irrespective of when the disqualification is announced to the public.
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070

Richard Mawrey
QC

Agree

072

Dr Heather Green
(Aberdeen
University)

Agree

074

Scott Martin
(Scottish National
Party)

Agree
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Provisional Proposal 13-2
The law governing challenging elections should be set out in primary legislation governing all elections.
Total respondents: 37
Statistics:
Agree - 37
Disagree - 0
Conditional - 0
Other - 0
There was unanimous support for this provisional proposal.
Sub

Respondent

Response to PP 13-2

002

Robin Potter
(Liberal Democrat
Councillor)

Agree

003

Paul Gribble CBE

Agree

005

Gifty Edila (ERO
and RO for
Hackney BC)

Agree

006

Mark Heath

Agree

012

Southern Branch
of the AEA

Agree

014

AEA (National)

Agree

015

Eastbourne
Electoral Services

Agree

016

Phil Hardy
(Sandwell Council)

Agree

017

Joyce White
(Returning Officer
for the West

Agree
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Dunbartonshire
County)
019

Prof Bob Watt
(University of
Buckingham)

Agree

021

Crawford Langley

Agree

022

New Forest DC

Agree

024

London Branch of
the AEA

Agree

025

Matthew Box
(Malvern Hills DC)

Agree

026

Eastern Branch of
the AEA

Agree

027

Senators of the
College of Justice

Agree

029

Electoral
Commission

Agree

031

Sir Howard
Bernstein

Agree

033

Ian White
(Kettering BC)

Agree

034

Scotland and
Northern Ireland
Branch of the AEA

Agree

035

Jeff Jacobs
(Greater London
Authority)

Agree

David Hughes
(Electoral
Registration
Officer and
Returning Officer

Agree

038

The law governing election petitions is important and it seems appropriate to set it out in primary legislation. We would prefer this to be
set out in one place, rather than have separate provisions for each type of election. However, it will be important to ensure that this
reform is consistent with the devolution of electoral law in the UK.
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for Gravesham
BC)
040

David Boothroyd
(Labour Councillor)

Agree

041

Timothy Straker
QC

Agree
Agree

044

Ian Miller
(Returning Officer
for Wyre Forest)

046

Wyre Forest DC

Agree

049

West Lancashire
BC

Agree

052

SDLP

Agree

Darren Whitney
(Stratford on Avon
DC)

Agree

054

SOLAR (endorsed
by the EMB)

Agree

055

It should be an important principle that a challenge to an election, or removal of a disqualification, should be decided only by a court.
The current provisions that give powers to the House of Commons, devolved Parliaments and Assemblies and the Privy Council should
be removed as they contravene what should be a fundamental principle of the electoral process: namely that elected politicians should
play no part in deciding the outcome of elections.
As above.

It is essential for the understanding of all stakeholders in the electoral process, including the voters, to have clearly set out in primary
legislation the grounds upon which election results can be successfully challenged and what the outcomes of such challenges are, eg a
correction of the result or a re-run of the election, or an illegal or corrupt practice or other criminal offence or other penalty of a civil
nature such as disqualification for participating in the electoral process as voter or candidate.
In doing so, the grounds of challenge must also clearly distinguish between the conduct of ROs and other officials [as listed in section
63 (breach of official duty)], and the conduct of candidates and their election agents, whether constituting a breach of election law or an
illegal or corrupt practice. Particular clarity is required regarding the grounds upon which an election result can be set aside.

056

Alastair Whitelaw
(Scottish Green
Party)

Agree

057

Colin Everett
(Returning Officer)

Agree

058

Alan Mabbutt OBE
(Conservative
Party)

Agree
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067

Labour Party

Agree

070

Richard Mawrey
QC

Agree

072

Dr Heather Green
(Aberdeen
University)

Agree

074

Scott Martin
(Scottish National
Party)

Agree

The grounds for challenge, the parties who can make that challenge, and the substantive remedies available should, indeed, be set out
in primary legislation. There are currently too many procedural rules set out in the legislation itself, some of which reflect obsolete court
processes. By incorporating procedural rules in primary legislation, the court is deprived of its ability to exercise its general dispensing
power, except as part of reading down legislation under the Human Rights Act 1998. The interaction between the legislation, the court
rules dealing specifically with election courts and the more general court rules is not always clear.
The subject matter of the Representation of the People Act 1983, so far as the enactment applies in respect of membership of the
House of Commons and the European Parliament, is reserved under Section B3 of Schedule 5 to the Scotland Act 1998 and will
remain reserved after the Scotland Bill currently before the UK Parliament is brought into force. The Scottish Parliament can therefore
only legislate for challenges in relation to devolved elections.
As there would therefore be a need for parallel legislation to cover challenges to reserved and devolved elections, there would be a
clear incentive to have the basics of challenge expressed sharply in primary legislation. In Scotland, this would leave all procedural
rules to be set out by the through an Act of Sederunt in the normal manner.
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Provisional Proposal 13-3
Defects in nomination, other than purely formal defects, should invalidate the election if they amount to a breach of election law which
was committed knowingly or can reasonably be supposed to have affected the result of the election.
Total respondents: 36
Statistics:
Agree - 34
Disagree - 2
Conditional Other There was almost unanimous support for this provisional proposal. Timothy Straker QC, who disagreed, expressed concern about the requirements
of the candidate committing the breach “knowingly” and having to establish that the breach can be reasonably supposed to have affected the
election result.
Sub

Respondent

Response to PP 13-3

002

Robin Potter
(Liberal Democrat
Councillor)

Agree

003

Paul Gribble CBE

Agree

005

Gifty Edila (ERO
and RO for
Hackney BC)

Agree

006

Mark Heath

Agree

012

Southern Branch
of the AEA

Agree

014

AEA (National)

Agree

015

Eastbourne
Electoral Services

Agree

016

Phil Hardy
(Sandwell Council)

Agree

We believe that this will bolster the expectation / requirement on candidates, political parties and their agents to ensure that they are
diligent in their completion of nomination papers.
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017

Joyce White
(Returning Officer
for the West
Dunbartonshire
County)

Agree

019

Prof Bob Watt
(University of
Buckingham)

Agree

021

Crawford Langley

Agree

022

New Forest DC

Agree

024

London Branch of
the AEA

Agree

025

Matthew Box
(Malvern Hills DC)

Agree

026

Eastern Branch of
the AEA

Agree

027

Senators of the
College of Justice

Agree

029

Electoral
Commission

Agree

031

Sir Howard
Bernstein

Agree

033

Ian White
(Kettering BC)

Agree

034

Scotland and
Northern Ireland
Branch of the AEA

Agree

035

Jeff Jacobs
(Greater London
Authority)

Agree

David Hughes
(Electoral
Registration Officer

Agree

038

Defects in nomination should invalidate an election if (a) they amount to a breach of election law committed knowingly, or (b) they can
reasonably be supposed to have affected the result of the election.
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and Returning
Officer for
Gravesham BC)
040

David Boothroyd
(Labour Councillor)

Agree

041

Timothy Straker
QC

Disagree

Ian Miller
(Returning Officer
for Wyre Forest)

Agree

044
046

Wyre Forest DC

Agree

049

West Lancashire
BC

Agree

052

SDLP

Agree

Darren Whitney
(Stratford on Avon
DC)

Agree

054

SOLAR (endorsed
by the EMB)

Disagree

055

This will be a problem if the result of an election depends on proof or otherwise of what someone knew of a defective nomination. If a
defective nomination undermines the election it should vitiate it.

Clarity is needed in what those defects should be. Such defects should be committed knowingly by the candidate or agent or in
circumstances where they ought to have known such defects existed.
Where the defect is not committed knowingly by the candidate or their election agent or in circumstances where they ought to have
known such defect existed, the election should be invalidated where it can be proved on the balance of probability that the defect
affected the result.

056

Alastair Whitelaw
(Scottish Green
Party)

Agree

057

Colin Everett
(Returning Officer)

Agree

058

Alan Mabbutt OBE
(Conservative
Party)

Agree

067

Labour Party

Agree

070

Richard Mawrey

Agree

There should also be the opportunity to inspect nomination papers between close of nominations and publication of the statement of
persons nominated.

400

QC
072

Dr Heather Green
(Aberdeen
University)

Agree

401

Provisional Proposal 13-4
The grounds for correcting the outcome or invalidating elections should be restated and positively set out.
Total responses: 36
Statistics:
Agree - 36
Disagree - 0
Conditional - 0
Other – 0
There was unanimous agreement with this provisional proposal. There were questions raised by a minority of consultees, including the electoral
commission, about what the grounds ought to be.
Sub

Respondent

Response to PP 13-4

002

Robin Potter
(Liberal Democrat
Councillor)

Agree

003

Paul Gribble CBE

Agree

005

Gifty Edila (ERO
and RO for
Hackney BC)

Agree

006

Mark Heath

Agree

012

Southern Branch of
the AEA

Agree

014

AEA (National)

Agree

015

Eastbourne
Electoral Services

Agree

016

Phil Hardy
(Sandwell Council)

Agree

017

Joyce White
(Returning Officer

Agree
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for the West
Dunbartonshire
County)
019

Prof Bob Watt
(University of
Buckingham)

Agree

021

Crawford Langley

Agree

022

New Forest DC

Agree

024

London Branch of
the AEA

Agree

025

Matthew Box
(Malvern Hills DC)

Agree

026

Eastern Branch of
the AEA

Agree

027

Senators of the
College of Justice

Agree

029

Electoral
Commission

Agree

This would be helpful, but the grounds for correcting or invalidating elections need to be carefully considered. For example, it is it
really necessary to have the ground of “fundamental breach”? Wouldn’t this also be quite difficult to establish?
Furthermore, it would additionally be useful to have both the grounds for challenge and the court’s jurisdiction set out.

031

Sir Howard
Bernstein

Agree

033

Ian White (Kettering
BC)

Agree

034

Scotland and
Northern Ireland
Branch of the AEA

Agree

035

Jeff Jacobs
(Greater London
Authority)

Agree

David Hughes
(Electoral
Registration Officer
and Returning

Agree

038
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Officer for
Gravesham BC)
040

David Boothroyd
(Labour Councillor)

Agree

041

Timothy Straker QC

Agree

Ian Miller
(Returning Officer
for Wyre Forest)

Agree

044
046

Wyre Forest DC

Agree

049

West Lancashire
BC

Agree

052

SDLP

Agree

Darren Whitney
(Stratford on Avon
DC)

Agree

054
055

SOLAR (endorsed
by the EMB)

Agree

056

Alastair Whitelaw
(Scottish Green
Party)

Agree

057

Colin Everett
(Returning Officer)

Agree

058

Alan Mabbutt OBE
(Conservative
Party)

Agree

067

Labour Party

Agree

070

Richard Mawrey
QC

Agree

072

Dr Heather Green
(Aberdeen
University)

Agree
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Provisional Proposal 13-5
Disqualification at the time of election should be stated to be a ground for invalidating the election for all elections.
Total responses: 36
Statistics:
Agree - 33
Disagree - 2
Conditional - 1
Sub

Respondent

Response to PP 13-5

002

Robin Potter
(Liberal Democrat
Councillor)

Agree

003

Paul Gribble CBE

Agree

005

Gifty Edila (ERO
and RO for
Hackney BC)

Agree

006

Mark Heath

Agree

012

Southern Branch
of the AEA

Agree

014

AEA (National)

Agree

015

Eastbourne
Electoral Services

Agree

016

Phil Hardy
(Sandwell
Council)

Agree

017

Joyce White
(Returning Officer
for the West

Agree

The AEA has no preferential view on the options put forward (in paras 13.106 of the consultation paper) other than to comment that a
consistent approach for all elections would be the ideal.

Although there is still merit in requiring a candidate to state that they are not disqualified at the time of nomination as this obliges the
candidate to consider any disqualification issues well in advance of the poll.
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Dunbartonshire
County)
019

Prof Bob Watt
(University of
Buckingham)

Agree

021

Crawford Langley

Agree

In the light of question 13.6, I would restate the proposal as “challenging” rather than “invalidating” the election since a disqualification
which has lapsed by the time the matter has come to court is simply going to lead to technical and expensive proceedings in court
followed by a re-run of the election with the same candidates.
Again, the implications for additional member or STV polls of disqualifying a candidate on what may have become a technicality, must
be carefully considered.

022

New Forest DC

Agree

024

London Branch of
the AEA

Agree

025

Matthew Box
(Malvern Hills DC)

Agree

026

Eastern Branch of
the AEA

Agree

027

Senators of the
College of Justice

Agree

The grounds for invalidating elections (such as disqualification at the time of the election) or for correcting the outcome of an election,
should be re-stated.

029

Electoral
Commission

Disagree

Our view is that the best reform option is the third option stated in paragraph 13.106 of the Law Commissions’ consultation paper.
There should be a way to distinguish between disqualifications that bite at the time of election and those that bite at the time of
nomination. We would prefer this distinction to be set out in legislation rather than be left to a court’s discretion in order to achieve
certainty as to when a disqualification applies for the purposes of overturning an election.

031

Sir Howard
Bernstein

Conditional

Subject to the court having the discretion described in 13-6.

Ian White
(Kettering BC)

Disagree

033

There should be a review of the law covering each type of election, to ensure that the grounds for disqualification remain proportionate.
For instance, candidature at an election of Police and Crime Commissioners can be affected by a fine of £10 for a minor offence that
was committed thirty years or more prior to the election. This seems to be somewhat harsh.

034

Scotland and
Northern Ireland
Branch of the
AEA

Agree

035

Jeff Jacobs

Agree

406

(Greater London
Authority)
David Hughes
(Electoral
Registration
Officer and
Returning Officer
for Gravesham
BC)

Agree

040

David Boothroyd
(Labour
Councillor)

Agree

041

Timothy Straker
QC

Agree

Ian Miller
(Returning Officer
for Wyre Forest)

Agree

044
046

Wyre Forest DC

Agree

049

West Lancashire
BC

Agree

Darren Whitney
(Stratford on Avon
DC)

Agree

054
055

SOLAR (endorsed
by the EMB)

Agree

056

Alastair Whitelaw
(Scottish Green
Party)

Agree

057

Colin Everett
(Returning
Officer)

Agree

058

Alan Mabbutt
OBE
(Conservative
Party)

Agree

038

If it is discovered after nomination that a candidate is disqualified, and the candidate can remove their disqualification before the date of
the election (say by resigning from a disqualifying post), then the candidate ought to be able to do so.

Subject to retaining the current provision of a corrupt practice in sections 65A and 65B (false statement/information in nomination
papers etc).
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067

Labour Party

Agree

070

Richard Mawrey
QC

Agree

072

Dr Heather Green
(Aberdeen
University)

Agree

074

Scott Martin
(Scottish National
Party)

Agree

However, disqualifications should expressly state whether the disqualifications is at the point of nomination, consent to nomination,
election or taking office. Those working in jobs which may disqualify them from holding office, should not be disqualified from standing
for election or from being elected.
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Consultation Question 13-6
Should the election court have a power to consider whether a disqualification has lapsed and, if so, whether it is proper to disregard it,
mirroring the power under section 6 of the House of Commons Disqualification Act 1975?
Total respondents: 31
Statistics:
Yes - 28
No - 2
N/A – 1
Sub

Respondent

Response to Q 13-6

002

Robin Potter
(Liberal Democrat
Councillor)

Yes

003

Paul Gribble CBE

Yes

005

Gifty Edila (ERO
and RO for
Hackney BC)

Yes

006

Mark Heath

Yes

I think the court should have the ability to consider whether or not a disqualification has lapsed.

We believe that the correct approach is to give the election court the power to enquire into the matter and consider whether a
disqualification has lapsed and, if so, to make an appropriate decision.
We think it is unlikely, looking at the options in the consultation paper (or considering other options) that there is an alternative option
which will address the issue appropriately.
Giving an election court an opportunity to determine the matter in this way seems to us the correct approach.

014

AEA (National)

Yes

015

Eastbourne
Electoral Services

Yes

016

Phil Hardy
(Sandwell
Council)

Yes

017

Joyce White

No

If the rules on disqualification are clear they should be strictly applied, otherwise that is unfair on candidates who follow the rules.
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(Returning Officer
for the West
Dunbartonshire
County)
019

Prof Bob Watt
(University of
Buckingham)

Yes

021

Crawford Langley

Yes

“In the light of question 13-6, I would restate proposal 13-5 as “challenging” rather than “invalidating” the election since a
disqualification which has lapsed by the time the matter has come to court is simply going to lead to technical and expensive
proceedings in court followed by a re-run of the election with the same candidates.
Again, the implications for additional member or STV polls of disqualifying a candidate on what may have become a technicality, must
be carefully considered.”

024

London Branch of
the AEA

Yes

025

Matthew Box
(Malvern Hills DC)

Yes

026

Eastern Branch of
the AEA

Yes

027

Senators of the
College of Justice

Yes

029

Electoral
Commission

n/a

There should be a way to distinguish between disqualifications that bite at the time of election and those that bite at the time of
nomination. We would prefer this distinction to be set out in legislation rather than be left to a court’s discretion in order to achieve
certainty as to when a disqualification applies for the purposes of overturning an election.
In our view the law should set out clearly which disqualifications apply on nomination and which only apply on election. This is not
clearly stated in the current law. Although the law is not currently clear, its effect is that most disqualifications apply on nomination,
which is not appropriate given that some disqualifications seem likely to have only been intended to prevent a candidate taking up
office (rather than them being able to campaign as well).

031

Sir Howard
Bernstein

Yes

033

Ian White
(Kettering BC)

Yes

Scotland and
Northern Ireland
Branch of the
AEA

Yes

034
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035

Jeff Jacobs
(Greater London
Authority)

Yes

David Hughes
(Electoral
Registration
Officer and
Returning Officer
for Gravesham
BC)

Yes

040

David Boothroyd
(Labour
Councillor)

Yes

041

Timothy Straker
QC

Yes

Ian Miller
(Returning Officer
for Wyre Forest)

Yes

044

However the court’s power should not mirror the House of Commons’ power – it should replace it, as advocated in response to
provisional proposal 13-2.

046

Wyre Forest DC

Yes

However the court’s power should not mirror the House of Commons’ power – it should replace it, as advocated in response to
provisional proposal 13-2.

049

West Lancashire
BC

Yes

Darren Whitney
(Stratford on Avon
DC)

Yes

054
055

SOLAR (endorsed
by the EMB)

Yes

057

Colin Everett
(Returning
Officer)

Yes

058

Alan Mabbutt
OBE
(Conservative
Party)

No

038

If it is discovered after nomination that a candidate is disqualified, and the candidate can remove their disqualification before the date
of the election (say by resigning from a disqualifying post), then the candidate ought to be able to do so.

A person should be disqualified at the time of nomination unless the law specifically only applies the disqualification at the time of
election.
There are certain disqualifications that should definitely apply at nomination – eg working for the council to which one is seeking to be
elected – and there are others – eg having a bankruptcy restrictions order that ends before the day of the election – that should not.
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067

Labour Party

Yes

074

Scott Martin
(Scottish National
Party)

Yes

412

Consultation Question 13-7
At elections using the party list voting system, the court should be able to annul the election as a whole, or that of a list candidate,
because corrupt or illegal practices were committed attributable to the candidate party or individual, or for extensive corruption.
Total responses: 36
Statistics:
Agree - 36
Disagree - 0
Conditional - 0
Other - 0
There was unanimous support for this proposal.
Sub

Respondent

Response to PP 13-7

002

Robin Potter
(Liberal Democrat
Councillor)

Agree

003

Paul Gribble CBE

Agree

005

Gifty Edila (ERO
and RO for
Hackney BC)

Agree

006

Mark Heath

Agree

012

Southern Branch
of the AEA

Agree

014

AEA (National)

Agree

015

Eastbourne
Electoral Services

Agree

016

Phil Hardy
(Sandwell Council)

Agree

017

Joyce White
(Returning Officer

Agree

413

for the West
Dunbartonshire
County)
019

Prof Bob Watt
(University of
Buckingham)

Agree

021

Crawford Langley

Agree

022

New Forest DC

Agree

024

London Branch of
the AEA

Agree

025

Matthew Box
(Malvern Hills DC)

Agree

026

Eastern Branch of
the AEA

Agree

027

Senators of the
College of Justice

Agree

029

Electoral
Commission

Agree

This “appears to represent an appropriately flexible approach to the scope of an election court’s powers.”

031

Sir Howard
Bernstein

Agree

Courts should have this flexibility.

033

Ian White
(Kettering BC)

Agree

034

Scotland and
Northern Ireland
Branch of the AEA

Agree

035

Jeff Jacobs
(Greater London
Authority)

Agree

David Hughes
(Electoral
Registration Officer
and Returning
Officer for

Agree

038
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Gravesham BC)
040

David Boothroyd
(Labour Councillor)

Agree

041

Timothy Straker
QC

Agree

Ian Miller
(Returning Officer
for Wyre Forest)

Agree

044
046

Wyre Forest DC

Agree

049

West Lancashire
BC

Agree

Darren Whitney
(Stratford on Avon
DC)

Agree

054
055

SOLAR (endorsed
by the EMB)

Agree

056

Alastair Whitelaw
(Scottish Green
Party)

Agree

057

Colin Everett
(Returning Officer)

Agree

058

Alan Mabbutt OBE
(Conservative
Party)

Agree

067

Labour Party

Agree

070

Richard Mawrey
QC

Agree

072

Dr Heather Green
(Aberdeen
University)

Agree

074

Scott Martin
(Scottish National

Agree

I agree with this general approach, although consider that this would very much be a case where the court should be given a
variety of disposals to use at its discretion having considered all of the available evidence.

415

Party)

416

Provisional Proposal 13-8
Legal challenges should be heard in the ordinary court system in the UK, with a single right to appeal on a point of law.
Paragraph 13.165 … Subject to the views of consultees, we consider that (the grounds for extending the strict 21 day time limit) should be limited to:
(a) The grounds of challenge relate to a payment of money or some other reward relating to a corrupt or illegal practice; or
(b) The public interest in determining the challenge is such that an extension should be granted, and the delay is not attributable to the conduct of
the petitioner.
Total responses: 38
Statistics:
Agree - 34
Disagree - 3
Unsure - 1
Sub

Respondent

Response to PP 13-8

002

Robin Potter (Liberal
Democrat Councillor)

Disagree

003

Paul Gribble CBE

Agree

005

Gifty Edila (ERO and
RO for Hackney BC)

Agree

006

Mark Heath

Agree

012

Southern Branch of
the AEA

Agree

014

AEA (National)

Agree

015

Eastbourne Electoral
Services

Agree

016

Phil Hardy (Sandwell
Council)

Agree

017

Joyce White
(Returning Officer for
the West
Dunbartonshire

Agree

NO - AN ELECTORAL COURT MAY BE LESS PARTIAL TO THOSE WHO HAVE THE BETTER LAWYER AND MORE TO THOSE
WHO HAVE THE BETTER CASE.

The AEA would support the exceptions above (in para 13.165) to the time limit of 21 days for the submission of election petitions.
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County)
019

Prof Bob Watt
(University of
Buckingham)

Agree

This is a key provision. It is supported in outline but the simple proposal needs far more articulation.
a) It is clear that the Election petition should be heard in the ordinary courts. It is argued that it should be heard as a procedure akin to
judicial review rather than as a purely private law procedure.
b) All stages of the procedure should be set out.
c) This necessitates that the Scrutiny procedure should be laid down in Regs with the gaps filled in the White Book (as Guidance).
Scrutiny must be so far as possible fully defined by Regs with little left for Guidance.
d) Cases should proceed to the Court of Appeal and, if necessary, the Supreme Court.

021

Crawford Langley

Agree

The need for a specific Election Court is outdated

022

New Forest DC

Agree

024

London Branch of the
AEA

Agree

025

Matthew Box (Malvern
Hills DC)

Agree

026

Eastern Branch of the
AEA

Agree

027

Senators of the
College of Justice

Disagree

We are thus not persuaded that – at least in the context of the Scottish legal system – this proposal has clear merit, we do see value in
reviewing the current powers and procedures of the electoral court and in clarifying the scope for appeal from the decisions of the
electoral court by providing for a single appeal on a point of law to, in Scotland, the Inner House.

029

Electoral Commission

Agree

This would allow the general procedural rules to be applied to election petitions, with a small number of specific procedural provisions
being set out in primary electoral legislation.
This would allow any party to apply for a petition to be struck-out because it discloses no reasonable grounds.
In our view both errors of law and fact should be capable of being corrected on appeal for these reasons. Any error of law or fact
should be capable of being rectified by appeal in order to protect the interests of the losing party (there are severe consequences of
being found to have committed an electoral offence by an election court) and to ensure that the election result is correct and
commands public trust.

Agree

There are potentially practical benefits from legal challenges being heard in the ordinary court system, it is important however that any
change does not undermine the clear policy behind the current strict and formal rules for petitions associated with the current system
(namely that there be a high degree of certainty as to the outcome of elections).

Ian White (Kettering
BC)

Agree

Providing the cases are heard by Judges or Deputy Judges with expertise in and experience of electoral law.

Scotland and Northern

Agree

031

Sir Howard Bernstein

033
034
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Ireland Branch of the
AEA
035

Jeff Jacobs (Greater
London Authority)

Agree

David Hughes
(Electoral Registration
Officer and Returning
Officer for Gravesham
BC)

Agree

David Boothroyd
(Labour Councillor)

Disagree

041

Timothy Straker QC

Agree

Ian Miller (Returning
Officer for Wyre
Forest)

Agree

044
046

Wyre Forest DC

Agree

049

West Lancashire BC

Agree

054

Darren Whitney
(Stratford on Avon DC)

Agree

055

SOLAR (endorsed by
the EMB)

Agree

056

Alastair Whitelaw
(Scottish Green Party)

Unsure

057

Colin Everett
(Returning Officer)

Agree

058

Alan Mabbutt OBE
(Conservative Party)

Agree

064

Dr Caroline Morris
(Queen Mary,
University of London)

Agree

067

Labour Party

Agree

038

040

It would be a good idea if the precedent established by R (ex parte Woolas) v
Parliamentary Election Court [2010] EWHC 3169 (Admin) that a Parliamentary Election Court can be challenged on an application for
judicial review, was given statutory recognition. It is slightly surprising that it took until 2010 for anyone to try such a challenge.
Subject to cases being heard locally.

Would the ordinary courts have the expertise.

As the historical record shows, the reasoning behind the creation of the Election Court in 1868 was not based in principle
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068

President of the QBD

Agree

This would not only increase administrative efficiency, but more importantly is right in principle. The separation of the election court is,
as the Consultation suggests, an anomaly, not least as it has all the powers of, and draws its judiciary from, the High Court.
The President particularly notes that if the election court’s jurisdiction is transferred to the High Court, as a specialist court of the
Queen’s Bench Division, this will enable more efficient deployment of the judiciary by the Lord Chief Justice, or as is usual his
nominee, both in respect of Parliamentary, European and local government petitions.

070

Richard Mawrey QC

Agree

072

Dr Heather Green
(Aberdeen University)

Agree

074

Scott Martin

Agree

I fully endorse the absorption of election petitions into the mainstream legal system with designated judges at local court centres.

[Scott Martin agreed that the ordinary court system should be used for legal challenges. However, he noted that it “would be consistent
with normalising the system to have the ground of appeal the same as the ordinary court system”, meaning that grounds for appeal
should not necessarily be limited to points of law].
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Provisional Proposal 13-9
Local election petitions in England and Wales should be heard by expert lawyers sitting as deputy judges.
Total responses: 28
Statistics:
Agree - 25
Disagree - 3
Conditional - 0
Other – 0
Comment only – 1*
* The comment not added to the total response sum as it referred to a separate matter.
Breakdown of responses
Sub

Respondent

Response to PP 13-9

002

Robin Potter (Liberal
Democrat Councillor)

Disagree

003

Paul Gribble CBE

Agree

005

Gifty Edila (ERO and
RO for Hackney BC)

Agree

006

Mark Heath

Agree

012

Southern Branch of
the AEA

Agree

014

AEA (National)

Agree

015

Eastbourne Electoral
Services

Agree

016

Phil Hardy (Sandwell
Council)

Agree

019

Prof Bob Watt
(University of
Buckingham)

Agree
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022

New Forest DC

Agree

024

London Branch of the
AEA

Agree

025

Matthew Box (Malvern
Hills DC)

Agree

026

Eastern Branch of the
AEA

Agree

029

Electoral Commission

Agree

One of the key principles underpinning the Law Commissions’ electoral law reform project is that electoral law should be consistent for
all elections, unless there is a good reason for this difference.
We understand that the Law Commissions propose retaining the difference between the level of judge who may determine
parliamentary election petitions and who may determine local election elections; it is not clear from the paper who will determine other
election petitions.
We are not aware of the rationale for any difference between those who may determine parliamentary election petitions and those
who may determine local election petitions. Therefore we consider that the law should be the same here for all elections.
We would support petitions being capable of being heard by senior expert lawyers sitting as deputy judges at all elections.

031

Sir Howard Bernstein

Agree

033

Ian White (Kettering
BC)

Agree

035

Jeff Jacobs (Greater
London Authority)

Agree

038

David Hughes
(Electoral Registration
Officer and Returning
Officer for Gravesham
BC)

Agree

041

Timothy Straker QC

Agree

044

Ian Miller (Returning
Officer for Wyre
Forest)

Agree

046

Wyre Forest DC

Agree

049

West Lancashire BC

Agree

Providing the cases are heard by Deputy Judges with expertise in and experience of electoral law.
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054

Darren Whitney
(Stratford on Avon DC)

Agree

057

Colin Everett
(Returning Officer)

Agree

058

Alan Mabbutt OBE
(Conservative Party)

Agree

067

Labour Party

Agree

068

President of the QBD

Disagree

Agree in principle, but take the idea of assimilation into ordinary courts further:
This would obviate the need for specialist competitions for local government election commissioners by the Judicial Appointments
Commission, which due to the potential utilisation of such judges would not be cost-effective.

070

Richard Mawrey QC

Disagree

074

Scott Martin (Scottish
National Party)

Comment
only

There is no need for a formalised system of deputy judges brought in to try election cases. A handful of specialised judges would
suffice.
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Provisional Proposal 13-10
Challenges should be governed by simpler, modern and less formal rules of procedure allowing judges to achieve justice in the case
while having regard to the balance between access and certainty.
Total responses: 35
Statistics:
Agree – 34
Disagree - 0
Conditional - 0
Unclear – 1
Breakdown of responses
Sub

Respondent

Response to PP 13-10

002

Robin Potter (Liberal
Democrat Councillor)

Agree

003

Paul Gribble CBE

Agree

005

Gifty Edila (ERO and
RO for Hackney BC)

Agree

006

Mark Heath

Agree

012

Southern Branch of the
AEA

Agree

014

AEA (National)

Agree

015

Eastbourne Electoral
Services

Agree

016

Phil Hardy (Sandwell
Council)

Agree

017

Joyce White (Returning
Officer for the West
Dunbartonshire
County)

Agree

I am not clear on what is meant by ‘less formal rules’. Rules should be clear and certain but if they can be modernised and made
simpler that is clearly a positive outcome.
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019

Prof Bob Watt
(University of
Buckingham)

Unclear

This proposal is quite opaque. Of course all court proceedings must be clear, and the petition procedure must be modernised along the
lines suggested. However ‘less formal’ is problematic. One presumes it does not include the judge being address as ‘Yo Judge’ rather
than ‘Your Lordship’ , but it is unclear precisely what IS meant.
The point is that the overturning of a democratic election IS a very serious matter. The penalties are serious – the unseating of an MP
or Councillor is a weighty matter and disenfranchisement for 3 or 5 years is akin (in the sense of civic death) to imprisonment. Whilst it
could be argued (and I think should be the case) that security for costs is abolished, the cost of any court action are high. A modern
procedure is desirable; a move away from formality much less so.

021

Crawford Langley

Agree

022

New Forest DC

Agree

024

London Branch of the
AEA

Agree

025

Matthew Box (Malvern
Hills DC)

Agree

026

Eastern Branch of the
AEA

Agree

027

Senators of the
College of Justice

Agree

029

Electoral Commission

Agree

The current rules governing petitions, both 13.21those in Part 3 of the RPA 1983 and in the Election Petition Rules 1960, are in many
places out of date. As the Law Commissions note the existing rules contain inconsistencies and errors. They also impose onerous and
strict formal requirements that in some places conflict with human rights legislation (see the Miller v Bull case) and are drafted in
complex, old-fashioned language.
We support using the standard procedural rules (which are much more modern and accessible) rather than specific election petition
rules, with a small number of specific electoral procedural provisions in primary electoral legislation.

031

Sir Howard Bernstein

Agree

Subject to it not undermining the key policy principle of certainty of outcome of elections.

033

Ian White (Kettering
BC)

Agree

Providing that a mechanism is in place to stop vexatious or flippant challenges with little or no grounds.

034

Scotland and Northern
Ireland Branch of the
AEA

Agree

035

Jeff Jacobs (Greater
London Authority)

Agree
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038

David Hughes
(Electoral Registration
Officer and Returning
Officer for Gravesham
BC)

Agree

041

Timothy Straker QC

Agree

044

Ian Miller (Returning
Officer for Wyre
Forest)

Agree

046

Wyre Forest DC

Agree

049

West Lancashire BC

Agree

054

Darren Whitney
(Stratford on Avon DC)

Agree

055

SOLAR (endorsed by
the EMB)

Agree

056

Alastair Whitelaw
(Scottish Green Party)

Agree

057

Colin Everett
(Returning Officer)

Agree

058

Alan Mabbutt OBE
(Conservative Party)

Agree

068

President of the QBD

Agree

070

Richard Mawrey QC

Agree

072

Dr Heather Green
(Aberdeen University)

Agree

074

Scott Martin (Scottish
National Party)

Agree

This certainly seems advisable.

Trial within the electoral area is obsolete and dangerous and should be abolished.

This is agreed. The rules would clearly benefit from modern concepts, such as active case management. Courts appear to have been
able to achieve this despite rather than as a result of the rules, which are rather rigid in terms of being geared towards a single trial on
the evidence…
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Provisional Proposal 13-11
Returning officers should have standing to bring petitions, including a preliminary application to test whether an admitted breach affected
the result.
Total respondents: 36
Statistics
Agree - 34
Disagree – 1
Unsure – 1
Summary of views
There was overwhelming unqualified support for this provisional proposal.
However, a small minority of consultees expressed only conditional support. These consultees considered that returning officers should only have
standing to bring petitions to rectify breaches or irregularities that were committed by election officials or administrators. Piers Coleman, a lawyer,
considered that the Electoral Commission, whilst supporting the proposal, seemed to also consider that this would be the appropriate use of the
returning power’s standing to bring petitions.
In general, two concerns were expressed about potential pressure that may come to bear on returning officers as a result of this proposal. First, the
Electoral Commission were concerned that returning officers may be under pressure not to bring a petition where one would be merited. Secondly,
Alan Mabbutt OBE (Conservative Party) observed that pressure may be put upon returning officers “to open up a result to challenge without the
candidate having to lead.” Alan Mabbutt OBE did not express agreement or disagreement with the provisional proposal.
One consultee (Richard Mawrey QC) considered that elections should be centrally run. Therefore, in his view, there would be no need for returning
officers to have standing if they were replaced by a centralised election body.
Breakdown of consultation responses
Sub

Respondent

Response to PP 13-11

002

Robin Potter

Agree

003

Paul Gribble CBE

Agree

005

Gifty Edila (ERO

Agree
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and RO for
Hackney BC)
006

Mark Heath

Agree

012

Southern Branch of
the AEA

Agree

014

AEA (National)

Agree

015

Eastbourne
Electoral Services

Agree

017

Joyce White
(Returning Officer
for the West
Dunbartonshire
County)

Agree

019

Prof Bob Watt
(University of
Buckingham)

Agree

Agrees that RO’s should have standing to ascertain and correct the faults of election officials, but not for breaches that arise
due to the fault of the candidates, or where the breach was jointly the responsibility of election officials and candidates. This
would “inevitably bring (returning officers) into the political arena and should be resisted”

Conditional/qualified
021

Crawford Langley

Agree

The RO should also have a power to make an application to the court at any time during the electoral process to allow the
correction of procedural difficulties.

022

New Forest DC

Agree

024

London Branch of
the AEA

Agree

025

Matthew Box
(Malvern Hills DC)

Agree

Supports response of the AEA

026

Eastern Branch of
the AEA

Disagree

However, a more practical way would be to require the RO to report after each election setting out whether they felt the
election conformed to legislative requirements and where they believe a potential breach of duty affecting the result may have
occurred. It would then be open to others to challenge if they felt it to be justified.

027

Senators of the
College of Justice

Agree

029

Electoral
Commission

Agree

This would allow an administrative error to be rectified where the Returning Officer knows a mistake has been made which
affected the result of the election, without the need to persuade a voter or candidate to bring a petition.
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The EC recommend considering whether it would be possible to include protections within a reformed electoral law framework
to ensure that Returning Officers are not themselves placed under inappropriate pressure not to initiate a petition where one
might be merited.
031

Sir Howard
Bernstein

Agree

033

Ian White (Kettering
BC)

Agree

034

Scotland and
Northern Ireland
Branch of the AEA

Agree

035

Jeff Jacobs
(Greater London
Authority)

Agree

David Hughes
(Electoral
Registration Officer
and Returning
Officer for
Gravesham BC)

Agree

040

David Boothroyd
(Labour Councillor)

Agree

041

Timothy Straker QC

Agree

Ian Miller
(Returning Officer
for Wyre Forest)

Agree

044
046

Wyre Forest DC

Agree

049

West Lancashire
BC

Agree

Supports response of the AEA

Darren Whitney
(Stratford on Avon
DC)

Agree

Supports response of the AEA

054

SOLAR (endorsed
by the EMB)

Agree

Agree where the breach or irregularity is one committed by the RO or their staff.

038

055

Right to bring petitions should not extend to breaches or irregularities committed by candidates or their election agents. To do
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Conditional/qualified

so would run the risk of undermining the political neutrality and independence of the RO.

056

Alastair Whitelaw
(Scottish Green
Party)

Agree

057

Colin Everett
(Returning Officer)

Agree

058

Alan Mabbutt OBE
(Conservative
Party)

Unsure

This would need very careful wording or might lead to pressure on returning officers from candidates to open up a result to
challenge without the candidate having to lead.

064

Dr Caroline Morris
(Queen Mary,
University of
London)

Agree

This would underscore the public interest in seeing that elections are won freely and fairly.

067

Labour Party

Agree

070

Richard Mawrey
QC

Agree

072

Dr Heather Green
(Aberdeen
University)

Agree

074

Scott Martin
(Scottish National
Party

Agree

If returning officers were replaced by a central election body, their right to petition would be unnecessary as petitions would be
channelled through the public petitioner body.
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Provisional Proposal 13-12
There should be a means of ensuring sufficient representation of the public interest in elections within that judicial process.
Total respondents: 36
Statistics:
Agree - 35
Disagree - 1
Conditional - 0
Other - 0
Summary of views
There was almost unanimous support for the provisional proposal.
The one consultee who expressed disagreement, an electoral administrator, did not dispute the principle of ensuring the public interest is taken into
account, but considered that judges are already able to do this without the need for separate representation.
One other consultee, also an electoral administrator, expressed agreement to an extent, but noted a concern. He pointed out that electors lack
understanding of the electoral process, and referenced the perception of impropriety surrounding the Scottish referendum in September.
Some of the consultees who responded to this provisional proposal did so jointly with provisional proposals 13-13 to 13-16, all of which concern
public interest petitions. These consultees did not all agree with our suggested means of ensuring the sufficient representation of the public interest
in elections, a public interest petitioner. These responses are considered under 13-13.
These responses should be read in conjunction with the responses to 13-13 to 13-16.
Sub
002

Respondent

Response to PP 13-12

Robin Potter
(Liberal Democrat
Councillor)

Agree

003

Paul Gribble CBE

Agree

005

Gifty Edila (ERO
and RO for
Hackney BC)

Agree
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006

Mark Heath

Agree

012

Southern Branch
of the AEA

Agree

014

AEA (National)

Agree

015

Eastbourne
Electoral Services

Agree

017

Joyce White
(Returning Officer
for the West
Dunbartonshire
County)

Disagree

Judges are able to take account of the public interest without the need for separate representation.

019

Prof Bob Watt
(University of
Buckingham)

Agree

“That is the point of using a judicial review type procedure.”

021

Crawford Langley

Agree

New Forest DC

Agree

024

London Branch of
the AEA

Agree

025

Matthew Box
(Malvern Hills DC)

Agree

026

Eastern Branch of
the AEA

Agree

027

Senators of the
College of Justice

Agree

Our view is that individuals, or parties, or groups, should be able to bring petitions which they can intimate to the Lord
Advocate for the public interest, and the Lord Advocate then takes such steps as are considered necessary (cf Green’s
Encyclopaedia Vol 7 paragraph 892). That said, it is appreciated that different considerations may prevail in other parts of
the United Kingdom.

029

Electoral
Commission

Agree

Agree in principle. Have reservations about taking on the role of a public interest petitioner. Consider that making petitions
more affordable would address the issue.

031

Sir Howard
Bernstein

Agree

033

Ian White

Agree (to an extent)

022

Supports AEA response

There is concern that a lot of electors do not fully understand the electoral process, and misinterpret normal practice for

432

(Kettering BC)

something more clandestine as was evidenced by the amount of issues raised during the recent Scottish Independence
Referendum which were down to a basis lack of experience and understanding of the processes involved.

034

Scotland and
Northern Ireland
Branch of the AEA

Agree

035

Jeff Jacobs
(Greater London
Authority)

Agree

David Hughes
(Electoral
Registration Officer
and Returning
Officer for
Gravesham BC

Agree

040

David Boothroyd
(Labour Councillor)

Agree

041

Timothy Straker
QC

Agree

Ian Miller
(Returning Officer
for Wyre Forest)

Agree

044
046

Wyre Forest DC

Agree

049

West Lancashire
BC

Agree

Supports AEA Response

Darren Whitney
(Stratford on Avon
DC)

Agree

Supports AEA Response

055

SOLAR (endorsed
by the EMB)

Agree

056

Alastair Whitelaw
(Scottish Green
Party)

Agree

057

Colin Everett
(Returning Officer)

Agree

038

054
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058

Alan Mabbutt OBE
(Conservative
Party)

Agree

064

Dr Caroline Morris
(Queen Mary,
University of
London)

Agree

067

Labour Party

Agree

070

Richard Mawrey
QC

Agree

072

Dr Heather Green
(Aberdeen
University)

Agree

074

Scott Martin
(Scottish National
Party)

Agree
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Consultation Question 13-13
Should there be a public interest petitioner with standing to bring election petitions?
Total respondents: 37
Statistics:
Yes - 28
No - 7
Conditional – 1
Unsure – 1
Alternative solution - 1
Summary of views
A significant majority of consultees, including the National Association of Electoral Administrators, responded that there should be a public interest
petitioner with standing to bring election petitions.
Consultees noted that it was unsatisfactory that individuals have to face considerable financial expense in order to ensure an election was
conducted lawfully. The Labour Party pointed out that there have been many instances of electoral fraud being uncovered at great expense to the
party or individuals concerned, which has then resulted in criminal proceedings being brought.
Dr Caroline Morris (Queen Mary, University of London) further states that shifting responsibility for policing the integrity of elections onto private
citizens rather the state (whose legitimacy is premised on free and fair elections) is not good policy or good law.
There was less consensus amongst those consultees in favour of a public interest petitioner as to who the petitioner should be. Some suggested the
role be taken on by the returning officer, or even the Director of Public Prosecutions. However, of the consultees who suggested that a particular
body or person be petitioner, the majority supported the Electoral Commission taking the role. As SOLAR note, the Electoral Commission are the
only body which has the necessary expertise and interest on a UK wide basis through its duty to report on elections and referendums.
Nonetheless, the Electoral Commission expressed reservations about the introduction of a public interest petitioner, and about taking on the role.
The commission agreed that “unsafe elections shouldn’t stand because there was no-one willing or able to bring a petition.” However, the
commission considered that there needs to be a robust and transparent process to “filter out vexatious or groundless petitions” and the threshold
should be high. The commission also observed that a public interest procedure could cause further delay to the challenge process.
The Electoral Commission expressed concern that undertaking role of public interest petitioner would risk the commission being seen to be politically
partial. This point was dismissed by other consultees because the political party appointed commissioners in minority, and commission’s views on
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other matters are not regarded as being politically influenced. The Electoral Commission were also concerned that its current resources would be
insufficient to carry out the role.
The minority of consultees who disagreed considered that elections were already satisfactorily scrutinised, and were generally concerned that a
public interest petitioner would lead to a rise in the number of unmeritorious petitions and increase uncertainty. These consultees were also of the
view that petitioners would get a “free ride” on the public purse. Notably, the Senators of the College of Justice considered that the respondent to a
petition may not have funding, and a public interest petitioner would breach the principle of equality of arms. The Senators of the College of Justice
also considered that there was no need for a public interest petitioner in Scotland, as allegations of illegality in elections were rare.
Breakdown of responses
Sub

Respondent

Response to Q 13-13

002

Robin Potter
(Liberal Democrat
Councillor)

No

003

Paul Gribble CBE

Yes

I believe there should be a public interest petitioner but this raises particular difficulties in Q’s 13.14 to 13.16

005

Gifty Edila (ERO
and RO for
Hackney BC)

No

Perhaps this could be caught within the ECs powers to monitor the ROs performance and issue guidance to candidates and
agents.

006

Mark Heath

Yes

There would otherwise be a gap as to how such matters are brought forward.
However, should not be electoral commission.

007

Piers Coleman

Yes

This is a really interesting concept. The danger is that it is used by impecunious petitioners, or to bring a case for which there
are not sufficiently substantial grounds, and that should not be its purpose. However, in circumstances where the returning
officer has made an obvious error at the count or declaration, it would be save costs for a public interest petition to be brought
in order to rectify the error. Relevant examples are (1) a miscount or the inadvertent loss by of a bundle of ballot papers
resulting in the wrong result being declared, and (2) the transposition of names so that a losing candidate is accidentally
declared elected in the place of the winning candidate.

012

Southern Branch
of the AEA

Yes

Yes in principle. Concerned that if the electoral commission were the petitioner, this could bring the process into question
because of the political influence on the appointment of commissioners.
Asks whether the AEA could undertake the role.

014

AEA (National)

Yes

Yes, for the reasons set out in the commentary in the consultation paper from page 312 onwards.

015

Eastbourne
Electoral Services

Yes

Endorses AEA
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016

Phil Hardy
(Sandwell Council)

Yes

Endorses AEA

017

Joyce White
(Returning Officer
for the West
Dunbartonshire
County)

No

Elections are well scrutinised in the UK by the parties and creating a single issue organisation or campaigning organisation to
raise petitions may lead to more petitions with less merit and reduce electoral certainty. Furthermore the public should not
bear the cost of a petition on behalf of parties.

019

Prof Bob Watt
(University of
Buckingham)

Yes

The Crown should retain Leading Counsel to bring such challenges. This could be counsel attached to the Electoral
Commission in some way analogous to the CPS.

021

Crawford Langley

No

While, in principle, I would support the notion of reflecting the public interest in challenging an election irrespective of the
wishes of the parties, I would commend a procedure analogous to that for Fatal Accident Inquiries in Scotland where the
Procurator Fiscal represents the public interest.

022

New Forest DC

Yes

Repeats response of Southern branch of AEA

024

London Branch of
the AEA

Yes

025

Matthew Box
(Malvern Hills DC)

Yes

026

Eastern Branch of
the AEA

Yes

Electoral Commission are the best body to take on the role, with the petition being independently assessed prior to the stat of
proceedings, as per paragraph 13.189, page 315 (of the CP)

027

Senators of the
College of Justice

No

1. No suitable body as electoral commission supposed to be neutral and supervisory
2. Problem of free-riding would likely emerge.
3. Respondent to petition may not have adequate funding – no equality of arms.
4. Question whether advisory committee would be subject to judicial review.
5. No pressing need in Scotland. Allegations against legality of election are rare. Individuals, parties or groups should be able
to pring petitions which they can intimate to the Lord Advocate are for the public interest, and the Lord Advocate then takes
such steps as are considered necessary (cf Green’s Encyclopaedia Vok 7 para 892)

029

Electoral
Commission

Conditional

Concerned about the state of the current procedure. Private individuals shouldn’t have to face considerable expense and time.
Unsafe elections shouldn’t stand because there was no-one willing or able to bring a petition.
However, there should be a robust process to filter out vexatious or groundless petitions.
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It may become the first choice rather than last resort.
It must be transparent.
The threshold should be high.
Public interest petitions procedure could cause further delay.
Also concerned about taking on the role:
1. Political neutrality
- Panel of experts may be inadequate fix to this.
2. Resource intensive
Alternatively
- Returning officer should take on the role, or
- Direct public funding or subsidised costs should be available.
Petitions must generally be affordable. Costs scheme should be changed.
031

Sir Howard
Bernstein

Yes

033

Ian White
(Kettering BC)

Yes

“If this role achieves nothing else but to help to filter vexatious and malicious complaints, then it will be worthwhile.”

Scotland and
Northern Ireland
Branch of the AEA

No

1. Elections are already well scrutinised.

034

2. May lead to more petitions with less merit
3. May increase electoral uncertainty
4. Political parties may get a free ride from the public purse

035

038

Jeff Jacobs
(Greater London
Authority)

Yes

David Hughes
(Electoral
Registration Officer

Yes
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and Returning
Officer for
Gravesham BC)
040

041

044

David Boothroyd
(Labour Councillor)

No

Timothy Straker
QC

No

“Too political”

Ian Miller
(Returning Officer
for Wyre Forest)

Yes

Should be the Electoral Commission. Political party appointed commissioners in minority. No one would think commission’s
views on anything else would be politically influenced.

that an election is properly carried out and the correct result is declared. There is no need for an additional person as a 'public
interest petitioner'

Supports the independent panel proposal to avoid perception of political partiality.
Yes

046

Returning officer is the guardian of the public interest in ensuring

Wyre Forest DC

Should be the Electoral Commission. Political party appointed commissioners in minority. No one would think commission’s
views on anything else would be politically influenced.
Supports the independent panel proposal to avoid perception of political partiality.

049

West Lancashire
BC

Yes

Supports National AEA’s response

Darren Whitney
(Stratford on Avon
DC)

Yes

Supports National AEA’s response

054

SOLAR (endorsed
by the EMB)

Yes

Should be appropriate time limits.

055

The petitioner should be the Electoral Commission as the only body which has the necessary expertise and interest on a UK
wide basis through its duty to report on elections and referendums.
056

Alastair Whitelaw
(Scottish Green
Party)

Yes

057

Colin Everett
(Returning Officer)

Yes

058

Alan Mabbutt OBE
(Conservative
Party)

Unsure

This would need very careful consideration with great danger of pressure from losing candidate to consider cases with no
merit.

064

Dr Caroline Morris

Yes

Should be the electoral commission (following Australian model – subject to modification that EC does not actually not
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(Queen Mary,
University of
London)
067

Labour Party

formally dispute the result of an election but makes a referral instead)
State should be responsible for policing of elections, not private citizens. May improve compliance with P1-3 of the ECHR
Yes

This could be the Returning Officer, or the DPP, although the Electoral Commission is the obvious candidate.
It seems unfair on candidates that the only way currently to right an obvious wrong in an election is to bring a petition at their
own expense.
There have been many instances of electoral fraud being uncovered at great expense to the party or individuals concerned,
which has then resulted in criminal proceedings being brought.

070

Richard Mawrey
QC

Yes

Strong support.

072

Dr Heather Green
(Aberdeen
University)

Yes

Yes. I strongly support this suggestion, but disagree that the Electoral Commission should be tasked with this role. I think a
better route would be to create a new office of election commissioner, modelled in some respects on the Information
Commissioner.

074

Scott Martin
(Scottish National
Party)

Alternative solution

This option of a public interest petitioner is worth exploring in more detail – although it is clear that the Electoral Commission is
very reluctant to take on the role. A less radical solution may be to make legal aid available to petitioners, perhaps without a
means test and with the same protections afforded to legally aided litigants in relation to potential awards of expenses.

If there were an independent body of this nature then it should, like the CPS, make its own judgment subject to its right to take
outside specialist advice from the legal profession.

The Scottish Legal Aid Board has expertise in assessing the merits of cases and public interest questions, both through its inhouse solicitors and counsel and others retained as reporters to the board. It has a Legal Services Cases Committee with
experience of assessing the merits of complex cases. When there was a right of appeal without leave to the House of Lords
and the UK Supreme Court, this committee and its predecessors were the body which determined whether legally aided cases
were suitable for final appeal – performing a de facto leave role. Its processes, which date back to when legal aid was
administered by the Law Society of Scotland, included oral hearings where the applicant and their opponent could be
represented by counsel. It may be possible for this expertise to be used in lieu of the creation of a new election law experts
panel for Scotland…

See also judgment of Richard Mawrey QC in the Tower Hamlets petition:
Erlam & Ors v Rahman & Anor [2015] EWHC 1215 (QB).
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Consultation Question 13-14
What should the threshold criteria be for bringing a petition in the public interest?
Total respondents: 27
Statistics:
Endorses Law Commissions’ proposed threshold – 18
Restict to administrative errors – 2
Mimimum threshold of voters affected – 2
Alternative threshold – 1
Arguable case only – 1
No threshold -1
Comment only –1
Summary of views
50% of the consultees who responded to this question, including the National AEA, supported the Law Commissions’ threshold criteria suggested in
the consultation paper, which is that in order to bring a petition in the public interest:
[T]here must be a sufficient degree of concern about the outcome or validity of the election, having regard to:
1) the nature and credibility of the allegations made in relation to the election complained of, particularly any allegations of
wrongdoing by candidates or administrators, or of widespread electoral fraud; and
2) the risk of loss of public confidence in the fairness of the election or correctness of its outcome.
Two of the three consultees who considered the threshold criteria ought to be higher than this, Piers Coleman and Alan Mabbutt OBE, responded
that the criteria should require the public interest petition to concern only an administrative error.
The Electoral Commission were concerned to ensure that the public interest petition procedure was not open to abuse. The commission responded
that the petition procedure was “only likely to be appropriate where there is significant risk that confidence in the integrity of an election would be
damaged without the opportunity to openly consider the strength of evidence supporting allegations of fraud or errors in administration”.
This is a slightly higher threshold criteria than proposed by the Law Commissions’, as it would require significant risk of loss of public confidence,
rather than just a risk.
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Two consultees, Prof Bob Watt (University of Buckingham) and Richard Mawrey QC, responded that the threshold criteria should only require an
“arguable” case. Dr Watt added that he considered that sufficient evidence, particularisation of the petition, and a complainant qualified in the current
law should also be required in the threshold criteria.
The remaining responses were either unclear, or did not offer a definitive answer to the question. Those consultees who were did not offer a
definitive response did comment that it is a difficult question to answer.

Breakdown of responses
Sub

Respondent

Response to Q 13-14

002

Robin Potter
(Liberal Democrat
Councillor)

Unclear

IF ELECTRONICALLY GENERATED, THEN PRETTTY HIGH. PERHAPS LESS FOR WRITTEN ONES.

006

Mark Heath

Endorses Law
Commission’s
proposed thresholds

Provided it is assessed by an independent panel

007

Piers Coleman

Higher threshold

Obvious error of the returning officer only

012

Southern Branch
of the AEA

Significant effect on
voters

It was felt that [the complaint] should be related to a proportion of the turnout of the election e.g. 5% of the total number of
electors who voted.

014

AEA (National)

Endorses CP’s
proposed threshold

Must be a sufficient degree of concern about the outcome or validity of an election, having regard to:
nature and credibility of allegations
Risk of loss of public confidence

015

Eastbourne
Electoral Services

Endorses CP’s
proposed threshold

Repeats AEA (National)’s response

016

Phil Hardy
(Sandwell Council)

Endorses CP’s
proposed threshold

Repeats AEA (National)’s response

019

Prof Bob Watt
(University of
Buckingham)

Alternative threshold

Threshold conditions:
a) An arguable case that the election was affected by one or more of the recognised election offences. This test would
operate at the ‘striking out’ threshold
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b) That there was likely to be sufficient evidence
c) There was sufficient particularisation of the alleged wrongdoing to pass the Erlam v Rahman test [2014]EWHC 2766.
d) A complainant qualified in the current law
022

New Forest DC

Significant effect on
voters

Endorses Southern Branch of AEA view.

025

Matthew Box
(Malvern Hills DC)

Endorses CP’s
proposed threshold

Supports National AEA’s response

026

Eastern Branch of
the AEA

Endorses CP’s
proposed threshold

029

Electoral
Commission

Endorses CP’s
proposed threshold

The threshold for bringing a petition in the public interest should be relatively high – a public interest petition would involve
action by a public authority to overturn the election of an individual representative, and should therefore be used carefully.
It should not be capable of being abused, by being used as a means to undermine the legitimate and properly expressed will
of electors. A public interest petition is only likely to be appropriate where there is significant risk that confidence in the
integrity of an election would be damaged without the opportunity to openly consider the strength of evidence supporting
allegations of fraud or errors in administration.

031

Sir Howard
Bernstein

Endorses proposed
threshold

“would be a good starting point”

033

Ian White
(Kettering BC)

No threshold?

It is difficult to say as there is not likely to be a ‘one size fits all’ nature to this type of issue. It may be best for the threshold for
each petition to be judged on its own merits by an independent arbiter, such as a public interest petitioner.

034

Scotland and
Northern Ireland
Branch of the AEA

Endorses proposed
threshold

035

Jeff Jacobs
(Greater London
Authority)

Endorses proposed
threshold

David Hughes
(Electoral
Registration Officer
and Returning
Officer for
Gravesham BC)

Endorses proposed
threshold

038

Supports AEA (National)’s response
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044

Ian Miller
(Returning Officer
for Wyre Forest)

Endorses proposed
threshold

046

Wyre Forest DC

Endorses proposed
threshold

049

West Lancashire
BC

Endorses proposed
threshold

Supports AEA (National)’s response

Darren Whitney
(Stratford on Avon
DC)

Endorses proposed
threshold

Supports AEA (National)’s response

054
055

SOLAR (endorsed
by the EMB)

Endorses proposed
threshold

056

Alastair Whitelaw
(Scottish Green
Party)

Comment only

057

Colin Everett
(Returning Officer)

Endorses proposed
threshold

058

Alan Mabbutt OBE
(Conservative
Party)

Restrict to
administrative errors

My view is that this should only apply in cases of administrative error where a candidate would not be seen as the defendant
in other areas of law.

070

Richard Mawrey
QC

Lower threshold

Threshold for petitioning should be that of an arguable case

072

Dr Heather Green
(Aberdeen
University)

Endorses proposed
threshold

This is difficult to define but clearly should be based on evidence of an election offence being committed, or inaccuracy in
determining the result.
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Consultation Question 13-15
How, if at all, should the law tackle the issue of individuals getting a “free ride” by challenging elections through the public interest
petitioner?
Total respondents: 27
Statistics:
Application of threshold test by public interest petitioner – 19
Discretion of the public interest petitioner -1
Reduce costs of bringing legal challenge - 1
The law shouldn’t tackle the issue at all – 5
Risk of free ride trumps public interest petitioning – 1
Summary of views
50% of the consultees who responded to this question considered that having an independent panel of experts assessing the petitioner’s case
meets a threshold criteria would deal with the issue of individuals getting a “free ride”. There was some difference in views amongst these
consultees as to what the threshold criteria ought to be (see responses to 13-14). Some of these consultees, such as the National AEA, considered
that the Law Commissions’ proposed threshold criteria would deal with the “free rider” issue, whereas Alan Mabbutt OBE responded that the “free
rider” wouldn’t be an issue if the candidate was not a defendant to the petition.
Other consultees considered that either a panel of independent experts or a robust threshold criterion would deal with the issue by itself.
In addition, Professor Bob Watt considered that introducing a leave stage to the judicial proceedings, which assessed the merits of the petition, in
addition to the independent panel and threshold criteria, would be necessary to deal with the issue.
The Electoral Commission responded that reducing the costs of election petitions would address the issue, as “as it would be more affordable for
individuals to bring their own petitions rather than rely on the public interest petitioner”.
A significant minority of consultees considered that the law need not tackle the “free rider” issue at all. As observed by the Returning Officer for Wyre
DC, “if there is a public interest in challenging an election, then it is axiomatic that this would be at the public’s expense.”
Breakdown of responses
Sub
002

Respondent
Robin Potter
(Liberal Democrat

Response to Q 13-15
Application of
threshold test by

ALLOW FOR ‘FRIVOLOUS’ CHALLENGES TO BE REFUSED, WITH A RIGHT OF APPEAL
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Councillor)

public interest
petitioner

003

Paul Gribble CBE

Application of
threshold test by
public interest
petitioner

An independent assessment of the merits will safeguard against a ‘free ride’.

012

Southern Branch of
the AEA

Application of
threshold test by
public interest
petitioner

If the correct threshold is set and petitioner selected this should reduce the change of this happening.

014

AEA (National)

Application of
threshold test by
public interest
petitioner

If the criteria is sufficiently robust and that criteria is satisfied in any particular case coupled with the assessment process
suggested in paragraph 13.187, the “free ride” issue should be satisfactorily dealt with.

015

Eastbourne
Electoral Services

Application of
threshold test by
public interest
petitioner

Repeats AEA (National)’s response

016

Phil Hardy
(Sandwell Council)

Application of
threshold test by
public interest
petitioner

Repeats AEA (National)’s response

019

Prof Bob Watt
(University of
Buckingham)

Application of
threshold test by
public interest
petitioner

If there was a threshold criteria, independent panel, and leave stage, this concern would be “nugatory”
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022

New Forest DC

Application of
threshold test by
public interest
petitioner

If the correct threshold is set and petitioner selected, the chance of this happening should be reduced.

025

Matthew Box
(Malvern Hills DC)

Application of
threshold test by
public interest
petitioner

Supports the AEA (National)’s response

026

Eastern Branch of
the AEA

Application of
threshold test by
public interest
petitioner

Independent assessment of the public interest petition should deal with this issue. The test should be that the public-interest
petition falls outside of the requirements for a petition that can be called by an individual, as per current legislation.

027

Senators of the
College of Justice

Risk of free ride
trumps public
interest petitioning

Free-ride is a great concern, such that the public interest petitioner proposal should not proceed.

029

Electoral
Commission

Reduce costs

Reducing the costs would also help to address the concern that a public interest petitioner would be frequently used as a ‘free
ride’ as it would be more affordable for individuals to bring their own petitions rather than rely on the public interest petitioner

031

Sir Howard
Bernstein

Application of
threshold test by
public interest
petitioner

The combination of the threshold criteria referred to at paragraph 13.181 of the consultation paper and the assessment
procedure referred to at paragraph 13.187 of the same would appear to deal with this issue.

033

Ian White (Kettering
BC)

Discretion of the
public interest
petitioner

It is difficult to say as there is not likely to be a ‘one size fits all’ nature to this type of issue. It may be best for the threshold for
each petition to be judged on its own merits by an independent arbiter, such as a public interest petitioner.

034

Scotland and
Northern Ireland
Branch of the AEA

Application of
threshold test by
public interest
petitioner

If the criteria is sufficiently robust and that criteria is satisfied in any particular case coupled with the assessment process
suggested in paragraph 13.187, the “free ride” issue should be satisfactorily dealt with.

035

Jeff Jacobs (Greater

Application of

Statutory panel with a specified membership should be established by the Commission and a public interest petition could only
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London Authority)

threshold test by
public interest
petitioner

brought after an assessment of the public interest threshold by this panel.

038

David Hughes
(Electoral
Registration Officer
and Returning
Officer for
Gravesham BC)

Application of
threshold test by
public interest
petitioner

Supports AEA (National)’s response

044

Ian Miller (Returning
Officer for Wyre
Forest)

Shouldn’t tackle at
all

If there is a public interest in challenging an election, then it is axiomatic that this would be at the public’s expense.

046

Wyre Forest DC

Shouldn’t tackle at
all

If there is a public interest in challenging an election, then it is axiomatic that this would be at the public’s expense.

049

West Lancashire
BC

Application of
threshold test by
public interest
petitioner

Supports AEA (National)’s response

054

Darren Whitney
(Stratford on Avon
DC)

Application of
threshold test by
public interest
petitioner

Supports AEA (National)’s response

055

SOLAR (endorsed
by the EMB)

Shouldn’t tackle at
all

If a public interest petition is justified, it is immaterial whether individuals or parties benefit from the actions of such petitioner.

056

Alastair Whitelaw
(Scottish Green
Party)

Shouldn’t tackle at
all

The public interest petitioner is unlikely to proceed with evidence only from one individual.

058

Alan Mabbutt OBE
(Conservative
Party)

Application of
threshold test by
public interest
petitioner

As with my answer to Q 13-14 if this is only applicable to cases where another candidate would not ordinarily be seen as the
defendant, then this would not be an issue.
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067

Labour Party

Application of
threshold test by
public interest
petitioner

One solution might be a public interest case conference to determine whether there is a public interest in bringing an election
petition.

072

Dr Heather Green
(Aberdeen
University)

Shouldn’t tackle at
all

I do not regard this as a significant problem that requires a specific legal solution.

074

Scott Martin
(Scottish National
Party)

Application of
threshold test by
public interest
petitioner

If the solution of simply extending legal aid was taken up, then individuals would remain as party to the proceedings and the
courts would have the option of awarding expenses against petitioners who acted unreasonably in the proceedings.
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Consultation Question 13-16
Should the decision to bring a public interest petition be subject to independent and expert assessment of the merits of the case, or left
entirely at the discretion of the petitioner?
Total respondents: 30
Statistics:
Independent experts – 24
Discretion of the petitioner - 0
Separate petitioning body – 4
Neither – 1
Undecided - 2
Summary of views
A considerable majority of consultees, including the National AEA, supported subjecting a public interest petition to an independent and expert
assessment of the merits of the case. Some consultees considered that if the petitioner was independent, it wouldn’t be necessary to subject the
petition to an independent panel.
Some reservations about an independent panel were expressed by consultees. The Senators of the College of Justice (Scotland) raised two issues.
The first concerned whether the independent decision would be subject to judicial review. Secondly, the Senators of the College of Justice queried
who would be in real control of the litigation, with, for example, the power to abandon or compromise the proceedings. If it be the Commission, its
political neutrality is likely to be seen as still being an issue. If it be the advisory committee, one would have essentially created an autonomous
public body.
Concerns were also raised by the Electoral Commission, who observed that there could still be questions about our decision to appoint that person
to investigate the matter in the first instance and also about whether that person was truly independent of us. Other issues to consider include who
would sit on this panel of independent experts. Also, there would be a need to consider the fact that some of our Commissioners are drawn from
political parties.
Professor Bob Watt suggested that these concerns may be addressed if the panel was chaired by an independent (i.e. non-political party nominated)
electoral commissioner, and suggested the panel be composed of “(retired or former) Returning Officers and Academics advised by Counsel”.
The Labour Party, supporting an independent assessment of the merits, offered an alternative suggestion to the panel proposed in the consultation
paper. Instead, a public case conference which could be led by the Electoral Commission and include the Returning Officer and the Police and take
written statements from interested parties. This would allow for people to make representations about possible petitions.
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Breakdown of responses
Sub

Respondent

Response to Q 13-16

002

Robin Potter
(Liberal Democrat
Councillor)

Independent
experts

ASSESSED, BUT WITH THE RIGHT OF APPEAL

003

Paul Gribble CBE

Independent
experts

I used to think that the EC should have the role, but I now think that there should be an independent public interest petitioner,
and an independent expert assessment of the merits would be preferable.

006

Mark Heath

Independent
experts

EC needs to be seen as the neutral arbiter of elections. Exercising a public interest function may lead to accusations or the
perception that political considerations have come into play.
(The expert panel would) consider the standing, threshold, etc and other matters raised to ensure that any petition brought in the
public interest was a genuine petition brought in the public interest, etc
The point about timing is absolutely correct, quite clearly and that would also be supported, to allow the proper filter system (for
the want of a better phrase) to be applied.
To that end, the decision to bring a public interest petition should be subject to independent and expert assessment of the merits
of the case, and not left entirely at the discretion of the petitioner.

012

Southern Branch
of the AEA

Independent
experts

If the correct petitioner is selected then they would be independent, however, if this is not possible then it seems a good option
to remain impartial that the petition should be subject to independent and expert assessment.

014

AEA (National)

Independent
experts

There should be a panel of not less than three independent experts to undertake the assessment.

015

Eastbourne
Electoral Services

Independent
experts

Repeats response of National AEA

016

Phil Hardy
(Sandwell Council)

Independent
experts

Repeats response of National AEA

019

Prof Bob Watt
(University of
Buckingham)

Independent
experts

Panel should be constituted chaired by an Independent (ie not party political) Member of the Electoral Commission and made
up of (retired or former) Returning Officers and Academics advised by Counsel.

021

Crawford Langley

Separate
petitioning body

I would commend a procedure analogous to that for Fatal Accident Inquiries in Scotland where the Procurator Fiscal represents
the public interest.

022

New Forest DC

Separate
petitioning body

If the correct petitioner (i.e. not the Electoral Commission) is selected it could be left to the discretion of the petitioner.

If a petitioner wished to bring a case which had been rejected by the Panel, s/he ought to be free so to do.
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025

Matthew Box
(Malvern Hills DC)

Independent
experts

Supports response of the National AEA

026

Eastern Branch of
the AEA

Independent
experts

Supports response of the National AEA

027

Senators of the
College of Justice

Neither

Would the panel’s decision be subject to judicial review?

Electoral
Commission

Undecided

029

If, following the advice of its advisory committee, the Electoral Commission were to initiate proceedings, the question arises as to
who would be in real control of the litigation, with, for example, the power to abandon or compromise the proceedings. If it be the
Commission, its political neutrality is likely to be seen as still being an issue. If it be the advisory committee, one would have
essentially created an autonomous public body.
There could still be questions about our decision to appoint that person to investigate the matter in the first instance and also
about whether that person was truly independent of us.
Other issues to consider include who would sit on this panel of independent experts. Also, there would be a need to consider the
fact that some of our Commissioners are drawn from political parties.

031

Sir Howard
Bernstein

Independent
experts

033

Ian White
(Kettering BC)

Unsure

It is difficult to say as there is not likely to be a ‘one size fits all’ nature to this type of issue. It may be best for the threshold for
each petition to be judged on its own merits by an independent arbiter, such as a public interest petitioner.

034

Scotland and
Northern Ireland
Branch of the AEA

Independent
experts

There should be a panel of not less than three independent experts to undertake the assessment.

035

Jeff Jacobs
(Greater London
Authority)

Independent
experts

As the report suggests, a statutory panel with a specified membership should be established by trhe Commission and a public
interest petition could only brought after an assessment of the public interest threshold by this panel.

Independent
experts

Supports response of the National AEA

038

David Hughes
(Electoral
Registration Officer
and Returning
Officer for
Gravesham BC)

044

Ian Miller
(Returning Officer
for Wyre Forest)

Independent
experts

046

Wyre Forest DC

Independent
experts
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049

West Lancashire
BC

Independent
experts

Supports response of the National AEA

Darren Whitney
(Stratford on Avon
DC)

Independent
experts

Supports response of the National AEA

054
055

SOLAR (endorsed
by the EMB)

Independent
experts

On the basis that the petitioner should be the Electoral Commission, independent and expert assessment of the merits of the
case should be required to safeguard the neutrality and independence of the Commission.

056

Alastair Whitelaw
(Scottish Green
Party)

Independent
experts

058

Alan Mabbutt OBE
(Conservative
Party)

Independent
experts

It would make sense for the petitioner to be able to call on the services of independent and expert assessment of the merits of
the case before making their decision.

064

Dr Caroline Morris
(Queen Mary,
University of
London)

Independent
experts

Supports expert panel – suggests there is historical precedent for this: “Election Commissioners Act of 1852 provided for the
establishment of a panel of experienced barristers with extensive inquisitorial powers to investigate allegations of widespread
corruption at elections who would then report to the House of Commons which at the time had jurisdiction over disputed
elections.”

067

Labour Party

Independent
experts

Should be a case conference led by the Electoral Commission and include the Returning Officer and the Police and take written
statements from interested parties.
This would allow for people to make representations about possible petitions.

070

Richard Mawrey
QC

Separate,
independent
petitioning body

There should be a separate body charged with monitoring elections from the standpoint of regularity with the power to act on
complaints from public and candidates.

I think it should be left to the discretion of the petitioner. I do not think this extra level of review is warranted.

072

Dr Heather Green
(Aberdeen
University)

Separate,
independent
petitioning body

074

Scott Martin
(Scottish National
Party)

Independent
experts

This body should be publicly funded and the threshold for petitioning should be that of an arguable case. If there were an
independent body of this nature then it should, like the CPS, make its own judgment subject to its right to take outside specialist
advice from the legal profession.

If a legal aid solution were used then there would require to be a merits assessment for legal aid / public funding under another
name to be granted.
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Provisional Proposal 13-17
There should be an informal means of reviewing complaints about elections which do not aim to overturn the result.
If the complainant has an outstanding grievance, we welcome consultees’ views on the proper forum for addressing any subsisting complaints. It
seems to us the following options are available:
1) Escalation to the local government ombudsman in England and Wales, the Scottish Public Services Ombudsman or the Northern Ireland
Ombudsman;
2) Use of a scheme whereby adjacent returning officers consider complaints, or the directing officer at European Parliamentary elections
considers complaints which are not against their service; or
3) Consideration by the Electoral Commission. 1
Total responses: 36
Statistics:
Agree – 34
Disagree – 2
Conditional – 0
Breakdown of responses
Sub

Respondent

Response to PP 13-17

002

Robin Potter (Liberal
Democrat Councillor)

Agree

003

Paul Gribble CBE

Agree

Has known many election offences that have not been pursued because they didn’t affect the result. Serious offences should always
be prosecuted.

005

Gifty Edila (ERO and
RO for Hackney BC)

Agree

We would support a complaint process that does not seek to overturn the results but to ensure feedback is given and lessons learnt.
Currently on elector who feels strongly about an election tend to write to the RO.
Many ROs also do survey to gauge voter experience or feedback from candidates and agents.

1

Electoral law consultation, chapter 13, p 316, para 13.195.
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006

Mark Heath

Agree

012

Southern Branch of
the AEA

Agree

014

AEA (National)

Agree

015

Eastbourne Electoral
Services

Agree

016

Phil Hardy (Sandwell
Council)

Agree

017

Joyce White
(Returning Officer for
the West
Dunbartonshire
County)

Disagree

Complaints of maladministration are already within the jurisdiction of the Ombudsman so any further route is not necessary.

019

Prof Bob Watt
(University of
Buckingham)

Agree

The Electoral Commission should be empowered to investigate any such complaints and should issue a Report detailing its findings.

Crawford Langley

Agree (in
principle)

021

Feel this is already common practice, but should be put on formal footing.
Should be undertaken by the electoral commission or an adjacent returning officer.
Prefers Electoral Commission

Whether a complainant should then be able to recover costs or damages arising from an adverse Report is a quite separate matter
and should be considered.
While the idea of an informal means of reviewing complaints is attractive, it must be conceived in a way which does not give rise to
frivolous and vexatious complaints.
In particular, it must be made clear that there is no onus on the Returning Officer to provide, through Freedom of Information or
otherwise, such information as any individual feels he/she wants to be personally satisfied that the election was properly conducted.

022

New Forest DC

Agree

024

London Branch of the
AEA

Agree

025

Matthew Box
(Malvern Hills DC)

Agree

Supports the AEA response

026

Eastern Branch of the
AEA

Agree

The circumstances leading to such informal complaints should be defined in guidance. Consideration of any penalty that may be
imposed should also be clearly stated.

027

Senators of the
College of Justice

Agree

Yes, it would be useful to have an “election ombudsman”, i.e. a less formal (but not entirely informal) means of reviewing electionbased complaints which do not aim to overturn the result.

029

Electoral Commission

Agree

It is important both that individual electors or candidates have the opportunity to air their concerns and have them heard, and also
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that there are opportunities for identifying improvements for the administration of elections and electoral registration and ensuring that
they are implemented in the future.
If the Law Commissions confirm that this proposal should be further developed, we would be happy to consider how such a role could
be developed alongside, or incorporated within, the Commission’s existing performance standards framework for Electoral
Registration Officers and Returning Officers.
031

Sir Howard Bernstein

Agree

The Electoral Commission would be best placed to consider such complaints.

032

UK Ombudsmen
(Joint response)

Agree

Complaints should go to the Ombudsmen rather than the Electoral Commission or adjacent Returning Officers.

033

Ian White (Kettering
BC)

Agree

This could be a role for the Electoral Commission.

034

Scotland and
Northern Ireland
Branch of the AEA

Agree

035

Jeff Jacobs (Greater
London Authority)

Agree

038

David Hughes
(Electoral Registration
Officer and Returning
Officer for Gravesham
BC)

Agree

Supports National AEA’s response

041

Timothy Straker QC

Disagree

This would just be a political exercise

044

Ian Miller (Returning
Officer for Wyre
Forest)

Agree

Returning officer in first instance, and then to Local Government Ombudsman.
While returning officers are all employed by councils and therefore reference to the Local Government Ombudsman would be the
appropriate second forum for consideration of any unresolved complaint about the performance of the returning officer and his/her
staff.
The nature of such complaints is unlikely to be different from those dealt with by the LGO. Moreover there are Government proposals
to merge the LGO with the Parliamentary and other ombudsmen to create a public services ombudsman.
If the independent arbitrator on administrative complaints for the vast majority of public services will be an ombudsman, there seems
no good reason why different arrangements should be adopted for complaints about administrative decisions and actions of a
returning officer.

046

Wyre Forest DC

Agree

Repeats Ian Miller’s response
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049

West Lancashire BC

Agree

Supports National AEA’s response

053

Scottish Assessors
Association

Agree

In the interest of ensuring that the public feel that they have a completely independent forum capable of addressing complaints, the
Scottish Assessors Association consider that a body such as the Scottish Public Services Ombudsman, which is wholly outside the
electoral administrative envelop, would be an appropriate forum.

054

Darren Whitney
(Stratford on Avon
DC)

Agree

Supports National AEA’s response

055

SOLAR (endorsed by
the EMB)

Agree

Complaints about the conduct of a poll should always be directed in the first instance to the RO as the first point of contact.
Complaints amounting to maladministration by the RO in the conduct of the election already fall within the jurisdiction of the
Ombudsman in Scotland since the RO is a designated person under section 3(1) and paragraph 56, as read with paragraph 7,
Schedule 2, Scottish Public Services Ombudsman Act 2002.
Complaints generally about an election can be sent to the Electoral Commission for consideration and possible inclusion in its report
on the poll.

056

Alastair Whitelaw
(Scottish Green
Party)

Agree

057

Colin Everett
(Returning Officer)

Agree

058

Alan Mabbutt OBE
(Conservative Party)

Agree

064

Dr Caroline Morris
(Queen Mary,
University of London)

Agree
(tentative)

070

Richard Mawrey QC

Agree

072

Dr Heather Green
(Aberdeen University)

Agree

Yes. This would have been beneficial following the 2007 Scottish elections, when the lack of availability of such a procedure led to
the creation of an independent inquiry instead.

074

Scott Martin (Scottish
National Party)

Agree

Agreed. As part of moving returning officers on to the more normal statutory regime for public officers, they should be adding to the
public bodies covered by the Freedom of Information Act 2000. Although local authorities are public bodies under the 2000 Act, the
information from the returning officer is generally not disclosable unless it can be established that it is held to any extent for the
council’s own purposes.

I was interested to read the suggestion for an Ombudsman to deal with electoral although it is not clear to me what sort of remedy
complainants might expect to receive other than the ventilation of their concerns and an acknowledgement (where appropriate) from
a public official that these were justified. I would be interested in learning more about what sorts of remedies would be available
under this system.
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CHAPTER 14: REFERENDUMS
Provisional Proposal 14-1
Primary legislation governing electoral registers, entitlement to absent voting, core polling rules and electoral offences should be
expressed to extend to national referendums where appropriate.
Total responses: 37
Statistics:
Agree – 37
Disagree – 0
Conditional – 0
Unclear – 0
Sub

Respondent

Response to PP 14-2

002

Robin Potter (Liberal
Democrat Councillor)

Agree

003

Paul Gribble CBE

Agree

005

Gifty Edila (ERO and
RO for Hackney BC)

Agree

006

Mark Heath

Agree

012

Southern Branch of
the AEA

Agree

014

AEA (National)

Agree

015

Eastbourne Electoral
Services

Agree

016

Phil Hardy (Sandwell
Council)

Agree

017

Joyce White
(Returning Officer for
the West

Agree
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Dunbartonshire
County)
021

Crawford Langley

Agree

022

New Forest DC

Agree

024

London Branch of the
AEA

Agree

025

Matthew Box (Malvern
Hills DC)

Agree

026

Eastern Branch of the
AEA

Agree

027

Senators of the
College of Justice

Agree

029

Electoral Commission

Agree

Law Commission identifies 14.6(paragraphs 14.52 to 14.56) inefficiencies in the current approach to making referendum
legislation would be mitigated by including referendums within the primary legislation for electoral registration, core polling laws
and offences.
There would be a number of benefits from implementing these two 14.7proposals, including:


The legislation specific to each particular referendum need concentrate only on the substance of that referendum, the
franchise, when it will be held and the referendum question(s) to be asked of voters



The legislative process instigating a referendum would be speedier, enabling a referendum to be held more quickly



Clarity for those planning to campaign in the referendum and for those running the referendum would have clarity, and
planning and preparation could commence sooner



Any scope for amending rules for political reasons during the process of calling for a referendum would be removed



Greater efficiency – the process of producing and consulting on specific rules for each referendum has a cost impact on
Governments, Parliaments and consultees.

Our published report on the Scottish independence referendum identified 14.8the clear benefits of achieving legislative certainty
well in advance of a referendum being held.
031

Sir Howard Bernstein

Agree

033

Ian White (Kettering
BC)

Agree

Scotland and
Northern Ireland

Agree

034
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Branch of the AEA
035

Jeff Jacobs (Greater
London Authority)

Agree

David Hughes
(Electoral Registration
Officer and Returning
Officer for Gravesham
BC)

Agree

040

David Boothroyd
(Labour Councillor)

Agree

041

Timothy Straker QC

Agree

Ian Miller (Returning
Officer for Wyre
Forest)

Agree

044
046

Wyre Forest DC

Agree

049

West Lancashire BC

Agree

052

SDLP

Agree

053

Scottish Assessors
Association

Agree

Darren Whitney
(Stratford on Avon
DC)

Agree

054
055

SOLAR (endorsed by
the EMB)

Agree

056

Alastair Whitelaw
(Scottish Green Party)

Agree

057

Colin Everett
(Returning Officer)

Agree

058

Alan Mabbutt OBE
(Conservative Party)

Agree

067

Labour Party

Agree

070

Richard Mawrey QC

Agree

038

There are no essential differences between the polls for an election and a referendum in so far as conducting the key elements
of these polls.
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072

Dr Heather Green
(Aberdeen University)

Agree

074

Scott Martin (Scottish
National Party)

Agree

461

Provisional Proposal 14-2
Secondary legislation should set out the detailed conduct rules governing national referendums, mirroring that governing elections, save
for necessary modifications.
Total responses: 37
Statistics:
Agree – 37
Disagree – 0
Conditional – 0
Unclear – 0
Sub

Respondent

Response to PP 14-2

002

Robin Potter (Liberal
Democrat Councillor)

Agree

003

Paul Gribble CBE

Agree

005

Gifty Edila (ERO and
RO for Hackney BC)

Agree

006

Mark Heath

Agree

012

Southern Branch of
the AEA

Agree

014

AEA (National)
gree

015

Eastbourne Electoral
Services

Agree

016

Phil Hardy (Sandwell
Council)

Agree

017

Joyce White
(Returning Officer for
the West
Dunbartonshire
County)

Agree
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021

Crawford Langley

Agree

022

New Forest DC

Agree

024

London Branch of the
AEA

Agree

025

Matthew Box (Malvern
Hills DC)

Agree

026

Eastern Branch of the
AEA

Agree

027

Senators of the
College of Justice

Agree

029

Electoral Commission

Agree

We have already called for generic conduct rules for referendums to be made by the Secretary of State in secondary legislation. There
would be a number of benefits from implementing these two proposals, including:


The legislation specific to each particular referendum need concentrate only on the substance of that referendum, the
franchise, when it will be held and the referendum question(s) to be asked of voters



The legislative process instigating a referendum would be speedier, enabling a referendum to be held more quickly



Clarity for those planning to campaign in the referendum and for those running the referendum would have clarity, and
planning and preparation could commence sooner



Any scope for amending rules for political reasons during the process of calling for a referendum would be removed



Greater efficiency – the process of producing and consulting on specific rules for each referendum has a cost impact on
Governments, Parliaments and consultees.

Our published report on the Scottish independence referendum identified the clear benefits of achieving legislative certainty well in
advance of a referendum being held.
031

Sir Howard Bernstein

Agree

033

Ian White (Kettering
BC)

Agree

034

Scotland and
Northern Ireland
Branch of the AEA

Agree

035

Jeff Jacobs (Greater
London Authority)

Agree
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David Hughes
(Electoral Registration
Officer and Returning
Officer for Gravesham
BC)

Agree

040

David Boothroyd
(Labour Councillor)

Agree

041

Timothy Straker QC

Agree

Ian Miller (Returning
Officer for Wyre
Forest)

Agree

044
046

Wyre Forest DC

Agree

049

West Lancashire BC

Agree

052

SDLP

Agree

053

Scottish Assessors
Association

Agree

Darren Whitney
(Stratford on Avon
DC)

Agree

054
055

SOLAR (endorsed by
the EMB)

Agree

056

Alastair Whitelaw
(Scottish Green Party)

Agree

057

Colin Everett
(Returning Officer)

Agree

058

Alan Mabbutt OBE
(Conservative Party)

Agree

067

Labour Party

Agree

070

Richard Mawrey QC

Agree

072

Dr Heather Green
(Aberdeen University)

Agree

038

464

074

Scott Martin (Scottish
National Party)

Agree

Agreed. The provision on the number of counting agents allowed at the count was the cause of some difficulty and confusion at the
Scottish independence referendum. At elections, it is entirely correct that if counting agents are to be limited, each candidate should
have the same limitation imposed. At recent referendums, legislative practice has been to copy this provision over but to refer to the
same number of counting agents for each permitted participant.
The law on referendums recognises that each permitted participant is not equal. Designated organisations have higher spending limits
and additional facilities afforded to them, including the Freepost facility and Referendum Campaign Broadcasts. Political parties
exceeding fixed shares of the vote are given higher spending limits. A permitted participant can be a lone individual who does not, in
fact, spend a penny at the referendum but who is accorded equal status at the count to the lead campaign organisations.
It would be best if this provision is removed from any referendum conduct rules. That would give the chief counting officer and
counting officers the ability to better reflect the status given to different permitted participants under existing referendum law. A simple
scheme might be to divide the allowance for counting agents into three – giving one third to the lead campaign groups equally
between them; one third to the political parties in line with the spending limits given to them; and the final one third to the other
permitted participants equally between them.
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Provisional Proposal 14-3
A single legislative framework should govern the detailed conduct of local referendums, subject to the primary legislation governing their
instigation.
Total responses: 33
Statistics:
Agree – 33
Disagree – 0
Conditional – 0
Unclear – 0
Comment only – 1*
*This comment was not tallied in the final count of responses.
Sub
002

Respondent

Response to PP 14-2

Robin Potter
(Liberal Democrat
Councillor)

Agree

003

Paul Gribble CBE

Agree

005

Gifty Edila (ERO
and RO for Hackney
BC)

Agree

006

Mark Heath

Agree

012

Southern Branch of
the AEA

Agree

AEA (National)

Agree

015

Eastbourne
Electoral Services

Agree

016

Phil Hardy
(Sandwell Council)

Agree

017

Joyce White
(Returning Officer

Agree

014

466

for the West
Dunbartonshire
County)
021

Crawford Langley

Agree

New Forest DC

Agree

024

London Branch of
the AEA

Agree

025

Matthew Box
(Malvern Hills DC)

Agree

026

Eastern Branch of
the AEA

Agree

027

Senators of the
College of Justice

Agree

029

Electoral
Commission

Agree

We support these proposals for the simplification, consolidation and modernisation of the law on local referendums, which in our
experience is not well known (partly as a result of the infrequency of such referendums) and has received little scrutiny. The
Commission is rarely asked to advise on local referendums, but what information we do provide normally relates to issues
concerned with how local referendums are combined with elections happening on the same day.

Agree

It is also suggested that this legislative framework should also be extended to ballots for Business Improvement Districts if the
framework is to apply to the not dissimilar “business referendums” under the Neighbourhood Planning (Referendums)
Regulations 2012.

022

031

Sir Howard
Bernstein

033

Ian White (Kettering
BC)

Agree

034

Scotland and
Northern Ireland
Branch of the AEA

Agree

035

Jeff Jacobs (Greater
London Authority)

Agree

David Hughes
(Electoral
Registration Officer
and Returning
Officer for
Gravesham BC)

Agree

038

467

040

David Boothroyd
(Labour Councillor)

Agree

041

Timothy Straker QC

Agree
Agree

However the Commissions need to clarify whether or not they intend that local advisory polls under section 116 of the Local
Government Act 2003 would be brought within the same legislative regime. Section 116 gives councils discretion about all the
arrangements for such a poll, including the hours of voting. There are arguments in both directions.
In favour of bringing such polls within the same regime as local referendums is that:
There would be a common framework for their operation;
Complexity would be minimised for electoral administrators and the electorate, as would local effort (local rules would not have to
be devised).
It would also permit formal combination of a local advisory poll with elections, which is simply not possible at present and adds
unnecessary complexity and cost, even if a poll is being held on the same day as elections.

044

This option would require provision for the local authority to decide the question to be asked in the poll, and this should not be an
executive function; the question of a duty to consult the Electoral Commission about the wording would also have to be
addressed.

Ian Miller (Returning
Officer for Wyre
Forest)

The argument against is that it removes local discretion on a poll which, ultimately, is not a decision-taking process. The decision
informed by the result of any such poll would be taken by the local authority itself or by another body (if the real purpose of the
poll was to influence that other body’s decision). Thus a poll under section 116 is not of the same character as a referendum
about council tax increases or governance.
An authority might legitimately conclude that the hours of voting for a local advisory poll do not need to be 7am to 10pm and that
sufficient response might be obtained from a shorter voting window; and various other provisions that relate to elections and
referendums may be irrelevant to such a poll, including the ability to challenge the result by an election court, election offences
etc.
On balance, I feel the arguments are in favour of treating local advisory polls on the same basis as local referendums although
there are a number of divergences that would probably be necessary (particularly around the result not being challengeable in
the courts).
046

Wyre Forest DC

Agree

049

West Lancashire
BC

Agree

Darren Whitney
(Stratford on Avon
DC)

Agree

054

SOLAR (endorsed

Agree

055

As for EL044

468

by the EMB)
056

Alastair Whitelaw
(Scottish Green
Party)

Agree

057

Colin Everett
(Returning Officer)

Agree

Alan Mabbutt OBE
(Conservative
Party)

Agree

067

Labour Party

Agree

070

Richard Mawrey QC

Agree

074

Scott Martin
(Scottish National
Party)

Comment
only

058

But importantly this should include a stipulation that the full electoral register be used in all cases. There has been at least one
local referendum in which a local authority used the edited register (apparently in the belief that it legally could not use the full
register for a referendum not instigated by a Parliamentary Act brought under the PPERA provisions).

There is no equivalent provision in Scotland for local referendums. Referendums by local authorities in Scotland have been
conducted largely on a non-statutory basis. This allowed, for instance, a modest reduction in voting age at the Union Terrace
Gardens referendum ran by Aberdeen CC by allowing anyone on the electoral register to vote, irrespective of whether or not they
were an attainer. Internet voting was also allowed – something which would not have been possible if the referendum was under
a standard set of counting rules. As Community Council elections in Scotland are conducted under a community council scheme
approved by the local authority rather than through detailed statutory provision, it has been possible for electronic voting to be
used at these elections in the rather rare instances where enough people put their names forward to make elections necessary.
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Provisional Proposal 14-4
The grounds of challenge governing elections should apply to local referendums, save that only extensive corrupt or illegal practice shall
be a ground for annulling the referendum.
Total responses: 33
Statistics:
Agree – 33
Disagree – 0
Conditional – 0
Sub

Respondent

Response to PP 14-2

002

Robin Potter (Liberal
Democrat Councillor)

Agree

003

Paul Gribble CBE

Agree

005

Gifty Edila (ERO and
RO for Hackney BC)

Agree

006

Mark Heath

Agree

012

Southern Branch of
the AEA

Agree

014

AEA (National)

Agree

015

Eastbourne Electoral
Services

Agree

016

Phil Hardy (Sandwell
Council)

Agree

017

Joyce White
(Returning Officer for
the West
Dunbartonshire
County)

Agree

021

Crawford Langley

Agree
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022

New Forest DC

Agree

024

London Branch of the
AEA

Agree

025

Matthew Box (Malvern
Hills DC)

Agree

026

Eastern Branch of the
AEA

Agree

027

Senators of the
College of Justice

Agree

029

Electoral Commission

Agree

We support these proposals for the simplification, consolidation and modernisation of the law on local referendums, which in our
experience is not well known (partly as a result of the infrequency of such referendums) and has received little scrutiny. The
Commission is rarely asked to advise on local referendums, but what information we do provide normally relates to issues
concerned with how local referendums are combined with elections happening on the same day.

031

Sir Howard Bernstein

Agree

In principle there should consistency in the grounds of challenge of elections and referenda, with divergence only where justified
due to the fundamental differences between elections and referenda (principally the lack of candidates in the case of the latter).

033

Ian White (Kettering
BC)

Agree

034

Scotland and
Northern Ireland
Branch of the AEA

Agree

035

Jeff Jacobs (Greater
London Authority)

Agree

David Hughes
(Electoral Registration
Officer and Returning
Officer for Gravesham
BC)

Agree

040

David Boothroyd
(Labour Councillor)

Agree

041

Timothy Straker QC

Agree

Ian Miller (Returning
Officer for Wyre
Forest)

Agree

044

038
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046

Wyre Forest DC

Agree

049

West Lancashire BC

Agree

Darren Whitney
(Stratford on Avon
DC)

Agree

054
055

SOLAR (endorsed by
the EMB)

Agree

056

Alastair Whitelaw
(Scottish Green Party)

Agree

057

Colin Everett
(Returning Officer)

Agree

058

Alan Mabbutt OBE
(Conservative Party)

Agree

067

Labour Party

Agree

070

Richard Mawrey QC

Agree

Agreed, but what counts as “extensive” corrupt or illegal practice?
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Provisional Proposal 14-5
Should challenge to neighbourhood planning referendums continue to be by judicial review only?
Total responses: 25
Statistics:
Yes – 20
No – 3
Unsure – 2
Sub
002

Respondent

Response to PP 14-2

Robin Potter (Liberal
Democrat Councillor)

No
No

EVIDENCE OF CORRUPT ELECTORAL PRACTICES SHOULD BE DELT WITH TOO.

003

Paul Gribble CBE

Unsure

Not necessarily

005

Gifty Edila (ERO and
RO for Hackney BC)

Yes

Challenge to neighbourhood planning referendums should continue to be by way of judicial review.

006

Mark Heath

No

Given the fundamental principle of consistency, etc, we see no reason as to why such challenges should not be undertaken by a
court with jurisdiction to hear challenges as to elections.
We do not see a justifiable policy or principle decision to depart from that rule of consistency and we feel that with a modernised
approach to legal challenges (Chapter 13), neighbourhood planning referendum challenges should be challengeable through the
same process.
If that view is not shared, we do agree with the approach which states that the administrative court should have grounds stated to
it to which it should have regard when hearing a judicial review claim.

012
014

Southern Branch of
the AEA

Yes

Yes as this is a result of the referendum and the outcome of the process, the only form of review should be judicial.

es

Yes, given the particular legislative framework that applies to planning matters. The AEA would support the proposal relating to
the issues which the Administrative Court should have regard to when considering a judicial review claim.

AEA (National)

015

Eastbourne Electoral
Services

Yes

Endorses the AEA (National) response

016

Phil Hardy (Sandwell
Council)

Yes

Endorses the AEA (National) response
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022

New Forest DC
es

024

London Branch of the
AEA

Yes

Endorses the AEA (National) response

025

Matthew Box (Malvern
Hills DC)

Yes

Endorses the AEA (National) response

026

Eastern Branch of the
AEA

Yes

Endorses the AEA (National) response

027

Senators of the
College of Justice

Yes

Judicial review is a flexible, quick-moving procedure which is useful in this context.

031

Sir Howard Bernstein

Yes

033

Ian White (Kettering
BC)

Unsure

I’m not sure that there has been any challenges in relation to this type of referendum and therefore do not feel in a position to
offer any response to this particular issue.

Scotland and
Northern Ireland
Branch of the AEA

Yes

Yes, given the particular legislative framework that applies to planning matters. The SCOTLAND AND NORTHERN IRELAND
BRANCH OF THE AEA would support the proposal relating to the issues which the Administrative Court should have regard to
when considering a judicial review claim.

David Hughes
(Electoral Registration
Officer and Returning
Officer for Gravesham
BC)

Yes

Endorses National AEA response

Timothy Straker QC

Yes

Ian Miller (Returning
Officer for Wyre
Forest)

Yes

044
046

Wyre Forest DC

Yes

049

West Lancashire BC

Yes

Endorses National AEA response

Darren Whitney
(Stratford on Avon
DC)

Yes

Endorses National AEA response

054

Alastair Whitelaw
(Scottish Green Party)

No

Judicial review seems a sledgehammer approach and another instance where expense could well be a deterrent to raising a
legitimate review. Perhaps a lower level but still independent method of adjudication is needed.

034

038

041

056

474

057
058

Colin Everett
(Returning Officer)
Alan Mabbutt OBE
(Conservative Party)

Yes

Endorses National AEA response

es
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Provisional Proposal 14-6
A parish poll pertaining to an appointment should be governed by the conduct rules governing elections, omitting the nomination stage.
Total responses: 21
Statistics:
Agree – 19
Disagree – 0
Comment only – 2
Sub

Respondent

Response to PP 14-2

003

Paul Gribble CBE

Agree

006

Mark Heath

Agree

012

Southern Branch of
the AEA

Agree

The AEA supports the proposal that a parish poll should be conducted along the basis of other polls in relation to rules and
timetables and suggests adopting the local election rules which allows for a 25 day timetable. This approach would allow time
for the late registration of electors, postal and proxy voting along with the planning and conduct of the parish poll. It would also
ensure a consistent timetable approach for all parish polls (whether with or without postal and proxy voting, the position as
presently proposed given the discretion available to the parish council).
The AEA has a concern that, for areas where there is no parish council, the same discretion is not available to the parish
meeting. We believe that consideration should be given to this point to again provide consistency of approach.
In line with a consistent approach to that of other polls and to avoid confusion to the elector, the AEA suggests that postal and
proxy voting be included as standard for parish polls as it is for parish elections, and not subject to the agreement of the parish
council as proposed.
However, if the proposal regarding postal and proxy voting stays as suggested in the government’s consultation paper (the poll
may be conducted in accordance with such rules as applicable to the conduct of other polls as the Returning Officer considers
appropriate, subject to the inclusion of postal and proxy voting for the poll being with the agreement of the parish council), the
AEA would wish to see a deadline by which the parish is able to request postal and proxy voting, similar to that of a parish
council by-election when there is a formal deadline in the timetable for the parish council to request poll cards.
(Referred to AEA (National) Formal response to the Parish Polls Consultation on the Government’s Intentions to Modernise
Parish Poll Regulations, January 2015, pp 2 to 3, available here
http://www.aea-elections.co.uk/wpcontent/uploads/2014/08/aea-response-parish-polls-jan-2015.pdf)

014

AEA (National)

Agree
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015

Eastbourne Electoral
Services

Agree

016

Phil Hardy (Sandwell
Council)

Agree

024

London Branch of the
AEA

Agree

025

Matthew Box (Malvern
Hills DC)

Agree

026

Eastern Branch of the
AEA

Agree

029

Electoral Commission

031

Sir Howard Bernstein

Agree

033

Ian White (Kettering
BC)

Agree
Agree

038

David Hughes
(Electoral Registration
Officer and Returning
Officer for Gravesham
BC)

041

Timothy Straker QC

Agree

Agree

Disagree

044

Fully support this as current rules are antiquated.

The Commission does not advise on parish or community polls, since our remit for referendums does not extend to them.
However, these two provisional proposals are a sensible way forward and consistent with the need to simplify, consolidate and
modernise the rules for all polls.

The Government has recently consulted on changes to the legislation on parish polls.
A different solution is required, which would avoid engaging election rules. The only such appointments that might at present be
fall to be made by a parish poll are appointments that can (and arguably should) be decided by the parish council itself.

Ian Miller (Returning
Officer for Wyre
Forest)

The legislation could be cast so that, where a parish council exists, a request for a poll from a parish meeting (if it satisfies the
trigger) should be formally considered by the parish council. The parish councillors would decide whether or not to hold a poll.
However, in the case of an appointment, the legislation could provide that the matter is not to be the subject of a poll and the
question must be decided by the parish council itself. Parish councillors should not be allowed to abrogate their responsibilities,
such as appointing a chairman of the parish council or making other decisions on appointments such as co-options.

046

Wyre Forest DC

Disagree

049

West Lancashire BC

Agree

As for EL044 above

477

Darren Whitney
(Stratford on Avon
DC)

Agree

057

Colin Everett
(Returning Officer)

Agree

058

Alan Mabbutt OBE
(Conservative Party)

Agree

070

Richard Mawrey QC

Agree

054
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Provisional Proposal 14-7
A parish poll pertaining to an issue should be governed by the conduct rules for local referendums.
Total responses: 22
Statistics:
Agree – 20
Disagree – 0
Conditional – 2
Comment only – 0
Sub

Respondent

Response to PP 14-2

002

Robin Potter

Agree

003

Paul Gribble CBE

Agree

006

Mark Heath

Agree

012

Southern Branch of
the AEA

Agree

The AEA supports the proposal that a parish poll should be conducted along the basis of other polls in relation to rules and
timetables and suggests adopting the local election rules which allows for a 25 day timetable. This approach would allow time
for the late registration of electors, postal and proxy voting along with the planning and conduct of the parish poll. It would also
ensure a consistent timetable approach for all parish polls (whether with or without postal and proxy voting, the position as
presently proposed given the discretion available to the parish council).
The AEA has a concern that, for areas where there is no parish council, the same discretion is not available to the parish
meeting. We believe that consideration should be given to this point to again provide consistency of approach.
In line with a consistent approach to that of other polls and to avoid confusion to the elector, the AEA suggests that postal and
proxy voting be included as standard for parish polls as it is for parish elections, and not subject to the agreement of the parish
council as proposed.
However, if the proposal regarding postal and proxy voting stays as suggested in the government’s consultation paper (the poll
may be conducted in accordance with such rules as applicable to the conduct of other polls as the Returning Officer considers
appropriate, subject to the inclusion of postal and proxy voting for the poll being with the agreement of the parish council), the
AEA would wish to see a deadline by which the parish is able to request postal and proxy voting, similar to that of a parish
council by-election when there is a formal deadline in the timetable for the parish council to request poll cards.
(Referred to AEA (National) Formal response to the Parish Polls Consultation on the Government’s Intentions to Modernise
Parish Poll Regulations, January 2015, pp 2 to 3, available here
http://www.aea-elections.co.uk/wpcontent/uploads/2014/08/aea-response-parish-polls-jan-2015.pdf)
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014

AEA (National)

Agree

The AEA supports this provisional proposal and is of the view that a parish poll should be conducted along the basis of other
polls in relation to rules and timetables. On that basis, the local election rules which allows for a 25 day timetable should be
adopted.
This approach would allow time for the late registration of electors, postal and proxy voting along with the planning and
conduct of the parish poll. It would also ensure a consistent timetable approach for all parish polls (whether with or without
postal and proxy voting, the position as presently proposed given the discretion available to the parish council).
The AEA has a concern that, for areas where there is no parish council, the same discretion is not available to the parish
meeting. We believe that consideration should be given to this point to again provide consistency of approach.
In line with a consistent approach to that of other polls and, to avoid confusion to the elector, the AEA suggests that postal and
proxy voting be included as standard for parish polls as it is for parish elections, and not subject to the agreement of the parish
council, as proposed.
However, if the proposal regarding postal and proxy voting stays as suggested in the Parish Polls consultation paper, the AEA
would wish to see a deadline by which the parish is able to request postal and proxy voting, similar to that of a parish council
by-election where there is a formal deadline in the timetable for the parish council to request poll cards. (Apparently (but not
expressly) copied and pasted from their response to the government as above for EL012)

015

Eastbourne Electoral
Services

Agree

Endorses National AEA’s response

016

Phil Hardy (Sandwell
Council)

Agree

Endorses National AEA’s response

024

London Branch of the
AEA

Agree

025

Matthew Box (Malvern
Hills DC)

Agree

Endorses National AEA’s response

026

Eastern Branch of the
AEA

Agree

Endorses National AEA’s response

031

Sir Howard Bernstein

Agree

033

Ian White (Kettering
BC)

Agree

038

David Hughes
(Electoral Registration
Officer and Returning
Officer for Gravesham
BC)

041

Timothy Straker QC

Endorses National AEA’s response
gree

Agree
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Conditional

This depends on whether the issue being “decided” is actually a decision that has real impact e.g. to spend money or to enter
a contract; or is more advisory or declaratory in character e.g. opposing the closure of a local facility or opposing an application
for planning permission.
It would seem a heavy burden indeed to require voting from 7am to 10pm if the poll is advisory or declaratory. In a very small
parish, there might be only 100-200 voters and all those who intend to vote might have done so well before 10pm.
It would also arguably be inconsistent with the arrangements for principal authorities holding a local advisory poll under section
116 of the Local Government Act 2003. This gives them discretion about all the arrangements for such a poll, including the
hours of voting. Hence the point raised under provisional proposal 14-3 about whether section 116 polls should be brought
within the regime for local referendums.
The response therefore is that parish polls should be governed by the conduct rules for local referendums only if section 116
polls are treated in the same way.

044

It would be inappropriate that parish councils should be given less freedom to decide such issues than principal authorities.

Ian Miller (Returning
Officer for Wyre
Forest)

(There is also a possible middle ground. Statutory parameters could be devised for parish polls that provide some flexibility
while ensuring more appropriate arrangements for participation than are found in the current legislation. For example, they
could provide that:
1) The hours of voting shall be not less than (say) 8 continuous hours, including the hours between 4pm and 8pm;
2) The hours of voting shall be set by the parish council where there is one or by the returning officer in the case of a
parish that does not have a parish council;
3) If the hours of voting are not 7am to 10pm, then postal and proxy voting must be available;
4) If the hours of voting are 7am to 10pm, the returning officer shall include postal and proxy voting only with the
agreement of the parish council (if there is one).
(3) ensures that there should be no concern about the ability of local electors to participate where voting hours are
fewer than 15, as they would be able to arrange a postal or proxy vote.)
We support aligning the timetable for parish polls so that they accord better with the timetable for elections.

046

Wyre Forest DC

049

West Lancashire BC
Darren Whitney
(Stratford on Avon
DC)

Agree

Endorses National AEA’s response

054

Alastair Whitelaw
(Scottish Green Party)

Agree

Agreed, on the assumption that there would be a parallel provision for Community Councils.

056

Conditional

As above for EL044
Endorses National AEA’s response

gree
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057

Colin Everett
(Returning Officer)

Agree

058

Alan Mabbutt OBE
(Conservative Party)

Agree

070

Richard Mawrey QC

Agree
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Consultation Question 14-8
Should the scope of issues before a parish council which can be put to a poll be defined so as to restrict parish polls to issues of parish
concern?
Total responses: 22
Statistics:
Yes – 18
No – 2
Comment only – 2
Sub

Respondent

Response to PP 14-2

002

Robin Potter (Liberal
Democrat Councillor)

Yes

003

Paul Gribble CBE

Yes

006

Mark Heath

Yes

012

Southern Branch of
the AEA

Yes

This would be welcomed to stop parish polls about general matters.

014

AEA (National)

Yes

The AEA fully supports the following criteria outlined in the Parish Polls consultation paper:
1. The subject matter was discussed at the parish meeting.
2. The subject matter directly affects those who live and/or work in the parish; and
3. The parish council/meeting has the capacity to make a decision on the subject matter including any decision as a statutory
consultee, but not including a decision simply to agree a declaratory statement on the matter.
The above criteria should tighten the subject matter more than at present. However, in addition, the AEA requested the
Government to consider a fourth criteria as follows:
4. The subject matter cannot relate to an individual licensing or planning application.
With the initial criteria proposed, a parish poll could be called on an individual licensing or planning application as it meets the
criteria laid out in 1 and 2 and under section 3 “ the parish council/meeting has the capacity to make a decision on the subject
matter including any decision as a statutory consultee…”.
As a result, a parish poll could be requested in relation to a specific application within the parish even though there is already a
consultation process in place regarding such applications with views/responses being invited from neighbouring residents,
community, and parish/town council. Following the decision of the local authority, there are appeal processes in place.

483

It is our view that a parish poll being held on a specific application would not be the appropriate route and could be an abuse of the
parish poll procedure when there are formal consultation processes already in place.
015

Eastbourne Electoral
Services

Yes

Endorses response of National AEA

016

Phil Hardy (Sandwell
Council)

Yes

Endorses response of National AEA

022

New Forest DC

Yes

025

Matthew Box (Malvern
Hills DC)

Yes

Endorses response of National AEA

026

Eastern Branch of the
AEA

Yes

Endorses response of National AEA

031

Sir Howard Bernstein

Yes

Yes, unless a clear policy decision is taken by the legislature that parish polls may concern broader subject matter.

033

Ian White (Kettering
BC)

Yes
Yes

038

David Hughes
(Electoral Registration
Officer and Returning
Officer for Gravesham
BC)

041

Timothy Straker QC

Yes
No

044

Ian Miller (Returning
Officer for Wyre
Forest)

Endorses response of National AEA

We did not support the Government proposal to limit polls solely to those matters that relate to a parish council or the decisions
that a parish meeting may make.
There may be a wide range of questions that local people wish to test through a poll. They can include matters that are the
responsibility of other bodies (such as health services provided for people in the parish, road repairs or bus services). While they
directly affect those who live or work in the parish, such issues are not in the control of the parish council or parish meeting. In
such circumstances, a poll cannot be binding on the body that has responsibility for the matter concerned. It is simply an
expression of opinion on the part of people living in the parish.
There seems no logical reason therefore why a parish poll cannot also be on wider affairs of state where the people of parish may
wish to express a view, such as UK taxation policy, development of a new town some miles away, nuclear disarmament,
membership of the EU and so on.
It is legitimate for local people to be able to express a view on any issue that they perceive affects them and it is not appropriate
for legislation seek to limit their methods to do so.

484

What would be more helpful is clarification that a poll can be on any matter, in order to prevent any doubt by auditors or others
about the vires for polls.
046

Wyre Forest DC

No

As above

049

West Lancashire BC

Yes

Endorses National AEA’s response

Darren Whitney
(Stratford on Avon
DC)

Yes

Endorses National AEA’s response

054
056

Alastair Whitelaw
(Scottish Green Party)

Yes

Yes, again on the assumption that there would be a parallel provision for Community Councils.

057

Colin Everett
(Returning Officer)

Comment
only

We would suggest, based on local experience, that there should be consideration as to whether the scope for the subject of
Community Polls should be limited to matters that fall within the functions of either a county council or a town / community council
or remain open to wider issues of local concern.
In Wales, given the publication of the recent White Paper, the scope for community led Polls might depend on the future roles and
responsibilities of town and community councils as representative bodies, something which the White Paper suggests will be
subject to review.

058

Alan Mabbutt OBE
(Conservative Party)

Comment
only

067

Labour Party

Yes

Whilst I do have a view on this issue, I think that it is beyond the scope of this particular review.
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